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PREFACE.

THE Sovereign Pontiff, Leo XIII., in his Encyclical

on Scholastic Philosophy, writes as follows :

&quot; Let

the teachers whom you shall discreetly choose make

it their aim to instil the doctrine of Thomas Aquinas

into the minds of their scholars, and to set in a

clear light his solidity and excellence above other

authors. . . . But lest supposititious utterances be

taken for true, or adulterate for genuine, see to it

that the wisdom of Thomas be drunk in from his

own streams.&quot;
1

Nevertheless, experience shows that it is difficult

ven in the training of young ecclesiastics to get

them to read St. Thomas continuously. Indeed

it may be feared that St. Thomas is not yet

read by them quite as much as Leo XIII. would

have wished. And by laymen in English-speaking

countries he is read scarcely at all.

Several years of teaching Moral Philosophy in

1 &quot; Doctrinam Thomre Aquijjatis studeant magistri, a Vobis intel-

Hgtnter lecti, in discipulorum animos insinuate ; ejusque prae ceteris

soliditatem atque excellentiam in perspicuo ponant. . . . Ne autem

supposita pro vera, neu corrupta pro sincera bibatur, providete
ut sapientia Thomas ex ipsis ejus fontibus hauriatur.&quot;
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a Catholic Seminary induced the Translator to

gather numerous references to St. Thomas, which

he pressed upon the perusal of his auditors. Most

of these passages are here translated, with additions.

The translation is not continuous. Phrases, Articles,

and whole Questions are omitted, some because

they deal with Theology rather than with Ethics,

some on account of their difficulty, and some for

brevity s sake. But the original numbering of

Question, Article, and Argument has been pre

served throughout, marking omissions and affording

convenience of reference.

This is a translation, not a paraphrase. The

words are the words of St. Thomas. The Translator

has added notes, which may sometimes serve to

guard against dangerous misinterpretation. Any

thing in the way of continuous commentary must

be sought, so far as he can supply it, in Ethics and

Natural Law (Manuals of Catholic Philosophy,

Stonyhurst Series), to which this volume may be

regarded as a companion.

If it be said :

&quot; This is not a translation, but a

mutilation :

&quot;

the reply is forthcoming, that the

Angelic Doctor still reposes whole and entire in

his own original Latin, to which fair original it is

hoped that this abbreviated version may help to

introduce new readers.
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A translation of the principal portions of the Second Part of

the Summa Theologica, with Notes.

FIRST DIVISION OF THE SECOND PART,

Commonly called Pi ima Sccundce.

QUESTION I.

OF THE LAST END OF MAN IN GENERAL.

ARTICLE I. Is it proper to man to act for an end ?

R. Of the actions done by man, those alone are

properly called human, which are proper to man as

man. Now man differs from irrational creatures in

this, that he is master of his own acts. Wherefore

those acts alone are properly called human, whereof

man is master. But man is master of his own acts

by reason and will : hence free-will is said to be

a function of will and reason. Those actions, there

fore, are properly called human, which proceed from

a deliberate will. Any other actions attributable

to man may indeed be styled actions of man, but not

properly human actions, since they are not of man
B VOL. I.
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as he is man. Now it is clear that all the actions

that proceed from any power are caused by that

power acting in reference to its object. But the

object of the will is some end in the shape of good.
Therefore all human actions must be for an end.

i. The end, though it is last in execution, is

first in the intention of the agent, and in this way
stands as a cause.

3. Such actions as when man moves foot or

hand, while thinking of other things, or strokes his

beard, are not properly human, because they do not

proceed from the deliberation of the reason, which

is the proper principle of human actions.

ARTICLE IV. Is there any last end of human

conduct ?

R. In ends there is found a twofold order, to

wit, the order of intention and the order of exe

cution, and in both orders there must be some first

point. That which is first in the order of intention

is a sort of principle moving the desire : take that

principle away, and desire would have nothing to

move it. The moving principle of the execution is

that from whence the work begins : take away that

moving principle, and none would begin to work

at anything. Now the moving principle of the

intention is the last end : the moving principle of

the execution is the first step in the way of means

to the end. Thus, then, on neither side is it

possible to go on to infinity : because, if there were

no last end, nothing would be desired, nor any
action have a term, nor would the intention of the
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agent rest. On the other hand, if there were no

first step in the means to the end, no one would

begin to work at anything, and deliberation would

never terminate, but go on to infinity.

ARTICLE V.Can one man have several ultimate

ends ?

R. It is impossible for the will of one man at

the same time to go out to several diverse objects

as to so many different last ends. The reason may
be assigned thus. Since every being seeks its own

perfection, a jnan seeks that as his last end which

he seeks as his perfect and crowning good. The
last end therefore must so fill the whole of the

man s desire as to leave nothing to be desired

beyond it. This cannot be, if anything further is

required to the perfection of that end. Therefore

desire cannot go out to two things as if each were

its perfect good.
i. To Augustine s saying,

&quot; Some have placed
the last end of man in four things, pleasure, repose,

the goods of nature, and virtue,&quot; it is to be said

that all these several objects are regarded in the

light of one perfect good constituted out of them,

by those who have placed in them their last end.

3. The power of the will does not extend to

making things opposite and irreconcilable coexist,

as they would coexist, if the will could tend to

several diverse objects as to so many last ends.

4. That wherein a man rests as in his last

end dominates his desire, because therefrom[he takes

.rules of conduct for his whole life : whence it is said
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of gluttons, &quot;Whose god is their
belly,&quot;

1 because

they place their last end in the pleasures of the

table. But, as is said :

&quot; No man can serve two

masters,&quot;
2
two, that is, not in concert with one

another. Therefore it is impossible for one man to

have several ultimate ends not in harmony with one

another.

ARTICLE VI. Is everything that a man wills,

willed for the sake of the last end ?

R. It needs must be that all things that a man
desires are desired for the sake of the last end.

Whatever a man desires, he desires in the light of

a good thing. If it is not desired as perfect good,
which is the last end, it must be desired as tending
to perfect good, because always the commencement
of a thing is directed to the completion thereof, as

is apparent both in things of nature and in things
of art, and thus every commencement of perfection

is directed to the attainment of perfection in its

full measure, which is the achievement of the last

end.

i. Actions done in jest are not referred to any
external end, but are simply directed to the good
of the author of the jest, his delight or recrea

tion. But the full measure of the good of man is

found in his last end.

2. Speculative science, being desired as some

sort of good by the student of it, is comprehended
under that complete and perfect good which is the

last end.

1
Philipp. iii. 19.

2 St. Matt. vi. 24.
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3. It is not necessary for one to be always

thinking of the last end in every desire and in

every work ; but the efficacy of the first intention,

which is made in view of the last end, remains

in every desire of everything, even without any
actual thought of the last end : just as it is

not necessary in walking along a road to think

at every step of the place whither you are

going.

4. Augustine says: &quot;That is our final good,
which is loved for its own sake, and all other things
for the sake of it.&quot;

ARTICLE VII. 7s the last end of all men one and

the same ?

R. We may speak of the last end in two ways :

in one way, of the last end itself; in another way,
of that in which the character of the last end is

found. As regards the last end itself, all agree in

desiring the last end, because all desire the fulness

of their own well-being, in which full well-being the

last end consists. But as regards that in which

the character of the last end is found, all men do

not agree in their last end. Some seek riches as

their complete and final good; others seek pleasure;

others other things ; just as to every taste delicious-

ness is pleasant, but to some men most pleasant is

the deliciousness of wine, to others the deliciousness

of honey, and so of the rest. Nevertheless, that

must absolutely be most pleasant, with which he is

best pleased who has the best taste ;
and in like

manner that good must be most complete, which is
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pursued as his last end by him whose affections are

best in order.

i. They who sin turn away from that in which

the character of the last end is truly found, but not

from the simple intention of the last end, which

they mistakenly seek in the wrong things.

2. The difference of interests and pursuits in

life between man and man is due to the diversity of

things in which the character of the final good is

sought.

QUESTION II.

OF THE OBJECT IN WHICH MAN S HAPPINESS

CONSISTS.

ARTICLE I. Does happiness consist in riches ?

R. It is impossible for the happiness of man to

consist in riches. For riches are of two sorts, as

the Philosopher
1

says, natural and artificial. Natural

riches are all those aids which go to the supply of

natural wants, like meat and drink, clothing, means
of transport, habitation, and the rest. Artificial

riches take the form of money, something that is

no aid to nature in itself, but is an invention of

human contrivance for the convenience of exchange,
as a measure of things saleable. Now clearly the

happiness of man cannot be in the possession of

natural riches. For such riches are eligible for the

sustenance of man s nature, and therefore cannot be

1 When St. Thomas says &quot;the Philosopher,&quot; he means Aristotle,

as when he says &quot;the Apostle,&quot; he means St. Paul. (Trl.)
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themselves the last end of man, but rather man is

the end to which they are referred. Whence in

the order of nature all such things are below man,
and are made for man, as it is said: &quot;Thou hast

subjected all things beneath his feet.&quot;
1

Artificial

riches, on the other hand, are not eligible except for

the sake of those that are natural. They would

not be sought at all except for the fact that with

them things are bought that are necessary for the

uses of life. Much less therefore can they bear the

character of a final end.

i. &quot;All&quot; material &quot;things obey money,&quot;
2 so

far as the multitude of fools is concerned, who know

only material things, which can be acquired by

money. But an estimate of human goods should

not be taken by the judgment of fools, but by that

of wise men, as an estimate of palatable and un

palatable food is taken by the judgment of those

whose sense of taste is in good order.

2. To the words of the Philosopher,
&quot;

Money
was invented on purpose to be a sort of surety for

having in exchange for it whatever man can desire,&quot;

it is to be said that all saleable articles may be had

for money, but not spiritual goods : they cannot be

sold. Hence it is said :

&quot; What doth it profit a

fool to have money, when he cannot buy wisdom?&quot;

3. The desire of natural riches is not bound

less, because a certain measure of riches is sufficient

for nature : but the desire of artificial riches is

boundless, not however in the same way as the

desire of the supreme good. For the more perfectly

1 Psalm viii. 8. 2 Eccles. x. 19.
3 Prov. xvii. 16.
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the supreme good is possessed, the more it is loved,

and all things else despised. But with the desire

of riches and all other temporal goods the contrary

is the case
;
for when they are got, what is already

in hand is despised, and something else desired,

because their insufficiency is better recognized when

they are possessed. And this very fact is a proof

of their imperfection, and that the supreme good
consists not in them.

ARTICLE II. Does man s happiness consist in

honours ?

R. It is impossible that happiness should consist

in honour. For honour is paid to a person for

some excellence of his, and so is a sign and testi

mony of that excellence which is in the person
honoured. Now a man s excellence is taken to

obtain especially in point of happiness, which is

the perfect good of man, and of the parts of

happiness, that is, in point of those goods which

are some participation of happiness. Therefore

honour may indeed follow upon happiness, but

happiness cannot consist principally in honour.

i. Honour is not the reward of virtue for

which the virtuous work, but they receive honour

from men in lieu of a reward, inasmuch as men
have nothing greater to give them. But the true

reward of virtue is happiness itself, and for that

the virtuous work ; whereas, if they worked for

honour, it would not be virtue but rather ambition.

2. Honour is due to God, and to beings of

high excellence, as a sign or testimony of pre-
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existent excellence, not that the mere honour makes

them excellent.

3. As honour attends upon happiness, it follows

from the natural desire of happiness that men have

a prevailing desire of honour : hence they seek

especially to be honoured by the wise, upon whose

judgment they believe themselves to be excellent or

fortunate.

ARTICLE III. Does man s happiness consist in fame
and glory ?

l

R. It is impossible for the happiness of man to

consist in fame or human glory. For glory is

nothing else than &quot;

clear notoriety with praise,&quot;

as Augustine says. Now the thing known stands

in different relations to divine and to human

knowledge. Human knowledge is caused by the

things known, but divine knowledge is the cause

of the things known. Hence the perfection of

human good, which is called happiness, cannot be

caused by human knowledge or notoriety amongst
men, but rather men s knowledge of another man s

happiness proceeds from and is in a manner caused

by that same happiness, either in its initial or in its

perfect state. But the good of man depends upon
the knowledge of God as upon its cause

;
and there

fore upon the glory which is with God human

happiness depends as upon its cause. It is further

1 Fame and glory attach to the absent and even the dead :

honour is paid to a man living and present to receive it. This

article is useful in considering the &quot; eternal life
&quot;

of fame and glory
which is the Positivist substitute for Heaven. (Trl.)
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to be considered that human knowledge is liable to

many deceptions, especially as to points of detail in

such a matter as human acts ; and therefore human

glory is frequently fallacious. But because God
cannot be deceived, the glory that is of Him is ever

true ;
therefore it is said :

&quot; He is approved whom
God commendeth.&quot; 1

2. As for that good which comes of fame and

glory in the knowledge of many, we say that, if

the knowledge be true, the good thereof must be

derived from a previous good, existing in the man

himself, and so presupposes perfect happiness, or

at least the commencement of it. But if the know

ledge be a false impression, it is not in harmony with

fact, and in the man celebrated and famous at that

rate no good is found.

ARTICLE IV. Does man s happiness consist in

power ?

R. It is impossible for happiness to consist in

power, and that for two reasons. First, because

power is an initiative, but happiness a last and final

end. Secondly, because power is susceptible of

good and evil, but happiness is the proper and

perfect good of man. Hence it were more possible
for some happiness to consist in the good use of

power, which is by virtue, than in power itself.

i. The divine power is its own goodness:
hence God cannot use His power otherwise than

well. But this is not the case in men. Hence it is

not sufficient for happiness that man be likened

1 2 Cor. x. 18.
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unto God in power, unless he be likened to Him
also in goodness.

2. As it is the height of good that one should

use power well in the government of many, so it

is the lowest depth of evil if one uses power ill.

Thus power is susceptible of good and of evil.

3. Slavery is an obstacle to the good use of

power, and therefore men naturally shun it, not as

though the highest good consisted in power.

Four general reasons may be brought to show

that in none of the above-mentioned exterior goods
does happiness consist.

The first is that, happiness being the supreme

good of man, no evil is compatible with it, but all

the aforesaid things may be found in good men and

evil men alike.

The second reason is that, whereas it is of the

essence of happiness to be all in all by itself, it

needs must be that, happiness once gained, no

needful good is wanting to man
;

but after the

gaining of each of the advantages above-mentioned,
there may still be many needful good things wanting
to man, as wisdom, bodily health, and the like.

Third reason, because whereas happiness is

perfect good, it is impossible for any evil to come
to any one from happiness, which is not true of

the things in question, for it is said,
&quot; Riches are

sometimes kept to the sorrow of their owner,&quot;
1

and in like manner of the other things.

The fourth reason is, because man is directed to

1 Eccles. v. 12.
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happiness by interior principles, since he is directed

to it by nature, but all the four goods above-

mentioned are rather from exterior causes, and

generally from fortune, whence they are called

&quot;goods of fortune.&quot; Hence it is manifest that

happiness nowise consists in the aforesaid things.

ARTICLE V. Does man s happiness consist in any

good of the body ?

R. It is impossible for the happiness of man to

consist in goods of the body, for two reasons. First

of all, because it is impossible for that which is

referred to something else as to its last end, to

have its end in the preservation of its own being.
Hence a captain does not intend as a last end the

preservation of the ship entrusted to him, because

the ship is referred to something else as its end,

namely, navigation. But as a ship is given over to

the captain to direct its course, so man is given over

to his own will and reason, as is said :

&quot; God made
man from the beginning, and left him in the hand

of his own counsel.&quot;
1 But it is clear that man is

referred to something as to an end, for man is not

the supreme good. Hence it is impossible that the

last end of human reason and will should be the

preservation of human existence.

Secondly because, granted that the end of human
reason and will were the preservation of human

existence, still it could not be said that the end of

man was any good of the body. For the being
of man consists of soul and body, and while the

1 Ecclus. xv. 14.
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being of the body depends on the soul, at the same
time the being of the human soul does not depend
on the body : indeed, the body is for the soul, as

the matter is for the form, and as instruments

are for him that uses them to do his work with :

hence all goods of the body are referred to goods of

the soul as to their end. Hence it is impossible
that happiness, the ultimate end, should consist in

goods of the body.

ARTICLE VI. Docs man s happiness consist in

pleasure ?

R. Because bodily delights are better known,

they have arrogated to themselves the name of

pleasures. Still happiness does not consist princi

pally in them. In everything, what belongs to the

essence is distinguished from the propriitm conse

quent upon the essence, as in man his being a

mortal rational animal is distinguished from his

being risible. We must notice accordingly that

every delight is a sort ofproprium consequent upon

happiness, or upon some portion of happiness. For

a man is delighted at this, that he has hold either

in reality, or in hope, or at least in memory, of

some good that suits him. Now that suitable good,
if it is perfect, is none other than the happiness
of man : but if it is imperfect, it is a participation

in happiness, proximate, or remote, or at least

apparent. Hence it is manifest that not even the

delight which follows perfect good is the essence

and core of happiness, but is consequent upon

happiness after the manner of a propriitm.
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But bodily pleasure cannot follow perfect good
even in the aforesaid way, for it follows that good
which is apprehended by sense ; but no bodily

good apprehended by sense can be the perfect

good of man, but is a trifle in comparison with

the good of the soul. Thus bodily pleasure is

neither happiness itself nor a proprium of happi
ness.

i. The desire of good and the desire of delight

stand on the same footing, delight being nothing
else than the repose of desire in good. Hence, as

good is desired for itself, so also is delight desired

for itself, if by for we mean the final cause : but if

we consider the motive cause, delight is desirable

for something else, namely, for the good which is

the object of delight, and which consequently is the

principle that starts it and gives it its form. For

by this is delight desirable, that it is a repose in a

longed for good.
2. The vehemence of the desire of sensible

delight arises from the operations of the senses

being more readily perceptible, as being the begin

nings of our knowledge : hence also sensible delights

are gone after by the greater number of men.

3. All men desire delights in the same way in

which they desire good ; and yet the delight is

desired by reason of the good, and not the other

way about. Hence it does not follow that delight

is good of itself and the greatest of goods ; but that

every delight is consequent upon some good, and

some delight is consequent upon that which is good
of itself and the greatest of goods.
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ARTICLE VII.

3. Happiness itself, being a perfection of the

soul, is a good inherent in the soul : but that in

which happiness consists, or the object that makes

one happy, is something outside the soul.

ARTICLE VIII. Does man s happiness consist in

any created good ?

R. It is impossible for the happiness of man to

be in any created good. For happiness is perfect

good, which entirely appeases desire : otherwise it

would not be the last end, if something still

remained to be desired. But the object of the

will is universal good, as the object of the intellect

is universal truth. Hence it is clear that nothing

can set the will of man at rest but universal good,
which is not found in anything created, but in God
alone. Hence God alone can fill the heart of man.

3. Created good is not less than what a man
is capable of as a good intrinsic to and inherent in

him
; but it is less than the good that he is capable

of as an object, for that is infinite.



QUESTION III.

WHAT IS HAPPINESS ?

ARTICLE I. 7s happiness something uncreated?

R. The word end has two meanings. In one

meaning it stands for the thing itself which we
desire to gain : thus the miser s end is money. In

another meaning it stands for the near attainment,

or possession, or use, or enjoyment of the thing

desired, as if one should say that the possession of

money is the miser s end, or the enjoyment of some

thing pleasant the end of the sensualist. In the

first meaning of the word, therefore, the end of man
is the Uncreated Good, namely God, who alone of

His infinite goodness can perfectly satisfy the will

of man. But according to the second meaning the

last end of man is something created, existing in

himself, which is nothing else than the attainment

or enjoyment of the last end. Now the last end is

called happiness. If therefore the happiness of

man is considered in its cause or object, in that way
it is something uncreated ; but if it is considered in

essence, in that way happiness is a created thing.

2. Happiness is said to be the sovereign good
of man, because it is the attainment or enjoyment
of the sovereign good.
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ARTICLE II. Is happiness an activity ?
l

R. So far as the happiness of man is something

created, existing in the man himself, we must say
that the happiness of man is an act. For happiness
is the last perfection of man. But everything is

perfect so far as it is in act ;
for potentiality without

actuality is imperfect. Happiness therefore must

consist in the last and crowning act of man. But it

is manifest that activity is the last and crowning
act of an active being ;

whence also it is called by
the Philosopher &quot;the second act.&quot; And hence it

is that each thing is said to be for the sake of its

activity. It needs must be therefore that the happi
ness of man is a certain activity.

i. Life has two meanings. One way it means

the very being of the living, and in that way happi
ness is not life

;
for of God alone can it be said that

His own being is His happiness. In another way
life is taken to mean the activity on the part of the

living thing by which activity the principle of life is

reduced to act. Thus we speak of an active or con

templative life, or of a life of pleasure ;
and in this

way the last end is called life everlasting, as is clear

from the text: &quot;This is life everlasting, that they
know Thee, the only true God.&quot;

:

1 St.Thomas s actus and operatio I have Englished usually as act

and activity. The surgical associations that hang about our word

operation are too strong to allow us ever to say that happiness con

sists in an operation. At the same time, as the English language is

very deficient in the technicalities of philosophy, an English word

must at times be used rather in an arbitrary and constrained sense,

to make it equivalent to a technical term of scholastic Latin. See

note on II-II. q. 37. art. i. (Trl.)
2 St. John xvii. 4.

C VOL. I.
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2. By the definition of Boethius, that happi

ness is &quot;a state made perfect by the aggregate

sum of all things good,&quot; nothing else is meant

than that the happy man is in a state of perfect

good. But Aristotle has expressed the proper

essence of happiness, showing by what it is that

man is constituted in such a state, namely, by a

certain activity.

3. Action is twofold. There is one variety that

proceeds from the agent to exterior matter, as the

action of cutting and burning, and such an activity

cannot be happiness, for such activity is not an act

and perfection of the agent, but rather of the

patient.
1 There is another action immanent, or

remaining in the agent himself, as feeling, under

standing, and willing. Such action is a perfection
(

and act of the agent, and an activity of this sort

possibly may be happiness.

4. Since happiness means some manner of final

perfection, happiness must have different meanings

according to the different grades of perfection that

there are attainable by different beings capable of

J happiness. In God is happiness by essence, because

His very being is His activity, because He does not

enjoy any other thing than Himself. In the angels

final perfection is by way of a certain activity,

whereby they are united to the Uncreated Good;^
and this activity is in them one and everlasting. In

men, in the state of the present life, final perfection

is by way of an activity whereby they are united to

God. But this activity cannot be everlasting or con-

This sort of action is called transient. (Trl.)i
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tinuous, and by consequence it is not one, because

an act is multiplied by interruption ;
and therefore,

in this state of the present life, perfect happiness is

not to be had by man. Hence the Philosopher,

placing the happiness of man in this life, says

that it is imperfect, and after much discussion he

comes to this- conclusion :

&quot; We call them happy, so

far as happiness can be predicated of men.
5

But we
have a promise from God of perfect happiness, when
we shall be &quot;

like the angels in Heaven.&quot;
l As regards

this perfect happiness, the objection drops, because t

in this state of happiness the mind of man is united I

to God by one continuous and everlasting activity./

But in the present life, so far as we fall short of the

unity and continuity of such an activity, so much do

iwe lose of the perfection of happiness. There is,

however, granted us a certain participation in happi

ness, and the more continuous and undivided the

activity can be, the more will it come up to the idea

of happiness. And therefore in the active life, which

is busied with many things, there is less of the

essence of happiness than in the contemplative

life, which is busy with the one occupation of the

contemplation of truth. Though at times the

contemplative man is not actually engaged in con

templation, still, because he has it ready to hand,

he is always able to engage in it ; moreover, the

very cessation for purposes of sleep or other natural

occupation is ordered in his mind towards the afore

said act of contemplation, and therefore that act

.seems in a manner continual.

J St. Matt. xii. 30.
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ARTICLE III. Is happiness an activity of sense or

ofpure intellect ?

R. A thing may belong to happiness in three

ways, essentially, antecedently, and consequently. Essen

tially indeed the activity of sense cannot belong to

happiness. For man s happiness consists essentially
*

in his conjunction with the Uncreated Good,
1-1 -11

is his last end, an end wherewith he cannot be

joined by any activity of sense. The like

follows from the fact that man s happiness does not

consist in goods of the body, which however are the

only goods that we attain by the activity of sense.

But activities of sense may belong to happiness both

antecedently and consequently. Antecedently, in respect

of imperfect happiness, such as can be had in this

life : for the activity of intellect presupposes the*

activity of sense. Consequently, in the perfect happi
ness which is looked for in Heaven, because after the

resurrection,
&quot; from the happiness of the soul,&quot; as

Augustine says,
&quot; there will be a certain reaction on

the body and the senses of the body to perfect them

in their activities.&quot; But even then the activity

whereby the human mind is united with God will

not depend on sense.

ARTICLE IV. Supposing happiness to belong to the

intellectual faculty, is it an activity of the understanding

or of the will ?
x

1 This is a much vexed question between Thomists and Scotists,

St. Thomas certainly has Aristotle with him. See the Aristotelian

definition of happiness explained and applied, Moral Philosophy, or

Ethics and Natural Law, Stonyhurst Series, pp.6 26. (Trl.)
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R, For happiness two things are requisite, one

which is the essence of happiness, another which is

a sort ofproprium of it, namely, the delight attaching

to it. I say then that as for that which is the very
essence of happiness, it cannot possibly consist in

an act of the will. For manifestly happiness is the

gaining of the last end
;
but the gaining of the last

end does not consist in any mere act of the will.

The will reaches out both to an absent end, desiring

it, and to a present end, resting in it with delight.

But plainly the mere desire of an end is not the

gaining of an end, but a movement in that direction.

As for delight, that comes over the will from the fact

of the end being present, but not conversely, i.e., a

thing does not become present by the mere fact of

the will delighting in it. It must therefore be by

something else than the act of the will that the end

itself becomes present to the will. And this mani

festly appears in the case of sensible ends
;

for if

it were possible to gain money by an act of the

will, a covetous man would have made his money
from the first, the instant that he wished to have

it ; but the fact is, at first the money is away from

him, and he gets it by seizing it with his hand, or

by some such means, and then he is at once

delighted with the money got. So then it happens
also in the case of an end of the intellectual order.

For from the beginning we wish to gain this

intellectual end ; but we actually do gain it only

by this, that it becomes present to us by an act of

understanding, and then the will rests delighted in

the end already gained. So therefore the essence
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of happiness consists in an act of understanding.
But the delight that follows upon happiness belongs
to the will. So Augustine says :

&quot;

Happiness is joy
in truth,&quot; joy being properly the crown and com

plement of happiness.
i. Peace belongs to the last end of man, not

as being the very essence of happiness, but because

it stands in relation to happiness as well antecedently
as consequently. Antecedently, inasmuch as all

perturbing and impeding causes are already removed

from the way of the last end ; consequently, inas

much as man, when he has gained his last end
?

remains at peace with his desire at rest.

2. The first object of the will is not its own.

act, as neither is the first object of sight vision, but

a visible thing. Therefore from the fact that happi
ness belongs to the will as its first object, it follows

that it does not belong to it as being its own.

act.

4. Love ranks above knowledge in moving, but

knowledge goes before love in attaining; for nothing
is loved but what is known, and therefore an end of

understanding is first attained by the action of

understanding, even as an end of sense is first

attained by the action of sense.

5, To Augustine s words,
&quot; He is happy, who

has all that he wishes, and wishes nothing amiss,&quot;

it is to be said, that he who has all that he wishes,

is happy by having what he wishes, and that he has

by something else than an act of the will. But to

wish nothing amiss is required for happiness as a.

certain due disposition thereto.
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ARTICLE V. Is happiness an activity of the specu

lative or of the practical understanding ?

R. Happiness consists rather in the activity of

the speculative understanding than of the practical,

as is evident from three considerations. First from

this, that if the happiness of man is an activity,

it must be the best activity of man* Now the best

activity of man is that of the best power working

upon the best object : but the best power is the

understanding, and the best object thereof is the

Divine Good, which is not the object of the practical

understanding, but of the speculative. Secondly,
the same appears from this, that contemplation is

especially sought after for its own sake. But the

act of the practical understanding is not sought after

for its own sake, but for the sake of the action, and

the actions themselves are directed to some end.

Hence it is manifest that the last end cannot consist

in the active life that is proper to the practical

understanding. Thirdly, the same appears from

this, that in the contemplative life man is partaker
with his betters, namely, with God and the angels,

to whom he is assimilated by happiness : but in

what concerns the active life other animals also

after a fashion are partakers with men, albeit imper

fectly. And therefore the last and perfect happiness
which is expected in the world to come, must

consist mainly in contemplation. But imperfect

happiness, such as can be had here, consists

primarily and principally in contemplation, but

secondarily in the activity of the practical under

standing directing human actions and passions.
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2. The practical understanding has a good
which is outside of itself, but the speculative

understanding has good within itself, to wit, the

contemplation of truth
;

and if that good be

perfect, the whole man is perfected thereby and

becomes good. This good within itself the prac
tical understanding has not, but directs a man
towards it.

ARTICLE VIII. Does mans happiness consist in

the vision of the Divine Essence ?

R. The last and perfect happiness of man cannot

be otherwise than in the vision of the Divine

Essence. In evidence of this statement two

points are to be considered : first, that man is

not perfectly happy, so long as there remains

anything for him to desire and seek
; secondly,

that the perfection of every power is determined

by the nature of its object. Now the object of

the intellect is the essence of a thing : hence the

intellect attains to perfection so far as it knows
the essence of what is before it. And therefore,

when a man knows an effect, and knows that it

has a cause, there is in him an outstanding
natural desire of knowing the essence of the

cause. If therefore a human intellect knows the

essence of a created effect without knowing aught
of God beyond the fact of His existence, the

perfection of that intellect does not yet adequately
reach the First Cause, but the intellect has an

outstanding natural desire of searching into the

said Cause : hence it is not yet perfectly happy.
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For perfect happiness, therefore, it is necessary that

the intellect shall reach as far as the very essence

of the First Cause. 1

QUESTION IV.

OF THINGS REQUISITE FOR HAPPINESS.

ARTICLE I. Is delight requisite for happiness ?

R. In four ways one thing is requisite for

another. In one way as a preamble or preparation

for it, as instruction is for knowledge. In another

way as perfecting the thing, as the soul is requisite

for the life of the body. In a third way as co

operating from without, as friends are requisite for

carrying out an enterprise. In a fourth way as a

concomitant, as if we were to say that heat is

requisite for fire. And in this last way delight is

requisite for happiness. For delight is caused by
the fact of desire resting in attained good. Hence,
since happiness is nothing else than the attainment

of the Sovereign Good, there cannot be happiness
without concomitant delight.

i. To Augustine s words, that &quot;vision is the

whole reward of faith,&quot; it is to be said that by
the very fact of reward rendered, the will of him

who earns it is at rest, which is to have delight.

1 The reader should compare q. 5. art. 5. and consult theologians
on the difficulties of this passage. For the natural end of man, the

highest that he could have attained to by his unaided natural

powers, see Ethics and Natural Lav, pp. 23 26. (Trl.)
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2. He who sees God cannot want for delight.

3. The delight that accompanies the activity

of the understanding, does not impede, but rather

strengthens that activity : for acts done with delight
are done with more attention and perseverance-
But an extraneous delight would impede activity

by distracting the attention.

ARTICLE II. Is vision rather than delight the

main clement in happiness ? a

R. It must needs be that vision, the activity of

the understanding, is better than delight. For

delight consists in a certain repose of the will : but

the fact of the will s reposing in anything is only
for the goodness of that wherein it reposes. If

therefore the will reposes in any activity, it is from

the goodness of the activity that the repose of the

will proceeds. Nor does the will seek good for the

sake of repose ;
for at that rate the end of the will

would be its own act, which is against former con

clusions. 2 But the reason why the will seeks to

repose in an activity, is because such an activity is

the will s own proper good. Hence it is manifest

that the activity itself in which the will reposes, is

more of a principal good than the repose which the

will finds therein.

i. As the Philosopher says,
&quot;

Delight perfects

activity as beauty does youth,&quot;
which beauty is

consequent upon youth. Hence delight is a per-

1 This article is really a continuation of art. 4 of the previous

question. (Trl.)
a
Q- 3- art. 4.
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fection concomitant upon vision, not a perfection

that makes vision to be perfect in its kind.

2. The apprehension of sense does not attain

to the general notion of good, but to some particular

good which affords delight. And therefore according
to the procedure of the sensitive appetite, which

is in animals, activities are sought for the sake

of delight. But the intellect grasps the universal

idea of good, upon the attainment of which there

follows delight: hence the intellect intends good pre

eminently above delight. Hence also it is that the

Divine Intellect, which has the ordering of nature,

has appended delights to activities for the sake of

the activity. Our estimates of things must not be

made simply by the ruling of the sensitive appetite,

but rather by the ruling of the intellectual appetite.

ARTICLE IV. 7s rectitude of will requisite for

happiness ?

R. Rectitude of will is requisite for happiness
both antecedently and concomitantly . Antecedently,

because rectitude of will is an attitude of due regard
to the last end. As matter cannot take its form

unless it be duly disposed unto the same, so nothing

gains its end unless it be in due regard to it. And
therefore none can arrive at happiness unless he

have rectitude of will. Again concomitantly, because

happiness ultimately consists in the vision of the

Divine Essence, which is the very essence of good
ness

; and thus whatever the will of him who sees

the Essence of God loves, it necessarily loves it in

subordination to God, as whatever the will of him
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who does not see the Essence of God loves, it

loves it necessarily under the common idea of good
which it knows ; and this subordination it is that

keeps the will right. Hence it is manifest that

happiness cannot be without a right will.

ARTICLE VI. 7s any perfection of the body requisite

for happiness ?

R. If we speak of human happiness such as can

be had in this life, it is manifest that a good habit

of body is requisite thereto of necessity ;
and that by

ill-health of body man may be impeded in every
virtuous activity. But speaking of perfect happiness,

some have laid it down that no disposition of body
is requisite for happiness : nay, that it is requisite

thereto for the soul to be altogether separated
from the body. Augustine quotes some words

of Porphyry to this effect :

&quot; That the soul may
be happy, everything corporeal must be avoided.&quot;

But this is unreasonable : for as it is natural to

the soul to be united to a body, it cannot be that

the perfection of the soul excludes this its natural

perfection. And therefore we must say that for

happiness in every way perfect there is requisite

a perfect disposition of body, as well antecedently as

consequently. Antecedently, because as Augustine says,
&quot;

If the body be such that the conduct of it becomes

a difficult and burdensome task, as in the case of

the flesh that is corrupted and weighs down the

spirit, the mind is turned away from the vision of

the highest heaven;&quot; hence he concludes that

&quot;when this body shall be no longer animal but
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spiritual, then man shall be equal to the angels, and

what was his load shall be his
glory.&quot; Consequently,

because from the happiness of the soul there shall

be an overflow on to the body, that the body too

may attain its proper perfection. Hence Augustine

says :

&quot; God has made the soul of so potent a

nature, that out of its full and abounding happiness
there overflows upon the lower nature the freshness

of incorruption.&quot;

i. Bodily good, though not the object of

happiness, may yet be some ornament or comple
ment of happiness.

3. For the perfect activity of the understanding
there is requisite indeed a withdrawal from this

corruptible body, which weighs down the soul, but

not from the spiritual body, which will be wholly

subject to the spirit.

ARTICLE VII. Arc any exterior goods requisite

for happiness ?

R. For imperfect happiness, such as can be

had in this life, exterior goods are requisite, not as

being of the essence of happiness, but as instru

mental to happiness: for man needs in this life the

necessaries of the body for the exercise as well of

contemplative as of active virtue. But for perfect

happiness, which consists in the vision of God, such

goods are nowise requisite. The reason is this, that

whereas all such exterior goods are either requisite

for the support of the animal body, or requisite for

certain activities which we exercise through the

animal body, perfect happiness in the vision of God
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will either be in the soul without the body, or will

be in a soul united to a body no longer animal but

spiritual ;
and therefore in no way are exterior goods

requisite for that happiness, bearing as they do upon
animal life.

2. Exterior goods, subservient as they are to

animal life, are not proper to the spiritual life in

which the happiness of man consists. And yet

there shall be in that happiness an assemblage of

all things good ;
because whatever good is found

in those exterior things will be all possessed in the

supreme source and fountain of goodness.

ARTICLE VIII. Is the company offriends requisite

for happiness ?

R. If we speak of the happiness of the present

life, to be happy, man needs friends, both in the

active and in the contemplative life. But if we

speak of the perfect happiness that will be in our

heavenly country, the company of friends is not a

necessary requisite of happiness : because man has

all the fulness of his perfection in God. But the

company of friends makes for the well-being of

happiness. Hence Augustine says: &quot;The only aid

to happiness in spiritual creatures is intrinsic from

the eternity, truth, and charity of the Creator :

but if they are to be said to receive any extrinsic

aid at all, perhaps it is in this alone, that they see

one another and enjoy one another s company.&quot;

3. The perfection of charity is essential to

happiness as regards the love of God, not as regards

the love of our neighbour. Hence, if there were
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only one soul enjoying God, it would be happy,
without having any neighbour to love. 1 But suppos

ing the existence of a neighbour, the love of that

neighbour follows from the perfect love of God.

Hence friendship is a sort of concomitant of perfect

happiness.

1 &quot;

Only one soul.&quot; Such hypotheses are often met with. We
may be cognisant one day, \ve may hazard a conjecture now, of an

intrinsic absurdity, visible to the mind of Him who said,
&quot;

It is

not good for man to be alone
&quot;

(Gen. ii. 18), rendering it impossible
for creatures to be called into existence otherwise than in species
and hierarchies. Many arrangements intrinsically impossible may
be conceivable to us solely on account of the imperfection of our

ideas, as the squaring of the circle is conceivable to the un-

mathematical mind. See Dr. Mivart, On Truth, pp. 468, 469. The
actual state of the blessed is one of social happiness in &quot; the holy

city Jerusalem&quot; (Apoc. xxi. 10), as the way leading to it is life in

the society of the Church on earth. The blessed in Heaven and

the faithful upon earth are essentially a body, consisting of Christ

the Head with His members. Hence we should hesitate to

pronounce the &quot;communion of saints&quot; a mere accidental element

in happiness. Cf. Aristotle, Ethics, IX. ix. 10. (Trl.)



QUESTION V.

OF THE ATTAINMENT OF HAPPINESS.

ARTICLE I. Can man attain to happiness ?

R. Whoever is capable of perfect good, can

attain to happiness. That man is capable of perfect

good, appears from the fact of his intellect being
able to grasp universal and perfect good, and his

will to desire it ; and therefore man can attain to

happiness.
1

i. The way that the rational nature exceeds

the sensitive is not like the way that the intellectual

nature exceeds the rational. 2 For the rational nature

exceeds the sensitive in point of the object of its

knowledge, because sense can nowise be cognisant
of the universal, whereof reason is cognisant. But
the intellectual nature exceeds the rational in point
of the manner of knowing an intelligible truth.

For the intellectual nature immediately apprehends
the truth, whereunto the rational nature arrives by
the inquiry of reason ; and therefore what intellect

apprehends, reason attains by a process of making

1 This argument, a very difficult one, is developed in Ethics and

Natural Law, pp. 14 21. (Trl.)
2 That is, the superiority of man over brute s different from the

superiority of angel over man. (Trl.)
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its way thither. Hence a rational nature can attain

to happiness, which is the perfection of an intel

lectual nature, yet after another fashion than the

angels : for the angels gained it immediately after

the beginning of their creation, but men take time

to arrive at it. But a sensitive nature can never

reach this goal at all.

ARTICLE II.

3. To none of the Blessed is there wanting any

good that he can desire, since he has the Infinite

Good itself, which is
&quot; the good of all

good,&quot; as

Augustine says. But one of them is said to be

happier than another according to different degrees
of partaking of the same good. The addition of

other goods to this does not increase happiness.

ARTICLE III. Can any one be happy in tJiis life ?

&quot; Man born of a woman, living for a short time,

is filled with many miseries.&quot;
1

R. Some manner of participation in happiness

may be had in this life, but not perfect and true

happiness, as may be seen from two considerations.

First, from the general notion of happiness : for

happiness, being a perfect and sufficient good,
excludes all evil and satisfies all desire : but in this

life all evil cannot be excluded. The present life

is liable to many evils that cannot be avoided,

ignorance on the part of the intellect, inordinate

affection on the part of the desire, and manifold

penal inflictions on the part of the body. In like

1

Job xiv. i.

D VOL. I.
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manner also the desire of good cannot be satisfied

in this life. For naturally man desires permanence
in the good that he has. But the goods of this life

are transient, as life itself is transient, which we

naturally desire, and would wish permanently to

hold, since every man naturally shrinks from death.

Secondly, if we consider that wherein particularly

happiness consists, to wit, the vision of the Divine

Essence, that cannot be the portion of man in this

life.

ARTICLE IV. Can happiness once attained be ever

lost ?

R. If we speak of imperfect happiness^ such as

can be had in this life, happiness thus considered

can be lost. And this is apparent in the happiness
of study and contemplation, which is lost either by

forgetfulness, as in sickness, which makes havoc of

a man s learning, or by occupations that entirely

withdraw a man from study. The same is apparent
in the case of the happiness of practical life : for

the will of man may alter so as to degenerate from

that virtue, the exercise of which is the principal
element of happiness. But if we speak of the

perfect happiness which is looked for after this life,

we must observe that Origen, following the error

of some Platonists, laid it down as possible foi?

man to fall into misery after the attainment of the

final goal of happiness. But that is evidently an

error, as appears from two considerations. First,

from the general notion of happiness. For happi

ness, being a perfect and sufficient good, must set
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man s desire at rest and exclude all evil. Now
naturally man desires to retain the good which he

has got, and to obtain security for retaining it :

otherwise he must needs be afflicted by fear of

losing it, or grief at the certainty of the loss. It

is requisite therefore for true happiness that man
shall have sure ground for thinking that the good
which he has got, he never shall be dispossessed

of. If his thinking so is correct, it follows that he

never shall lose his happiness. But if he is mis

taken in thinking so, that by itself is an evil, to

have a false opinion : for falsehood is the evil of

the intellect, as truth is its good. He will not then

be truly happy, if there is any evil upon him.

Secondly, the same appears from the consideration

of the notion of happiness in special detail. It has

been shown above that the perfect happiness of

man consists in the vision of the Divine Essence.

Now it is impossible that any one seeing the Divine

Essence should wish not to see it : because every

good gift which one is willing to go without,

is either insufficient, so that something else more

sufficing is sought in its place, or has some incon

venience annexed to it, whereby it comes to excite

disgust. But the vision of the Divine Essence fills

the soul with all good things, since it unites to it

the Source of all good. Hence it is said,
&quot;

I shall

be satisfied when Thy glory shall appear;&quot;
1
and,

&quot;All good things have come to me along with it,&quot;-

that is, with the contemplation of wisdom. In like

manner also that vision has no inconvenience

1 Psalm xvi. 15.
- Wisdom vii. n.
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annexed : as it is said of the contemplation of

wisdom :

&quot; Her conversation hath no bitterness,

nor her company any tediousness.&quot;
1 Thus it is

evident that of his own will the happy being cannot

forsake happiness. In like manner also he cannot

lose it by God withdrawing it
; because, since the

withdrawal of happiness is a punishment, such

withdrawal cannot come from God, the just Judge,

except for some fault : but he who sees the Essence

of God cannot fall into any fault, seeing that recti

tude of will necessarily follows upon such vision. 2

ARTICLE V. Can man acquire happiness by the

exercise of his own natural powers ?

R. Imperfect happiness, which can be had in

this life, can be acquired by man through the

exercise of his own natural powers. But the perfect

happiness of man consists in the vision of the

Divine Essence. Now to see God by essence is

above the nature, not only of man, but even of

every creature. For the natural knowledge of every
creature whatever is according to the mode of its

substance. But every knowledge that is according
to the mode of a created substance, falls short of

the vision of the Divine Essence, which infinitely

exceeds every created substance. Hence neither

man nor any creature can gain final happiness by
the exercise of his own natural powers.

i. As nature is not wanting to man in things

necessary, though it has not given him weapons
and clothing as to other animals, because it has

1 Wisdom viii. 16. 2
Q. 4. art. 4.
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given him reason and hands whereby he can acquire
these things for himself, so neither is it wanting to

man in necessaries, albeit it give him not anything
to set him on his way to attain to happiness for

himself for that were impossible : but it has given
him free-will whereby he can turn to God to make
him happy. For what we can do by the aid of

friends, we can in a certain manner do of our

selves.

2. The nature that can attain to perfect good,

although it needs exterior aid to attain it, is of a

nobler sort than the nature which cannot attain to

perfect good, but gains an imperfect good inde

pendently of aid from without : as he is better

disposed for health who can gain perfect health by
the aid of medicine, than he who can get tolerably

well without the aid of medicine. And therefore the

rational creature, which can gain the perfect good
of happiness, needing the divine assistance thereto,

is more perfect than the irrational creation, which

is not capable of such a good, but gains some
manner of imperfect good by the effort of its own
natural powers.

ARTICLE VII. Arc good n-orks requisite for man
io obtain happiness of God ?

R. Rectitude of the will is requisite for happi

ness, being nothing else than a right order of the will

towards the last end : which is needful for the attain

ment of the last end in the same way that a due

disposition of the matter is needed for the attain

ment of the form. But hereby it is not shown that
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any activity of man need go before his happiness*.

For God might produce a will at once rightly

tending to the end, and gaining the end, as some

times He at once disposes the matter and introduces

the form. But the orderly course of Divine Wisdom

requires that this be not done. For of beings

naturally apt to have perfect good, one has it

without movement, another by one movement, and
another by several. To have perfect good without

any movement befits a being which has it naturally.

But to have happiness naturally is proper to God
alone. Hence it is proper to God alone not to

travel towards happiness by any previous activity.

But whereas happiness exceeds every created nature,,

no pure creature fitly gains happiness without some
movement of activity tending to it. The angel, who*

is higher in the order of nature than man, gained

happiness according to the orderly course of Divine

Wisdom by one movement of meritorious activity,,

but men gain it by many movements of activity,,

which are called merits.

ARTICLE VIII. Does every man desire happiness?
R. Happiness may be viewed in two aspects :

in one way according to the general notion of happi

ness, and under that aspect it needs must be that

every man wishes for happiness. The general notion

of happiness is that of perfect good. Now as good
is the object of the will, a man s perfect good is

that which entirely satisfies his will. Hence to

desire happiness is nothing else than to desire that

the will may be satisfied, a thing which every one
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wants. In another way we may speak of happiness
in special detail, having regard to that wherein

happiness consists ; and in that regard not all men
have knowledge of happiness, because they do not

know to what thing the general notion of happiness

applies ;
and consequently so far forth not all men

wish for happiness.
2. Since the will follows the apprehension of

the intellect or reason, the same reality may be

desired in one way, and in another way not desired,

according to the different lights in which reason

looks at it. Happiness therefore may be considered

in the light of final and perfect good, which is the

general notion of happiness ; and, looked at in this

light, the will tends to it naturally and of necessity.

It may also be considered under other special points

of view, as a special activity, or as conversant with

a special object, and from these points of view the

will is under no necessity of tending to it.
1

1 See Ethics and Natural Lav. , p. 4, n. 5, and p. 6, n. i. (Tr .)



QUESTION VI.

OF THE VOLUNTARY AND THE INVOLUNTARY.

ARTICLE I. Is there anything voluntary in human

acts ?

R. There must be a voluntary element in human
acts. In evidence of this position, we must consider

that, in order to anything being done for an end,

there is requisite some sort of knowledge of the

end. Whatever agent, therefore, acts from an

intrinsic principle with a knowledge of the end

before it, has in itself the principle of its own action,

not only to act, but to act for an end. On the

other hand, when an agent has no knowledge of the

end before it, then, though there be in it a principle

of action, still there is in it no principle of acting

for an end ;
but that resides in some other being

from whence it receives a determination to move

towards an end. Hence such things are not said

to guide themselves, but to be guided by others :

whereas beings that have a knowledge of an end

before them are said to guide themselves, because

there is in them the principle not only of action,

but of action for an end. And therefore, since their

acting and their acting for an end are both from an

intrinsic principle, their movements and actions are
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said to be voluntary. This is the meaning of the

word voluntary, that the movement and action is of

the agent s own inclination. Hence the voluntary
is defined to be not merely

&quot;

that the beginning of

which is within the agent,&quot; but the addition is made,
&quot;with knowledge.&quot; Hence, as man especially knows
the end of his work, and sets himself in motion

thereto, it is in his acts especially that the voluntary
element is found.

i. Not every beginning is a first beginning.

Though therefore it is of the essence of a voluntary
act that its beginning be within, yet it is not against

the essence of a voluntary act for that internal

beginning to be caused or started by some external

principle: because it is not of the essence of volun-

tariness that the intrinsic principle be the first

principle. A principle of motion may be the first

principle of its kind without being the first absolutely.

Thus then the faculty of knowledge and desire,

which is the intrinsic principle of a voluntary act,

is the first principle of its kind, as a principle of a

motion of desire, albeit it is moved according to

other species of motion by something exterior.

ARTICLE II. Is there anything voluntary in the

behaviour of dumb animals ?

R. To the notion of the voluntary it is requisite

that the act be originated from within, with some

knowledge of the end. Now there is a twofold know

ledge of the end, perfect and imperfect. Perfect

knowledge of the end is when there is apprehended,
not only the thing which is the end, but also the
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fact of its being the end, and the bearing of the

means upon the end ;
and such knowledge is within

the competence of a rational nature only. Imperfect

knowledge of the end is that which consists in the

mere apprehension of the end, without any idea of

the end as such, or of the bearing of the act upon
the end

;
and such knowledge of the end is found

in dumb animals. Perfect knowledge of the end is

attended by voluntariness in its perfection, inasmuch

as from apprehension of the end a man can deliberate

about the end and the means thereto, and so bestir

himself or not, to gain the end. Imperfect know

ledge of the end is attended by voluntariness of an

imperfect sort, inasmuch as the agent apprehending
the end does not deliberate, but suddenly sets

itself in motion towards it. Hence voluntariness

in its perfection is within the competence of the

rational nature alone, but in an imperfect sort of

way it is within the competence even of dumb
animals.

i. Will is the name of the rational appetite ;

and therefore in creatures devoid of reason there

can be no will. But the term voluntary may be

extended to agents in which there is some approach
to will : and in this way voluntariness is attributed

to the actions of dumb animals, inasmuch as they
are guided to their end by a sort of knowledge.

ARTICLE III. Can there be voluntariness in total

inaction ?

R. That is said to be voluntary which is from

the will. One thing is said to be from another in
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two ways : in one way directly, as proceeding from

the action of another thing; in another way indirectly?

as arising from something else not acting, as the

sinking of a ship is said to arise from the steersman

ceasing to steer. But we must observe that what

follows from a thing s not acting cannot always be

set down to that thing as a cause, but only in the

case when the agent can and ought to act. For if

the steersman could not control the way of the ship,

or if the steering of the vessel were not entrusted

to him, the sinking of the ship for lack of a steers

man would not be imputed to him. Since then the

will by willing and acting can hinder not willing and

not acting, and sometimes ought to hinder it, this

not willing and not acting is imputed to the will as

proceeding from it. Thus there may be voluntari-

ness in inaction, sometimes with exterior inaction

joined to an interior act, as when one wills to remain

inactive : at other times, where the inaction extends

to the interior as well, as when one has no will to

act.

ARTICLE IV. Can violence be done to the will ?

R. There is a twofold act of the will, one imme

diately belonging to and elicited by the will itself;

another commanded by the will and exercised through
the medium of some other power, as walking and

1 For this directly and indirectly modern text-books say positively

and negatively. The use of directly and indirectly in De Lugo, De

justitia et jure, disp. 10, n. 125, whom the modern text-books follow

(see Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 203 205), does not coincide with

St. Thomas s use of the distinction, a discrepancy worth noticing.

(Trl.)
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speaking, which are commanded by the will and

exercised by means of the motive power. As regards

then acts that are commanded by the will, the will

can suffer violence, inasmuch as the exterior members

may be impeded by violence from fulfilling the

behest of the will. But as regards the proper act

of the will itself, no violence can be done it. It is

contrary to the essential notion of the act of the

will, that it should be forced or violent. A man

may be dragged by violence, but his being so

dragged of his own will is inconsistent with the

idea of violence.

i. God, who is more powerful than the human

will, can move the human will, as the text has it :

&quot; The heart of the king is in the hand of the Lord :

whithersoever he will he shall turn it.&quot;
1 But if

this were done by violence, it would not be with

an act of the will
;

nor would the will itself be

moved, but something against the will.

3. Though that to which the will tends in

sinning be in reality evil and against nature, still

it is apprehended as good and suitable to nature,

inasmuch as it is suitable to man in respect of

some pleasure of sense or some vicious habit.

ARTICLE V.

i. Not only the act which is immediately

proper to the will itself is called voluntary, but also

the act which is commanded by the will. As regards
this act commanded, the will may suffer violence ;

and to that extent violence causes involuntariness.

1 Prov. xxi. i.
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ARTICLE VI. Does fear cause absolute involuntari-

ness ?

R. Rightly considered, actions done through fear

are rather voluntary than involuntary : they are

voluntary absolutely, but in a restricted sense involun

tary. A thing is absolutely what it is in act, but

what it is in apprehension alone it is in a restricted

sense. Xow what is done through fear is in act

according as it is done. Acts do not take place in

general, but in particular ; and a particular act as

such is here and now. What is done, therefore,

is in act according as it is here and now, and under

other individualizing conditions. It follows that

what is done through fear is voluntary, inasmuch as

it is here and now, that is to say, inasmuch as under

the circumstances it is a hindrance to a greater

evil of which there was otherwise fear. Thus the

throwing of merchandise into the sea comes to be

voluntary at the time of the storm for fear of the

danger. Hence it is manifest that the act is

absolutely voluntary voluntary, because the origin

of it is within. But if what is done through fear

is viewed in the light in which the act stands apart

from the circumstances of the case, inasmuch as it

goes against the will, such an aspect we observe

is arrived at in thought only ;
and therefore the

act is involuntary in a restricted sense, namely, when
considered apart from the actual circumstances of

the case.

i. Things that are done through fear and

things that are done through force differ not only

in respect of present and future time, but also in
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this, that in what is done through force or violence

the will does not consent, but the thing done is

altogether against the motion of the will : but what

is done through fear is done voluntarily, because

the motion of the will is carried towards it, although
not for the thing itself, but for something else, to

wit, for the repelling of the evil that is feared. The
idea of voluntariness is sufficiently fulfilled in that

which is voluntary for the sake of something else :

or in other words, in that which is voluntary as a

means, though not as an end. It is clear, then,

that in what is done through violence, the inner

will is quiescent, but in what is done through fear

the will is active. And therefore in the definition

of violence, it is not merely affirmed that
&quot; the

violent is that, the origin whereof is from without,&quot;

but it is added, &quot;without any concurrence on the

part of him to whom the force is applied.&quot;

3. What is done through fear is voluntary,
without condition, that is, according as it is actually

done ; but involuntary under a condition, that is, on

the supposition that such a fear were not imminent.

ARTICLE VIII. Does ignorance cause involuntan-

ness ?

Ignorance has in it to cause involuntariness, as

robbing the mind of knowledge, the necessary preli

minary to a voluntary act. Still it is not every sort

of ignorance that robs the mind of such knowledge.

Therefore we must observe that ignorance stands

in three relations to the act of the will, in one

way concomitantly ,
in another way consequently, in a
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third way antecedently. Concomitantly , when there
is ignorance of what is done, yet so that if it were
known, it still would be done. Ignorance in that
case does not induce the agent to will the particular
act, but the doing and the ignorance go together,
as in the stock example, when some one wished
indeed to kill an enemy, but killed him in ignorance,
thinking to kill a stag. Such ignorance does not
make an act involuntary, because the outcome of it

is not against the will, but it makes an act not

voluntary, because that cannot be actually willed
which is unknown.

Ignorance stands consequently to the will, when
the ignorance is itself voluntary ; and this happens
in two ways. One way when the act of the will is

directed to ignorance, as when a man wishes to be
ignorant, either to have excuse in his sin, or not to
be withdrawn from sinning, according to the saying,
&quot; We desire not the knowledge of thy ways ;

&quot; l and
this is called affected (affectionated) ignorance. In
another way ignorance is said to be voluntary,
when

it^is
of that which you can and ought to

know, either when you do not actually consider
what you might and ought to consider, which is the

ignorance of evil election, arising either from passion
or from habit, or when you do not care to acquire
the knowledge which you ought to have, and in this

way ignorance of the general principles of law, which
every one is bound to know, is voluntary, as arising
through negligence. Now when ignorance is itself

voluntary in any of these ways, it cannot cause
1
Job xxi. 14.
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involuntariness absolutely, but it causes involuntari-

ness in a restricted sense, inasmuch as it precedes the

movement of the will to act, which movement
would not be, if knowledge were there present.

Ignorance stands antecedently to the will, when
it is not voluntary, and still is the cause of the

agent s willing what otherwise he would not will,

as when a man is ignorant of some circumstances

attending his act, which he was not bound to know,
and thence does something which he would not

have done if he had known. Such ignorance causes

involuntariness absolutely.



QUESTION VII.

OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF HUMAN ACTS.

ARTICLE I. Is a circumstance an accident of a

human act ?

In local relations that is said to stand round about

(circumstare), which, though extrinsic to the thing,

yet touches it, or approaches it locally. And there

fore whatever conditions are outside the substance

of an act, and yet touch somehow the human act,

are called circumstances. But that which is outside

the substance of a thing, and yet is belonging to

the thing, is called an accident of it. Hence the

circumstances of human acts are to be called

accidents of the same.

ARTICLE II. Should the theologian take account of

the circumstances of human acts ?

R. The theologian considers human acts accord

ing as by them man is directed to happiness. Now
all that is directed to an end must be proportioned
to that end, but acts are proportioned to an end by
a certain commensurateness, which depends on due

circumstances. Hence the consideration of circum

stances belongs to the theologian.

3. The consideration of circumstances belongs

to the moralist, to the politician, and to the rhetori

cian. To the moralist, inasmuch as the rinding or

E VOL. I.
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the neglect of the golden mean of virtue in human
acts and passions is a question of circumstances.

To the politician and rhetorician, inasmuch as it is

by circumstances that acts are rendered praise

worthy or blameworthy, excusable or criminal.

Yet in different ways, for the persuasion of the

rhetorician furnishes matter for the judgment of

the politician. But to the theologian, to whom
all other arts minister, this consideration belongs
in all the aforesaid ways. For he has to consider

virtuous and vicious acts with the moralist, and

with the rhetorician and politician he considers

acts according as they deserve punishment or

reward.

ARTICLE III. 7s the received enumeration of cir

cumstances a fit and proper one ?

Tully, in his Rhetoric, enumerates seven circum

stances, which are contained in this verse :

Quis, quid, ubi, quibus auxiliis, cur, quomodo, quando.

For we must consider in acts who did it, by what

aids or instruments he did it, what he did, where he

did it, why he did it, how he did it, and when he did

it. But Aristotle, in his Third Book of Ethics, adds

another circumstance about what, which by Tully is

included under what. And the principle of this

enumeration may be determined thus. A circum

stance is so called as being outside the substance

of the act and yet in some way touching it. There

are three possible cases of this. The first is the

case of its touching the act itself: the second, of its

touching the cause of the act ;
the third, of its
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touching the effect. It may touch the act itself
either by way of a measure, as time and place or
by way of a quality of the act, as the manner of
doing it. It touches the effect, when we consider
what one has done. Touching the cause of the act,
for the final cause we have the circumstance why
touching the material cause, or object, we have
about what; touching the cause that acts as principal
agent, we have who; touching the cause that acts
as an instrument, we have by what aids. 1

QUESTION VIII.

OF THE WILL AND ITS OBJECTS.

ARTICLE III._/S ihc win wovcd by Q
same act to the end and to the means ?

R. Since the end is willed in itself, but the
means as such are willed only for the sake of the
end, clearly the will can tend to the end as such
without tending to the means. But to the means
as such the will cannot tend without tending to the
end. Thus then the will tends to the end in two
ways, in one way to the end absolutely and in itselfm another way to the end as to a reason for willing
the means. It is plain then that one and the same
movement of the will tends at once to the means
and to the end as a reason for willing the means.
But the act by which the will tends to the end as

hplo
f the f llowing &amp;lt;W- viHxvii. the greater part is omitted as

ongmg rather to Psychology than to Moral Science. (Trl.)
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it is in itself absolutely, is different from the act of

tending to the means, and sometimes precedes it in

time, as when a man first wills to have his health,,

and afterwards deliberating on the means of cure,

wills to call in a doctor.

3. In the execution of a work, what makes for

the end is as the intervening ground : the end is the

terminus.

QUESTION XII.

OF INTENTION.

ARTICLE II. Is intention only of the last end ?

R. Intention regards the end as the terminus of

the motion of the will. Now a terminus may be

either a final terminus and point of rest, the termi

nus of the whole movement, or it may be
^

some

intermediate stage, the beginning of one portion o*

the movement, and the end or terminus of another.

Thus in the movement from A to C via B, C is the

final terminus and B is a terminus, but not the

final one, and of both the one and the other terminus

there may be intention. Hence intention is always

of an end, but it need not be always of the last

end. 1

i Railway men must excuse the translator here for calling

that a terminus which is only a station on the line. Terminus i

St Thomas s own word ;
and the modern associations that have

gathered round it form a convenient illustration of his meaning.

What he does mean precisely by intention and flection is a nice poi

to observe, and has important bearings. See Ethics and Natural Law.

pp. 208211. (Trl.)
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OF ELECTION, OR CHOICE OF MEANS.

ARTICLE III. Is election only of the means to the

end, or sometimes also of the end itself?
R. That falls under election which stands as the

conclusion in a practical syllogism. But the end in

practical matters stands as a principle, and not as
a conclusion. Therefore the end as such falls not
under election. But as in matters of speculation
the principle of one demonstration or science may
be the conclusion of another, and yet a first prin
ciple is indemonstrable and cannot be the conclusion
of any demonstration or science

; so what in one
operation is the end may be directed to something
further as to an end, and thus fall under election.
Thus in a surgeon s operation health is the end

;

hence health falls not under the election of the

surgeon, but he supposes it as a principle. But
the health of the body is directed to the health of
the soul, hence with him who has care of his soul s

health it may fall under election whether he will be
in health or sickness,

1
for the Apostle says :

&quot; When
1 At least under election in his prayers. Compare the story

f King Alfred s malady. Knight s Life of King Alfred (Ouarterly
Series), p. 31. (Trl.)
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I am weak, then am I powerful.&quot;
1 But the last end

in no way falls under election.

ARTICLE IV. Is election only of our own actions?

R. As intention is of the end, so election is of

the means.2 Now the end is either an action or a

thing. When the end is a thing, some human
action must intervene, either producing that thing,

as the physician produces health, which is his end,

or using or enjoying that thing, as in the case of

the miser s end, which is money. And of the means

in the same way ;
the means must be either an

action or a thing, in which latter case some action

intervenes, producing or using it. Thus election is

always of human acts.

1
-z Cor. xii. 10.

2 Aristotle calls] intention /SovArjo-is (wish), and election
Trpoaf/&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;r(s

(choice). He says (Ethics, III. ii. 9):
&quot; Wish is rather of the end,

but choice of the means. Thus we wish for health, and choose the

means thereto, and we wish to be happy and say that we are, but

we choose to say : This does not suit. In a word, choice seems to

be of the things that are in our power.&quot; (Trl.)



QUESTION XVIII.

OF THE GOOD OR EVIL OF HUMAN ACTS IN GENERAL.

ARTICLE I. Is every human action good, or is there

such a thing as an evil action ?

R. We must speak of good and evil in actions

as of good and evil in things; because as everything
is in itself, such is the action that it produces. In

things each has so much good as it has of being,

because being and goodness are convertible terms.

God alone has the whole fulness of His Being in

one single simple perfection ;
but to every creature

various measures of fulness of being are due in

various respects. Hence we find creatures that

have being in one way, and yet something is

wanting to the fulness of being due to them. For

instance, to the fulness of human being it is requisite

that it be a compound of soul and body, having all

powers and instruments of knowledge and motion :

hence if any of these be wanting to any man,
there is wanting to him something of the fulness

of his being. As much then as the man has of

being, so much has he of goodness : but forasmuch

as he is wanting in any portion of the fulness of

being due to him, to that extent there is in him a

falling short of goodness, which deficiency is called

evil. Thus it is some goodness in a blind man that
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he lives, but it is evil in him that he lacks sight.

A thing that had no being nor goodness in it, could

be called neither evil nor good. But because this

same fulness of being is of the essence of good,

anything that has aught wanting to it of its due

fulness of being, will not be called absolutely good,
but good in a restricted sense, inasmuch as it is in

being. So then we must say that every action has

so much of goodness as it has of being ;
and so far

falls short of goodness, and is called evil accordingly,
as it is wanting in any point of the fulness of being
that is due to a human action : for instance, if

it wants either quantity determined according to

reason, or due place, or anything of that sort.

i. The act that anything evil puts forth is due

to the strength of goodness, but a deficient goodness.
For if there were nothing of good there, neither

would there be any being, nor any action : again,

if the goodness were not deficient, neither would

there be any evil. Hence also the action caused is

a certain deficient good, because it is good in a

restricted sense, but evil absolutely.

2. A thing may be in order and ready to act in

one way, and out of order and unready in another.

Thus a blind man has his walking power in order

and is able to walk : but wanting sight to guide his

steps, his walking suffers defect in that he goes

stumbling.
1

1
Stumbling, cespitando. Ducange s Glossary gives from the

Chronicon Mellicense the following illustration of this word of

mediaeval Latin : Equus super quern sedi fatigatus cespitavit in quodam

pont:, et ego primo cecidi per caput equi ad pontem, posted de ponte ad

aquam. (Trl.)
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3. An evil action may have some effect of itself
m that there is some quality of goodness and being
in the thing evil. Thus adultery is a cause of
human generation inasmuch as it involves the union
of male and female, not inasmuch as it is a departure
from the order of reason.

ARTICLE U.Docs the action of man receive the

quality of good or evil from its object?
R. The good and evil of an action, as of any

other thing, depends upon its fulness or lack of
fulness of being. Now the first element of fulness
of being seems to be what gives the thing its

species. But as a physical thing has its species
from its form, so an action has its species from its

object, as motion has from its term.
i. Though exterior things are good in them

selves, still they have not always a due proportion
to this or that action : and therefore, considered as

objects of such actions, they bear not the character
of goodness.

4- It is said in Osee ix. 10 :
&quot;They became

abominable as those things were which they loved.&quot;

Therefore the evil of an action is according to the
evil objects which a man loves

; and in like manner
the goodness of an action.

ARTICLE III. Is man s action good or bad accord-

tng to its adaptation to circumstances ?
R. In natural things the whole fulness of perfec

tion due to them does not come from the substantial
form alone, which gives the species, but much
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additional perfection is added by supervening-

accidents, as in man by figure, colour, and so of

the rest : whereof if any point be wanting to the

becoming condition of the subject, evil ensues. So
is it also with action. The fulness of the perfection

of an action lies not wholly in its species, but some
additional perfection is conferred by what super
venes in the way of accidents, or due circumstances.

Hence, if anything be wanting that is requisite in

point of due circumstances, the action will be evil.

ARTICLE IV. 7s a human action good or evil

according to the end in view ?

R. There are some things, the being of which

does not depend on another ; and in these it is

enough to consider their being absolutely. There

are other things, [the being of which does depend
on something else, hence they must be considered

with reference to the cause on which they depend.
Human actions, and other things, the goodness of

which depends on some other thing, have a

character of goodness from the end on which they

depend, besides the absolute goodness that is in

them.

3. An action may have one element of good
ness and be wanting in another. In this way an

action that is good in its species, or in its circum

stances, may be directed to an evil end, and con

versely. Still it is not simply a good action, unless

it combine all the elements of good,
&quot;

for any single

defect makes evil, but good supposes the soundness

of the whole case,&quot; as Dionysius says.
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ARTICLE V. 7s the difference of good or evil in a
human action a difference of species ?

R. Every act takes its species from its object.
Hence it must be that some difference of object
makes a difference of species in acts. But we must
observe that a difference of object makes a difference
of species in acts when they are referred to one
active principle, whereas if they were referred to
another active principle, the same difference of

object would make no difference of species. The
reason is, because nothing that is accidental con
stitutes a species, but only what is essential : now
a difference of object may be essential in relation
to one active principle, and accidental in relation
to another: as the perceptions of colour and of
sound differ essentially in relation to sense, but not
in relation to intellect. 1 Now of acts, good and ciil

is predicated in relation to reason : because, as

Dionysius says, &quot;the good of man is being in

accord with reason, and his evil is whatever is

against reason.&quot; For that is good for every being
which suits it in regard of its form; and that is

evil for every being which is in conflict with its

form. It is clear, therefore, that the difference of

good and ci-il in an object is founded upon an
essential relation to reason, according as the object
is in agreement or in conflict with reason. Evidently
then good and eril make a difference of species in

1 The scientific concept of wave-motion has done much, since
St. Thomas wrote, to put colour and sound in one category &quot;in

relation to the intellect.&quot; (Trl.)
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moral acts : for essential differences make a differ

ence of species.

3. The conjugal act and adultery, as compared
with reason, do differ in species, and have specifi

cally different effects
;
because one of them deserves

prai-se and reward, the other blame and punish
ment. But as compared with the generative power,

they do not differ in species, and have one specific

effect.

r,A/*4f,
ARTICLE VI. Is an act good or bad in species

according to the end in view ?

R. In a voluntary act there is found a twofold

act, namely, the interior act of the will and the

exterior act
;
and each of these acts has its own

object. The end in view is properly the object of

the interior voluntary act : that about which the

exterior act is conversant is the object of the

exterior act. As then the exterior act receives its

species from the object about which it is conversant,

so the interior act of the will receives its species

from the end in view as from its proper object.

What comes of the will is the formal element as 1

compared with what belongs to the exterior act : \

because the will uses the limbs to act as instru

ments
; nor have exterior acts any character of

morality except in so far as they are voluntary.
And therefore the species of a human act is deter

mined formally by the end in view, but materially

by the object of the exterior act. Hence the

Philosopher says that &quot;he who steals to commit

adultery, is more of an adulterer than a thief.&quot;
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3. When many acts of different species are

referred to one end, there is a difference of species

in regard of the exterior acts, but a unity of species

in regard of the interior act.

ARTICLE VIII. 7s any act indifferent in its

species ?

R. Every act takes its species from its object.

The human act which is called moral takes its

species from its object, as that object stands related

to the principle of human acts, which is reason.

Hence if the object of the act embraces something
that enters into the order of reason, the act will be

good according to its species, such an act for example
as the giving of alms to the needy. If, on the other

hand, the object includes anything that militates

against the order of reason, the act will be evil in

its species, as stealing. But it happens sometimes

that the object of the act does not include anything

belonging to the order of reason, as lifting a straw

from the earth, going into the country, and the like;

and such acts are indifferent in their species.

ARTICLE IX. Is any act indifferent in the indi

vidual ?

R. It happens sometimes that an act is indif

ferent according to its species, which nevertheless

is good or evil as considered in the individual ; and

that, because a moral act has not only goodness
from its object, from which it has its species, but

also from its circumstances, which are a sort of

accidents
;

in the same way that attributes attach
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to a man as individual accidents, which do not

attach to him by virtue of his specific nature. And
it needs must be that every individual act has some

circumstance by which it is drawn to good or to

evil, at least in respect of the intention of the end.

For whereas it belongs to reason to direct, an act

proceeding from deliberate reason, if it be not

directed to a due end, is by that fact alone in con

tradiction with reason and bears the character of

evil : while if it is directed to a due end, it agrees
with the order of reason, and hence bears the

character of good. But an action needs must be

either directed or not directed to a due end. Hence I

it must be that every act of man, proceeding from

deliberate reason, as considered in the individual,

is good or evil. But if the act does not proceed
from deliberate reason, but from some working of

the imagination, as when one strokes his beard, or

moves his hand or foot, such an act is not properly

speaking moral or human, since an act gets that

character from reason ; and so the act will be

indifferent, as being out of the category of moral

acts.

i. For an act to be indifferent in its species is

conceivable in more ways than one. One way
would be, if it were due to the act in virtue of its

species that it should be indifferent, and at that

rate the objection holds, that there is no species
but what contains, or is capable of containing, under

itself some individual : only no object is indifferent

in virtue of its species in that way ; for there is no

object of human action but what may be directed
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either to evil or else to good through the end in

view or some circumstance of the case. There is

another way in which an act may be said to be

indifferent in its species ; that is, inasmuch as the

species itself does not make the act good or evil :

hence goodness or evil may accrue to it from some

other source
;

in the same way that a man has it

not of his species to be either white or black, yet

neither has he it of his species not to be white or

black ; for whiteness or blackness can supervene

upon a man otherwise than from specific principles.

3. Every end intended by deliberate reason

belongs to the good of some virtue or to the evil

of some vice. The mere taking of orderly action

towards the sustenance or repose of the body, is

referred to the good of virtue in him who refers his

body to the good of virtue.

ARTICLE X. Docs any circumstance place a moral

act in the species of good or evil ?

R. In physical things an accident cannot be

taken as a specific difference. But the process of

reason has no fixed term, but can proceed further

beyond any given point ;
and therefore what in one

act is taken as a circumstance superadded to the

object that determines the species of the act, may
be taken again, reason so referring it, for the

principal condition of the object, and determinant

of the species of the act. Thus the taking what

belongs to another has its species from the fact of

the object belonging to another : for thereby the

act of taking is placed in the species of theft. Now,
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if we further consider the fact of place or time, that

will stand in the rank of a circumstance. But

because reason can give directions also about place

and time, it may very well be that the condition of

place, as it effects the object, carries with it some

thing contrary to the order of reason. Thus reason

directs that wrong must not be done in a holy

place : wherefore to take what belongs to another

in a holy place is an addition of special divergence
from the order of reason

; and in that way place,

which was formerly considered as a circumstance,

is now considered as a principal condition of the

object, and one at variance with reason. Thus so

often as a circumstance has regard to a special

order of reason for or against, that circumstance

must specify the moral act as good or evil.

2. A circumstance remaining in the rank of

an accident does not mark a species ; but inasmuch

as it passes into a principal condition of the object,

in that position it marks a species.

3. Not every circumstance constitutes a moral

act in the species of good or evil : since it is not

every circumstance that carries with it any accord

ance or discordance with reason.

ARTICLE XI. Does every circumstance that makes

an act better or worse, make in it a specific difference of

good or evil ?

R. A circumstance gives a species of good or

evil to a moral act according as it regards a special

order of reason. Now it happens sometimes that

a circumstance does not regard any order of reason
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in point of good or evil except on the previous

supposition of another circumstance, from whence
the moral act has the species of good or evil. For

example, the carrying away of anything in great

or small quantity does not regard any order of

reason in point of good or evil, except on the

previous supposition of some other condition,

whereby the act has the quality of malice or good

ness, for instance, the fact of the thing being anotJicr s,

which sets the act at variance with reason. Hence
the amount, great or small, of another s property
that one carries away, does not make a different

species of sin : yet it may aggravate or diminish the

sin. Hence not every circumstance that makes an

addition in point of goodness or malice, alters the

species of the act.

3. It is not every circumstance that induces

a distinct and separate defect of its own, or super-

adds a new perfection, otherwise than as bearing

upon something else. Though a circumstance may
augment goodness or malice to the extent of that

bearing, still it does not ahvays alter the species of

good or evil.

4. More or less does not make a difference of

species.

VOL. I.



QUESTION XIX.

OF THE GOOD AND EVIL OF THE INTERIOR ACT OF

THE WILL.

ARTICLE II. Does the goodness of the will depend

on the object alone ?

R. The goodness of the will depends on that

alone which of itself makes goodness in act
;
and

that is the object,
1 and not the circumstances, which

are mere accidents of the act.

i. The end in view is the object of the will,

though not of the other powers. Hence, so far as

the act of the will is concerned, the goodness that

is of the object does not differ from the goodness
that is of the end.

2. On the supposition that the will is fixed on

good, no circumstance can render the volition evil. 2

When it is said then that one wishes for something

good at a time when he ought not, if that circum-

1 By object here St. Thomas seems to mean the thing willed the

whole complexus of end, means, and modifying circumstances, as set

forth in Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 31 35. Hence in the text

books that speak of the morality of an act as determined by
&quot;

object,

end, and circumstances,&quot; the word object cannot be taken in the

sense of this article. It must stand for what is called (q. 18. art. 6)
&quot; the object of the exterior act,&quot; that is, the means. One school has

found it vastly conducive to clearness to discard the word object

altogether, and speak simply of means and end. (Trl.)
- See Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 36, 37, n. 13. (Trl.)
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stance when is referred to the thing wished for, the

will in that case is not fixed on good : because to

wish to do a thing at a time when it ought not to

be done, is not to will what is good.

ARTICLE IV. Docs the goodness of the will depend
on the Eternal Law P

1

R. In all causes subordinate one to another, the

effect depends more on the first cause than on the

second cause, because the second cause does not

act except in the strength of the first cause. But

it is from the Eternal Law, which is the Divine

Reason, that human reason has the gift of being
the rule of the human will and measure of its

goodness. Hence it is said: 2
&quot;Many say, Who

showeth us good things ? The light of thy counten

ance, O Lord, is signed upon us :

&quot;

as though he

said : The light which is in us can so far show us

good things and regulate our will, inasmuch as it

is the light of thy countenance, that is, derived

from thy light. Hence it is manifest that the

goodness of the human will depends much more
on the Eternal Law than on human reason ;

and

where human reason fails, we must have recourse

to the Eternal Reason.

ARTICLE V. 7s it an evil will that is at variance

with an erroneous reason ?

K. It is one and the same thing to inquire

whether the will, when it is at variance with an

1 What the Eternal Law is, see q. 93; and Ethics and Natural

iflii 1

, pp. 126. seq. (Trl.)
- Psalm iv. 6.
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erroneous reason, is evil, as to inquire whether an

erroneous conscience is binding. On this matter some

have drawn a distinction of three sorts of acts.

Some acts are good of their kind
;
some are in

different ; some are evil of their kind. They say

then that if reason or conscience tells us to do any

thing which is good of its kind, there is no error :

in like manner also if it tells us not to do something
which is evil of its kind. But if reason or con

science tells any man that he is bound by precept to-

do things which are evil of themselves, or forbidden

to do things that are good of themselves, that, they

say, will be an erroneous reason or conscience ;
as

also if reason or conscience tells any one that what

is in itself indifferent, as to pick up a straw from the

ground, is forbidden or commanded. They say then

that an erroneous reason or conscience touching in

different matters, whether in the way of precept or

of prohibition, is binding, so that a will at variance

with such an erroneous reason will be evil and sinful ;

but that an erroneous reason or conscience com

manding things that are of themselves evil, or

forbidding things that are of themselves good and

necessary to salvation, is not binding : so that in

such cases a will at variance with an erroneous

reason or conscience is not evil.

But this exposition is devoid of reason. For a

will at variance with an erroneous reason or con

science in indifferent things is evil in some way on

account of the object not, to be sure, on account

of the object as that object is in its own nature, but

as it is accidentally apprehended by reason as good
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or evil, as a thing to do or to avoid. And because

the object of the will is that which is set before it

by reason, once a thing is set forward by reason

as evil, the will tending thereto receives an impress
of evil. But this happens not only in indifferent

things, but in things of themselves good or evil.

For not only what is indifferent may receive a

character of good or evil accidentally, but even

what is good may receive a character of evil, or

what is evil a character of good, reason so appre

hending it. Thus to abstain from fornication is

good, yet the will tends not to this good except
inasmuch as it is set forth by reason. If therefore

it comes to be set forth as evil by an erroneous

reason, the will tends to it in the light of an evil

thing. Hence the will will be evil, because it wishes

evil, not indeed that which is evil of itself, but that

which is evil accidentally, reason so apprehending it.

And in like manner to believe in Christ is of itself

good and necessary to salvation ;
but the will does

not tend to it except inasmuch as it is set forth by
reason. Hence if it chances to be set forth by
reason as an evil thing, the will will tend to it as to

evil, not that it is evil in itself, but because it is evil

accidentally, reason so apprehending it. Hence we
must say that absolutely every will at variance with

reason, whether right or erroneous reason, must

always be an evil will. 1

1 This and the following article is of the first importance to

the historian. One day we shall know what amount of the moral

aberrations of mankind is excusable under the justification here

alleged. See Ethics and Natural Lam, pp. 136, 137, n. 4 ; pp. 150, 151,

n. 4 . (Trl.)
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2. To Augustine s remark that &quot;the precept of

an inferior power does not bind, if it is contrary to

the precept of a superior power ; as if the Proconsul

were to command something which the Emperor
forbids,&quot; it is to be said that the observation,

holds good when it is known that the inferior power
is commanding something contrary to the precept of

the superior power. But if one believed that&quot; the

precept of the Proconsul was the precept of the

Emperor, in contemning the precept of the Pro

consul he would be contemning the precept of the

Emperor. And in like manner, if a man knew that

human reason was dictating something against the

precept of God, he would not be bound to follow

reason ; but then reason would not be totally in

error. But when an erroneous reason proposes

something as the precept of God, then it is the

same thing to despise the dictate of reason as to

despise the precept of God.

3. Reason, when it apprehends anything as

evil, always apprehends it under some aspect of evil,

e.g., as contrary to a divine command, or as a

scandal, or something of that sort ; and then the

said evil will is reducible to the said species of malice.

4. Conscience is nothing else than the applica
tion of knowledge (science) to a given act. But

knowledge is in the reason. A will therefore at

variance with an erroneous reason is against con

science. But every such will is evil
; for it is said i

&quot;All that is not of faith is sin,&quot;

1
i.e., all that is.

against conscience.

1 Romans xiv. 23.
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ARTICLE VI. Is it a good will that is in agreement

with an erroneous reason ?

R. As the previous question is the same with

that, whether an erroneous conscience binds; so this

question is the same with that other, whether an

erroneous conscience excuses. The question depends on

what has been said above of ignorance, to the effect

that ignorance sometimes causes an act to be in

voluntary, and sometimes not. It was also said

above that the ignorance which is in some manner

voluntary, whether directly or indirectly, does not

cause an act to be involuntary. I call that ignorance

directly voluntary, to which the act of the will tends,

and that indirectly so, which comes of negligence,

the person not wishing to know what he is bound to

know. If therefore reason or conscience errs with

an error that is voluntary, either directly, or in

directly through negligence, being an error touching

that which one is bound to know, then such an

error of reason or conscience does not excuse a man,
and a will in agreement with a reason or conscience

so erring is evil. But if it be such an error as to

make the act involuntary ;
if it be an ignorance of

some circumstance, an ignorance not due to negli

gence ; that error of reason or conscience excuses a

man, and a will in accordance with such an erroneous

reason is not evil.

3. As in syllogistic disputation, given one

absurdity, others must follow, so in moral dis

cussions, lay down one absurdity, and others follow

of necessity. Thus, supposing one goes after vain

glory, whether he does his duty for vainglory or
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leaves it undone, he will sin in either case
;
and yet

he is not caught in a predicament, because he can

lay aside his evil intention. And in like manner,

supposing an error of reason or conscience proceed

ing from ignorance, such ignorance I mean as does

not excuse, then evil must needs follow in the will ;

and yet the man is not caught in a predicament,
because he can abandon his error, as his ignorance
is vincible and voluntary.

ARTICLE X. 7s it necessary for the human will, in

order to be a good will, to be conformable to the divine

will in point of the thing willed ?

R. The will tends to its object, according as that

object is set forth by reason. But it happens some

times that a thing is considered by reason in different

ways, so that under one aspect of reason it is good,

and under another aspect of reason not good. And

therefore, if any one s will wishes that thing to be

according as it has an aspect of goodness, that will

is good ;
and if the will of another wishes that same

thing not to be according as it has an aspect of evil,

that will also will be good. So a judge has a good will

in willing the death of a robber, because it is just ;

while the will of another, say, the robber s wife or

child, who wills him not to be put to death, inasmuch

as killing is a natural evil, is also good. But since

the will follows the apprehension of reason or

intellect, the good to which the will tends is more of

a general good, according as the aspect of good
ness apprehended is more general, as is evident in

the example alleged. For the judge has care of the
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common good, which is justice, and therefore wishes

the putting to death of the robber, which has an

aspect of good in relation to the common estate :

but the robber s wife has to consider the private

good of the family, and from this point of view

wishes her husband, the robber, not to be put to

death. But the good of the whole universe is that

which is apprehended by God, who is Maker and

Governor of all. Hence, whatever He wishes, He
wishes in the light of the general good ; and that

is His own goodness, which is the good of the whole

universe. But the apprehension of a creature

according to its nature is of some particular good

proportioned to its nature. But it happens some
times that a thing is good under a particular aspect
of reason, which is not good under a general aspect,

or conversely. And therefore it comes about that a

will is good in willing something from a particular

point of view, which nevertheless God does not will

on general considerations, and conversely. And
hence it is that the different wills- of different men

regarding opposite conclusions may be good, accord

ing as under different particular aspects of reason

they wish this to be or not to be. But the will of

man is not right in willing any particular good,
unless he refers it finally to the general good :

since also the natural appetite of every part is

directed to the common good of the whole. Now it

is the end that determines what we may call the

formal reason of willing that which is directed to the

end. Hence in order that one may will any par
ticular good with a right will, that particular good
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must be willed materially, but the general and divine

good must be willed formally. The human will

therefore is bound to be conformable to the divine

will in point of the thing willed, formally for it is

bound to will the divine and general good ; but not

materially, for the reason already assigned. Still in

both respects the human will is in some degree con

formable to the divine will : because inasmuch as it

is conformable to the divine will in the general

aspect of the thing willed, it is conformable to it in

point of the last end : while inasmuch as it is not

conformable to it in point of the thing willed, taken

materially, it is conformable to it in point of its

being the efficient cause ; because this special incli

nation following upon nature, or upon the particular

apprehension of this thing, is derived to the thing
from God as from an efficient cause. Hence it is a

customary saying that a man s will is conformable to

the divine will in this, that he wills what God wishes

him to will.

i. To the objection that we cannot will what
we are ignorant of; but we are ignorant of what
God wills in most cases : it is to be said that we
can know the general character of the thing that

God wills
;
for we know that whatever God wills,

He wills in the light of something good, and there

fore whoever wills anything under any aspect of

goodness, has a will conformable to the divine will

in point of the thing willed. But we do not know
what God wills in particular, and in this respect

we are not bound to conform our will to the divine

will.
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2. God does not will the damnation of any
one under the precise view of damnation, nor the

death of any one inasmuch as it is death, because

He &quot; wisheth all men to be saved;&quot;
1 but He wishes

those things under the aspect of justice. Hence it

is enough with regard to such cases that a man
wishes the justice of God and the order of nature

to be upheld.

QUESTION XX.

OF THE GOOD AND EVIL OF EXTERIOR

HUMAN ACTS.

ARTICLE II. Is the entire good and evil of the

exterior act dependent upon the good and evil of the will?

R. In an exterior act there may be considered

a twofold good or evil ; one in point of due matter

and circumstances, another with respect to the end.

That which is with respect to the end depends

entirely on the will : but that which comes of due

matter or circumstances depends on the reason ;

and on this goodness depends the goodness of the

will according as the will tends towards it. &quot;We

must further observe that, for a thing to be evil,

one single defect suffices : but for a thing to be

absolutely good, one single good point suffices not,

but there is required an entirety of goodness. If

therefore the will be good both in point of having
a proper object and of having a proper end in view,

1
i Timothy ii. 4.
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the exterior act is consequently good. But for the

exterior act to be good, the goodness of will, which

comes of the intention of the end, does not suffice :

but if the will be evil either from the intention of

the end or from the act willed, the exterior act is

consequently evil.

i. A good will, as signified
1

by a good tree,

must be taken as having goodness at once from the

act willed and from the end intended.

2. Not only does a man sin by the will when he

wills an evil end, but also when he wills an evil act.

3. Not only the interior act of the will is

designated as voluntary, but exterior acts also as

proceeding from the will and reason.

ARTICLE III. Is the goodness of the interior and

exterior act one and the same ?

R. The interior act of the will and the exterior

act, are morally one act. But an act which is one

in the subject in which it resides, may have one or

several aspects of good or evil. So therefore we
must say that in some cases the good and evil of the

interior and of the exterior act is one and the same,
and in other cases it is different. For these two

specimens of good or evil, the one belonging to the

interior and the other to the exterior act, are related

one to the other. But of things related one to the

other, sometimes one is good only in relation to

the other, as a bitter draught is good only as it is

conducive to the recovery of health : hence it is not

a different goodness, that of the health and that of

1 St. Matt. vii. 18.
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the draught, but one and the same. Sometimes,
on the other hand, that which is related to another

has in itself a character of goodness, even apart
from its relation to another good : as a palatable

medicine has a character of pleasurable goodness
over and above its being conducive to the recovery
of health. So therefore we must say that when
the exterior act is good or evil only in relation to

the end, then it is altogether one and the same

goodness, that of the act of the will, which of itself

regards the end, and that of the exterior act, which

regards the end through the medium of the act of

the will. But when the exterior act has a goodness
or evil of its own, in point of matter or of circum

stances, then the goodness of the exterior act is one,

and the goodness of the will, which is of the end, is

another goodness : yet so that the goodness of the

end redounds from the will on to the exterior act,

and the goodness of the matter and circumstances

redounds on to the act of the will.

i. The interior act and the exterior are physi

cally different in kind : but out of these different

constituents there results a moral unity.

4. The act of the will is the formal element in

regard to the exterior act. But out of the formal
element and the material, unity results.

ARTICLE IV. Does the exterior act make any
addition of good or evil to the interior act ?

A . If we speak of that goodness of the exterior

act which it has from the goodness of the end, then

to such goodness the exterior act adds nothing
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except it happen that the will itself becomes better

in good actions or worse in evil ones. That may
happen in three ways : first in point of number,

say, when one wishes to do a thing for a good or

evil end, and does not do it for the nonce, but

afterwards wills and does it
;

the action of the will

is doubled, and so a double good is done or a double

evil. In another way, in point of extension, say,

when one wishes to do a thing for a good or evil

end, and leaves off on account of some obstacle,

while another man keeps up the motion of his will

until he carries the work through ;
it is manifest

that such a will is longer continued in good or evil,

and in that respect is worse or better. Thirdly, in

point of intensity : for there are some exterior acts

which, as being pleasurable or painful, are naturally

calculated to intensify the will or to make it remiss.

But it is clear that the more intensely a will tends

to good or evil, the better or worse it is.

If, however, we speak of the goodness of the

exterior act, which it has in point of matter and due

circumstances, in that way it stands to the will as

a term and end, and thus it adds to the goodness
or evil of the will : because every inclination or

movement is perfected by gaining its end or attain

ing its term. Hence the will is not perfect unless it

be a will to go to work when the opportunity is

given. But failing possibility, where the will remains

perfect to go to work if it could, the lack of that

perfection which comes of the exterior act is simply

involuntary. But involuntariness, as it merits neither

reward nor punishment in doing a good or an evil
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work, so neither does it take away aught of the

reward or punishment, if a man of sheer involun-

tariness fails to do good or evil.

i. Chrysostom s saying,
&quot;

It is the will which

is either rewarded for good or condemned for evil,&quot;

is to be understood of the case when the will is

perfect and complete, and only stops short of action

for want of power to act.

2. The goodness of the exterior act which it

has from the matter and circumstances is different

from the goodness of the will which is of the end,

but not different from the goodness of the will

which is of the act willed, but stands to that as the

reason and cause thereof. 1

ARTICLE VI. Can the same exterior act be at once

good and evil ?

A. There is nothing to hinder a thing being one

according as it is in one species, and multiple as

referred to another species ;
one as referred to its

physical species, and not one as referred to its moral

species. For continuous walking is one act in

physical species; and yet it may involve several acts

in moral species, if there be a change in the will of

the walker, since the will is the principle of moral

acts. If then we consider an act that is one in

moral species, such an act cannot be at once morally

good and morally evil: but an act that is one in point
of physical unity and not in point of moral unity,

may be at once good and evil.

1 For what is called the effect consequent of an act, see Ethics and

Natural Law, p. 39. n. 17. (Trl.)



QUESTION XXI.

OF THE PROPERTIES CONSEQUENT UPON HUMAN
ACTS CONSIDERED AS GOOD OR EVIL.

ARTICLE I.

R. In acts of the will, the proximate rule is

human reason, the supreme rule is the Eternal Law.
Whenever then the act of man proceeds to the end

according to the order of reason and of the Eternal

Law, the act is right : when it swerves from this

rectitude, it is then called a sin.

ARTICLE II.

2. Moral acts stand in a different category
from the performances of art. In the performances
of art reason is directed to a particular end, which

is something devised by reason : in moral perform
ances it is directed to the general end of all

human life. But the particular end is subordinated

to the general end. Now as wrong-doing is by

departure from subordination to the end, there

comes to be wrong-doing in a performance of art

in two ways : in one way by departure from the

particular end intended by the artist, and that will

be a sin peculiar to the art, say, if an artist intend

ing to make a good work, makes a bad one ; or

intending to make a bad one, makes a good one :

in another way by departure from the general end
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of human life ; and in that way he will be said to

sin, if he intends to make an evil work and makes

it, so that another is deceived thereby.
1 But this is

not a sin proper to an artist as an artist, but as a

man. Hence for the former sin the artist is blamed

as an artist : but for the latter the man is blamed as

a man.-

ARTICLE III. Is a human act meritorious or de

meritorious according as it is good or evil ?

R. Merit and demerit are predicated in view of

retribution, which is rendered according to justice.

Retribution according to justice is rendered to one

for doing something to the profit or hurt of another.

Now every one living in a community is in a

manner a part and member of the community ;

and any evil or good done him redounds to the

whole body. A double character therefore of merit

or demerit attaches to any good or evil done to

another individual. There is in the first place

retribution due to the doer from the individual

whom he helps or offends
;
and again retribution

is due to him from the whole body corporate.

Again, when one addresses his act directly to the

good or evil of the whole body corporate, retri

bution is due to him primarily and principally from

1 St. Thomas, when a youth, is said to have broken a speaking-

machine, the work of his master, Albertus Magnus, taking it to be

a fraud upon humanity. The translator has always fancied that

these words are a reminiscence of some such incident. (Trl.)
- The one is a technical sin, or blunder, and no more ;

the other

is a sin in the ordinary sense of the word, morally and theologically.

See Ethics and Natural Law, p. 74. (Trl.)

G VOL. I.
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the whole body, and secondarily from all the

members of the said body. But when one does

what turns to his own good or evil, retribution is

still due to him, inasmuch as even this good or

evil goes to the common account, in so far as he is

himself a member of the body corporate, but not

inasmuch as it is his own individual good or evil,

except such sort of retribution as may be due from

himself, so far as there is any likeness of justice of

a man towards himself.

ARTICLE IV. Is a human act meritorious or de

meritorious before God according as it is good or evil ?

R. As has been said, the act of a man has a

character of merit or demerit so far as it is referred

to another, either on his own account or on account

of the community. In both these ways good and

evil acts have a character of merit or demerit before

God. On His own account, inasmuch as He i s

the last end of man, and there is a duty of referring

all acts to the last end : hence he who does an evil

act not referable to God, does not observe the

honour of God, due to the last end. Again, on

the part of the whole community of the universe,

because in every community he who governs the

community has especial care of the common good :

hence it belongs to him to deal out retribution for

the things that are done well or ill in the com

munity. But God is Governor and Ruler of the

whole universe, and especially of rational creatures :

hence it is manifest that human acts have a

character of merit or demerit in relation to Him :
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else it would follow that God had no care of human
acts.

i. By the act of man nothing can come in or

be lost to God as He is in Himself: but still man,
so far as in him lies, withdraws something from

God, or affords Him something, when he keeps or

does not keep the order which God has instituted.

3. Man is not referred to the civil community
to the extent of his whole self and of all his

belongings ;
and therefore it is not necessary that

his every act be meritorious or demeritorious in

reference to the civil community. But all that man
is and can and has, must be referred to God ; and

therefore every act of man, good or bad, has a

character of merit or demerit before God, so far as

is of the mere nature of the act. 1

1 This clause seems to be added to cover the case of an act

being good in itself, and therefore meritorious,
&quot; so far as is of the

mere nature of the act
&quot;

(cf. q. 18. art. 9. 3.), and yet meriting

nothing of God, because it is the act of one who by sin unrepented
of is and remains God s enemy. St. Thomas in this article treats

merely of natural merit, which is all the concern of the ethical

standpoint. In q. 114 (not translated), he deals with the theological

question
&quot; of merit as an effect of co-operating grace.&quot; (Trl.)



QUESTION XXII.

OF THE SUBJECT OF THE PASSIONS.

ARTICLE III. Is passion rather in the sensitive

appetite,
or in the intellectual appetite,

otherwise called

the will ?

R. Passion is properly found where there is a

bodily alteration ;
and that takes place in the acts

of the sensitive appetite ;
whereas in the act of

intellectual appetite there is not required any bodily

alteration, because that appetite is not a function

of any bodily organ.
1

3. Love and joy and other such affections,

when they are ascribed to God, or to the angels, or

to men in their intellectual appetite, signify a simple

act of the will, with a similarity of effect to that of

passion, but without passion.

| 4. Damascene says, describing the passions r

&quot; Passion is a movement of the sensible appetitive

power under the imagination of good or evil ;

&quot; and

otherwise: &quot;Passion is a movement of the irrational

soul at the thought of good or evil.&quot;

i Ethics and Natural Lau&amp;lt;, pp. 41, 4 2 - (
Trl -)



QUESTION XXIII.

OF THE DIFFERENCE OF PASSIONS ONE FROM
ANOTHER.

ARTICLE I. Arc the passions in the concupiscible

faculty different from those in the irascible faculty ?
l

R. To know which passions are in the irascible

part and which in the concupiscible, we must take
the object of each faculty. The object of the con

cupiscible faculty is sensible good and evil, absolutely
apprehended as such, that is, pleasure and pain.
But because it must happen sometimes that the soul

feels a difficulty or a struggle in gaining some such

good, or in shunning some such evil, inasmuch as
the good or evil is in a manner raised above the

ready ability of one s animal being, therefore this

same good and evil, inasmuch as it bears a character
&quot; In the sensitive part there must be two appetitive faculties :

one whereby the soul is absolutely inclined to take to whatever suits
it in point of sense, and to shun what hurts it

; and this is called
the concupiscible faculty : another whereby the living creature resists

assailants, that make assault upon what suits and pleases it, and
threaten to do it hurt ; and this is called the irascible faculty : hence
its object is said to be arduous matter, because this faculty aims at

overcoming and triumphing over opposition.&quot; (St. Thomas, p. i.

q. 81. art. 2.) This distinction of rb &amp;lt;?iri0u
/u7jT&amp;lt;Ko j and rb ev^oaSts was

first laid down by Plato in his Republic, p. 440, and forms a leading
feature in that work. It appears also in his Phaedrus. See Ethics
and Natural

Lan&amp;gt;, pp. 85, 86, n. 3. (Trl.)
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of arduousness o-r difficult)
1

, is the object of the

irascible faculty. Whatsoever passions therefore

regard absolutely good or evil, belong to the concu-

piscible faculty, as joy, sadness, love, hatred, and the

Ifke : while whatever passions regard good or evil

in the light of something arduous, inasmuch as it

is attainable or avoidable with a certain difficulty,

belong to the irascible faculty, as fiery daring and

fear, hope, and the like.

3. The delight of a good thing moves the con-

cupiscible faculty. But any difficulty of attainment

of the same goes against the concupiscible faculty.

And therefore it was necessary that there should be

another faculty to tend to such arduous good ; and

that is the irascible faculty.

ARTICLE II. Is the contrariety of passions in the

irascible faculty founded upon the contrariety of good and&quot;

evil ?

R. Passion is a kind of motion : hence we must
take the contrariety of passions according to the

contrariety of motions. Now there is a twofold

contrariety of motion, one in the way of approach
to and retirement from the same term, which is the

contrariety of generation that is, motion or change
to being and corruption that is, motion or change
from being ; another in the way of contrariety of

terms, as whitewashing, which is motion or change
from black to white, is opposed to blackening, which

is motion or change from white to black. So there

fore in the passions of the soul a twofold contrariety

is found one founded on contrariety of objects,.
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namely, of good and evil, another founded on

approach to and retirement from the same term.

In the passions of the concupiscible faculty we find

the first contrariety only, namely, that founded on a

difference of object : but in the passions of the

irascible \ve find both contrarieties. The reason is,

because the object of the concupiscible faculty is

sensible good or evil taken absolutely : now good,
as good, cannot be the term of motion from zchich,

but only of motion to ichich, because no being shuns

good as good, but all things seek it. In like manner
no being seeks evil as such, but all things shun it :

and therefore evil has not the character of a term to

which, but only of a term from n hich. So therefore

every passion of the concupiscible faculty in respect

of good goes on the up line to it, as love, desire, joy ;

while every passion in respect of evil goes on the down

line from it, as hatred, abhorrence (or abomination),

sadness. Hence in the passions of the concupiscible

faculty there cannot be contrariety in the way of

approach to and retirement from the same object.

But the object of the irascible faculty is sensible good
or evil, not absolutely, but under the aspect of diffi

culty or arduousness. But arduous or difficult good
offers a reason why we should tend to it, inasmuch

as it is good, which tendency belongs to the passion
of hope ; and again, a reason why we should recede

from it, inasmuch as it is arduous and difficult ;
and

so to recede belongs to the passion of despair. In like

manner arduous evil offers a reason why it should

be avoided, inasmuch as it is evil, which avoidance

belongs to the passion of fear. It likewise presents
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some reason why we should tend to it, as matter of

an arduous effort, the means of escape from sub

jection to evil, and so to tend is the part of fiery

daring. There is found therefore in the passions of

the irascible faculty one contrariety founded upon
the contrariety of good and evil, as that between

hope and fear; and other contrariety founded on

approach to and retirement from the same term, as

that between fiery daring and fear.

ARTICLE III. 7s there any passion that has got no

contrary ?

R. It is the peculiarity of the passion of anger
not to have any contrary, either in the way of

approach and retirement, or according to the con

trariety of good and evil. The motion of anger
can have no motion contrary to it ; its only opposite
is cessation from motion. 1

1 The practical corollary is that you cannot extinguish anger

by exciting a contrary passion, and that the best thing to do with

an angry man is to wait till he cools down. (Trl.)



QUESTION XXIV.

OF GOOD AND EVIL IN PASSIONS.

ARTICLE I. Is moral good and evil to be found in

the passions ?

R. The passions maybe considered in two ways:
in one way in themselves

;
in another way as subject

to the control of reason and the will. If, therefore,

they are considered in themselves, as certain move

ments of the irrational appetite, in that way there

is no moral good or evil in them, for that depends
on reason. But if they are considered as subject

to the control of reason and the will, in that way
there is moral good or evil in them. For the

sensitive appetite is nearer to reason and to the

will than are the outward members, the movements
and acts whereof are nevertheless good or evil

morally, according as they are voluntary : much
more therefore may the passions, according as they
are voluntary, be called good or evil morally. The

passions are called voluntary, either from their being
commanded by the will, or from their being not

prevented by the will.
1

3. The Philosopher says,
&quot; We are not praised

or blamed for our passions,&quot; that is, absolutely con-
1 In the first way St. Thomas would call them directly voluntary,

in the second indirectly, q. 6. art. 3. (Trl.)
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sidered : but he does not reject the possibility of

their becoming praiseworthy or blameworthy accord

ing as they are directed by reason. Hence he adds :

&quot; He is not praised or blamed who fears or grows

angry, but he who does so in a certain way :

&quot;

that

is, according to or against reason.

ARTICLE II. Is every passion morally evil?

R. On this question the opinions of the Stoics

and Peripatetics differed : for the Stoics said that

all the passions were bad, while the Peripatetics

said that moderate passions were good. This

difference, though it seems great in words, is never

theless little or nothing in reality, if you consider

what was meant on both sides. For the Stoics did

not distinguish between senss and intellect, and

consequently neither between the intellectual and

the sensitive appetite. Hence neither did they

distinguish the passions of the soul from the

movements of the will, in that the passions are in

the sensitive appetite, while the simple movements
of the will are in the intellectual appetite ; but

every rational movement of the appetitive part they
called the will, while they gave the name of passions

to movements transgressing beyond the limits of

reason. And therefore Tully, following their opinion,
calls all passions diseases of the soul : whence he

argues that they who are diseased are not sound,

and they who are not sound are unwise. But the

Peripatetics underst ^d by the name passions all

movements of t^ tive appetite. Hence they
reckon them r

&amp;gt;y

are checked by reason,
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and bad when they escape that check. Hence it

appears that it was absurd of Tully to find fault

with the Peripatetics, who approved of a golden
mean in the passions. He says that every evil even

in a moderate degree is to be avoided
;
for as a body

even moderately ill is not health}-, so this golden
mean of diseases or passions of the soul is not

health} . This argumentation is absurd : for the

passions are not called diseases or perturbations of

the soul except when they go without the check

of reason. 1

ARTICLE III. Is passion any addition to or

diminution of the
&amp;lt;^ood

or evil of an act ?

R. As the Stoics laid it down that every passion
is evil, so they also, consistently enough, laid it

down that every passion diminishes the goodness
of the act done under its influence. And this is

true, if we give the name of passions only to inordi

nate movements of the sensitive appetite, regarded
as disturbances or diseases of the moral system.
But if we call absolutely all the movements of the

sensitive appetite passions, in that acceptation of

the term it belongs to the perfection of human

goodness to have passions, so that they be held in

check by reason. For since the good of man rests

on reason as its root, that good will be all the more

perfect the wider the ground of action proper to

man that it covers. Hence it is an unquestioned

1 For a further and very real ground of debate between Stoic

and Peripatetic on the subject of passion, see Ethics and Natural

Lav, pp. 4447. (Trl.j
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fact, that it belongs to the perfection of moral

goodness to have the acts of the exterior members
directed by the law of reason. And since the

sensitive appetite is capable of obeying reason, it

likewise belongs to the perfection of moral or human

goodness to have passions that are regulated by
reason. As therefore it is better that man should

both will good and do it in outward act, so also it

belongs to the perfection of moral good that man
should be moved unto good, not only in his will,

but likewise in his sensitive appetite, according to

the text :
l &quot;

My heart and my flesh have rejoiced

in the living God :

&quot;

understanding there by heart

the intellectual appetite, and by flesh the sensitive

appetite.

i. The passions may stand in two relations

to the judgment of reason. They may stand to it

antecedently ; and so blinding the judgment of reason,

whence depends the goodness of the moral act, they
diminish the goodness of the act : for it is more

praiseworthy to do a work of charity on the judg
ment of reason than on the mere passion of pity.

Or they may stand to that judgment consequently,

and that in a twofold manner. One manner would

be by way of redundance, because when the superior

part of the soul is intensely moved to anything, the

inferior part follows the movement also ;
and thus

the passion existing consequently in the sensitive

appetite is a sign of a more intense will and a

greater moral goodness. The other manner would

be by way of election, when a man by the judgment
1 Psalm Ixxxiii. 3.
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of his reason chooses to be affected by some passion,

that he may work more readily with the co-opera
tion of the sensitive appetite : and thus again passion

adds to the goodness of the action.

QUESTION XXVI.

OF LOVE.

ARTICLE II. 7s love a passion ?

R. The first impression made on appetite by its

object is called love, which is nothing else than a

complacency taken in an object of appetite ; and

from this complacency follows movement towards

the said object, which movement is desire; and

finally comes rest, which is joy. So then, since

love consists in a certain impression made on

appetite by its object, manifestly love is a passion,

and that in the strict sense of the word, inasmuch

as it is in the concupiscible faculty ; and generally,

and by extension of the name, inasmuch as it is in

the will.

ARTICLE IX
7

. Is love fitly divided into love of

friendship and love of desire ?

R. As the Philosopher says, &quot;To love is to wish

good to another.&quot; So therefore the movement of

love tends to two objects, to the good which one

wishes for a person, either oneself or another; and

to the person for whom one wishes the good.
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Towards the good then which one wishes for some
one the love of desire is entertained : but towards

the person for whom one wishes that good, there is

entertained the love of friendship. What is loved

with a love of friendship is loved absolutely and by
itself; but what is loved with a love of desire is not

loved absolutely and by itself, but is loved for

another. The love wherewith an object is loved

that good may accrue to it, is love absolutely ; but

the love wherewith a thing is loved that it may be

the good of another, is love in a restricted sense.

i. Love is not divided into friendship and

desire, but into love of friendship and of desire : for

he is properly called a friend, to whom we wish any

good ;
and that we are said to desire which we wish

for ourselves.



QUESTION XXVII.

OF THE CAUSE OF LOVE.

ARTICLE I.

$ i. Evil is never loved except under an aspect
of good, inasmuch as it is good in a restricted sense,

and is apprehended as being good absolutely ; and

thus some love is evil as tending to that which is

not absolutely true good. And after this fashion a

man loves iniquity, inasmuch as by iniquity he gains
a certain good, pleasure, money, or the like.

3. The beautiful is the same as the good, but

from a different point of view. For good being
&quot;

that which all things seek,&quot; it is of the essence of

good that the appetite should rest therein. But it

belongs to the essence of beauty that the appetite
should rest in the sight or knowledge of the object

regarded as beautiful ; hence those senses especially

regard the beautiful which are the best avenues of

knowledge, to wit, sight and hearing as subservient

to reason. We speak of &quot;beautiful sights&quot; and

&quot;beautiful sounds;&quot; but in reference to the objects

of the other senses we do not use the designation :

for we do not say
&quot;

beautiful tastes,&quot; or
&quot;

beautiful

odours.&quot; And thus it is clear that beauty super-

adds to good a certain hold upon the knowing

faculty : so that that is called good which is matter
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of simple complacency to the appetite ; but that is

called beautiful the mere apprehension whereof is

pleasing.

ARTICLE III. Is likeness a cause of love ?

R. Likeness, properly speaking, is a cause of

love. But \ve must observe that there may be

likeness between things in two ways. One way
would be by each thing having the same attribute

actually, as two things having the attribute of

whiteness. Another way wrould be by one thing

having potentially and in inclination what the other

has actually. Potentiality has a certain likeness

to actuality, for in the promise and potency the

actuality is in a manner contained. The first mode
of likeness causes the love of friendship, or of bene

volence : for from the fact of two things being alike,

as having one form, they are in a manner one in

that form ; and therefore the affection of the one

tends to the other as being one thing with itself,

and wishes it good as to itself. The second mode
of likeness causes the love of desire, or the friend

ship that is founded on the utility or pleasure that

the friend affords. For wherever there is poten

tiality, there is a craving after its realization, and

a delight in the gaining thereof, if the gainer be a

sentient and cognitive being.

In the love of desire the lover, properly speaking,

loves himself, wishing for himself the good that he

desires. But every one loves himself more than

he loves his neighbour : because he is one with

himself substantially, but one with his neighbour
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only in a certain likeness of form. And therefore

if his neighbour s likeness to him in the participation

of that form hinders him from gaining the good that

he loves, such a neighbour becomes odious to him,

not for being like him, but for being in his way in

the gaining of his own proper good. And for this

reason, &quot;potter quarrels with potter,&quot;
1 because they

get in one another s way in their peculiar line of

gain; and &quot;among the proud there are always

contentions,&quot;
2 because they hinder one another in

the attainment of that special pre-eminence which

they covet.

2. Even in the case of a man loving in

another what he loves not in himself, there is found

an element of likeness according to proportion.

For as that other is to what is loved in him, so is

the man himself to what he loves in himself: for

instance, if a good singer loves a good writer, there

comes out there a likeness of proportion, inasmuch

as each has the gift that befits him in his own pro
fession.

3. He who loves what he needs, has a likeness

to what he loves, as a capacity bears a likeness to

the actuality of which it is a capacity.

4. Though not all men have the virtues in their

complete habit, still they have them to the extent

of certain seminal principles of reason, according
to which he who has not virtue loves a virtuous

man as being in conformity with his own natural

reason.

1 The Greek version of our &quot;Two of a trade can never

agree.&quot; (Trl.)
a Prov. xiii. 10.

H VOL. I.



QUESTION XXVIII.

OF THE EFFECTS OF LOVE.

ARTICLE I.

2. There are three regards of union to love.

One union is the cause of love : in the love with

which one loves oneself this is a substantial union ;

while in the love with which one loves other beings,

it is a union of likeness. Another union is essen

tially love itself; and this is union of hearts : which

is likened to substantial union, inasmuch as the

lover is to the object of his love as to himself in

the love of friendship ; as to something belonging to

himself in the love of desire. A third union is the

effect of love ; and this is a real union which the lover

seeks with the object of his love, that they should

live together, converse together, and in other rela

tions be conjoined.

ARTICLE IV. 7s zeal an effect of love ?

R. Zeal, whichever way we look at it, comes of

intensity of love. For clearly, the greater the

intensity wherewith any power tends to an end,

the more vigorously does it bear down all opposi
tion or resistance. Since therefore love is a certain

movement towards the object loved, intense love

seeks to banish all opposition, but in different ways,
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according as it is the love of desire or of friendship,

In the love of desire, he who desires intensely, is

moved against all that stands in the way of his

gaining or quietly enjoying the object of his love ;

and in this way those who seek pre-eminence are

moved against men of seeming eminence as being
hindrances to their pre-eminence ;

and this is the

zeal of envy. But the love of friendship seeks the

good of the friend : hence, when it is intense, it

makes a man bestir himself against all that conflicts

with the good of his friend. And in this way we
are said to be zealous on behalf of a friend, when it

anything is said or done against our friend s good,
we endeavour to repel it. In this way also we
are zealous for God, when we endeavour accord

ing to our power to repel what goes against the

honour and will of God, according to the text,
&quot; With zeal have I been zealous for the Lord God
of hosts.&quot;

1 And on the text, &quot;The zeal of thy house

hath eaten me
up,&quot;

the gloss (on St. John ii. 17)

says :

&quot; He is eaten up with a good zeal, who
endeavours to correct all the evil that he sees ; and

if he cannot, tolerates and laments it.&quot;

ARTICLE V. Is lore a passion that wastes away
the lover ?

R. Love denotes a certain conformation of the

appetitive power to some good. Now nothing is

wasted away or injured by simple conformation to

an object suited to itself, but rather, if possible, it

is perfected and bettered thereby : whereas what is

1
3 Kings xix. 14.
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conformed to an object not suited to it is thereby
wasted and altered for the worse. The love of a

proper good is therefore apt to perfect and better

the lover : while the love of a good that is not

proper to the lover is apt to waste away the lover

and alter him for the worse. Hence a man is

perfected and improved most of all by the love of

God ; and wasted and altered for the worse by the

love of sin, according to the text :

&quot;

They became
abominable as those things were which they loved.&quot;

1

This is said of love in respect of its formal element,

which is on the part of the appetite. But in respect

of the material element, which is some bodily altera

tion, we do find that love wastes and wears a man

away on account of the excess of the alteration :

as happens in every act of a spiritual faculty which

is exercised by alteration of a bodily organ.

ARTICLE VI. 7s love the cause of all that the

lover does ?

R. Every agent acts for some end. But the

end is the good desired and loved by each. Hence
it is manifest that every agent, whatever it be, does

its every action from some love.

i. The objection that love is a passion, and

that not all things which a man does are done from

passion, is valid, touching that love which is a

passion existing in the sensitive appetite ; but we
are speaking now of love in the general sense of

the term, including under itself intellectual, rational,

animal, and physical love.

1 Osee ix. 10.



QUESTION XXIX.

OF HATRED.

ARTICLE I. Is evil the cause and object of

hatred ?

R. Love is a certain attuning of the appetite

to that which is apprehended as suitable
; while

hatred is a sort of dissonance of the appetite from

that which is apprehended as unsuitable and hurtful.

But as everything suitable, as such, bears the stamp
of good : so everything unsuitable, as such, bears

the stamp of evil
;
and therefore as good is the

object of love, so evil is the object of hatred.

i. Being, as being, has nothing in it of variance,

but only of concord, because all things agree in

being : but being, inasmuch as it is this determinate

being, is at variance with some other determinate

being ; and in this way one being is hateful to

another, and is evil, not in itself, but in relation to

another.

$ 2. As things are apprehended as good, which

are not really good, so things are apprehended as

evil which are not really evil : hence it happens
sometimes that neither hatred of evil nor love of

good is good.
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ARTICLE II. Is hatred caused by love ?

R. In every case we should consider what agrees

with a thing before we consider what disagrees with

it : for to disagree with a thing is to mar or hinder

what agrees with it. Hence love must be prior to

hatred
;
and nothing can be hated except what is

contrary to some agreeable thing that is loved. And
thus all hatred is caused by love.

2. Love and hatred are contraries when they
both turn on the same object ;

but when they are

about contrary objects, they are not contraries, but

consequences one of the other : for it is on one

and the same ground that a thing is loved and its

contrary hated
;
and thus the love of one thing is

the cause of its contrary being hated.

ARTICLE IV. Is it possible for any one to hate

himself?

R. Properly speaking, it is impossible for any
one to hate himself. For naturally everything seeks

good, and cannot seek for itself anything except in

the light of good. But to love any one is to wish

him good. Hence a man needs must love himself,

and cannot possibly hate himself, properly speaking.

Accidentally, however, it comes about that a man
hates himself, and this in two ways : in one way in

regard of the good which he wishes for himself;

for it happens sometimes that what is sought as

being in a certain respect good is simply evil
;
and

in this way one accidentally wishes evil to himself,

which is to hate. The same may happen in another

way in regard of the being to whom he wishes good,.
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namely, himself. Every being is that especially

which is the leading element in its composition :

hence the State is said to do what the King does,

as though the King were the whole State. 1 It is

clear then that man is especially the mind of man.

But it happens that some men take themselves to

be that especially which they are in their bodily and

sensitive nature. Hence they love themselves accord

ing to that which they take themselves to be, but

hate that which they really are, in that they will

things contrary to reason. And in both of these

ways &quot;he that loveth iniquity, hateth
&quot;

not only
&quot;his own soul,&quot;

2 but also himself.

1 An anticipation of Louis XIV. (Trl.)
2 Psalm x. G.



QUESTION XXX.

OF DESIRE.

ARTICLE I. Is desire in the sensitive appetite only ?

R. Desire is a craving after something pleasant.

Now there are two sorts of pleasure : one in intel

lectual good, which is the good of reason ; another

in good according to sense. The former pleasure
seems to belong to the soul only ;

but the latter is

of soul and body together, because sense is a power
resident in a bodily organ. Hence sensible good
is good of the whole compound of soul and body.
The craving after this pleasure of sense seems to

be desire, belonging at once to soul and body.
Hence desire, properly speaking, is in the sensitive

appetite, and in the concupiscible faculty, so called

from desiring (concupiscence).

ARTICLE II. Is there a special passion of desire ?

R. Good delightful to sense is the common

object of the concupiscible faculty. Hence the

different passions of the concupiscible faculty are

distinguished according to the differences of that

good. The motive power of the said good bears

a different character according as the good is really

present or absent. As it is present, it makes the
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appetite rest therein : as it is absent, it makes the

appetite move thereto. Hence the said object of

sensible delight, inasmuch as it shapes and con

forms the appetite to itself, causes love : inasmuch

as, when absent, it attracts to itself, it causes

desire : inasmuch as, when present, it induces rest

in itself, it causes pleasure, or delight. Thus there

fore desire is a passion, differing in species both from

love and from delight ; but the desire of this or

that delightful object makes desires different in

number.

ARTICLE III. Arc there desires physical and

desires not physical ?

R. A thing is pleasurable in two ways : in one

way, because it is suited to the animal nature, as

meat and drink and the like : the desire of a

pleasurable object of this sort is called physical.

In another way, a thing is called pleasurable,

because it is fixed upon by some mental appre
hension as suitable to the thinker : such a desire

is said to be not physical. The first sort of desires,

those which are physical, are common to men and

other animals
; and in these all men agree. Hence

the Philosopher calls them common and necessary.

But the second sort of desires are proper to men ;

to whom it is proper to excogitate something as

good and suitable, beyond what nature requires.
1

i. The same thing that is the object of

physical appetite may be the object also of psychical

appetite, once it is apprehended by the mind ;
and

1 See Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 49 53. (Trl.)
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in this way there may be a psychical desire of meat

and drink and objects of physical appetite.

ARTICLE IV. Is desire unlimited ?

R. There are two sorts of desire, one physical,

and another not physical. Physical desire cannot

be actually unlimited : for it is of that which nature

requires ;
now nature always points her desires at

some fixed and definite amount : hence no man
ever desires unlimited meat or unlimited drink.

But as in nature a thing may be potentially

infinite in succession, so a physical craving may be

unlimited in succession, inasmuch as man, after

getting food, craves for it yet another time and

again ; and so of everything else that nature

requires : because the good things of the body do

not stay when they come. Hence it was said :

&quot; Whosoever drinketh of this water, shall thirst

again.&quot;
1 But the desire that is not physical is

altogether unlimited, for it belongs to reason
; and

reason is competent to go on to infinity. Hence
he who desires riches, may desire them beyond any
fixed limit, desiring simply to be a rich man, as

rich as possible.

Another reason may be assigned according to

the Philosopher, why one desire should be limited,

and another unlimited. For the desire of the end

in view is always unlimited, since the end is

desirable by itself, as health : hence more health

is more desired, and so on to infinity. But the

desire of the means to the end is unlimited, if those

1 St. John iv. 13.
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means are sought in the measure that befits the

end. Hence they who place their end in riches

have a desire of riches to infinity ; but they who
seek riches for the necessaries of life, desire limited

wealth, sufficient for the necessaries of life, as the

Philosopher says.

QUESTION XXXI.

OF DELIGHT, OK PLEASURE.

ARTICLE I.

2. In an animal a twofold movement may be

considered : one in point of the intention of the

end, vrhich belongs to the appetite ; the other in

point of execution, which belongs to the exterior

working. Though, therefore, in him who has already

gained the good in which he delights, there ceases

the movement of execution, whereby he tends to

the end, still there ceases not the movement of the

appetitive part, which, as it previously desired the

end when it had it not, so afterwards delights in

having it. For though pleasure be a certain repose
of the appetite in consideration of the presence of

a pleasurable good which satisfies the appetite, yet

there still remains an impression wrought upon the

appetite by its object, by reason whereof pleasure
is a sort of movement.

ARTICLE III . Docs pleasure differ from joy ?

R. Joy is a species of pleasure. As there are
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some desires which are physical, and others which

are not physical, but follow upon an exercise of

reason ;
so of pleasures, some are physical, and

some not physical, being accompanied by an exercise

of reason : or, as Damascene and Gregory of Nyssa

say,
&quot; These are pleasures of the soul, those of

the body :

&quot; which comes to the same thing. For

we take pleasure in gaining as well the objects of

physical desire as the objects of rational desire:

but the name of joy has place only as applied to

that delight which follows upon reason. Hence we
do not attribute joy to dumb animals, but only

pleasure. All that we physically desire, we may
desire also with the guidance of reason : but not

conversely. Hence for all things that give pleasure,

there may be joy felt by creatures that have reason,

though it is not always that joy is felt for them
all

; for sometimes one feels some pleasure in his

body, for which nevertheless he rejoices not in his

rational soul. And by this it is clear that pleasure
is of wider extension than joy.

ARTICLE IV. Docs pleasure find place in the intel

lectual appetite ?

R. There is one sort of pleasure that follows the

apprehension of reason. Now at the apprehension
of reason there is stirred, not only the sensitive

appetite by application to some particular object,

but also the intellectual appetite, which is called

the will. And in this way there is in the intellectual

appetite, or will, a pleasure which is called joy, but

not a bodily pleasure. There is, however, this
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difference between the pleasure of the one appetite
and that of the other, that the pleasure of the sensi

tive appetite is attended by a certain bodily altera

tion, while the pleasure of the intellectual appetite is

nothing else than a simple movement of the will.

3. In us there is not only a pleasure which we
share with the brutes, but also one which we share

with the angels.
1

ARTICLE V. Are bodily and sensible pleasures

greater than spiritual and intellectual pleasures ?

R. Pleasures arise from union with a suitable-

object, when that is felt and known. Now in the

operations of the soul, particularly of the sensitive

and intellectual soul, there is this to be considered,

that, not passing on to any exterior matter, they
are mere acts or perfections of the agent ;

whereas

the actions which pass on to exterior matter are

rather actions and perfections of the matter that is

transformed. 2 So therefore the aforesaid actions of

the sensitive and intellectual soul are themselves a

certain good of the agent, and are also known by
sense and intellect : hence even from them in them

selves pleasure arises, and not only from their

objects. If therefore the comparison of intellectual

pleasures with sensible pleasures is made in point

of the pleasure that we take in the actions them

selves, say, in the knowledge of sense and in the

1 At the same time it must be admitted that there are pleasures
in the intellectual appetite, or will, the pleasure of malevolence, for

instance, which we do not share with any good angels. (Trl.)
2 See q. 3. art. 2. 3. for this distinction of immanent and transient

acts. (Trl.)
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knowledge of intellect, there is no doubt that intel

lectual pleasures are much greater than those of

sense. For a man is much more pleased at knowing
a thing by understanding it, than at knowing it by

feeling it;
1 because the intellectual knowledge is

both more perfect and better known, inasmuch as

intellect reflects on its own act more than sense.

Intellectual knowledge is also more loved ; for there

is none that would not rather forego his bodily sight

than his mental vision.

But if intellectual and spiritual pleasures are

compared with sensible and bodily pleasures, in

that comparison spiritual pleasures are in them

selves and absolutely the greater. And this appears
from consideration of the three requisites of pleasure,

namely, the good that is conjoined, the being to whom
it is conjoined, and the conjunction itself. For

spiritual good is both greater than bodily good
and is more loved : a sign whereof is the fact that

men abstain from the greatest bodily pleasures that

they may not lose honour, which is an intellectual

good. In like manner also the intellectual faculty

is much nobler and more knowing than the sensitive

faculty. The conjunction also of the good with the

faculty is more intimate, and more perfect, and more

firm. More intimate, because while sense rests on

the exterior accidents of a thing, intellect penetrates
to the thing s essence. More perfect, because sensible

pleasures are not all realized at once, but some

portion of them is passing away, while another

portion is looked forward to as coming on ; but

1
Carlyle s

&quot;pig philosophy,&quot; as &quot;

Ginger is hot.&quot; (Trl.)
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objects of intellect are without motion : hence the

pleasures of intellect are all realized together.
1 More

firm, because the objects of bodily pleasure are

corruptible and quickly fail
;

but spiritual goods
are incorruptible.

But in relation to us bodily pleasures are the

more vehement, and that for three reasons. First,

because things of sense are more known to us

than things of intellect. Secondly, because sensible

pleasures, being passions of the sensitive appetite,

are attended with a certain bodily alteration, which

does not occur in spiritual pleasures except by a

sort of overflow from the higher appetite to the

lower. Thirdly, because bodily pleasures are sought
after as medicines against bodily defects or annoy

ances, whence sundry griefs ensue : hence bodily

pleasures, supervening upon such griefs, are more

sensible, and consequently more welcome, than

spiritual pleasures which have no contrary griefs.

i. Therefore do more people follow bodily

pleasures, because sensible goods are known better

and more widely than spiritual goods. Another

reason is because men need pleasures as medicines

against manifold griefs and sorrows ;
and whereas

the greater number of men are not able to attain

to spiritual pleasures, which are proper to the

1 St. Thomas (see art. i. of this question, not translated) got the

notion of pleasure being
&quot;

all realized together,&quot; from the celebrated

definition of pleasure in Aristotle s Rhetoric, i. n : &quot;A sensible

settling down all at once to one s natural equilibrium;
&quot; where for

Karaffraffiv a.6p6av his version gave the not very intelligible constiMio

simul tota. (Trl.)
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virtuous, the consequence is that they turn aside

to those of the body.

ARTICLE VII. Is there any pleasure that is not

natural ?

That is called natural which is according to nature.

Now nature in man may be taken in two ways. In

one way, considering that intellect and reason is

the principal part of man s nature, and the specific

mark of man among animals, we may call those

pleasures natural to human kind, which belong to

man in point of his having reason. Such are the

pleasures of contemplating truth and doing acts of

virtue. In another way nature in man may be

considered as something marked off from reason,

namely, that element which is common to man
and other animals, especially that which is not

subject to reason ; and in this way what appertains
to the preservation of the body, either in the indi

vidual, as food, drink, sleep, and the like, or in the

species, as the intercourse of the sexes, is said to

be naturally pleasant to man.

Under each of these heads of pleasure there are

found some pleasures which are unnatural, absolutely

speaking, but connatural in a limited sense. For it

happens occasionally in an individual that some of

the principles of the species are corrupted ;
and thus

what is against the nature of the species becomes

accidentally natural to this individual. Thus then

it happens that what is against the nature of man,
either as regards his reason or as regards the

preservation of his body, becomes connatural to
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this man on account of some corruption of nature

found in him. This corruption of nature may be

either on the part of the body, from some sickness,

as to fever-patients sweet things seem bitter ; or

from an evil temperament, as some find pleasure in

eating earth or coals;
1 or again on the part of the

soul, as from custom some delight in cannibalism,

or in unnatural lusts, things which are not according
to human nature.

QUESTION XXXII.

OF THE CAUSE OF PLEASURE.

ARTICLE I. Is activity the proper cause ofpleasure ?

R. For pleasure two things are requisite, the

attainment of a fitting good, and the knowledge of

that attainment. Both these requisites consist in a

certain activity, for actual knowledge is an activity.

In like manner we gain fitting good by some activity;

also the very activity itself that is proper to the

agent is a certain fitting good. Hence all pleasure
must follow upon some activity.

i. The objects on which our activities are

exercised are not pleasurable to us except inasmuch

as they are conjoined to us either by knowledge, as

when we take pleasure in looking at things, or in

some other way along with knowledge, as when a

man takes pleasure in knowing that he has some

good possession, as riches, or honour, or the like,

1 In comestione territ vel carbonum.

I VOL. I.
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which would not give him pleasure but for the

fact of his apprehending it as his possession. But

possession here means nothing else than the use

of the thing, or the power to use it, and that is

by a certain activity. Hence it is clear that every

pleasure is reducible to activity as to its cause.

2. Even in cases where not the activities, but

the products of activity, are the ends in view, those

products of activity are pleasant inasmuch as they
are possessed : which possession has reference to

some use or activity.

3. Activities are pleasant inasmuch as they
are proportionate and connatural to the agent. But

since human strength is limited, activity is propor
tionate to it according to a certain measure. Hence

any activity exceeding that measure ceases to be

proportionate or pleasant, and becomes rather

laborious and wearisome. And in this way ease

and play and other things that belong to rest, are

pleasant, inasmuch as they take away the distress

that is of labour.

4. The Philosopher says :

&quot; Pleasure is a con

natural activity, unimpeded.&quot;

ARTICLE II. Is change a caiise ofpleasure?
R. There are three requisites of pleasure : a

pleasurable good, the conjunction of the pleasurable

object with the subject, and the knowledge of this

conjunction. And under these three heads change
is made out to be pleasant. On the part of us who
are the subjects of pleasure, change is rendered

pleasant to us, because our nature is changeable,
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and therefore what is suitable to us now, afterwards

will not be suitable : as warming oneself at the fire

suits a man in winter, not in summer. On the part

also of the pleasurable good that is brought into

conjunction with us, change becomes pleasant,

because the continued action of anything increases

its effect, as the longer one keeps near a fire the

more he is warmed and dried. But a natural frame

of being consists in a certain fixed measure ; and

therefore when the continued presence of a pleasur
able object goes beyond the measure of one s natural

frame of being, the removal of that object becomes

pleasurable. On the part of the knowledge itself

because man desires a perfect whole
;
when there

fore things cannot be apprehended as a whole,

change in them is pleasant, so that one part may
pass, and another part succeed, and thus the whole

be appreciated. If therefore there be any Being
the nature of which is unchangeable, a Being the

natural proportion of which cannot be outdone by
the continuance of any delightful object, a Being
which can behold the whole object of its delight at

once, to that Being change will not be agreeable..

And the more any pleasures approach the condition

of this pleasure, the more capable are they of con

tinuance.

3. What is customary becomes pleasant by

becoming natural, for custom is a second nature.

But the change that is pleasant is not that change
which departs from custom, but rather the change
that prevents the spoiling of a natural frame of

being, that might ensue from holding on too long
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in some one activity. And thus from the same
cause of connaturalness it is that custom is rendered

pleasant and change delightful.

ARTICLE VI. Is beneficence a cause of pleasure?

R. So far as we reckon the good of another to-

be as it were our own good, on account of the union

of love, we take pleasure as in our own good in the

good which accrues through us to others, especially

to friends. In another way beneficence becomes

pleasant, inasmuch as thereby a man gets an imagi
nation of an overflowing source of good existing in

himself, whence he is able also to impart to others,

which is the reason why men take pleasure in their

children and in their own works, as imparting to

them their own good.

3. To conquer, confute, and punish is not

pleasant in that it makes for the evil of another,

but in that it belongs to one s own good, which a

man loves more than he hates another s evil. For

it is naturally pleasant to conquer, inasmuch as

thereby an idea is formed of one s own excellence ;

and therefore all games into which rivalry enters,

and where victory is possible, are especially pleasant;
and generally all contests according as they hold out

hope of victory. To confute and rebuke may be

a cause of pleasure in two ways : in one way in

that it gives a man an imagination of his own
wisdom and excellence, for rebuke and correction

is the function of wise men and elders; in another

way in that by rebuke and reprehension one does

good to another, which is pleasant. But to an
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angry man it is pleasant to punish, in that he thinks

himself to be removing an apparent slight, coming
of a previous offence ; for when one is offended by
another, he thinks himself slighted thereby, and

therefore he desires to be rid of this slight by paying
back the offence that he has sustained. And thus

it is clear that beneficence can be of itself pleasant ;

but maleficence is not pleasant, except in so far as

it seems to belong to one s own good.

QUESTION XXXIII.

OF THE EFFECTS OF PLEASURE.

ARTICLE III. Docs pleasure hinder the use of

reason ?

R. As is said in the Ethics [of Aristotle] :

&quot; The

pleasures that properly belong to the activities in

exercise, increase those activities, but pleasures

foreign to them hinder them.&quot; There is therefore

a certain pleasure that is taken in the very act of

reason, as when one takes pleasure in contemplation
or discussion ;

and such pleasure does not hinder

the act of reason, but helps it, because we do that

more attentively in which we take pleasure, and

attention helps activity. But bodily pleasures hinder

the use of reason in three ways. The first is the

way of distraction, because we attend much to the

things in which we find pleasure. Now when
the attention is strongly fixed upon anything, it

is weakened in respect of all other objects, or even
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totally called away from them
;

and thus if the

bodily pleasure is great, it will either totally hinder

or much impede the use of reason by drawing the

mind s attention to itself. The second is the way
of contrariety ; for some pleasures, especially when

they come in excess, are against the order of reason ;

and in this sense the Philosopher says that &quot;

bodily

pleasures mar the reckoning of prudence,&quot; but not

the speculative reckoning. Thus no pleasure gets-

in the way of our understanding the truth that the

three angles of a triangle are altogether equal to two

right angles. The third way is the way of impedi

ment, inasmuch as there follows on bodily pleasure
a certain bodily alteration, greater in pleasure than

in the other passions, by how much more vehemently
the appetite is affected towards a present than

towards an absent thing. But such bodily dis

turbances hinder the use of reason, as is evident

in drunkards, who have their use of reason fettered

or impeded.

ARTICLE IV. Does pleasure make activity perfect?

R~ Pleasure makes activity perfect in two ways.

First, as an end ; not in the sense in which we mean

by an end the purpose for which a thing exists,

but in the sense in which any good may be called

an end that supervenes by way of complement. In

this sense the Philosopher says that &quot;

pleasure
makes activity perfect as a sort of supervening end,&quot;

1

1 otov rols aKnaiois f] Sipa, the Philosopher goes on (Ethics,

X. iv. 8), which is exactly rendered by Shakspeare s phrase

(Sonnet Ix.) :

&quot; Time doth transfix the flourish set on
youth.&quot; (Trl.)
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that is to say, inasmuch as upon the good
of activity there supervenes the other good of

pleasure, which carries with it repose of the appetite
in the good presupposed as won. In another way
pleasure perfects activity as an active cause, not

indeed directly, for the Philosopher says that

&quot;pleasure makes activity perfect, not as a physician
makes a man whole, but as health does,&quot; but in

directly, in that the agent, being pleased with his

action, attends to it more earnestly, and works at

it more diligently.

QUESTION XXXIV.

OF GOOD AND EVIL IX PLEASURES.

ARTICLE I. Is all pleasure ci il ?

R. Some have laid it down that all pleasures

are evil. The reason of their saying so seems to

have been their giving their attention exclusively

to sensible and bodily pleasures, which are more

manifest ;
for in other respects also the old philo

sophers did not distinguish things of intellect from

things of sense. These bodily pleasures they thought
should all be written down bad, that so men, prone
as they are to immoderate pleasures, might with

draw themselves from pleasures and arrive at the

proper mean of virtue. But this judgment was

mistaken. For since none can live without some

sensible and;bodily pleasure, if they who teach that

all pleasures are bad are caught in the act of taking
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some pleasures, men will be more inclined to

pleasures by the example of their works, letting go
the doctrine of their words. We must say, then,

that some pleasures are good, and some are evil.

For pleasure is a repose of the appetitive faculty,

in some loved good, and is consequent upon some

activity. Hence there are two ways of looking at

it. One way is to see what the good is in which

the man reposes with pleasure. Good or evil in

moral matters means agreement with or divergence

from reason. There is a morally good pleasure in

either the higher or lower appetite reposing in what

is in agreement with reason. There is also an evil

pleasure, when the repose is taken in what diverges

from reason. Another way is to look at the activities

that yield the pleasure, whereof some are evil and

some good. Now there is a closer connection

between activities and pleasures, which go along
with them, than between activities and desires,

which precede them in time. Hence, since the

desires of good activities are good, and of evil

activities evil, much more are the pleasures of good
activities good, and those of evil activities evil.

i. The pleasures which come of the act of

reason do not hinder reason or mar prudence ;
but

extrinsic pleasures, as the pleasures of the body, do.

These hinder reason, either by the contrariety of

the appetite reposing upon what is repugnant to

reason, which makes the pleasure morally bad ;
or

by carrying the accompanying bodily alteration so

far as to hamper and impede reason, though the

pleasure itself is in accordance with reason. The
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pleasure in this latter case does not go the length
of moral evil, as neither is there any moral evil in

sleep taken according to reason, though that too

impedes the use of reason : for reason herself

requires that the use of reason be sometimes inter

rupted.

QUESTION XXXV.

OF PAIN AND SORROW IN THEMSELVES.

ARTICLE II. Is sorrow the same as pain ?

K. Pleasure and pain may be caused by a two

fold apprehension, either by the apprehension of

the exterior sense, or by the apprehension of the

interior, whether intellect or imagination. But the

interior apprehension reaches further than the ex

terior, because whatever things fall under the

exterior apprehension fall under the interior, but

not conversely. Therefore that pleasure alone which

is caused by an interior apprehension is called joy ;

and that pain alone which is caused by an interior

apprehension is called sorrow. And as that pleasure
which is caused by an exterior apprehension is called

pleasure indeed, but not joy, so that pain which is

caused by an exterior apprehension is called pain,

but not sorrow. Thus then sorrow is a species of

pain, as joy is a species of pleasure.

ARTICLE V. Is there any sorrow set over against

the pleasure of contemplation ?

R. The pleasure of contemplation has no sorrow
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annexed to it, as bodily pleasures have, which are

like medicines against certain annoyances ;
as one

takes pleasure in drinking because he is troubled

with thirst, but when the thirst is wholly driven

away, the pleasure of drinking likewise ceases.1

For the pleasure of contemplation is not caused

by the exclusion of any annoyance, but by the fact

that the contemplation is pleasurable of itself. But

because the human mind in the act of contemplation
makes use of the sensory powers of apprehension,
and weariness is incident to their acts, therefore

some affliction or pain comes incidentally to be

mingled with contemplation.

ARTICLE VII. Is exterior pain greater than in

terior ?

R. Exterior pain follows the apprehension of

sense. Interior pain follows an interior apprehen
sion either of imagination or of reason. Interior

pain comes of something going against the appetite

itself. Exterior pain comes of something going

against the appetite because it goes against the

body. But what is of itself is always prior to that

which is through something else. Hence from this

point of view interior pain rises above exterior pain.

In like manner also on the side of apprehension :

for the apprehension of reason and imagination is

more profound than the apprehension of sense.

1
Bodily pleasures, in fact, as Aristotle says (quoted on q. 31.

art. 5.), are restorations of equilibrium, and presuppose some dis

turbance of equilibrium which is more or less painful a fact that

Socrates philosophized upon in his last hours. See Plato, Phaedo,

60 B, c. (Trl.)
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Hence absolutely and of itself interior pain weighs
heavier than exterior pain ;

a sign whereof is the fact

of exterior pain being voluntarily entered upon to

avoid that which is interior
;
and in so far as the

exterior pain goes not against the interior appetite,

it becomes in a manner pleasant and agreeable in

the way of inward joy. Sometimes, however, ex

terior pain is accompanied by interior pain, and

then the pain is increased. For not only is interior

pain greater than exterior, but it is also more

universal. For whatever goes against the body

may go against the interior appetite, and whatever

is apprehended by sense may be apprehended by

imagination and reason, but the converse does not

hold.

QUESTION XXXVI.

OF THE CAUSES OF PAIN.

ARTICLE III. Is the yearning after unity a cause

ofpain ?

K. In the way that the desire of good is a cause

of pain, the yearning after unity must also be

set down as a cause of pain. For the good of

everything consists in a certain unity, inasmuch as

everything has united in itself all the elements of

its perfect well-being. Hence naturally everything

yearns after unity as after goodness ;
and therefore,

in the same way that the yearning after good is

a cause of pain, so also is the yearning after unity.
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4. Augustine says :

&quot; From the pain that

dumb animals feel, it is plain what lovers they are

of unity in the guidance and animation of their

bodies. For what else is pain but a feeling of

impatience of division or corruption?&quot;

QUESTION XXXVIII.

OF REMEDIES FOR SORROW OR PAIN.

ARTICLE II. Is sorrow assuaged by weeping?
R. Tears and groans naturally assuage sorrow,

and that in two ways. First, because everything
hurtful is more afflicting for being shut up within,

since the attention that the soul pays to it is

thereby intensified many times over
; but when the

soul is poured out upon exterior things, then its

attention is parted among them, and thus the

inward grief is lessened. And on this account,

when men who are in sorrow of one kind or another

manifest their sorrow externally, either by weeping
or groaning or even by \vord, the sorrow is assuaged.

Secondly, because an activity that suits a man

according to the disposition in which he is, is

always pleasing to him
;
but weeping and groaning

are activities that suit a man in sorrow or pain,

and therefore they are rendered pleasing to such

persons. Since, then, all pleasure is some assuage
ment of sorrow or pain, it follows that sorrow is

assuaged by lamentation and groaning.
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ARTICLE IV. Are pain and sorrow assuaged by

the contemplation of truth ?

R. Every pleasure assuages pain, and therefore

the contemplation of truth assuages it, and the more

so, the more perfectly one is a lover of wisdom.

And therefore men rejoice in tribulations from the

contemplation of divine things and future blessed

ness, and, what is more, even in the midst of bodily

tortures such joy is found
;
as the martyr Tiburtius,

when he was walking barefoot on hot coals, said :

&quot; Methinks I am walking on rose-flowers in the

name of Jesus Christ.&quot;

ARTICLE V. Arc pain and sorrow assuaged by

sleep and baths ?

R. Sorrow, from its specific nature, goes against

the vital motion of the body ; and therefore those

agents which correct the bodily nature and reduce

it to the due state of vital motion, operate against

sorrow and assuage it. Also such remedies are

causes of pleasure, by reducing nature to its normal

state : for this reduction is pleasure.
1

Hence, as

all pleasure assuages sorrow, sorrow is assuaged by
the use of bodily remedies like these.

4. Augustine says in the ninth book of his

Confessions: &quot;I had heard that a bath (balneum)

was so called because it drives (/3aXXet) anxiety
from the mind;&quot; and further on: &quot;I slept, and

awoke, and found my grief not a little assuaged.&quot;

1

Q. 31. art. 5. note. (Trl.)



QUESTION XXXIX.

OF THE GOOD AND EVIL OF SORROW OR PAIN.

ARTICLE I. Is all sorrow evil ?

R. A thing may be good or evil in two ways :

in one way absolutely and by itself, and so all sorrow

is a certain evil : for the mere fact of the appetite

being uneasy at the presence of evil has a character

of evil, since it is a hindrance to the repose of the

appetite in good. In another wr

ay a thing is said to

be good or evil on the supposition of something
else : as shame is termed good on the supposition

of a shameful deed done. So then, supposing some

thing apt to sadden or give pain, it is a point of

goodness that one should be in sorrow or pain about

the evil that is present : for the absence of sorrow

or pain then could only arise either from insensibility

or from not reckoning the thing to be aught against

oneself; and both of these conditions are manifestly

evil.

ARTICLE II. Can sorrow be a virtuous good?
R. From the point of view in which sorrow is

good, it may be a virtuous good. Sorrow is good
in point of its being a recognition of and shrinking

from evil. These two elements in bodily pain attest

the goodness of nature, from whence it comes that
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sense feels and nature shuns the hurtful agent which

causes pain. Again, in interior sorrow the recogni
tion of evil is sometimes the act of a right judgment
of reason, and the shrinking from evil is the act of

a will well disposed and detesting evil. But all

virtuous good proceeds from these two sources,

rectitude of reason and of will. Hence it is mani

fest that sorrow may have the character of virtuous

good.

3. Some things happen which do not come
about by God s will, but by God s] permission, as

sins ; hence a will going against sin, as existent in

self or in another, is not out of agreement with the

will of God. But penal evils come to be in the

present, even by the will of God. Yet it is not

requisite to the rectitude of man s will that he

should will those things in themselves, but only
that he should not gainsay the order of divine

justice.

ARTICLE IV. 7s bodily pain the extreme of

evils ?

R. It cannot be that any sorrow or pain is the

extreme evil of man. For every sorrow or pain is

either at some real evil, or at some apparent evil

which is really good. Now, no pain or sorrow at

real evil can possibly be the extreme of evils : for

there is something worse than that, namely, either

not to take that for evil which is really evil, or not

to reject it. Again, sorrow or pain at what is

apparently evil, but is really good, cannot be the

extreme of evils, because it would be worse to be
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altogether estranged from real good. Hence it is

impossible for any sorrow or pain to be the extreme

evil of man.

QUESTION XL.

OF HOPE.

ARTICLE I. 7s hope the same as desire ?

R. Touching the object of hope, four conditions

are to be considered. First, it must be good ; and

hereby hope differs from fear, which is of evil.

Secondly, it must be future ; for there is no hoping
for that which is already in hand

; and hereby hope
differs from joy, which is in present good. The
third requisite is that it be something arduous and

with difficulty attainable : for one is not said to

hope for a trifle which it is in his power to have at

any moment
; and hereby hope differs from desire,

which is of future good absolutely : hence desire

belongs to the concupiscible faculty, but hope to

the irascible. Fourthly, that arduous good must

be possible of attainment : for one does not hope
for what he cannot at all get ;

and in this hope
differs from despair.

ARTICLE V. Is experience a cause of hope ?

R. The object of hope is future good, arduous,

but possible of attainment. A thing therefore may be

a cause of hope either because it makes something

possible to man, or because it makes him think
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something possible. In the first way everything
is a cause of hope that increases a man s power,
as riches and strength, and among the rest also

experience : for by experience a man acquires a

faculty of doing a thing easily ; and on that follows

hope. In another way everything is a cause of

hope that raises in a man s mind the expectation

that something is possible to him : and in this way
learning, or any firm conviction, may be a cause of

hope ;
and so also experience is a cause of hope,

inasmuch as by experience a man gets the idea that

something is possible to him which previously he

counted impossible. But in this way experience

may also be a cause of lack of hope, because, con

versely, by experience a man is convinced that some

thing is not possible to him which he used to think

possible. Thus then experience is a cause of hope
in two ways, and in one way a cause of failure of

hope ; therefore on the whole we may say rather

that it is a cause of hope.

ARTICLE VI. Docs hope abound in young men and

in drunkards ?

K. Youth is a cause of hope for three reasons,

which may be fixed according to the three conditions

of good, which is the object of hope, namely, that

it is future, arduous, and possible. For young men
have much of the future before them, and little of

the past at their back
;

and therefore, because

memory is of the past and hope of the future, they
have little of memory, and live a great deal in hope.
Youths also, through the heat of their nature, have

j VOL. i.
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high spirits, and so the heart in them is dilated ;

and from the dilatation of the heart it is that one

tends to things arduous, and therefore youths are

courageous and of good hope. In like manner also

they who have not suffered defeat, nor experienced
obstacles to their efforts, easily count a thing possible

to them. Hence for their inexperience of obstacles

and deficiencies young men easily count a thing

possible, and therefore are of good hope.
Two of these causes, namely, heat and high

spirits, and disregard of dangers and deficiencies,

are found also in men under the excitement of

drink.

ARTICLE VII. Is hope a cause of love ?

R. The object that hope regards is the good

hoped for. But because the good hoped for is

something arduous and possible, and it happens at

times that what is arduous becomes possible to us,

not by ourselves, but by means of others, therefore

hope also regards that being by means whereof

something becomes possible to us. Inasmuch then

as hope regards the hoped for good, hope is caused

by love, for hope is of good desired and loved. But
inasmuch as hope regards the person by means of

whom something becomes possible to us, love in

that respect is caused by hope, and not conversely.
For from the fact of our hoping that good may
accrue to us through some one s instrumentality,
we are moved towards him as towards our good,
and so we begin to love him. But the fact of our

loving any one does not lead us to hope for any-
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thing from him except incidentally, inasmuch as

we believe that we are loved by him in return.

Hence to be loved by any one makes us hope for

something from him
;

but the love that we bear

to any one is caused by the hope that we have of

something to come from him. 1

ARTICLE VIII.

i. Hope regards the attainment of good;

security regards the avoidance of evil. Hence

security seems rather to be opposed to fear than

to belong to hope. And yet security does not cause

negligence, except inasmuch as it diminishes the

idea of arduousness, wherein is diminished also the

character of hope ;
for the things in which a man

fears no let or hindrance are no longer regarded as

arduous.

3. The desperate in war are dangerous on

account of a certain hope attaching to their despair.

For they who despair of flight are weakened in their

efforts to fly, but hope to avenge their death ; and

therefore in this hope they fight the harder. Hence

they prove dangerous to the enemy.

1 Still there is a love of friendship as well as a love of desire.

(q. 26. art. 4.) St. Thomas is an author peculiarly liable to misrepre
sentation by taking his words in one place to the neglect of what

he says on the same subject elsewhere. No one is safe in quoting
him who has not read much of him. (Trl.)



QUESTION XLI.

OF FEAR IN ITSELF.

ARTICLE II. Is fear a special passion ?

R. The passions of the soul are specified by their

objects : hence that is a special passion which has

a special object. But fear has a special object, as

also hope ; for as the object of hope is a good in the

future, arduous, but possible, so the object of fear is

evil in the future, difficult, and irresistible. Hence fear

is a special passion.

QUESTION XLII.

OF THE OBJECT OF FEAR.

ARTICLE II. Is the evil that comes by nature an

object offear ?

R. Whereas fear arises from the imagination of

evil to come, what removes the imagination of evil

to come excludes also fear. Now it may be brought
about in two ways that an evil loses the appearance
of a thing to come: in one way from its being remote

and distant : for on account of the distance we

imagine it as not coming at all. So the Philosopher

says :
&quot;

Things a great way off are not feared ;
for
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all know that they shall die, but because death is

not near, they do not care.&quot; In another way an

evil ceases to count as a thing to come, by reason

of its inevitableness, which makes us reckon it as

already present. Hence the Philosopher says :

&quot; Persons undergoing execution are not afraid,

seeing the inevitable nature of the death that is

close upon them.&quot; But for a man to be afraid,

there must be at hand some hope of safety. There

fore the evil that comes by nature is not feared, in

so far as it is not apprehended as a thing to come.

But if it is apprehended as near, and yet with some

hope of escape, then it will be feared.

ARTICLE III. Is it possible to have fear of moral

evil ?

R. As the object of hope is future good, arduous,

but possible, so fear is of future evil, arduous, and

hardly avoidable. Hence it may be gathered that

what is entirely subject to our power and will has

not the character of being terrible ; but that alone

is terrible which has an exterior cause. But moral

evil has for its proper cause the human will, and

therefore has not properly the character of being
terrible. However, since the will may be inclined

to sin by an exterior cause, and by the power of a

strong inclination, in that respect there may be

fear of moral evil, as proceeding from an exterior

cause
; as when one fears to dwell in the company

of the wicked, lest by them he be led to sin. But,

properly speaking, a man in such a disposition

rather fears seductive influence than moral guilt
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in its own proper essence, that is, as a voluntary

act : for as a voluntary act, it is not matter of fear

to the doer.

2. Sorrow and fear agree in one point, that

they are both about evil ; but they differ in two

points. First in this, that sorrow is about present

evil, but fear about evil to come. Then again in

this, that sorrow, being in the concupiscible faculty,

regards evil absolutely : hence it can be about any
evil, great or small

; whereas fear, being in the

irascible faculty, regards evil as attended with a

certain arduousness or difficulty, which difficulty

disappears in so far as a thing is subject to the will.

And therefore it is not all things at which we grieve

when they are present, that we fear when they are

to come, but only some things, namely, things that

are fraught with difficulty.

3. Hope is of attainable good, attainable that

is either of oneself or through another. And there

fore hope may be of an act of virtue which lies in

our own power ; but fear is of an evil that is not

subject to our power. And therefore the evil that

is feared is always from an external cause, but the

good that is hoped for may be as well from an

internal as from an external cause.

ARTICLE VI. Are those evils more feared, against

which there is no remedy ?

R. The object of fear is evil. Hence whatever

makes for the increase of evil, makes for the increase

of fear. Now evil is increased, not only in the

species of evil itself, but also in point of circum-
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stances. But among other circumstances length

or perpetuity of time seems particularly to make
for the increase of evil. For the things that are in

time are measured in a manner by the duration of

time. Hence if to suffer a thing for such a time is

an evil, to suffer it for twice that time is twice the

evil ; and at that rate to suffer the same thing for

infinite time, which is to suffer perpetually, involves

in a manner an increase to infinity. But evils

which, after they have come, can have no remedy,
or no easy remedy, are counted as perpetual or long

enduring ; and therefore they are chief objects of

fear. 1

1 The Greek avfiKfcrrov Ka.n6v, the &quot; bootless bale,&quot; for which the

Countess in the old Yorkshire legend replied that the only remedy
was &quot;endless sorrow.&quot; (Trl.)



QUESTION XLIV.

OF THE EFFECTS OF FEAR.

ARTICLE IV. Does fear hinder work ?

R. The exterior work of man is caused by the

soul as prime mover, but by the bodily members as

instruments. Now work may be hindered both by
the defect of the instrument and by the defect of the

prime mover. On the part of the bodily instruments

fear is always calculated to hinder exterior work.

But on the part of the soul, if the fear be moderate,

without much perturbation of the reason, it is a

help to good work, inasmuch as it causes a certain

solicitude, and makes a man more intently take

counsel and be up and doing. If, however, fear

increases so much as to perturb the reason, it

hinders work even on the part of the soul. But of

such a fear the Apostle
1 does not speak.

3. Every man in fear shuns that which he

fears ; and therefore, as laziness is a fear of work
itself as being toilsome, laziness hinders work, with

drawing the will from it. But fear of other objects

helps work on, so far forth as it inclines the will to

work at that whereby a man escapes what he fears.

1
Philipp. ii. 12.
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4. The Apostle says:
1

&quot;With fear and trem

bling work out your salvation ;

&quot; which he would

not say if fear hindered good work.

QUESTION XLV.

OF FIERY DARING.2

ARTICLE I. Is fiery daring the contrary offear ?

R. It is of the essence of contraries to be the

furthest removed from one another. But what is

furthest removed from fear is fiery daring. For fear

shuns hurt in the future because of the victory that

the hurt obtains over him who fears it
; but fiery

daring faces a threatened danger because of its own

victory over that same danger. Hence manifestly

fiery daring is the contrary of fear.

ARTICLE II. Does fiery daring follow upon hope?
R. All the passions belong to the appetitive

faculty. Now every movement of the appetitive

faculty is reducible either to seeking or avoidance;

which seeking or avoidance may be either ordinary

or incidental. Ordinary seeking is of good ; and

ordinary avoidance of evil. But there may be

incidental seeking of evil for some good that

attaches to it ;
and incidental avoidance of good for

1
Philipp. ii. 12.

8
Audacia, the French elan. One would like to call it dare-

devildom, if ever the English language would bear such a word.

Meanwhile fiery daring seems the nearest attainable rendering. (Trl.)
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some evil that attaches to the good. Now the

incidental follows upon the ordinary ; and therefore

the seeking of evil follows the seeking of good, as

also the avoidance of good follows the avoidance of

evil. But these four things belong to four passions;

for the seeking of good belongs to hope, the avoid

ance of evil to fear : the seeking of formidable evil

belongs to fiery daring, while the avoidance of good

belongs to despair. Hence it appears that fiery

daring follows on hope ;
for it is in the hope of

overcoming an object of instant terror that one

makes for it boldly. But despair follows on fear,

for the reason of a person s despairing is his fear of

the difficulty which attaches to what is in itself a

good to hope for.

ARTICLE IV. Are the fiery daring more forward
in the beginning than in the end of the fray ?

R. Fiery daring, being a motion of the sensitive

appetite, follows the apprehension of the sensitive

faculty. Now the sensitive faculty makes no com

parisons, nor inquires into circumstances, but judges
on the spur of the moment. Now it happens at

times that the facts which make the situation

difficult cannot all be taken in at a glance. Hence
there arises a motion of fiery daring to face the

danger. After that, when the assailants come to

have experience of the danger as it really is, they
feel the difficulty to be greater than they had

reckoned on, and accordingly give way.
1 But reason

1 These people are called by Aristotle (Ethics, III. vii. 9)

0pa&amp;lt;rv$ei\oi,
&quot;bold poltroons.&quot; (Trl.)
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is discursive, and runs over all the circumstances

which create difficulty in the business. And there

fore the men of fortitude, who face dangers accord

ing to the judgment of reason, in the beginning
seem remiss, because it is not from passion but

with deliberation that they address themselves to

their duty : but in the hour of danger they meet

with no unforeseen experience, but frequently find

the difficulty less than they had anticipated ; and

therefore they hold on their way more steadily.

Moreover, it is for the good which in virtue lies that

they face danger ;
the will to gain which good

abides in them, however great the dangers prove.

QUESTION XLVI.

OF ANGER AS IT IS IN ITSELF.

ARTICLE I. 7s anger a special passion ?

R. Anger may be called a general passion
inasmuch as it is caused by a concurrence of many
passions : for the movement of anger does not

arise except on account of some grief inflicted
;
and

unless there be desire and hope of revenge.

ARTICLE II. 7s good or evil the object of anger ?

R. The motion of anger tends in two directions

to the vengeance which is desired and hoped for

and delighted in as a good thing ;
and also to the

person upon whom vengeance is sought, considering
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him as something contrary and noxious, or evil.

And therefore the passion of anger may be said to

be made up of contrary passions.

ARTICLE III. Is anger in the concupisciblefaculty ?

R. The passions of the irascible faculty differ

from the passions of the concupiscible faculty in

this, that the objects of the passions of the concu

piscible faculty are good and evil absolutely ; but

the objects of the passions of the irascible faculty

are good and evil of a certain elevation and arduous-

ness. Now anger regards two objects, the vengeance
that it seeks, and the person on whom it seeks

vengeance; and in the case of both one and the other

anger requires a certain arduousness ;
for the move

ment of anger does not arise unless there be some

magnitude about both the person and the vengeance
to be taken on him : for the things that are naught,
or very slight, we nowise reckon worthy matter of

anger. Hence it is manifest that anger is not in

the concupiscible but in the irascible faculty.

ARTICLE IV. Does reason go along with anger ?

R. Anger is a desire of vengeance. That

supposes a comparison between the penalty to be

inflicted and the hurt done. Hence the Philosopher

says that the angry man
&quot;

in a manner by syllogism

argues that he must go to war with such a one.&quot;
1

But to compare and conclude is an act of reason,

and therefore in some manner reason goes along
with anger.

1 So in the original, Ethics, VII. vi. i. (Trl.)
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i. The movement of the appetitive faculty

may be attended with reason in two ways : in one

way with reason commanding, and so the will is

with reason, hence it is called the rational appetite :

in another way with reason notifying, and so anger
is with reason ;

for the Philosopher says :

&quot;

Anger
is with reason as manifesting the injury :

&quot;

for the

sensitive appetite does not obey reason immediately,
but mediately through the will.

2. Dumb animals have a natural instinct put
into them from the Divine Reason, whereby they
have movements interior and exterior similar to the

movements of reason.

3. Anger listens in some degree to reason as

announcing the injury done, but does not listen

perfectly, because it does not observe the rule of

reason in the meting out of vengeance. Therefore

there is required for anger some act of reason, along
with an impediment to reason. Hence the Philo

sopher says :

&quot;

They who are very drunk do not get

angry, as having nothing left of the use of reason ;

but only when slightly intoxicated, men get angry,
as having the use of reason, though impeded.&quot;

ARTICLE VI. Is anger more grievous than hatred J

R. The species of a passion and its essential

character is estimated according to its object. Now
the object of anger and of hatred is the same in

substance, for as the hater wishes evil to him whom
he hates, so does the angry man to him with whom
he is angry, but the way of looking at it is not the

same, for the hater wishes evil to his enemy as evil,
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but the angry man wishes evil to him with whom
he is angry, not inasmuch as it is evil, but inasmuch

as it bears a character of goodness, that is, inasmuch

as he reckons it to be a piece of just vengeance.
Hence hatred is by way of application of evil to

evil, but anger by way of application of good to evil.

But it is manifest that to seek evil under the aspect

of a just infliction is a proceeding of less evil

character than wishing another s evil absolutely :

for to wish another s evil under the aspect of a just

infliction may even be according to the virtue of

justice, if it is in obedience to the precept of reason.

The only point where anger is at fault is in not

hearkening to the precept of reason in the vengeance
that it takes. Plence it is manifest that hatred is

much worse and more grievous than anger.
i. On the text, &quot;Anger hath no mercy, nor

fury when it breaketh forth,&quot;
1

it is to be said that

in anger and hatred two things may be considered,

the thing itself that is desired, and the intensity of

the desire. As regards the thing that is desired,

anger has more mercy than hatred. For hatred,

seeking another s evil for its own sake as such, is

satisfied with no limited measure of evil : since

things that are sought for their own sake are sought
without end or measure, just as the Philosopher

says the miser seeks riches. Hence it is said :

&quot;An enemy, if he find opportunity, will not be

satisfied with blood.&quot;
2 But anger does not seek

evil except in the light of just vengeance ; hence,

when the evil inflicted exceeds the measure of

1 Prov. xxvii. 4.
2 Ecclus. xii. 16.
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justice in the estimate of the angry man, then he

has mercy. Hence the Philosopher says that
&quot; the

angry man, if much is done, will have mercy ; but

not the hater on any consideration.&quot; But as regards

intensity of desire, anger more than hatred excludes

mercy, because the movement of anger is more

impetuous ;
hence it is added :

&quot; Who can bear

the violence of one provoked ?
&quot; 1

2. It is of the nature of punishment to be

contrary to the will, and to be distressing, and to

be inflicted for some fault
;
and therefore the angry

man desires that the person whom he is proceeding
to hurt may feel it, and be in pain, and may know
that this pain has come upon him for the injury

that he has done to the other. But the hater cares

nothing for all this, because he seeks another s evil

as such. It is not, however, the worse thing that

is always the more distressing ; for injustice and

imprudence, evil things as they are, yet being

voluntary, do not distress the subject of them, as

the Philosopher remarks.

4. Augustine in his Rule compares hatred to

a &quot;beam,&quot; and anger to a &quot;mote.&quot;-

ARTICLE VII. 7s anger towards those only with

whom we have relations ofjustice ?

R. Anger seeks evil inasmuch as that evil is

clothed in the character of vindictive justice, and

therefore anger holds towards the same persons
1 Prov. xxvii. 4.
3 The words are: &quot;As for altercations, either have ye none, or

end them as soon as may be, lest anger grow into hatred, and of a

mote make a beam.&quot; (Trl.)
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towards whom justice and injustice hold : for the

taking of vengeance belongs to justice, and the

injuring of any one belongs to injustice. Hence as

well on the part of the cause of anger, which is

injury inflicted by another, as on the part of the

vengeance which the angry man seeks, it is manifest

that anger is felt towards the same persons with

whom we have relations of justice and injustice.

i. Anger, though it goes with reason, never

theless may be in dumb animals that are destitute

of reason, inasmuch as by natural instinct through
the imagination they are moved to something

resembling the works of reason. So then, since

there is reason and imagination in man, the move
ment of anger may arise in man in two ways. In

one way, from the mere imagination notifying

offence given ;
and thus arises a certain movement

of anger even against irrational and inanimate

things, like the motion that there is in dumb
animals against anything that hurts them. In

another way, from reason notifying hurt, and in

this way there can be no anger against insensible

things, nor against the dead, because they feel no

pain, and there is no such thing as vengeance in

their regard.

2. There is a certain metaphorical justice and

injustice of a man towards himself, inasmuch as

reason rules the irascible and concupiscible faculties;

and in this way a man is said to take vengeance on

himself, and to be angry with himself: but properly,

looking at things exactly as they are, no man is ever

angry with himself.
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3. The Philosopher assigns as one difference

between hatred and anger, that hatred may be felt

towards a class, as we hate all the class of robbers,

but anger is pointed only at an individual. The
reason is, that hatred is caused by the quality of

something apprehended as disagreeing with our

disposition ; and that disagreement may be either

general or particular. But anger is caused by some

one having injured us by his act : now acts are

always the acts of individuals, and therefore anger

always turns on some individual. When a whole

community has injured us, the whole community
counts as one individual.

QUESTION XLVII.

OF THE EFFICIENT CAUSE OF ANGER.

ARTICLE I.

i. The anger that we speak of in God is not a

passion, but a judgment of justice, inasmuch as it

is His will to take vengeance on sin. The sinner

by sinning can do no effective hurt to God ; yet so

far as in him lies he acts against God in a twofold

way: first, as despising God in His commandments;

secondly, as doing hurt to some person, either

himself or another, which hurt redounds to God,
inasmuch as the sufferer lies within the scope of

God s providence and guardianship.
K VOL. I.
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ARTICLE II. 7s the offering of slight and contempt

the sole provocative of anger ?

R. All the causes of anger are reduced to offering

slight. Anger seeks vengeance inasmuch as that

seems to be just. Now just vengeance is not taken

except for that which is unjustly done
; hence the

provoking cause of anger is always something that

appears in the light of an injustice. Wherefore the

Philosopher says that &quot;if men think that they justly

suffer at the hands of those who give them pain,

they are not angry; for there is no anger at justice.&quot;

Hurt may be done to another in three ways, by

ignorance, by passion, and by choice. We are most of

all angry with those whom we think have hurt us of

set purpose. For if we think that any persons have

done us an injury either out of ignorance or out of

passion, we are either not angry at all with them,
or our anger is much less. For the doing of a thing

out of ignorance, or out of passion, takes off from the

notion of its being an injury, and is a circumstance

in some measure apt to call for mercy and pardon.
But those who do hurt of set purpose, seem to sin

from contempt ;
and therefore it is with them that

we are most of all angry.



QUESTION XLVIII.

OF THE EFFECTS OF ANGER.

ARTICLE I. Docs anger cause pleasure ?

R. Pleasures, sensible and bodily pleasures

especially, are medicines against sorrow, and there

fore the greater the sorrow or distress that is

remedied by a pleasure, the greater the pleasure

that is felt, as is manifest in the case of thirst

enhancing the pleasure of drinking. Now the

motion of anger arises from a wrong done, causing

grief, which grief is remedied by vengeance. And
therefore upon the presence of vengeance pleasure

ensues, and all the greater the greater was the grief.

If therefore vengeance has come to be really present,

there ensues perfect pleasure, which totally excludes

grief, and thereby lays to rest the motion of anger.

But before vengeance comes to be present really,

it is present to the angry man in two ways : in one

&quot;way by hope, because none is angry unless he hopes
for vengeance; in another way by continual thinking
of it, for to every one that has a desire it is delightful

to dwell on the thought of what he desires. And

therefore, when the angry man muses much upon

vengeance in his heart, he is pleased thereby : yet
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the pleasure is not perfect enough to take away
grief, and consequently remove anger.

ARTICLE II.

2. Everything must necessarily be weakened

by time, the cause of which is impaired by time.

Now it is manifest that the memory of events is

impaired by time, for events of ancient date easily

drop from memory. But anger is caused by memory
of wrong done, a cause which is gradually impaired

by time, until it altogether disappears. A wrong
also seems greater when it is first felt; and gradually

the estimate of it is diminished the further we recede

from the present sense of wrong. And it is the

same case with love, if the cause of love remain in

memory alone. Hence the Philosopher says that
&quot;

if the friend s absence lasts long, it seems to

produce forgetfulness of the friendship.&quot; But in

the presence of the friend the cause of friendship is

multiplied by time, and therefore the friendship

grows. And the same would be the case with

anger, if the cause of it were continually multiplied.

Yet this very fact of anger quickly burning itself out

attests the vehemence of its fury. For as a great
fire is soon out, having consumed all the fuel, so

anger soon dies away.



QUESTION XLIX.

OF HABITS IN GENERAL.

ARTICLE IV.

2. To the objection that a habit is in order to

action : but powers without habits are principles of

action ; and therefore there was no need for habits

being at all : it is to be said that sometimes a

power may act in many directions, and therefore

must be determined by something other than itself;

but if there be any power that has no variety of

actions open to it, such a power has no need of a

determining habit : and therefore physical forces

do not operate through the medium of any habits,

because of themselves they are determined to one

line of action.

QUESTION L.

OF THE SUBJECT OF HABITS.

ARTICLE III. Can there be any habit in the powers

of the sensitive faculty ?

R. The sensitive powers may be considered

either as working under the instinct of nature, or

as working under the command of reason. Inas-
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much as they work under the instinct of nature,

they are guided in one fixed line of action
;
and

therefore, as there are no habits in the physical

powers, so neither in the sensitive powers, so far

as the latter work on the instinct of nature. But so

far as they work under the command of reason,

they may be guided in various lines
;
and thus there

may be sundry habits in them whereby they are dis

posed well or ill towards a given object.

2. Since dumb animals are disposed by the

reason of man through a certain habituation of them
to such and such a mode of action, habits may in

some sort be affirmed to exist in dumb animals.

Hence Augustine says: &quot;We see the most unwieldy
beasts deterred from the greatest pleasures by the

fear of pain ;
and when this has turned into a

custom with them, they are said to be broken in

and tame.&quot; Still, the character of habit is wanting
as regards the use of the will, because they have not

the dominion of using or not using, which seems to

be part of the essential notion of a habit. And

therefore, properly speaking, habits cannot be in

them.

ARTICLE V. 7s there any habit in the will ?

R. Every power that is capable of being directed

into a variety of lines of action, needs a habit in

order to be well disposed to act in the way proper
to itself. But the will, being a rational power, may
be directed to diverse courses of action ;

and there

fore we must place some habit in the will for it to

act in the way that the will should act. Moreover,
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from the essential notion of a habit it is manifest

that it bears a primary reference to the will, seeing

that a habit is something that one uses at will.

QUESTION LI.

OF THE GENERATING CAUSE OF HABITS. 1

ARTICLE II. Is any habit caused by acts ?

R. Sometimes in an agent there is only the active

principle of its act ; and in such an agent there

cannot be caused by its own action any habit.

Hence it is that physical things, as it is said, &quot;can

neither grow accustomed nor unaccustomed.&quot; But

there is found an agent wherein there is an active

and a passive principle of its act, as is manifest in

human acts. For the act of the appetitive faculty

proceeds from the appetitive power, inasmuch as

that power is impressed by the apprehensive power

representing the object ; and further, the intellectual

power, so far as it reasons about conclusions, has

for active principle some self-evident proposition.
Hence from such acts certain habits may be caused

in the agents, not indeed as to the first active

principle, but as to that principle of the act which

transmits an impression which it has itself first

received. For everything that is acted on and

impressed by another receives a disposition from

1 The substance of Article I., otherwise a very important article,

will be found in q. 63. art. i. (Trl.)
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the act of that which acts upon it. Hence by multi

plication of acts there is generated a certain quality

in the passive power that receives the impression,

which quality is named a habit. Thus the habits of

moral virtues are caused in the appetitive powers,
inasmuch as they are impressed by reason

; and the

habits of sciences are caused in the intellect, inas

much as that is impressed by primary propositions.

QUESTION LII.

OF THE INCREASE OF HABITS.

ARTICLE III. Does every act increase the habit?

R. Like acts cause like habits. Now likeness

and unlikeness may be considered not only in point
of sameness or diversity of quality, but also in point
of sameness or diversity of the degree in which the

quality is shared. For not only is black unlike

white, but also the less white is unlike the more

white. But because the use of habits rests with the

will of man, it may happen that one who has a habit

uses it not, or even does the contrary act : it may
also happen that he uses the habit unto an act not

proportional to the intensity of the habit. If, there

fore, the intensity of the act is proportionally equal
to the intensity of the habit, or even goes beyond
it, every act either increases the habit or disposes

towards the increase of it to speak of the increase

of habits after the likeness of the increase of an
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animal. For it is not every morsel of food taken

that actually increases the animal, as neither is it

every drop that hollows the stone : but when food

has been accumulated, at last there comes an

increase ; so also when acts have been multiplied,

the habit grows. But if the intensity of the act falls

short of the proportion of the intensity of the habit,

such an act does not dispose towards the increase of

the habit, but rather towards its diminution. 1

QUESTION LIII.

OF THE DESTRUCTION AND DIMINUTION OF HABITS.

ARTICLE III. Is a habit destroyed or diminished

by merely ceasing to exercise it ?

R. A cause may induce a change, either by its

own ordinary power or incidentally. An instance of

incidental working would be the removal of an

obstacle that there was to the action of another

cause. In this second way cessation of exercise

causes the destruction or diminution of habits, by

removing the obstacle that stood in the way of the

causes which make for the destruction or diminution

of the habit. Habits are ordinarily destroyed or

diminished by action to the contrary. Hence when
habits are opposed by contrary agents which grow

1 That is to say, by doing a thing carelessly and without heart,

which you were wont at one time to put your heart into, you

gradually undo the habit of diligence which you had in that matter.

On habits, see Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 64 69. (Trl.)
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strong in course of time, and need to be put away
by an act proceeding from the habit such habits

ar. diminished or even entirely removed by long
cessation of exercise, as is clear in the case of

science and of virtue. A habit of moral virtue

makes a man prompt to choose the golden mean in

actions and passions. But when a man does not

use the habit of virtue to moderate his passions or

actions, many passions and actions must arise

beyond the bounds of virtue, owing to the inclina

tion of the sensitive appetite and solicitations from

without. Hence a virtue is destroyed or diminished

by the ceasing of the act. In like manner on the

part of the intellectual habits, by which a man is

prompt rightly to judge of the presentations of

imagination when he ceases from the use of the

intellectual habit, extraneous imaginations arise,

and occasionally some even of a contrary tendency ;

so that, unless by the use of the intellectual habit

these are cut down or repressed, the man is rendered

less fit to form a right judgment, and is some

times entirely disposed to the contrary. Thus by
the cessation of exercise is an intellectual habit

diminished, or even destroyed.



QUESTION LV.

OF VIRTUES IN THEIR ESSENCE.

ARTICLE I. Is human virtue a habit ?

R. Virtue denotes some perfection of a power.
The perfection of everything is estimated chiefly in

regard to its end : now the end of power is action :

hence a power is said to be perfect inasmuch as it

is determined to its act. Now there are powers
which are determined of themselves to their acts,

as the active powers of physical nature. But the

rational powers, which are proper to man, are not

determined to one line of action, but are open inde

terminately to many, and are determined to acts by
habits. And therefore human virtues are habits.

3. We are said to merit by a thing in two

ways : in one way as by the merit itself, in the same

way that we are said to run by running ;
and in this

way we merit by acts. In another way we are said

to merit by a thing as by a principle of merit, as we
are said to run by motive power ; and thus we are

said to merit by virtues and habits.



QUESTION LVI.

OF THE SUBJECT OF VIRTUE.

ARTICLE III. Can the intellect be the subject of
virtue ?

R. There are two ways in which a habit is

directed to a good act : in one way inasmuch as by
such a habit a man acquires a readiness for a good

act, as by a habit of grammar a man acquires a

readiness in speaking correctly : still grammar does

not always make a man speak correctly, for a

grammarian may use a barbarism, or make a sole

cism, and the same is the case with other sciences

and arts. In another way a habit not only produces
a readiness for well-doing, but also makes one use

the readiness duly, as justice not only makes a man

prompt of will for just deeds, but also makes him

act justly.
1 And because goodness is not predicated

of a thing absolutely for what it potentially is, but

for what it actually is, therefore it is from habits of

this latter sort that a man is said absolutely to do

good and to be good for instance, because he is just

and temperate. And because virtue is what makes

its possessor good and renders his work good, habits

1 See Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 73 76. (Trl.)
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of this sort are called virtues absolutely and without

qualification, because they render a work actually

good, and make their possessor good absolutely.

But the former habits are not called virtues abso

lutely and without qualification, because they do not

render a work good except in point of a certain

readiness, neither do they make their possessor

good absolutely ;
for a man is not called absolutely

good from the mere fact of his being a man of

science or art ; but he is called good only in a

restricted sense, for instance, a good grammarian or

a good smith ; and therefore generally science and

art are marked off as distinct from virtue, though

they are called virtues sometimes. Therefore the

intellect not only the practical, but even the specu
lative intellect away from all reference to the will

may be the subject of a habit that is called a virtue

in a restricted sense. Thus the Philosopher lays

down knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, and also

art, to be intellectual virtues. But the subject of a

habit, called virtue absolutely, cannot be aught else

than the will, or some power inasmuch as it is

Imoved by the will. The reason of this is, that the

will moves to their proper acts all the other powers
that are in any way rational. And therefore that a

man does well in act comes of his having a good
will. Hence the virtue that causes a man to do

well in act, and not merely be in preparedness for

well-doing, must either be in the will itself, or in

some power so far forth as that power is moved by
the will.
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ARTICLE IV. Are the irascible and concupiscible

faculties the subject of virtue ?

R. The irascible and concupiscible faculties may
be considered in two ways : in one way in them

selves, as they are parts of the sensitive appetite,

and in this way they are not competent to be the

subject of virtue. In another way they may be

considered as partaking in reason by the fact of

their being naturally apt to obey reason ; and thus

the irascible or concupiscible faculty may be the

subject of human virtue ;
for in so far as it partakes

of reason, it is the mainspring of a human act.

Again, it is evident that some virtues are in the

irascible and concupiscible faculties : for an act

which proceeds from one power, inasmuch as that

is moved by another power, cannot be perfect, unless

both powers are well disposed to act, as the act of

an artificer cannot be what it should be, unless at

once the artificer be well disposed to act and also

the tool. In the operations therefore of the irascible

and concupiscible faculties, so far as they are under

the initiative of reason, some perfecting habit in order

to well-doing must be not only in the reason, but

also in the irascible and concupiscible faculties.

And because the good disposition of a power which

has to pass on a stimulus that it has itself received

lies in its adaptability to the original stimulating

power, therefore the virtue which is in the irascible

and concupiscible faculties is nothing else than an

habitual conformity of these powers to reason.

i. The irascible and concupiscible faculties,

considered in themselves as parts of the sensitive
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appetite, are common to us and brutes
; but inas

much as they are rational by participation, as

obeying reason, they are proper to man, and in

this way they may be the subject of human virtue. ^

3. To the objection that virtue is not in the

body, but in the soul, because the body is ruled by
the soul : but as the soul rules the body, so also

does reason rule the sensitive appetite ; therefore it

is entirely due to the rational part that the irascible
.

and concupiscible portions are well directed : it is

to be said that the body is ruled by the soul in

another way from that in which the irascible and

concupiscible faculties are ruled by reason. For

the body obeys the least command of the soul

without contradiction, in the things wherein it is

naturally apt to be moved by the soul. Hence the

Philosopher says that
&quot; the soul rules the body with

a despotic command,&quot; that is to say, as a master

rules a slave, and therefore the whole movement of

the body is referable to the soul
;
and on that

account there is no virtue in the body, but only in

the soul. But the irascible and concupiscible faculties

do not obey reason s least command, but have proper
motions of their own, which sometimes go against
reason. Hence the Philosopher says that

&quot; reason

rules the irascible and concupiscible faculties with

a constitutional command,&quot; such as that with which

children are ruled, who have in them a will of their

own in some respects. And therefore there must

also be in the irascible and concupiscible faculties

certain virtues whereby they may be well disposed
to act.
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ARTICLE VI. Can the will be the subject of virtue ?

R. Since it is by habit that power is perfected

unto action, a habit perfecting to well-doing which

habit is virtue is there necessary where the proper
nature of the power suffices not to that end. Now
the proper nature of every power is seen in reference

to its object. Hence as the object of the will is

rational good proportionate to the will, to compass
such good the will needs no perfecting of virtue.

But if any good is held out to human volition which

is beyond the capacity of the will, either for the

whole human species such as Divine good, which

transcends the limits of human nature or for the

individual, as the good of a neighbour : there the

will needs a virtue. And therefore such virtues as

direct man s affections to God or to his neighbour,
as charity, justice, and the like, are in the will as in

their subject.
1

3. To the objection that if there is a virtue in

the will in respect of some human acts, by parity of

reasoning there must be a virtue in the will in respect

of all human acts : either therefore in no other power
can there be any virtue, or two virtues will be directed

to the same act, which seems absurd : it is to be said

that some virtues are directed to the good of mode
rate passion, which is the personal good of this or

that man
;
and in such cases it is not necessary for

there to be any virtue in the will, since the nature

of the power is sufficient for the purpose ; but it is

necessary only with those virtues which are directed

to some good extrinsic to the agent.
1 Ethics and Natural Law, p. 86, n. 4. (Trl.)



QUESTION LVII.

OF THE VARIOUS INTELLECTUAL VIRTUES.

ARTICLE I. Arc speculative habits of intellect

virtues ?

R. A habit is called a virtue in two ways : in

one way because it produces a readiness for well

doing ; in another way because along with the

readiness it produces the use of the same to the

actual doing of good. This latter characteristic

belongs only to those habits which regard the

appetitive faculty : because the appetitive faculty it

is that brings about the use of all powers and

habits. Since then speculative habits of intellect do

not perfect the appetitive faculty, nor regard it at

all, but only the intellectual faculty, such habits

may indeed be called virtues, inasmuch as they
make a readiness to that good work, the considera

tion of truth, which is the good work of the intellect.

They are not however called virtues in the second

sense of the term, as causing one to put a power or

habit to actual good use. For a man is not inclined

to use the habit of speculative science by the mere

fact of possessing it : he simply has the ability of

contemplating the truth in the matters upon which

his science turns. But his using the science that he

L VOL. I.
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has comes of the motion of his will. And therefore

a virtue which perfects the will, as charity or justice,

also causes one to make good use of speculative

habits.

ARTICLE II. Are there only three speculative habits

of intellect, namely wisdom, science, and intuition ?

R. The virtue of the speculative intellect is that

which perfects the said intellect for the consideration

of truth, such being the good work proper to it.

Now truth offers itself to consideration in two

shapes : in the shape of something known of itself,

and in the shape of something known through

something else. What is known of itself is a principle

perceived by the intellect at a glance ; and therefore

the habit that perfects the intellect for the con

sideration of such truth is called intellect, or intuition,

which is a hold upon principles.
1 The truth that

is known through something else is not taken in by
the intellect at a glance, but is gathered by inquiry of

reason, and stands as the termination of a reasoning

process. This may be in two ways : either that the

goal is final in some particular kind ; or that it is

final in respect of all human knowledge. About the

latter goal wisdom is conversant, which considers

the highest causes, and hence is apt to judge and

ordain on all points, because a perfect and universal

judgment cannot be got except by carrying matters

back to their first causes. Science, on the other

hand, perfects the intellect in regard of what is

1 St. Thomas calls it intellect: its modern name is intuition or

insight. (Trl.)
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a final goal in this or that kind of knowable things ;

and therefore there are different sciences, according
to the different kinds of things to be known, but

only one wisdom. 1

ARTICLE III. Is the habit of intellect called art

a virtue ?

R. Art is nothing else than a right method of

doing certain works, the goodness of which works

consists not in any disposition of the appetitive

powers of man, but in the excellence of the work

itself as turned out. It is nothing to the praise of

the artificer as such, with what will he goes to work,
but what sort of work he produces.

2 Thus then art,

properly speaking, is a habit of external activity.

And yet it has this point in common with specu
lative habits, that speculative habits also are

occupied with the quality of the things they consider,

and not with the quality of the human appetite in

regard of those things. So long as the geometrical
demonstration is correct, it matters not how the

geometer stands in his appetitive faculty, whether

he be in joy or in anger, as neither does it matter in

the artificer. And therefore art is a virtue on the

same footing as speculative habits : that is to say,

neither art nor speculative habits produce a good
work in actual exercise, for that is proper to the

1 Cf. q. 74. art. 7. note. It is evident that perfect wisdom is

beyond the reach of man. Revelation has put much wisdom
within our reach that we otherwise could not have had. See

St. Paul, i Cor. ii. G 16. In a minister of the Gospel, wisdom is

indispensable, science is an accessory. (Trl.)
2 See Ethics and Natural Lav, p. 185. (Trl.)
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virtue that perfects the appetite, but only in point of

preparedness for well-doing.

ARTICLE IV. Is prudence a distinct -virtuefrom art ?

R. Art is a right method of production; while

prudence is a right method of conduct. Now pro
duction and conduct differ : for production is an act

passing into exterior matter, as building, cutting,

and the like ; but conduct is an act abiding in the

agent, as seeing, willing, and so forth.
1 Prudence

then stands to human acts of this latter sort, which

are uses of powers and habits, as art stands to

exterior productions : each being a perfect method
in respect of the operations to which it refers. Now
in speculation the perfection and correctness of the

procedure depends on the principles whence reason

argues. In human acts the ends in view are as

the principles in speculation. And therefore for

prudence, which is a right method of conduct, it is

requisite that a man be well disposed in respect of

the ends and aims of his action ; and he is so

disposed by having his appetitive faculty right. And
therefore for prudence there is required moral

virtue, which is the rectification of appetite. The

goodness of works of art, on the other hand, is not

any goodness of the human appetite, but of the

works in themselves ; and therefore art does not

presume the rectification of appetite. Hence it is

that an artist is more praised who does wrong

voluntarily than another who does wrong in

voluntarily : but it is more against prudence to

1 See above, q. 3. art. 2. 3. (Trl.)
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do wrong voluntarily than involuntarily: because

rectitude of will is of the essence of prudence, but

not of the essence of art.

3. Prudence is apt to give advice on points

that appertain to the whole life of man and to the

last end of human life : while in any given arts there

is the office of advising on points that appertain to

the proper ends of the said arts. Hence some

persons, as being fitted to give advice on matters

of war or seamanship, are called prudent com

manders, or prudent navigators, but not prudent

absolutely ; but they alone are prudent absolutely
who give good advice for the main conduct of life.

1

ARTICLE V. Is prudence a virtue necessary to

man ?

R. Prudence is a virtue especially necessary to

human life. For to live well is to work well, or

display a good activity. Now for activity to be

good, care must be taken not only of what the agent

does, but of how he does it : to wit, that he go to

work according to a right election, not by the mere

impetus of passion. But since election is of means
to the end, Tightness of election requires two things,

a due end and a proper direction of means to that

due end. Now to the due end man is properly

disposed by the virtue which perfects the appetitive

part of the soul, the object whereof is that which is

good and that which ranks as an end. But towards

1 Prudence differs from wisdom in this, that wisdom is speculative,

prudence practical, much as dogmatic and moral theology differ.

In common parlance, of course, wisdom is often put for prudence.
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the proper direction of means to a due end a man
must be positively disposed by a habit of reason :

because deliberation and election, which are about

means to the end, are acts of reason. And there

fore there must be in the reason some intellectual

virtue, whereby the reason may be perfected so as

suitably to regard the means to the end ; and that

virtue is prudence.
i. Artistic goodness is looked for, not in the

artist himself, but rather in the thing wrought by
art, since art is a right method of production : for

production, passing as it does on to exterior matter,

is not a perfection of the producer, but of the thing

produced. Art then is about matters of production.
But the goodness of prudence is looked for in the

agent himself, whose action and conduct is his

perfection ; for prudence is a right method of

conduct. And therefore for art it is not requisite

that the artist s own activity should be good, but

that he should turn out a good piece of work. And
therefore art is not necessary for the artist to live

well, but only to make the thing wrought by art

good and to preserve the same
; but prudence is

necessary for a man to live well, not only for him to-

become good.



QUESTION LVIII.

OF THE DISTINCTION OF MORAL VIRTUES FROM
INTELLECTUAL. 1

ARTICLE I. Is all virtue moral?

R. We must consider what the (Latin) word

mos means
;

for so we shall be able to know what

moral virtue is. Mos has two meanings : sometimes

it means custom ; sometimes it means a sort of

natural or quasi-natural inclination to do a thing.

These two meanings are distinguished in Greek,
e009, rjOo^. Moral virtue is so called from mos,

inasmuch as the word signifies a certain natural or

quasi-natural inclination to do a thing. And to this

meaning the other meaning of custom is allied : for

custom in a manner turns into nature, and makes
an inclination like to that which is natural. But it

is manifest that the inclination to act is properly to

be attributed to the appetitive faculty, the function

whereof is to move the other powers to action.

And therefore not every virtue is called moral, but

that only which is in the appetitive faculty.

ARTICLE II. 7s moral virtue distinct from intel

lectual ?

R. Reason is the first principle of all human
1 Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 73 77. (Trl.)
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acts : all other principles obey reason, though in

different degrees. Some obey reason s every beck

without any contradiction, as do the limbs of the

body if they are in their normal state. Hence
the Philosopher says that

&quot; the soul rules the

body with a despotic command,&quot; as the master

rules the slave, who has no right to contradict.

Some authorities have laid it down that all the

active principles in man stand in this way subor

dinate to reason. If that were true, it would suffice

for well-doing to have the reason perfect. Hence
as virtue is a habit whereby we are perfected towards

well-doing, it would follow that virtue was in reason

alone
;
and thus there would be no virtue but that

which is intellectual. Such was the opinion of

Socrates, who said that all virtues were modes of

prudence. Hence he laid it down that man, while

knowledge was present in him, could not sin, but

that whoever sinned, sinned through ignorance. This

argumentation, however, goes on a false supposition :

for the appetitive part is obedient to reason, not to

every beck, but with some contradiction. Hence
the Philosopher says that &quot;reason commands appe
tite with a constitutional command,&quot; like to that

authority which a parent has over his children, who
have in some respects the right of contradiction.

Hence Augustine says,
&quot; sometimes understanding

goes before, and tardy or none the affection that

follows after :

&quot; inasmuch as, owing to passions or

habits in the appetitive faculty, the use of reason

on some particular point is impeded. And to this

extent it is in some sort true what Socrates said,
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that
&quot;

in the presence of knowledge sin is not,&quot;

provided that the knowledge here spoken of be

taken to include the use of reason on the particular

point that is matter of choice. Thus then for well

doing it is required that not only reason be well dis

posed by the habit of intellectual virtue, but also that

the appetitive power be well disposed by the habit

of moral virtue. As then appetite is distinct from

reason, so is moral virtue distinct from intellectual.

Hence as appetite is a principle of human action by

being in a manner partaker of reason, so a moral

habit has the character of a human virtue by being
conformable to reason.

ARTICLE III. 7s the division of virtues into moral

and intellectual an exhaustive division ?

R. Human virtue is a habit perfecting man unto

well-doing. Now the principle of human acts in

man is only twofold, namely, intellect or reason,

and appetite. Hence every human virtue must be

perfective of one or other of these two principles.

If it is perfective of the speculative or practical

intellect towards a good human act, it will be

intellectual virtue: if it is perfective of the appetitive

part, it will be moral virtue.

i. Prudence in its essence is an intellectual

virtue: but in its subject-matter it falls in with the

moral virtues, beings right method of conduct; and
in this respect it is counted among the moral

virtues.

2. Continence and perseverance are not per
fections of the sensitive appetite, as is evident from
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this, that in the continent and in the persevering
man there are inordinate passions to excess, which

would not be the case if the sensitive appetite were

perfected by any habit conforming it to reason.

But continence, or perseverance, is a perfection of

the rational faculty, holding out against passion so

as not to be carried away. Nevertheless it falls

short of the character and rank of virtue
; because

that intellectual virtue which makes the reason

stand well in moral matters supposes the appetitive

faculty to be rightly bent upon the end, which is

not the case with the continent and with the

persevering man. For no operation proceeding from

two powers can be perfect, unless each of the two

powers be perfected by the due habit : as there does

not follow a perfect action on the part of one acting

through an instrument, if the instrument be not

well disposed, however perfect be the principal

agent. Hence, if the sensitive appetite, which the

rational faculty moves, be not perfect, however

perfect be the rational faculty itself, still the action

ensuing will not be perfect : hence the principle of

action will not be a virtue. And therefore con

tinence from pleasures and perseverance in the

midst of sorrows are not virtues, but something less

than virtue, as the Philosopher says.
1

1 We may gather from the Seventh Book of Aristotle s Ethics

here referred to, a fourfold enumeration.

(A) The temperate man, a&fypwv, has in his intellect right principles,

in his sensitive appetite the habit, or virtue, of temperance; and he

does the acts of temperance sweetly and easily.

(B) The continent man, tyKpar-fis, has in his intellect right

prkiciples : he also does the acts of temperance : but not having
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3. Faith, hope, and charity are above human
virtues ;

for they are the virtues of man as he is

made partaker of divine grace.

ARTICLE IV. Can there be moral virtue without

intellectual ?

R. Moral virtue may be without some intellectual

virtues, as without wisdom, science, and art, but it

cannot be without intuition l and prudence. Moral

virtue cannot be without prudence, because moral

virtue is an elective habit, making a good election.

Now to the goodness of an election two things are

requisite : first, a due intention of the end and that

yet in his sensitive appetite the habit, or virtue, of temperance, he

does those acts hardly and with a struggle.

(C) The incontinent man, aKpar-tis, has in his intellect right

principles, but has not in his sensitive appetite the habit of

temperance ; moreover, he falls into acts of intemperance, yet, on

account of his right principles, with remorse and proneness to

repent. See St. Thomas, I-II. q. 156. art. 3.

(D) The intemperate man, dKoAao-ros, has no right principles in

his intellect, no habit of temperance in his sensitive appetite, but

quite the reverse ; and he does acts of intemperance freely,

frequently, and without remorse.

It is obvious that, since habits are formed by acts, the t-yKpa-rris

is gradually rising to the aw^pcav, and the aKparys in danger of

sinking into the oKo Aa&amp;lt;rroy.

The sense in which perseverance, Kaprtpia, like continence, is

something short of virtue virtue being an acquired readiness and

delight in well-doing is well illustrated by Xenophon s remark on

Agesilaus : &quot;He seemed to me to be among the few men who

regard virtue, not as a hardship to persevere under, but as a delight
to revel in.&quot;

oil Kaprepiav TTJV aptrfiv &\\&quot; tvira-Qaav.

Agesil. xi. 9. (Trl.)
1 For intuition, see q. 57. art. 2. (Trl.)
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is secured by moral virtue, which inclines the

appetitive powers to good in accordance with

reason, which is the due end ; secondly, it is

required that the person make a right application

of means to the end, and this cannot be except by
the aid of reason, rightly counselling, judging, and

prescribing : all which offices belong to prudence
and the virtues annexed thereto. Hence moral virtue

cannot be without prudence, and consequently not

without intuition either : for by the aid of intuition

principles are apprehended, such principles as

are naturally knowable, both in speculative and

in practical matters. Hence as right reason in

matters of speculation, proceeding on principles

naturally known, presupposes the intuition of prin

ciples, so also does prudence, being right reason

applied to conduct, presuppose the same intuition

or insight.

2. In a virtuous person it is not necessary for

the use of reason to be vigorous on all points, but

only in those things that are to be done according
to virtue, and to this extent the use of reason is

vigorous in all virtuous persons. Hence even they
who seem to be simple, and to lack worldly wisdom,

may be prudent persons for all that, according to

the text :

&quot; Be ye wise as serpents and simple as

doves.&quot;
1

3. A natural inclination to the good that is in

virtue is a beginning of virtue, but it is not perfect

virtue. For the more perfect such inclination is,

the more dangerous may it prove, unless right
1 St. Matt. x. 16.
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reason be conjoined with it, to make a right

election of proper means to a due end. Thus a

blind horse runs amuck ; and the higher its speed,
the more it hurts itself.

ARTICLE V. Can there be intellectual virtue with

out moral ?

R. Other intellectual virtues can be without

moral virtue, but prudence cannot. The reason is

because prudence is right reason applied to conduct,

and that not only in general, but also in particular,

as actions are particular. But right reason demands

pre-established principles, and on them it proceeds.
Now in particular matters reason must proceed not

only on general but also on particular principles.

As for general principles of conduct, man is kept

right on these points by his natural insight into

principles, whereby he knows that no evil is to be

done, or again by some piece of practical knowledge.
But this is not sufficient for reasoning aright in

particular cases. For it happens sometimes that

a general principle of this sort, ascertained by
intuition or by science, is set aside in a particular

case by some passion. Thus when desire gets

the better of a man, that seems good which he

desires, though it be against the general judgment
of reason. And therefore as man is disposed by
natural insight, or by a habit of science, to hold

himself aright in respect of general principles, so, to

keep right in respect of particular principles of

conduct, which are ends of action, he must^be per

fected by certain habits that make it in a manner
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connatural to him to judge rightly of the end. And
this is done by moral virtue : for the virtuous man

judges rightly of the end that virtue should aim at,

because &quot; as each one is, so does the end appear to

him.&quot; And therefore for prudence, or the applica

tion of right reason to conduct, it is requisite for

man to have moral virtue.

QUESTION LIX.

OF MORAL VIRTUES IN THEIR RELATION TO

THE PASSIONS.

ARTICLE I. 7s moral virtue a passion ?

R. Moral virtue cannot be a passion. First,

because a passion is a movement of the sensitive

appetite ;
but moral virtue is not any movement,

but rather a guiding principle of the movement of

appetite, and exists as a habit. Secondly, because

passions of themselves have no character of good or

evil. For the good or evil of man is according to

reason : hence passions in themselves are neutral,

convertible to good or to evil, according as they
are capable of according with reason or not accord

ing with it. But nothing of that sort can be

virtue, seeing that virtue is applicable to good
alone.

2. If by vice is meant a habit whereby one

does amiss, it is manifest that no passion is a vice.

But if by vice is meant sin, which is a vicious act,
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at that rate there is nothing to prevent passion from

being a vice ; and, on the other hand, there is

nothing to prevent its concurring to an act of virtue,

according as passion either opposes reason or follows

the act of reason.

ARTICLE III. Is sorrow compatible with moral

virtue ?

R. The Stoics denied that there could be

anything answering to sorrow or sadness in the

mind of the sage, for two reasons. Their first

reason is drawn from the fact that sorrow is for

evil which has already happened ;
now they reckon

that no evil can happen to the sage : for their tenet

is that as the only good of man is virtue, and bodily

goods are in no way the goods of man, so the only
evil of man is moral turpitude, which cannot be in

the virtuous person. But this is an irrational view

to advocate. For seeing that man is a compound
of soul and body, whatever tends to the preservation

of the life of the body is some sort of good to man

though not his greatest good, because it may be put

by man to an ill use. Hence the evil opposite to

this good may be in the wise man, and induce a

moderate sorrow. Besides, though the virtuous

man may be without grievous sin, still none is

found who goes through life without some light sins,

according to the text :
&quot;

If we say that we have no

sin, we deceive ourselves.&quot;
1

Thirdly, the virtuous

man, though he has no sin, perhaps has had sin on

his conscience at some time, and it is praiseworthy
1

i St. John i. 8.
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of him to grieve over that, according to the text :

&quot; The sorrow that is according to God worketh

penance steadfast unto salvation.&quot;
1

Fourthly, he

may also laudably grieve at the sin of another.

Hence moral virtue is compatible with sorrow in

the same way as it is compatible with other passions
moderated by reason.

The Stoics were moved, in the second place, by
the consideration that sorrow is for evil present,

while fear is of evil to come, as pleasure is at good

present, but desire of good to come. Now, they

argued, it may be a point of virtue for a man to

enjoy a good thing when he has it, or to desire it

when he has it not, or else to beware of evil to

come ; but for man s mind to be upset by present

evil, as happens in sorrow, seems to be altogether

contrary to reason : hence it cannot stand with

virtue. But this discourse again is irrational. For

there is an evil which can be present to a vir

tuous man, and at the same time is detested

by reason. Hence, in sorrowing over such evil,

the sensitive appetite is following the lead of

reason, which detests it, provided the sorrow be

in moderation according to the judgment of reason.

It is, in fact, a point of virtue that the sen

sitive appetite should be comformable to reason,

and hence that it grieve moderately at due causes

of sorrow. And this is also useful for the avoidance

of evils : for as good things are sought more

promptly for the pleasure that attaches to them, so

evil things are more vigorously avoided for sorrow
1 2 Cor. vii. 10.
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and grief and pain. So then we must say that

sadness at what it befits virtue to do cannot go

along with virtue, because virtue takes delight in

going her own way ;
but over that which is in any

way repugnant to virtue, virtue grieves in modera

tion.

ARTICLE IV. 7s every moral virtue occupied about

the passions ?

R. Moral virtue perfects the appetitive part of

the soul by directing it to rational good, that is, good
controlled by reason. Hence moral virtue is apt to

be occupied about everything that is controllable by
reason. But reason controls not only the passions

of the sensitive appetite, but also the operations of

the intellectual appetite, or will, which is not the

subject of passion. Hence not every moral virtue

is occupied about passions, but some are about

passions, and some about actions.

ARTICLE V. Can any moral virtue exist without

passion ?

R. If by passions we mean inordinate affections,

as the Stoics laid down, at that rate it is manifest

that perfect virtue is without passions. But if by

passions we mean all the movements of the sensitive

appetite, at that rate it is plain that moral virtues,

which are about passions as about their proper

matter, cannot be without passions ;
because other

wise it would follow that moral virtue made the

sensitive appetite altogether idle, its occupation

gone. Now it is no point of virtue that the powers
M VOL. I.
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subject to reason should cease from their proper
acts ;

but that they should follow out the command
of reason in doing their proper acts. Hence as

virtue directs the limbs of the body to due external

acts, so it directs also the sensitive appetite to its

proper movements under regulation. But those

moral virtues that are not concerned with passions,

but with actions, may be without passions. Such

a virtue is justice, whereby the will is applied to the

proper act of the will, which is not a passion. Yet

on the act of justice there follows joy, at least in the

will ; and though this joy is not a passion, still if

this joy be multiplied by the perfection of justice,

there will be an overflow of the same on to the

sensitive appetite. And thus by such an overflow,

the more perfect justice is, the more is it a cause of

passion.

i. Virtue overcomes passions in their inordina-

tion, and produces them in moderation.

3. Good in every being must be determined

according to the condition of the nature of the

being. Now in God and the angels there is no

sensitive appetite, as in man
;

and therefore the

good act of God and of an angel is altogether with

out passion, as it is also without a body ;
but that

of man is with passion, as it is with the ministry of

the body.
1

J See Ethics and Natural Law, p. 45. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXI.

OF THE CARDINAL VIRTUES. 1

ARTICLE II. Arc there four cardinal virtues ?

R. The formal principle of virtue is rational

good ; and that may be considered in two ways in

one way as consisting in the mere consideration of

reason
; and in that way there will be one principal

virtue, which is called prudence : in another way
according as a rational order is established in some

matter, and that, either in the matter of actions,

and so there is justice ; or in the matter of passions,

and so there must be two virtues. For rational

order must be established in the matter of the

passions with regard to their repugnance to reason.

Now this repugnance may be in two ways : in one

way by passion impelling to something contrary to

reason
;
and for that, passion must be tempered, or

repressed : hence temperance takes its name
;

in

another way by passion holding back from that

which reason dictates ; and for that, man must put
his foot down there where reason places him, not

to budge from thence : and so fortitude gets its

name. And in like manner according to subjects

1
Question LX., omitted, is a first sketch and outline of the

enumeration of virtues that is worked out minutely in the Second

Division (Sccunda Secundz) of this work. (Trl.)
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the same number is found. For we observe a four

fold subject of this virtue whereof we speak : to wit,

the part rational by essence, which prudence perfects ;

and the part rational by participation, which is divided

into three, namely, the will, the subject of justice ;

the concupiscible faculty, the subject of temperance ;

and the irascible faculty, the subject of fortitude.

ARTICLE IV. Do the four cardinal virtues differ

one from another ?

R. The four virtues above-mentioned are differ

ently understood by different authors. Some take

them as meaning certain general conditions of the

human mind which are found in all virtues, so that

prudence is nothing else than a certain correctness

of discernment in any acts or matters whatsoever ;

justice is a certain rectitude of mind whereby a man
does what he ought to do in any matter ; temperance

is a disposition of mind, which sets bounds to all

manner of passions or actions, that they may not

exceed ;
while fortitude is a disposition of the soul

whereby it is strengthened in what is according to

reason against all manner of assaults of passion or

toil of active labours. This fourfold distinction

does not involve any difference of virtuous habits

so far as justice, temperance, and fortitude are

concerned. For to every virtue by the fact of its

being a habit there attaches a certain firmness, so

that it may not be moved by any impulse to the

contrary ;
and this has been said to be a point of

fortitude. Also from the fact of its being a virtiie it

has a direction towards good, wherein is involved
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the notion of something right and due, which was

said to be a point of justice. Again, by the fact of

its being a moral virtue partaking in reason, it has

that which makes it observe the bounds of reason

in all things, and not go beyond, which was said to

be a point of temperance. Only the having of dis

cretion, which was attributed to prudence, seems to

be distinguished from the other three points, inas

much as this belongs to reason essentially so called,

whereas the other three involve only a certain parti

cipation in reason by way of application thereof

to passions or acts. Thus then on the foregoing

reckoning, prudence would be a virtue distinct from

the other three ; but the other three would not be

virtues distinct from one another. For it is manifest

that one and the same virtue is at once a habit, and

a virtue, and is moral.

Others better understand these four virtues as

being determined to special matters, each of them
to one matter,

1 so that every virtue which produces
that goodness which lies in the consideration of

reason, is called prudence; and every virtue which

produces that goodness which consists in what is

due and right in action, is called justice; and every
virtue which restrains and represses the passions, is

called temperance ; and every virtue which produces
a firmness of soul against all manner of sufferings,

is called fortitude. On this arrangement it is

manifest that the aforesaid virtues are different

habits, distinct according to the diversity of their

objects.
1 The rest of the sentence is from art. iii. preceding. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXII.

OF THE THEOLOGICAL VIRTUES.

ARTICLE I. Are there any theological virtues ?

R. By virtue man is perfected unto the acts

whereby he is set in the way to happiness. Now
there is a twofold happiness of man : one propor
tionate to human nature, whereunto man can

arrive by the principles of his own nature.

Another happiness there is exceeding the nature

of man, whereunto man can arrive only by a divine

virtue involving a certain participation in the Deity,

according as it is said that by Christ we are made

&quot;partakers of the divine nature.&quot;
1 And because

this manner of happiness exceeds the capacities of

human nature, the natural principles of human

action, on which man proceeds to such well-doing
as is in proportion with himself, suffice not to direct

man unto the aforesaid happiness. Hence there

must be superadded to man by the gift of God
certain principles, whereby he may be put on the

way to supernatural happiness, even as he is directed

to his connatural end by natural principles, yet not

without the divine aid. Such principles are called

theological virtues : both because they have God for

1 2 St. Peter i. 4.
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their object, inasmuch as by them we are directed

aright to God ;
as also because it is only by divine

revelation in Holy Scripture that such virtues arc

taught.

ARTICLE II. Are theological virtues distinct from
virtues intellectual and moral ?

R. Habits are specifically distinct according to

the formal difference of their objects. But the object

of the theological virtues is God Himself, the last

end of all things, as He transcends the knowledge
of our reason : whereas the object of the intellectual

and moral virtues is something that can be compre
hended by human reason. Hence theological virtues

are specifically distinct from virtues moral and intel

lectual.

i. The intellectual and moral virtues perfect

the intellect and appetite of man according to the

capacity of human nature, but the theological virtues

supernaturally.

ARTICLE III. Are faith, hope, and charity fitly

assigned as the theological virtues ?

R. The theological virtues set man in the way of

supernatural happiness, as he is directed to his

connatural end by a natural inclination. This latter

direction is worked out in two ways : first, by way
of the reason or intellect, as that power holds in its

knowledge the general principles of rational pro

cedure, theoretical and practical, known by the

light of nature : secondly, by the rectitude of the

will naturally tending to rational good. But both
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these agencies fall short of the order of supernatural

good. Hence for both of them some supernatural

addition was necessary to man, to direct him to a

supernatural end. On the side of the intellect man
receives the addition of certain supernatural prin

ciples, which are perceived by divine light ; and

these are the objects of belief, with which faith is

conversant. Secondly, there is the will, which is

directed to the supernatural end, both by way of an

affective movement directed thereto as to a point

possible to gain, and this movement belongs to

hope; and by way of a certain spiritual union,

whereby the will is in a manner transformed into

that end, which union and transformation is

wrought by charity. For the appetite of every

being has a natural motion and tendency towards

an end connatural to itself; and that movement
arises from some sort of conformity of the thing to

its end.

2. Faith and hope denote a certain imper
fection : because faith is of the things that are seen

not, and hope of the things that are possessed not.

Hence to have faith in and hope of the things that

are amenable to human power, is a falling short of

the character of virtue. But to have faith in and

hope of the things that are beyond the ability of

human nature, transcends all virtue proportionate
to man, according to the text :

&quot; The weakness of

God is stronger than men.&quot;
1

1 i Cor. i. 25.



QUESTION LXIII.

OF THE CAUSE OF VIRTUES.

ARTICLE I. 7s virtue in us by nature ?

R. As regards sciences and virtues some have

laid it down that they are totally from within,

meaning that all virtues and sciences naturally pre

exist in the soul, and that discipline and exercise do

no more than remove the obstacles to virtue and

science, which arise in the soul from the lumpish-
ness of the body, as when iron is polished by filing ;

and this was the opinion of the Platonists. Others,

on the contrary, have said that they are totally from

without. Others again have said that in aptitude
the sciences and virtues are in us by nature, but not

in perfection. So says the Philosopher, and this is

the more correct thing to say. In evidence whereof

we must consider that a thing is said to be natural

to man in two ways : in one way according to the

nature of the species, in another way according to

the nature of the individual. And because every

thing has its species according to its form, and is

individualized according to its matter : and man s

form is his rational soul, and his matter his body ;

therefore that which belongs to man by virtue of his

rational soul is natural to him in point of his
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species ;
while that which is natural to him by

his having a given complexion of body is natural

to him according to his nature as an individual.

Now in both these ways a rudimentary phase of

virtue is natural to man. First, as regards his

specific nature, in this way, that there are by
nature in the reason of man certain naturally

known principles, theoretical and practical, which

are seminal 1

principles of virtues intellectual and

moral ; and again inasmuch as there is in the

will a natural craving after the good that is accord

ing to reason. Secondly, as regards his individual

nature, inasmuch as by conformation of body some
are better and some worse disposed to certain

virtues : the explanation being this, that the sensi

tive powers are energies of corresponding parts of

the body ; and according to the disposition of those

parts the said powers are helped or hindered in

their operations ; and consequently the rational

powers also, which these sensitive powers serve,

are helped or hindered in like manner. Thus one

man has a natural aptitude for knowledge, another

for fortitude, another for temperance. And in these

ways the virtues, as well intellectual as moral, are

in us by nature to the extent of a certain rudi

mentary aptitude, but not in their perfect complete
ness : the reason being that nature is limited to one

fixed course of action, whereas the perfection of the

said virtues does not lead to one fixed course of

action, but is varied according to the diversity of

1 For seminaria read seminalia, as in the corresponding passage,

q. 51. art. i. (Trl.)
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matters wherein the virtues operate, and the diver

sity of circumstances. It appears then that virtues

are in us by nature, in aptitude, and in a rudi

mentary phase, but not in their perfection except
the theological virtues, which are wholly from

without. 1

ARTICLE II.

2. Virtue divinely infused, considered in its

perfection, is incompatible with any mortal sin.

But virtue humanly acquired is compatible with

an act even of mortal sin, because the use of a

habit in us is subject to our will. Nor is a habit of

acquired virtue destroyed by one act of sin : for the

direct contrary of a habit is not an act, but another

habit. And therefore, though without grace a man
cannot avoid mortal sin so as never to sin mortally,

still there is nothing to hinder him from acquiring
a habit of virtue, enough to keep him from evil acts

for the most part, and especially from those that are

very much opposed to reason. There are, however,
some mortal sins that man can nowise avoid without

grace, to wit, the sins that are directly contrary to

the theological virtues which are in us by the gift of

grace.

1 A theological virtue is a sort of faculty of supernatural action,

and is said to be infused by God. (See q. 65. art. 2.) For the matter

of this important article see Ethics and Natural Law, p. CS. n. 7. It

is important to observe that in this article natural is opposed, not to

supernatural, but to acquired.



QUESTION LXIV.

OF THE MEAN OF VIRTUES. 1

ARTICLE I. Are moral virtues in a mean?
R. The proper function of moral virtue is to

perfect the appetitive part of the soul with regard
to some determinate matter. Now the measure and

rule of the movement of the appetite towards its

object is reason. But the goodness of everything
that comes under measure and rule consists in its

being conformed to its rule. Consequently, evil in

these things lies in departure from rule or measure

either by excess or defect. And therefore it is clear

that the good of moral virtue consists in being up
to the level of the measure of reason : which con

dition of being up to the level, or of conformity
to rule, evidently lies in the mean between excess

and defect.

2. The mean and the extremes in actions and

passions are determined according to circumstances :

and circumstances differ. Hence there is nothing
to hinder a virtue exhibiting what is an extreme

according to one circumstance, and yet is a mean

according to other circumstances by conformity to

reason
;
and such is the case with munificence and
1 Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 77 84. (Trl.)
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magnanimity. For if we consider the absolute

quantity of that unto which the munificent and

magnanimous man tends, it will be called an

extreme and a maximum : but if this same degree
is considered in respect of other circumstances, at

that rate it has the character of a mean, because the

said virtues tend to this maximum according to the

rule of reason, where they ought, and when they

ought, and for the motive for which they ought :

whereas excess would be to tend to this maximum
when one ought not, or where one ought not, or for

a motive for which one ought not ; and defect would

be not to tend to this maximum where one ought
and when one ought.

3. The same is the explanation of virginity

and of evangelical poverty as of magnanimity.

Virginity abstains from all sexual pleasure, and

evangelical poverty from all riches, for the motive

for which and according to the rule by which they

ought, that is, according to the command of God
and for life everlasting.

1

ARTICLE II. Is the mean of moral virtue the mean

of the objective thing or the mean of reason ?

R. The mean of reason may be understood in

two ways : in one way as a mean existing in the act

itself of reason, as though it were the act of reason

itself that was reduced to a mean. In that sense

the mean of moral virtue is not the mean of reason :

because moral virtue does not perfect the act of

reason, but the act of the appetitive faculty. In

1 Ethics and Natural Law, p. 84, n. 8. (Trl.)
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another way, by the mean of reason may be under

stood that mean which is fixed by reason in any
matter. In that sense every mean of moral virtue

is the mean of reason
;
because moral virtue is said

to stand in a mean by conformity to right reason.

But sometimes it happens that the mean of reason

is also the mean of the objective thing; and then

the mean of moral virtue must also be the mean of

the objective thing, as in the case of justice. Some

times, again, the mean of reason is not the mean
of the objective thing, but is taken in reference to

ourselves ;
and such is the mean in all the other

moral virtues. The explanation of this is, that

justice deals with acts that are about exterior

things ;
and there the standard of right must be

set up simply and objectively, as things are in

themselves. And therefore the mean of reason in

justice is the same as the mean of the objective

thing, inasmuch as justice renders to every man his

due, no more and no less. But the other moral

virtues are concerned with interior passions, in

which the right measure cannot be fixed in the

same way, because different men stand differently

towards the passions. And therefore the right

measure of reason in the passions must be deter

mined in reference to us who are moved by passion.
1

1 The golden mean must be taken in relation to ourselves. (See
Ethics and Natural Law, p. So.) In justice alone there is question,

not of ourselves, but of our neighbour s right, and of any contract

we have made with him. The mean then must be fixed, not by
what suits us, but by the objective letter of the contract, so far as

justice alone is concerned. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE IV. Do the theological virtues observe the

golden mean ?

R. There are two measures of a theological virtue :

one with regard to the virtue itself, and the other in

our regard. The measure and rule of the theological

virtue in itself, is God. For our faith is ruled by
God s truth, our charity by His goodness, and our

hope is measured by the greatness of His omnipo
tence and loving kindness. But this is a measure

exceeding all human ability ;
and therefore never

can man love God so much as He ought to be

loved ; nor believe or hope in Him as much as is

due. Much less can there be excess there ; and

therefore the goodness of such virtue does not

consist in any observance of a golden mean, but

the observance is all the better the more it is

carried to a height.

The other rule or measure of a theological virtue

is in regard of ourselves
;
because though we cannot

go out to God as we ought, still we ought to go out

to Him, believing in Him, hoping in Him, and loving

Him, according to the measure of our condition.

Hence a mean and extremes may be made out in a

theological virtue incidentally, in regard of ourselves.



QUESTION LXV.

ON THE CONNEXION OF VIRTUE WITH VIRTUE.

ARTICLE I. Are the moral virtues connected one

with another ?

R. Moral virtue may be considered either in its

perfect or in its imperfect state. Imperfect moral

virtue is nothing else than an inclination in us to

do some act that is good in its kind, whether such

inclination be in us by nature or by routine. Taken
in this way, moral virtues are not connected one

with another : for we see a man from natural com

plexion, or out of routine, forward to acts of

liberality, and at the same time not forward to

acts of chastity.
1 But perfect moral virtue is a

habit inclining to do good acts well. Taking moral

virtues this way, we must say that there is a con

nexion between them. For which fact a twofold

reason is assigned, according to the different ways
of distinguishing the cardinal virtues. For some

distinguish them as certain general conditions of

1 Routine here means a mechanical way of doing a good action,

irrespectively of any virtuous motive for doing it, e.g., the way in

which a relieving officer may relieve the necessities of the poor ; or

the way in which young people, at the call of their elders, sometimes

say their prayers. (Trl.)
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virtue, assigning discretion to prudence, rectitude

to justice, moderation to temperance, firmness to

fortitude, in whatever matter they may be viewed.

Under this understanding the nature of the con

nexion manifestly appears : for firmness has none

of the praise of virtue if it be without moderation

or rectitude or discretion
;
and so of the rest. And

this is the nature of the connexion as laid down by

Gregory, saying: &quot;The virtues, if separated, cannot

be perfect in the nature of virtue : for that is no

true prudence which is not just, and temperate, and

brave.&quot; Others distinguish the aforesaid virtues

according to their subject-matters. On this ground
the reason of the connexion is stated by Aristotle to

lie in the fact that no moral virtue can be had

without prudence : because it belongs to moral

virtue, as being an elective habit, to make a right

election. Now the mere inclination to a due end,

which comes immediately of moral virtue, suffices

not to a right election, but there is further required
a positive choice of the means to that end

;
which

choice is brought about by prudence, that virtue

being apt to advise, and judge, and prescribe con

cerning means to the end. In like manner also

prudence cannot be had without having the moral

virtues : because prudence is a right method of

conduct
;
and has for the principles on which it

proceeds the ends of conduct, to which ends one

becomes duly affected through the moral virtues.

i. Of moral virtues some perfect a man in the

common state, with regard to the duties that are

commonly incumbent in all human life. Hence a

N VOL. I.
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man must be exercised in the matters of all these

moral virtues together. And if he be exercised in

well-doing in all these matters, he will acquire the

habits of all these moral virtues : but if he be

exercised in well-doing in one matter and not in

another for instance, in behaving well in fits of

anger, but not in fits of desire he will acquire a

certain habit of checking fits of anger, which habit,

however, will not amount to a virtue for lack of

prudence, that being lost over desires. But there

are other moral virtues, as munificence and magna
nimity, which make a man perfect in an eminent

state. And because exercise in the matters of these

virtues does not fall to the common lot of all men,
one may have the habits of the other moral virtues

without having the habits of these virtues actually.

Still, by acquiring the other virtues a person gets

these virtues also in proximate potentiality. For

when by practice one has gained liberality in

moderate donations and expenses, if money after

wards comes in abundance, the habit of munificence

will be acquired with little practice : as a geometer
with a little study acquires the knowledge of a

conclusion which he has never before considered.

But we are said to have that which lies ready to our

hand to have.

ARTICLE II. Can the moral virtues be without

charity ?

R. The moral virtues, as they are operative in

man to an end which does not exceed the natural

faculty of man, may be acquired by human acts;
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and so acquired, they may be without charity, as

they have been in many heathens. But as they are

operative of good in order to a supernatural last

end, thus considered, they have the perfect and true

character of virtue, and cannot be acquired by
human acts, but are infused by God ; and such

moral virtues cannot be without charity.
1

ARTICLE III.

2. It happens sometimes that one who has a

habit finds a difficulty in exercising it, and conse

quently takes no pleasure and complacency in the

act, owing to some extrinsic impediment superven

ing : as he who has a habit of science finds a diffi

culty in understanding through sleepiness or some

infirmity. And in like manner the habits of the

infused moral virtues are liable to a difficulty in the

working of them through sundry contrary disposi

tions, the relics of previous acts: 2 which difficulty

does not so much stand in the way of the acts of

the acquired moral virtues, because the acts by
which those virtues are acquired tend to clear away
all obstacles to their exercise.

1 Cf. II-II. q. 23. art. 7. (Trl.)
&quot;

Thus by a good confession the penitent receives, along with

sanctifying grace, the infused habit of temperance; and yet, if he
was a drunkard before, he will find it hard to keep sober, until by
repeated acts of resistance to his craving he has got the acquired habit

of temperance as well. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXXI.

OF VICES AND SINS IN THEMSELVES.

ARTICLE I. Is vice contrary to virtue?

R. The goodness of any given thing consists in

its being disposed suitably to the manner of its

nature. A good action is the effect whereunto

virtue is ordained to lead. Sin is opposed to virtue

in respect of that whereunto virtue is ordained to

lead : for sin means an inordinate act, just as an

act of virtue is an act well-ordered and due. But

in respect of that which is directly of the essence of

virtue, the opposite of virtue is vice : for a vice, or

flaw, in any given thing seems to be its not being
in a disposition suitable to its nature.

ARTICLE II. 7s vice against nature ?

R. The virtue or proper excellence of everything
consists in its being well disposed according to its

kind and nature : hence vice must signify a disposi

tion contrary to nature. But we must observe that

the nature of everything is principally the form

whereby the thing receives its species. But man
is constituted in his species by a rational soul. And
therefore what is against the order of reason is

peculiarly against the nature of man, as man ; and
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what is according to reason is according to the

nature of man, as such. &quot; The good of man is in

being according to reason, and the evil of man is

in being astray from reason,&quot; as Dionysius says.

Hence human virtue, which makes man and the act

of man good, is so far forth according to the nature

of man inasmuch as it is in accordance with reason
;

and vice is against the nature of man inasmuch as

it is against the order of reason.

3. In man there is a double nature, rational

and sensitive. And because it is through the act

of sense that man arrives at acts of reason, there

fore more men follow the inclination of sensitive

nature than the order of reason, as there are more

who attain to the commencement of a thing than

who attain to its consummation and completion.

ARTICLE III. Is a vice more of an evil thing than

a vicious act ?

R. Habit is something intermediate between

power and act. But for good and for evil alike the

act stands above the power : for well-doing is better

than the power of well-doing, and evil-doing more

to blame than the power of doing evil. Hence as

a good or evil habit stands above the power in point

of goodness or evil, so also does it rank below the

act. The same is further evidenced by this con

sideration, that a habit is not called good or evil

except for its inclining to a good or evil act ;
hence

the act for good and for evil goes beyond the habit :

because that by which any given thing has any given

attribute, has itself more of that attribute.
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i. There is nothing to hinder a thing absolutely

ranking above another thing, while in a certain

respect it falls short of it. Now from the very
nature of an act and of a habit, an act ranks both

for good and evil above a habit. As for the habit

being more lasting than the act, that comes from

both of them being found in a nature that cannot

be active perpetually, and whose action consists in

a passing movement. Hence absolutely an act

ranks higher both for good and for evil : but a habit

ranks higher in a certain respect.

2. Absolutely, a habit is not a plurality of acts,

but only in a certain respect, that is, virtually.

Hence we cannot conclude that a habit ranks

absolutely higher in good or evil than an act.

4. A person is justly punished for a vicious

act, but not for a vicious habit, if it does not proceed
to act.

ARTICLE IV. Can sin exist along with virtue ?

R. A habit in the soul does not of necessity

produce its act : but the man uses his habit when
he will. Hence he may forbear the use of a habit

that he has, or do an act contrary to it. Thus one

who has a virtue may proceed to an act of sin.

Now an act of sin, considered in its bearings on the

virtue itself as a habit, cannot destroy the habit, if

it is one act only. For as a habit is not engendered

by one act, so neither is it by one act destroyed.

But if we consider the bearings of an act of sin

upon the cause of virtues, we shall see that it is

possible for some virtues to be destroyed by one
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act of sin. For every mortal sin is contrary to

charity, which is the root of all the infused virtues,

so far as they are virtues. And therefore as by one

act of mortal sin charity is excluded, with it are

excluded all the infused virtues, so far as they are

virtues. And this I say on account of faith and

hope, the habits of which remain formless after

mortal sin, and so are not virtues. Venial sin, not

being contrary to charity, neither excludes it, nor,

consequently, the other virtues either. But the

acquired virtues are not taken away by one act of

any sin whatever. So then mortal sin cannot be

with the infused virtues ; but it can be with the

acquired virtues : while venial sin can be as well

with the infused virtues as with the acquired.

i. Sin is contrary, not to virtue in itself, but

to virtue in its act. And therefore sin cannot be

along with the act of virtue, but it may be along
with the habit.

2. Vice is the direct contrary of virtue, as sin

is of a virtuous act ; and therefore vice excludes

virtue, as sin excludes the act of virtue.

ARTICLE V. Is there some act in every sin ?

R. This question is raised principally on account

of sins of omission, on which there are different

opinions. Some say that in every sin of omission

there is some act, either interior or exterior : interior

in such a case as when a person makes up his mind
not to go to church when he is bound to go ;

exterior

when a person at the time that he is bound to go
to church, or even before, applies himself to occupa-
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tions that hinder his going to church. This latter

case seems to fall back upon the former : for he

who makes up his mind to anything with which

something else cannot be at the same time, con

sequently makes up his mind to go without that

other thing ; unless he happens not to reflect that

he is being thereby hindered from doing what he is

bound to do, in which case he might be judged to

be to blame for negligence. Others say that in a

sin of omission no act is requisite, for the mere

failure to do what one is bound to do is sinful.

Both opinions have something of truth in them.

For if we consider in a sin of omission purely and

solely that which of itself essentially bears the

character of sin
;
so considered, the sin of omission

is sometimes committed with an interior act, as

when a person makes up his mind not to go to

church
;
and sometimes again it is without any act

either exterior or interior, as when a person at the

hour that he is bound to go to church, has no

thought of going or of not going to church. But if

in the sin of omission we consider also the cause or

occasions of the omission, in that aspect there must

be some act in the sin of omission. The sin of

omission is then only when a person leaves out an

act that he is competent to do or not to do. Now
a person s swerving to the side of not doing what
he is competent to do or not to do, must come from

some cause or occasion at the time or going before.

If that cause is beyond the man s control, the

omission is not sinful : as when one fails to go to

church through sickness. But if the cause or
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occasion of the omission lies under the control of

the will, the omission is sinful;
1 and the cause in

that case, inasmuch as it is voluntary, involves some

act, at least an interior act of the will. This act

sometimes falls directly upon the omission itself;

as when a person makes up his mind not to go
to church, to save himself trouble. The act in

that case belongs ordinarily and of itself to the

omission : for the will to commit any sin belongs

ordinarily to the sin, because voluntariness is of the

essence of sin. Sometimes, on the other hand, the

act of the will lights directly upon something else,

that hinders the man from the performance of the

act which it is his duty to perform. The matter on

which the will lights may be something coexistent

with the omission, as when one wills to play when
he ought to be going to church

; or, again, it may
be something in time past, as when one chooses to

sit up late at night, the consequence being that he

does not go at the morning hour to church. 2 In

that case the interior act is incidental to the

omission, because the omission follows beside the

intention
; and we call that incidental, which is

beside the intention. Clearly in that case the sin

of omission has some act attached to it either at the

time or going before, which act, however, is only

incidental to the sin of omission. But we must

1 That is, it may be sinful ; and will be, if the motive for placing
the cause of the omission be not enough to justify the omission.

(Trl.)
3

It is beside the intention, properly so called, q. 12. art. 2. and

beside the election, q. 13. art. 3. ; but not wholly beside the will. It

is indirectly willed. Ethics and Natural Law, p. 204, n. 4. (Trl.)
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pronounce judgment upon things according to what
is ordinary in them and properly belongs to them,
not according to what is incidental. And therefore

the more correct thing to say is, that there may be

some sin without any act.
1

ARTICLE VI. 7s sin aptly defined to be any word,

deed, or desire against the eternal law ?

R. Sin is nothing else than an evil human act.

An act is human by being voluntary, whether

voluntary as elicited by the will like the act itself

of willing or choosing or as commanded by the will

like the outward acts of speaking or working.
Now a human act is evil for want of due proportion
to some measure. But the measure or rule of the

human will is twofold, one proximate and homo

geneous to the will itself, namely, human reason ;

the other is the first rule, namely, the eternal law,,

which is as it were the reason of God. And there

fore Augustine has inserted in his definition of sin

two elements, one which is as the material element of

sin, any word, deed, or desire ; the other appertaining-

1 The instance given above of a sin without any act is
&quot; when a

person at the hour that he is bound to go to church, has no thought
of going or of not going to church.&quot; In that case he can hardly be

said to contract the guilt of sin just at that hour, but any sinfulness

there may be is the sinfulness of some previous volition, which is.

the cause why he now has no thought of his obligation. But there

is another case conceivable : the person remembers that it is church-

time, and that he is bound to go ; and without making up his mind
not to go, he fails to make up his mind that he will go, till the time

is past. Is not that a sin of omission without any act of the will ?

The matter has been previously treated, q. 6. art 3. (Trl.)
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to the idea of evil, and being as it were the formal

element of sin, against the eternal law. 1

5. By theologians sin is considered principally

as an offence against God
; but by the moral

philosopher, as an act contrary to reason. 2 And
therefore Augustine more fitly defines sin by its

being against the eternal law than by its being

against reason, especially since we are regulated by
the eternal law in many things which exceed human

reason, as in matters of faith.

1 This idea of the composite nature of sin is fundamental in the

theory of morals. See Ethics and Natural Laii
,
c. vi. pp. 109 125.

(Trl.)
- Ethics and Natural Laiv, pp. 124, 125. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXXII.

OF THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN SIN AND SIN.

ARTICLE I. Do sins differ in species according to

their objects ?

R. Two things go to make up a sin, the volun

tary act and the inordination thereof, which in-

ordination is by departure from the law of God.

Of these two elements the one attaches ordinarily

and properly to the sinner, who intends to do such

a voluntary act in such a matter. The other, that

is to say, the inordination of the act, is merely
incidental to the intention of the sinner : for

&quot; no

one is active unto evil intending it as such,&quot; as

Dionysius says. But everything has its species

according to what is ordinary about it, not accord

ing to what is incidental. And therefore sins differ

in species in regard of the voluntary acts that they

involve, rather than in regard of the inordination

that there is in the sin. But voluntary acts differ

in species according to their objects : and therefore

sins properly differ in species according to their

objects.

i. The end in view bears the character of a

principal good ;
and stands as object to the act of

the will, which takes the initiative in every sin.
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Hence it comes to the same thing whether we say
that sins differ according to objects or according to

ends in view.

2. A sin is not a pure privation, but an act

having a privation of due order.

ARTICLE II. Is it proper to make a distinction

between sins of the spirit and sins of the flesh ?

R. Every sin consists in a craving for some

perishable good, which is sought inordinately, and

in which consequently, when it conies to be

possessed, inordinate pleasure is taken. Now there

is a twofold pleasure, one psychical, which is com

plete in the mere mental apprehension of the

thing desired and won, and this may also be called

pleasure of the spirit : as when one takes pleasure in

human praise. Another sort of pleasure there is,

bodily, or physical, which results from bodily contact ;

and this may be called also pleasure of the flesh.

Thus therefore those sins, in the doing of which

there is pleasure of the spirit, are called sins of the

spirit ; and those others, in the doing of which there

is pleasure of the flesh, are called sins of the flesh ;

as gluttony, in the commission of which there is

the pleasure of food, and lust, or luxury, in the

commission of which there is sexual pleasure.

Hence the Apostle says :

&quot; Let us cleanse our

selves from all defilement of the flesh and of the

spirit.&quot;
1

i. Idolatry and witchcraft are called &quot;works

of the flesh,&quot;
2 not because there is fleshly pleasure

1 2 Cor. vii. i.
J Galat. v. 19.
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in the doing of them, but the flesh is there taken

for the man, who living according to his own liking,

is said to live according to the flesh. The reason

of this is, because all defect of reason in man has

somehow its beginning in some fleshly view of

things.

ARTICLE IV. 7s that a proper division of sin, into

sin against God, sin against self, and sin against one s

neighbottr ?

R. Sin is an inordinate act. Now there ought
to be a threefold order in man : one in reference to

the rule of reason, by which all our actions and

passions should be regulated ; another in reference

to the rule of the divine law, by which man should

be guided in all things. And if man were by nature

a solitary animal, this twofold order would suffice.

But because man is naturally a political and social

animal, therefore there must be. a third order to

direct man in his dealings with other men in whose

society he has to live. Of these orders the first 1

contains the second, and goes beyond it. For

whatever is contained under the order of reason, is

contained under the order of God ; but there are

things contained under the order of God that

go beyond human reason, as the things of faith.

Hence he who sins against such things, is said

to sin against God, as does the heretic, and the

sacrilegious person, and the blasphemer. In like

1
By the first order, St. Thomas means the order of God ; by the

second order, the order of reason ; by the third order, the order of

human society. (Trl.)
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manner also the second order includes the third and

goes beyond it : because in all things in which we
have relations with our neighbour we must be

guided by the rule of reason ; but in some things
we are guided by reason to our own concerns only,

and not to those of our neighbour ;
and any sin

committed in such matters is said to be committed

by a man against self, as with the glutton, the

debauchee, and the spendthrift. When again a

man sins in matters in which he has relations with

his neighbour, he is said to sin against his neighbour,

as does the thief and the murderer.

This is a distinction according to objects, which

make different species of sins. The virtues also are

thus distinguished in species. For it is obvious

that by the theological virtues man is put in relation

with God
; by temperance and fortitude he deals

with himself, and by justice with his neighbour.
i. To sin against God, in so far as the order

of relation to God includes every human relation,

is common to all sin : but in so far as the order of

relation to God goes beyond the other two orders,

in that way sin against God is a special kind of sin.

ARTICLE V. Does the division of sins according

to the punishment they incur make a difference of

species ?

R. The difference of venial or mortal sin, or any
other difference in point of punishment deserved,

cannot be a difference constituting a diversity of

species. For no incidental circumstance ever con

stitutes a species ; and what is beside the intention
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of the agent is incidental
; and obviously punish

ment is beside the intention of the agent, and is an

incidental circumstance of the sin in so far as the

sinner himself is concerned. Still it is directed

upon sin from without by the justice of the Judge,
who inflicts different punishments for sin according
to their different conditions. Hence a difference in

point of punishment incurred may follow from a

specific difference of sins, but it does not constitute

such a specific difference. 1

The difference of venial and mortal sin follows

upon the diversity of inordination that enters into

and makes up sin. For there is a twofold inordina

tion : one by the withdrawal of the principle of

order
; another where the principle of order is

maintained, but some inordination occurs in what

follows upon the principle. Now the principle of

all order in morals is the last end. Hence when a

soul is disordered by sin to the extent of turning

away from its last end, that is, from God, to whom
it is united by charity, then is the sin mortal; but

when the disorder stops short of turning away from

God, the sin is venial. For as in animal bodies the

disorder of death, which is the removal of the

principle of life, is irreparable in nature, while

the disorder of sickness can be repaired, because

the principle of life is safe, so it is in the things of

the soul. For in speculative matters he who errs

in principle is beyond the reach of persuasion ;
but

he who errs indeed, but adheres to first principles,

may be recalled by the aid of those same principles.
1 See below, q. 88. art. 2. with note. (Trl.)
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And so in matters of conduct, he who by sinning
turns away from his last end, suffers a fall that is,

so far as the nature of the sin goes, beyond repair,

and exposes himself to be punished everlastingly.

But he whose sin stops short of turning away from

God, is under a disorder that by the very nature of

the sin admits of repair ; and therefore he is said to

sin venially, because he does not so sin as to deserve

never-ending punishment.
i. Mortal sin and venial sin differ infinitely, as

to the turning away, which the former involves, from

the divine good that perishes not, but not as to the

turning to the created good that perishes. Now it

is this turning to created good that puts the sin in

relation with the object, whence it derives its species.

Hence it is quite possible for a mortal sin and a

venial sin to be found in the same species.

ARTICLE IX.

R. Where there comes in another motive for

sinning, there we have another species of sin ;

because the motive for sinning is the end and object

of the sin.

VOL. I.



QUESTION LXXIII.

OF THE COMPARISON OF SIN WITH SIN.

ARTICLE I. Are all sins connected one with

another ?

R. A person acting according to virtue in pur
suance of reason, has a different intention from the

person who sins and wanders wide of reason. For

the intention of every one who acts according to

virtue is to follow the rule of reason
;
and therefore

intention in all virtues makes for the same point ;

and on this account all the virtues have a common
connexion one with another in a right method of

conduct, which is prudence. But the intention of

him who sins is not to recede from what is accord

ing to reason, but rather to tend to some desirable

good, from whence the sin has its species. But

these sort of goods to which the intention of the

sinner tends when it recedes from reason, are dif

ferent, mutually unconnected, nay, sometimes even

contrary. Since therefore vices and sins are speci

fied according to the objects to which they turn,

it is manifest that sins have no connexion one with

another. For sin is not committed by passing from

multitude to unity, which transition is made in
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virtues, and causes their connexion
; but rather by

receding from unity to multitude. 1

i. St. James (ii. 10) speaks of sin, not on the

part of the turning to the good that perishes, on

which is founded the distinction of sins, but on the

part of the turning from the good that perishes not,

inasmuch as man by sinning recedes from the com
mandment of the law. Now all the commandments
of the law are from one and the same lawgiver;
and therefore the same God is despised in every

sin; and in this respect the text says that &quot;whoso

ever shall offend in one point is become guilty of

all :

&quot;

because in committing one sin he incurs a

debt of punishment by slighting God
; and it is

from the slight put upon God that the debt of

punishment in all sins is grounded.

ARTICLE II. Arc all sins equal ?

It was the opinion of the Stoics that all sins are

equal. They were led to it by considering sin

merely as a privation, or a departure from reason :

hence absolutely reckoning that no privation ad

mitted of more or less, they laid it down that all sins

were equal. But looking at the matter carefully,

we find two sorts of privations. There is one

absolute and pure privation, which consists, so to

speak, in destruction as an accomplished fact; and

such privations do not admit of more or less, because

there is nothing left of the opposite habit. Thus a

1 The idea seems to be borrowed from a line of poetry quoted

by Aristotle, Ethics, ii. 6 : tffd\ol
fj.fi/ yap cnr\us, TravToScnrus 8e KCLKO L

&quot; Good way, narrow and one : all manner of ways of evil.&quot; (Trl.)
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man is not less dead the first day after death, and

on the third or fourth, than a year after, when the

corpse is fallen to decomposition ; and the house

is not more dark if the light is covered with many
screens, than if it is covered with one only screen

enough to cut off all the light. But there is another

privation, not absolute, but retaining something of

the opposite habit : which privation consists rather

in a process of destruction than in destruction as an

accomplished fact. Thus sickness is a privation of

the due commixture of the humours, yet so that

something of that commixture remains, else the

animal would not keep alive
;
and so of ugliness

and the like. Privations of this sort admit of more

or less on the part of what remains of the contrary
habit. So of vices and sins : the privation of due

reasonableness that they carry with them does not

go the length of a total eclipse of the order of

reason : for the substance of the act, or affection

of the agent, could not endure unless there were

something left of the order of reason. And there

fore it makes a great difference to the gravity of

the sin, whether the departure from right reason be

more or less ;
as it makes a great difference in point

of sickness or ugliness, how far the departure from

the due commixture of the humours or due propor
tion of the limbs extends. Thus not all sins are

equal.

ARTICLE III. Docs the gravity of sins vary with

their objects ?

R. Because sins have their species from their
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objects, the difference of gravity considered in the

objects is the first and principal difference, as follow

ing upon the species.

2. It is from undue turning to some good that

perishes that there ensues a turning away from the

good that perishes not : which turning away makes

the essence of evil. And therefore, according to

the difference of objects turned to, there ensues a

difference of gravity of malice in sins.

ARTICLE V. Are sins of the flesh less culpable than

sins of the spirit ?

R. Sins of the spirit are more culpable than sins

of the flesh. This is not to be understood as though

any and every sin of the spirit were more culpable

than any and every sin of the flesh
;
but we mean

that, considering for the present this only difference

of belonging to the spirit or to the flesh, sins of the

spirit are graver than other sins, other conditions

being equal. For this position a triple reason may
be assigned. First, on the part of the subject : for

spiritual sins belong to the spirit, in whose choice

it rests either to turn to God or to turn away from

Him
;
while sins of the flesh arise out of the pleasure

of the fleshly appetite, to which appetite the turning

to bodily good principally belongs ;
and therefore

the sin of the flesh, as such, has more of the turning

to the good that perishes, and more of positive

adherence about it
; but the sin of the spirit has

more of the turning from the good that perishes not,

from which turning away the essential element of

culpability springs ;
and therefore the sin of the
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spirit, as such, has the greater culpability. A
second reason may be drawn from the consideration

of what it is that is sinned against ; for a sin of the

flesh, as such, is against the sinner s own body,
which is less to be loved in the order of charity

than God and our neighbour, against whom sins

of the spirit are committed ;
and therefore sins of

the spirit, as such, are more culpable. A third

reason may be drawn on the part of the motive :

because the stronger the impulse to sin, the less is

the sin
;
but sins of the flesh are committed under

a stronger impulse, namely, that very concupiscence
of the flesh which is born in us

;
and therefore the

sins of the spirit, as such, are the more culpable.

ARTICLE VI. Does the gravity of sin vary with the

cause of sin ?

R. Of sin, as of anything else, we observe two

manner of causes : one the ordinary and proper cause

of sin
;
and that is the mere will to sin. The greater

the will to sin, the more grievous the sin. Other

causes of sin may be observed, extrinsic and remote,

whereby the will is inclined to sin
;
and over these

causes we must make a further distinction. Some
of them induce the will to sin, following the nature

of the will itself, as does the end in view, which is

the proper object of the will ; and by the operation

of such a cause the sin is increased : for he sins

more grievously whose will is inclined to sin by the

intention of a worse end. Others incline the will

to sin quite beside the natural course that the will

takes of itself, it being the nature of the will to move
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freely by its own determination according to the

judgment of reason. Hence the causes that impair
the judgment of reason, as ignorance, or abridge
the free motion of the will, as infirmity, or violence,

or fear, diminish the sin as they diminish voluntari-

ness ; so much so that, if the act be altogether

involuntary, it has no longer the character of sin.

2. If under the head of concupiscence is

included also the motion of the will, at that rate

the greater the concupiscence, the greater the sin.

But if by concupiscence is meant a passion which

is a movement of the concupiscible faculty, at that

rate the greater the concupiscence antecedent to

the judgment of reason and the motion of the will,

the less is the sin : because he who sins under the

incitement of greater concupiscence falls under

severer temptation ;
hence less is imputed to him.

But if this concupiscence be consequent upon the

judgment of reason and the motion of the will, then

the greater the concupiscence, the greater the sin.

For concupiscence is sometimes heightened by the

will bursting through all restraint in pursuit of its

object.

ARTICLE VII. Is sin aggravated by circumstances?

R. &quot;

It is the nature of everything to be increased

by that whereby it is caused,&quot; as the Philosopher

says. But manifestly sin is caused by defect of

circumstance : for one departs from the order of

reason by acting in disregard of due circumstances.

Hence it is manifest that it is in the nature of things

for sin to be aggravated by circumstances. This
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happens in three ways. In one way in so far as

circumstance transfers a sin to a new kind : as the

sin of fornication consists in a man cohabiting with

a woman who is not his wife
;
but by the addition

of the circumstance of the woman with whom he

cohabits being the wife of another, the sin is trans

ferred to a new kind, namely, injustice, inasmuch

as he takes to his own use what belongs to another ;

and in this way adultery is a more grievous sin than

fornication. Sometimes again circumstances do

not aggravate the sin by drawing it over to a new
kind of sin, but by multiplying its sinfulness : as if

a spendthrift gives when he ought not and to whom
he ought not, he sins in a more manifold way, but

in the same kind of sin as if he only gave to whom
he ought not ;

and so his sin is more grievous, just

as that sickness is more grievous which affects more

parts of the body. In a third way circumstance

aggravates sin by increasing the deformity that

arises out of another circumstance : as taking what

belongs to another constitutes a sin of theft ;
but

the additional circumstance of taking much of

another s property will make the sin more grievous :

though of itself taking much or little bears no

character of good or evil.

ARTICLE VIII. Does the gravity of sin vary with

the harm that it does ?
1

R. There are three possible relations of harmful-

1 This article bears on the question of Utilitarianism. Ethics

and Natural Law, pp. 183 187. (Trl.)
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ness to sin. Sometimes the harm that arises out

of sin is foreseen and intended, as when one does

anything with a mind to harm another, as a

murderer or a thief does
;
and then the quantity

of the harm directly increases the gravity of the

sin, because then the harm is of itself the object

of the sin. Sometimes, again, the harm is foreseen,

but not intended : as when one passing through a

field to go by a short cut to commit fornication,

knowingly does harm to the crop sown in the field,

though not with a mind to harm it
;
and in this way

also the quantity of damage done aggravates the

sin, but indirectly, inasmuch as it comes of a will

so strongly bent upon sinning that the sinner sticks

not to do damage to himself or to another, which

absolutely he would not wish to do. Lastly, some

times the harm is neither foreseen nor intended
;

and then if the harm is only accidentally connected

with the sin, it does not aggravate the sin directly :

but on account of the agent s want of consideration

of the damages that might possibly follow from his

action, the evil that does ensue apart from the man s

intention is imputed to him as matter of a legal

penalty, if he was compassing an unlawful purpose.
But if the harm follows as the natural and ordinary

consequence of the act of sin, howbeit it be not

intended nor foreseen, it directly aggravates the

sin : because all the ordinary consequences of a

sin belong in some sort to the very species of

the sin
; for instance, if one commits fornication

in public, there results the scandal of many ;
and

though the sinner does not intend this result, nor
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perchance foresee it, the sin is directly aggravated

thereby.
1

2. Though harm done aggravates sin, it does

not follow that sin is aggravated only by the harm
done. The harm done aggravates sin by making
the act more inordinate. Hence it does not follow

that sins against our neighbour are the most grievous :

for there is much greater inordinateness found in

sins against God and in some sins against self. At

the same time it may be observed that, though none

can hurt or harm God in His substance, still men

may go about to harm the things of God, as by
extirpating the faith or violating what is sacred,

which are most grievous sins. A man also some
times knowingly and willingly does harm to himself,

as in cases of suicide.

3. The argument that seduction should be a

more grievous sin than murder, as doing greater

harm, is inconclusive for two reasons : first, because

the murderer directly intends his neighbour s hurt,

while the fornicator who tempts the woman intends

not hurt but pleasure ; secondly, because the

murderer is of himself a sufficient cause of the

death of the body, but of the death of the soul

none can be to another of himself a sufficient cause

of that, because none dies the death of the soul

except by his own will in sinning.

1 This observation holds, so] far as the tribunal of conscience is

concerned, in all those cases, and in those alone, in which it can be

truly said that the sinner wilfully failed to trouble himself about

these consequences. (See q. 74. art. 5. i.) The exterior tribunal

always presumes that a man has before his eyes the natural and

ordinary consequences of his actions in doing them. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE IX. Docs sin increase in gravity according

to the condition of the person sinned against ?

K. The principal ends of human acts are God,
the agent himself, and his neighbour. In respect of

these three ends we may distinguish a greater or

less gravity in sin according to the condition of the

person sinned against. First of all in respect of

God, sin is more grievous by being committed

against a person more united to God, whether by
virtue or by office. In respect of the agent himself,

it is manifest that sin is more grievous for being
committed against a person more united to the

sinner, by the tie of kindred, or of benefactions,

or any other tie whatever : because the sin seems

to be committed more against self, and to be there

fore the more grievous, according to the text :

&quot; He
that is evil to himself, to whom will he be good ?

&quot;*

In respect of our neighbour sin is more grievous, the

more persons it touches ; and therefore a sin against

a public personage, a king, or a prince, who bears

the person of a whole multitude, is more grievous
than a sin against a private individual

;
hence it is

said expressly: &quot;The prince of thy people thou

shalt not curse.
&quot; -

$ i. He who does an injury to a virtuous man,
does what in him lies to trouble that man s peace,
both within and without. The fact that the sufferer s

inward peace is not troubled, is to be set down to

his goodness ; but that is no diminution of the sin

of the other who does him wrong.
2. The harm that a person does himself in

1 Ecclus. xiv. 5.
- Exodus xxii. 28.
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matters subject to the dominion of his own will, as

in matters of property, is less sinful : but in matters

not subject to the dominion of the person s own will,

such as natural and spiritual goods, it is a more

grievous sin to harm oneself than to harm another.

Thus suicide is a more grievous sin than murder.

3. It is no &quot;respect of persons&quot;
1

if God

punishes more severely any one who offends against

persons of greater distinction : the reason being that

such offence redounds to the harm of the greater

number.

ARTICLE X. Does the greatness of the person sinning

aggravate the sin ?

R. There are two sorts of sin. There is a sin

of surprise, arising from the infirmity of human
nature ;

and such a sin is less imputed to him who
is greater in virtue, because he is less negligent in

repressing such sins, of which however the infirmity

of human nature does not allow him to go entirely

free. Other sins there are that come of deliberation;

and these sins are more imputable to any one the

greater he is. And this may be for four reasons :

First, because greater persons, as excelling in know

ledge and virtue, can more easily resist sin : hence

our Lord says,
&quot; That servant who knew the will of

his lord, and did it not, shall be beaten with many
stripes.&quot;- Secondly, for ingratitude ;

because every

good gift whereby any man is made great is a

benefit of God, to whom man is ungrateful by

sinning ;
and in this respect any greatness above
1 Coloss. iii. 25.

z St. Luke xii. 47.
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the common, even in temporal goods, aggravates
the sin, according to the text: &quot;The mighty shall

be mightily tormented.&quot;
1

Thirdly, on account of

the special inconsistency of the act of sin with the

greatness of the person ;
as if a prince should violate

justice, who is set up as the guardian of justice.

Fourthly, on account of the example or scandal
;
for

the sins of great people come to the knowledge of

more persons, and men are more shocked thereat.

3. To the objection that no one ought to reap

disadvantage from a good thing but a great man
would reap disadvantage from his greatness, if his

actions were the more imputable to him on that

account for blame it is to be said that the great

man does not reap disadvantage from the good that

he has, but of the evil use of it.

1 Wisdom vi. 7.



QUESTION LXXIV.

OF THE SUBJECT OF SINS.

ARTICLE I. Is the will the subject of sin?

R. There are some acts that are not transient to

any exterior matter, but are immanent in the agent ;

of this nature are all moral acts, whether acts of

virtue or sins. Hence the proper subject of an act

of sin must be the power that is the originator of

the act. And since it is proper to moral acts to be

voluntary, the will must be the originator of sins.

And therefore sin must be in the will as in its

subject.

i. Evil is said to be &quot; beside the will,&quot; because

the will does not tend to it under the aspect of evil.

But because some evil is apparent good, therefore

the will sometimes desires some evil : and in this

way sin is in the will.

2. To the objection that this wishing for

apparent good which is not really good, seems to

be traceable rather to a \vant of power of appre
hension than to a defect of will, it is to be said that,

if the failure of apprehensive power were a thing in

no way under the control of the will, there would be

no sin either in the will or in the apprehensive power:
as appears in persons labouring under invincible
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ignorance. The alternative is, that even the failure

of apprehensive power, being as it is a thing subject

to the control of the will, should be reputed unto

sin. 1

ARTICLE II. Is the -will alone the subject of sin ?

R. Every originating principle of a voluntary act

is a subject of sin. Now by voluntary acts we mean
not only acts elicited by the will, but also acts

commanded by the will. Hence not only the will

can be a subject of sin, but also all those powers
that are liable to be incited to their acts or to be

restrained from their acts by the will. These same

powers are also the subjects of moral habits, good
and bad : because acts and habits lie at the same

door.

i. Augustine says that &quot;sin is never committed

except by the will :

&quot;

that is to say, by the will as

prime mover ;
but it is committed by other powers

as moved by the will.

ARTICLE V. Can there be sin in the reason ?

R. The sin of every power is found in its act.

Now there is a twofold act of reason. There is first

the ordinary act of reason in regard of its proper

object, which is the knowledge of truth: then there

is the act of reason as directing the other powers.
In both ways there may be sin in the reason. First,

when reason strays from the knowledge of truth :

which straying is imputed to it as sinful, when
it involves ignorance or error on points that the

1 See St. Thomas, Contra Gentiles, iii. 10. a mcdio. (Trl.)
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reason could and should know. Secondly, when
reason either commands the inordinate acts of the

lower powers, or after deliberation does not repress

them.

i. A defect of reason about what one cannot

know, is not a sin, but an excuse from sin. But a

defect of reason about what a man can and ought
to know, is not at all an excuse from sin, but is

imputed as sinful. Again, a defect merely in the

direction of the other powers is always imputed as

sinful, because such a defect is capable of being met

by reason s own act.

ARTICLE VI. Is the sin of lingering delectation in

the reason ?
l

R. Sin occurs in the reason, not only in respect

of the own proper act of reason, but also forasmuch

as reason is the directrix of human acts, as well of

exterior actions as of interior passions. And there

fore, when reason fails in the direction of the

interior passions, there is said to be sin in reason ;

as also when it fails in the direction of the exterior

actions. But it fails in the direction of the interior

passions in two ways : in one way when by command
it calls forth unlawful passions, as when a man deli

berately incites himself to a movement of anger or

concupiscence ;
in another way when it does not

repress an unlawful movement of passion, as when
a man, after having made up his mind that a rising

movement of passion is inordinate, nevertheless

1
&quot;Lingering delectation

&quot;

is the ordinary form of what Catholics

making their confession call a &quot; bad thought.&quot; (Trl.)
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dwells upon it and does not cast it out. In this

latter sense it is that the sin of lingering delectation

is said to be in the reason.

3. Delectation is called lingering, not from the

length of time that it stays, but because reason deli

berating lingers about it, and still does not reject it,

&quot;holding to and turning over with pleasure what
should have been rejected as soon as it touched the

mind,&quot; as Augustine says.

ARTICLE VII. Does the sin of consent to an act lie

in the upper reason ?

R. Consent implies a judgment on that which

is consented to. The practical reason judges and

passes sentence on things to be done, as the specu
lative reason judges and passes sentence on things

to be understood. Now in every judgment the final

sentence belongs to the supreme court. Thus in

speculative matters the final sentence is given by
reduction to first principles : for so long as there is

a higher principle still left, the matter in question

may be examined by it, and judgment stands

reserved. But human acts are capable of regula

tion by the rule of human reason, taken from

created things, which man naturally knows,
1 and

above that, by the rule of the divine law. Hence,
as the rule of the divine law is the higher rule, the

final sentence, which closes the question, must belong
1 In Part I. q. 79. art. 9. St. Thomas tells us that the upper and

lower reason are one and the same power, but are distinguished in

acts and habits, inasmuch as the upper reason attends to eternal

truths, but the lower reason to temporal things. In the upper
reason is wisdom, in the lower science. See above, q. 57. art. 2. (Trl.)

P VOL. I.
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to the higher reason, which attends to eternal truths.

But when there is question of several things, the

final sentence passes upon that which last occurs.

But in human acts the last thing to occur is the act

itself, the preamble to which is the delectation leading

on to the act. And therefore to the higher reason

properly belongs the consent to the act
;
but the

judgment in the first instance on the delectation

belongs to the lower reason, because that has the

lower judgment. At the same time the higher reason

can also judge of the delectation : because whatever

is subject to the judgment of the lower court, is also

subject to the judgment of the higher court, but not

conversely.

2. From the mere fact of the higher reason

not directing human acts according to the divine

law and hindering the act of sin, it is said to consent

to the sin, whether it thinks of the eternal law or

not. For when it does think of the eternal law, it

contemns it actually : when it does not think of it,

it neglects it by way of omission.1

1 The Holy See has condemned the proposition (Denzinger, n. 1 157)

that &quot;

philosophical sin, or a human act out of accordance with

natural reason, in one who either knows not God, or is not actually

thinking of God, is not an offence of God, or a mortal sin.&quot;

St. Thomas here explicitly denies the proposition, at least for the

case of him who knows God, but does not think of God at the time

when he does wrong. As for the case of ignorance of God, we should

have to consider whether such ignorance is consequent, voluntary

and imputable, or antecedent and involuntary. (See q. 6. art. 8.)

Theologians commonly hold that antecedent, or invincible, ignorance
of God cannot last for a long time, not at least in his case who has

wit enough to commit what he recognizes to be a grave offence

against the exigences of human reason and propriety. See Ethics

and Natural Law, pp. 119 125. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE VIII. Is consent to delectation 1 a mortal

sin ?

R. A person thinking about fornication may take

delight in two things : in the thought itself, and in

the fornication thought about. Now the delight

taken in the thought itself follows the inclination

of the affection to the thought itself. But the

thought itself in itself is not a mortal sin. Some
times it is a venial sin, as when one thinks of the

matter to no useful purpose, sometimes no sin at

all, as when one thinks of it to a useful purpose ;

for example, if he wishes to preach or dispute about

it. Consequently the affection and delight thus

felt about the thought of fornication, has not the

character of a mortal sin, but is sometimes a venial

sin, sometimes no sin. Hence consent to such

delectation is not a mortal sin either. But when
one thinking about fornication takes delight in the

very action thought of, this happens because

his affection is inclined to the action. Hence
to consent to such delectation is nothing else

than to consent to the inclination of his affection

towards fornication : for no one takes delight

except in what is conformable to his desire. But

for any one deliberately to choose to have his

affection conformed to those things that are in

themselves mortal sins, is a mortal sin. Hence

such consent to the delectation of mortal sin is

a mortal sin.

1 Delectation as explained above, art. 6. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE X.

R. Though unbelief is a mortal sin of its kind,

still a sudden movement of unbelief is a venial sin,

because a mortal sin is only that which is against

the law of God. 1 Some article of faith may suddenly
occur to the thinking mind under another aspect,

before the eternal reason, that is, the law of God,
is consulted or can be consulted on the point : as

when one suddenly pictures to himself the resurrec

tion of the body as impossible according to nature,

and upon that notion he is set against the doctrine

before he has time deliberately to consider that it

is delivered to us to be believed according to

the divine law. But if the movement of unbelief

continues after deliberation, then it is a mortal

sm.

1 A venial sin is said to be not against, but beside the law, q. 88.

aft. i. i. (Trl.)
3 We must beware, however, of supposing that whatever has an

ugly look, and yet is not a mortal sin, must necessarily be a venial

sin. It may be a temptation and nothing more. Without some

voluntary malice, or some voluntary negligence, there can be no sin,

neither mortal nor venial. For &quot; voluntariness is of the essence of

sin,&quot; q. 76. art. 3. And &quot;even the first motion of sensuality has

not the character of sin except inasmuch as it is capable of being

checked by the judgment of reason
; and therefore when the judg

ment of reason is taken away, the character of sin is taken away.&quot;

II-II. q. 154. art. 5. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXXV.

OF THE CAUSES OF SIN IN GENERAL.

ARTICLE I. Has sin any cause ?

R. The will, apart from the guidance of the rule

of reason and of the divine law, bent upon some

good that perishes, causes the act of sin in the way
of ordinary causation, but the inordinateness of the

act it causes incidentally and beside the intention

of the agent ;
for the failure of order in the act

arises from the failure of guidance in the will.

i. Sin means not merely the privation of good,
which is the inordinateness of the act, but further

the act under that privation.

ARTICLE III. Has sin any outward cause ?

R. The inward cause of sin is at once the icill

as carrying through the act of sin, and the reason as

working apart from the due rule, and the sensitive

appetite as inclining to the sin. So then an intrinsic

agency might possibly be the cause of sin in three

ways, either as immediately moving the will, or as

moving the reason, or as moving the sensitive

appetite. Now as to the will, no one can inwardly
move that except God, who cannot be the cause of

sin. It remains then that no external agency can
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be the cause of sin otherwise than either by moving
the reason, as a man or a devil persuading to sin,

or by moving the sensitive appetite, as certain

sensible exterior things do. But neither does

exterior persuasion necessarily move the reason in

matters of conduct, nor do things outwardly set

before it necessarily move the sensitive appetite,

unless it happen to be somehow predisposed there

unto
;
and even then the sensitive appetite does not

necessarily move the reason and the will. Hence

an outward agency may be a cause moving to sin,

but not with sufficient power of itself to induce to

sin ;
but the sole cause sufficient to bring sin to full

effect is the will alone.

ARTICLE IV. Is sin the cause of sin ?

R. One sin may be the cause of another, as one

human act may be the cause of another
;
and that

may be in four ways, according to the four kinds of

causes. First, after the manner of an efficient or

moving cause, as well ordinary as incidental. Inci

dentally,
1

by removing an obstacle, which is called

moving incidentally; for when by one act of sin a

man loses grace, or charity, or shame, or anything
else that went towards withdrawing him from sin,

he falls thereby into another sin
;
and so the first

sin is the cause of the second incidentally. Again,

ordinarily,
1 when by committing one sin a man is

disposed more easily to commit another sin like the

1
Incidentally and ordinarily here stand respectively for per accidens

and per se. On the rendering of these terms in English, see note on

1I-II. q. 37. art. i. (Trl.)
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first ;
for of acts are caused dispositions and habits

inclining to other similar acts. In the genus of

material cause, one sin is the cause of another,

by preparing matter for it
;

as avarice prepares
matter for litigation. In the genus of final cause,

one sin is the cause of another, inasmuch as for the

end and aim of one sin a person goes and commits
another sin

;
as when one commits simony for some

aim of ambition. And because in moral things it

is the end in view that gives the form, it follows that

the one sin is the formal cause of the other : for in

an act of theft committed as a means to fornication

as an end, theft is the material element, and fornica

tion the formal. 1

3. Not every cause of sin is another sin : hence

there is no running to infinity ; but it is possible to

arrive at a sin, the cause of which is not any other

sin.

4. Gregory says :

&quot; The sin that is not quickly
blotted out by repentance, is at once a sin and a

cause of sin.&quot;

1 A stock example, taken from Aristotle. In the original, the

means and end here change places. Elsewhere they figure as in

this translation. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXXVI.

OF THE CAUSES OF SIN IN PARTICULAR.

ARTICLE I. Can ignorance be a cause of sin? 1

R. A moving cause is of two sorts: one ordinary,
and another incidental. The ordinary cause moves

by its own power ; the incidental cause by removing
the obstacle to the action of another. In this latter

way it is that ignorance may be a cause of sin
; for

ignorance is a privation of that knowledge that

perfects the reason and hinders a sinful act, inas

much as reason has the guidance of human acts,

which guidance we must observe takes effect through
a twofold knowledge, one general and one particular.

For, thinking over a course of action to be adopted,
a man uses a syllogism, the conclusion of which is

a judgment, or choice, or activity : but actions are

singular : hence the conclusion of the syllogism of

conduct is singular. But a singular proposition is

not drawn as a conclusion from a general one except

by means of another singular proposition. Thus a

man is kept from a deed of parricide by knowing
that a father ought not to be killed, and by further

1 That is, of material sin, or objective transgression. How far

the sin done in ignorance may be formal and imputable to the agent,

is inquired in art. 3. (Trl.)
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knowing that this individual is his father. Ignorance
of either the general principle or of the particular

circumstance may cause a deed of parricide. Hence

clearly it is not any and every ignorance on the part

of the sinner that causes sin, but that ignorance

only which takes away the knowledge that was a

bar to the act of sin.

3. The will cannot go out to that which is

altogether unknown, but it can will what is partly

known and partly unknown ; and in this way
ignorance is a cause of sin, as when one knows that

the person whom he is killing is a man, but does

not know that it is his father;
1 or as when one

knows that some action is pleasurable, but does not

know that it is a sin.

ARTICLE II. 7s ignorance a sin ?

R. Ignorance differs from nescience in this, that

nescience means a simple negation of knowledge ;

but ignorance denotes a privation of knowledge in

the case of a person lacking knowledge of matters

which he is naturally apt to know. Of these

matters there are some which a man is bound to

know, those, namely, without the knowledge of

which he cannot fulfil his duty. Hence all alike

1 The Roman soldiers, of whom our Saviour said,
&quot;

They know
not what they do,&quot; knew that they were carrying out the sentence

on Him with needless cruelty, but not, perhaps, that He was a just

man; others, who knew Him to be a just man, did not know that

He was the Son of God
;
which the priests and elders of the people

were in a position to know Him to be, were it not that their eyes
were blinded that they should not see (St. John xii. 40), through their

own culpable ignorance. (Trl.)
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are bound to know the articles of faith and the

general precepts of law : particular individuals are

bound also to know what concerns their special

state or office. But there are some things which a

man is not bound to know, though a man has a

natural aptitude to know them, as the theorems of

geometry. Now it is manifest that whoever neglects

to have or to do what he is bound to have or to do,

sins by a sin of omission. Hence ignorance through

negligence of what a man is bound to know, is a

sin ; but it is not imputed to a man as negligence
if he does not know what he could not have known.

This ignorance is called invincible, because it cannot

be overcome by an effort. Such ignorance is not a

sin
; but vincible ignorance is a sin, if it is of what

one is bound to know, not if it is of what one is not

bound to know.

i. Under the head of word, deed, or desire

against the law of God, are to be understood also

the opposite negations, in so far as omission bears

the character of sin ; and thus negligence, by which

ignorance is sinful, is contained under the definition

of sin, inasmuch as something is omitted which

ought to have been said, done, or desired, in order

to the acquiring of due knowledge.

3. As in a sin of transgression the sin consists

not only in the act of the will, but also in the act

willed, which is commanded by the will, so in a sin

of omission not only the act of the will is a sin, but

also the omission itself, inasmuch as it is in some
sort voluntary ; and in this way mere neglect to

know, or mere inconsiderateness, is a sin.
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5. As in other sins of omission a man sins for

that time only for which the affirmative precept

obliges him to act, so is it also with the sin of

ignorance. An ignorant person is not in the act of

sinning continually, but then only when it is time

to acquire a knowledge which he is bound to have.

ARTICLE IV. Docs ignorance diminish sin ?

R. Because all sin is voluntary, ignorance is

capable of diminishing sin so far as it diminishes

voluntariness : but if it does not diminish voluntari-

ness, it will in no way diminish sin. Now, as for

the ignorance that is a total excuse from sin, as

being a total taking away of voluntariness, plainly

that does not diminish sin, but takes it away
altogether. Again, the ignorance which is not a

cause of sin, but a concomitant of sin, neither

diminishes sin nor increases it.
1 That ignorance

then alone can diminish sin, which is a cause of sin

and yet not a total excuse from sin. Such ignorance
is sometimes directly and of itself voluntary, as

when one of his own choice remains in ignorance

upon some point, in order that he may sin more

freely. Such ignorance seems to increase the

voluntariness and the sinfulness of the action : for

by reason of the will being bent on sinning, the man
is ready to endure the disadvantage of ignorance
to gain freedom to sin. Sometimes, however, the

ignorance which is a cause of sin is not directly

voluntary, but indirectly and incidentally : as when

one will not labour at study, and thence comes to

1 See q. 6. art. 8. (Trl.)
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be ignorant ; or when one will drink wine to excess,

and thereby gets drunk and wants discretion : such

ignorance diminishes voluntariness and consequently
sinfulness. For when a thing is not known to be a

sin, it cannot be said that the will directly and of

itself goes out upon the sin, but only incidentally ;

hence there is less contempt and consequently less

sin.

2. Sin added to sin makes more sins, but not

always greater sin
;
because it may be that the two

sins do not coincide to make one and the same sin,

but keep their plurality. It may also happen, if

the first diminishes the second, that both together
are not so grievous as the one alone would have

been. Thus homicide is a more grievous sin if

committed by a sober man than by a drunken man,

notwithstanding that in the latter case there are

two sins : because drunkenness takes off more than

the amount of its own gravity from the gravity of

the sin that ensues upon it.

4. As the Philosopher says,
&quot; the drunkard

deserves to be fined double,&quot; for the double sin

that he commits of drunkenness and the sin thence

ensuing. Nevertheless, on account of the ignorance
that goes along with it, drunkenness diminishes the

ensuing sin, and that, perhaps, to a greater amount

than is represented by the gravity of the drunken

ness itself. Or it may be answered that the saying
is adapted to the enactment of a certain lawgiver,

Pittacus, who ordered an assault to be punished the

more if it was committed in drunkenness, not con

sidering the allowance that should be made for
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drunkards, but going upon expediency; because

more breaches of the peace are committed by
drunken men than by sober men, as is evident from

the Philosopher.

QUESTION LXXVII.

OF THE CAUSE OF SIN ON THE PART OF THE
SENSITIVE APPETITE.

ARTICLE I. Is the will moved by passion that is in

the sensitive appetite ?

K. Since all the powers of the soul have their

root in the one essence of the soul, it must be that

when the activity of one power becomes intense, the

activity of another must grow slack, or be wholly

stopped, because every energy becomes less at any

given point for being scattered in several directions.

Thus by a sort of distraction, when the movement
of the sensitive appetite becomes strong in passion,

the proper motion of the rational appetite, which is

the will, must be retarded, or hindered entirely.
1

ARTICLE II. Can reason be overcome by passion so

far as to go against its own knowledge ?
~

R. It was the opinion of Socrates that knowledge
could never be overcome by passion : hence he made

1 This reads not unlike Hamilton s &quot;inverse relation between

sensation and perception.&quot; (Trl.)
a See above, q. 58. art. 2. ; and Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 70

76. (Trl.)
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out all virtues to be habits of knowledge, and all

sins to be acts done in ignorance. In this he was

to some extent right : for since the will is of good or

apparent good, the will never travels towards evil,

except where what is really not good, still makes

some appearance of good to the reason
;
and there

fore the will never can tend to evil except with

some attendant ignorance or error of reason. Hence

it is said :

&quot;

They err that work evil.&quot;
1

But because experience shows that many men
act in the teeth of truths of which they have know

ledge and the same is confirmed by divine authority,

according to the texts :

&quot; That servant who knew

the will of his lord and did it not, shall be beaten

with many stripes;&quot;
2 and &quot;To him who knoweth

to do good and doth it not, to him it is sin&quot;

Socrates s assertion is not absolutely true, but needs

distinguishing. For whereas there are two sorts of

knowledge directing man to right action, namely,

general and particular knowledge, the failure of

either is sufficient to hinder the rectitude of the

will and of the work. Sometimes then it happens
that one has knowledge in general of such a truth

as that fornication ought never to be committed,
and yet does not know in particular that this act,

which is fornication, ought not to be committed ;

and this ignorance is sufficient to keep the will from

following the general knowledge of reason. Again,
we must observe that a thing may very well be

known habitually, and yet actually be not con

sidered ; and then there seems no difficulty in a

1 Prov. xiv. 22.
&quot;

St. Luke xii. 47.
3 St. James iv. 17.
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man acting contrary to what he actually does not

consider. This case of a man not considering in

a particular instance what he habitually knows,
arises sometimes out of mere want of concentration

of mind, as when a man who knows geometry does

not apply himself to consider geometrical conclu

sions which, if he did apply himself, would readily

occur to him. At other times it is some supervening

obstacle, such as exterior occupation or bodily in

firmity, that prevents a man from considering what

he has habitual knowledge of. In this way it is

that under the influence of passion a man does not

consider in particular what he knows in general, the

passion hindering such consideration.

This hindering is done in three ways. Some
times it is by distraction,

1 sometimes by contrariety,

because passion commonly inclines to the contrary

of what the general knowledge directs; sometimes

again by physical change in the body, which hampers
the soul, and hinders its act from having free vent.

And thus passion draws the reason to judge in a

particular instance contrary to the knowledge which

it has in general.

3. For any one to have together in act know

ledge or true opinion of a universal affirmative, and

a false opinion of a particular negative, would be

impossible ; but it is quite possible to have habitually

a true knowledge of a universal affirmative, and at

the same time in act a false opinion of a particular

negative ; for an act is not the direct contrary of a

habit, but of an act.

1 Art. i.
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4. Having general knowledge, a man is hindered

by passion from subsuming under that general know

ledge and arriving at a conclusion
; but he subsumes

under another general proposition, which the incli

nation of passion suggests, and under that he draws

his conclusion. Hence the Philosopher says that

the syllogism of the incontinent man has four pro

positions, two particular and t\vo general. One of

these general propositions is given by reason, as

that fornication otight never to be committed ; another

is given by passion, as that pleasure must be rim after.

Passion then hampers reason so that it may not

subsume and conclude under the former proposition :

hence, while passion lasts, reason subsumes and

concludes under the second.

5. As a drunken man may sometimes utter

words that signify profound ideas, which however

his mind is quite incapable of appreciating, because

drunkenness hinders it : so though a man under

passion utters the declaration with his lips that such

and such a thing ought not to be done, still in his

imvard heart he is of opinion that it is a thing to do.

ARTICLE IV. Is self-love the beginning of all sin ?

R. Every act of sin proceeds from an inordinate

craving after some temporal good. This again

proceeds from an inordinate love of self; for to love

any one is to wish him good. Therefore inordinate

love of self is the cause of all sin.

i. There is a well-ordered self-love, due and

natural, whereby a man wishes for himself the good
that befits him

;
but the love that is set down as a
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cause of sin is an inordinate self-love, leading to a

contempt of God.

4. Augustine says that
&quot;

self-love reaching to

contempt of God makes the city of Babylon.&quot;

ARTICLE V. Are the concupiscence of the flesh, the

concupiscence of the eyes, and the pride of life appropriately

assigned as causes of sins P
1

R. Good is the object of the sensible appetite in

two ways : in one way absolutely, as it is the object

of the concupiscible part ;
in another way under an

aspect of difficulty, as it is the object of the irascible

part. And there is a twofold form of craving, one

physical, of objects whereby nature is kept up, as

well that of the individual as that of the race ;
and

the inordinate craving after these objects is called

the concupiscence of the flesh : another craving there

is that is psychical, of the things that are delightful

to imagine, as money, fine clothes, and the like
;
and

this psychical craving is called the concupiscence of

the eyes. But the inordinate craving after difficult

good belongs to the pride of life, pride being an

inordinate craving after excellence. Thus to these

three heads may be reduced all the passions that

are a cause of sin : for to the two first are reduced

all the passions of the concupiscible faculty, to the

third all the passions of the irascible.

2. The concupiscence of the eyes does not mean
here the concupiscence of all things that can be

seen with the eyes, but only of those things in which

there is not sought any delight of the flesh that

1
i St. John ii. 16.

Q VOL. I.
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comes by sensible contact, but solely the delight of

the eye, that is, of any apprehensive faculty.

ARTICLE VI. Is passion an extenuating circum

stance of sin ?

j R. Sin essentially consists in an act of free

[choice, which is a function of the will and of the

reason. Passion is a movement of the sensitive

appetite. Now the sensitive appetite may stand to

free-will either antecedently or consequently. Ante

cedently, inasmuch as a passion in the sensitive

appetite draws or inclines the reason or will. Con

sequently, inasmuch as the movements of the superior

powers, if they are vehement, redound upon the

inferior : for the will cannot move intensely towards

any object without the excitement of a passion in

the sensitive appetite. Passion considered as pre

ceding the act of the will must necessarily diminish

sin. For an act is a sin so far as it is voluntary
and existing in us. Now a thing is said to be in us

through reason and will. Hence when reason and

will act of themselves, not under any impulse of

passion, the act is more voluntary and more truly

existent in us. And thus passion diminishes sin by

diminishing voluntariness. Consequent passion how
ever does not diminish sin but rather increases it,

or rather is a sign of its magnitude, inasmuch as it

shows the intentness of the will upon the act of sin.

And thus it is true that the greater the lust or con

cupiscence with which one sins, the greater the sin.

i. To the objection that passion is a cause of

sin, and that an augmentation of the cause augments
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the effect, it is to be said that passion is a cause of

sin in respect of the turning to the good that perishes.

But the gravity of sin is measured rather in respect
of the turning aicay from the good that perishes

not, which turning aicay follows upon the turning
to incidentally, that is, beside the intention of the

sinner. Now effects are not heightened by the

incidental augmentation of causes, but only by their

ordinary proper augmentation.
2. A good passion following the judgment of

reason augments merit ; but if it forestalls that

judgment, so that the man is moved to well-doing
rather by passion than by the judgment of reason,

such a passion diminishes the goodness and credit

of the act.

3. Though the motion of the will is more

intense when it is urged on by passion, nevertheless

the motion is not so proper to the will as if it were

moved to sin by reason only.

ARTICLE VII. Is passion a complete excuse from
sin ?

K. An act bad of its kind can be totally excused

from sin only by being rendered totally involuntary.

Hence, given a passion that renders the act that

follows upon it totally involuntary, there is a total

excuse from sin : otherwise the excuse is not total.

A thing may be voluntary either in itself or in its

cause. Again, a thing may be voluntary directly or

indirectly. That is directly voluntary to which the

will goes out and tends : that is indirectly voluntary

which the will might have prevented and does not.
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Passion then is sometimes so great as totally to

take away the use of reason, as in those who go
mad through love or anger. In that case, if the

passion was voluntary to begin with, the act is

imputed as sinful, because it is voluntary in its

cause. But if the cause was not voluntary but

physical, as when one from sickness or other such

cause falls under a passion which totally takes away
the use of reason, the act is rendered entirely

involuntary and is totally excused from sin. But

sometimes the passion is not so great as totally to

bar the use of reason : and then reason can shut

out the passion by turning aside to other thoughts,

or may hinder the passion from taking effect in

action, seeing that the limbs are not set to work

without the consent of reason : hence passion of

this sort does not totally excuse from sin.



QUESTION LXXVIII.

OF MALICE AS A CAUSE OF SIN.

ARTICLE I. Docs any one sin of deliberate malice ?

R. Man, like every other being, has a natural

appetite for good : hence the declining of his

appetite to evil comes from some perversion or

disorder in one or other of the originating principles

within a man. Now the originating principles of

human acts are understanding and appetite, as well

the rational appetite, which is called the will, as the

sensitive. As then sin happens in human acts some

times from a defect of understanding, in the case

when one sins from ignorance, or from a defect in

the sensitive appetite, when one sins from passion ;

so also does it happen from a defect in the will, that

is, from an inordinate will. Now the will is inordi

nate, when it loves the lesser good the more, and

elects accordingly to suffer loss in the good less

loved in order to gain the enjoyment of the good
more loved. Thus when any inordinate will loves a

temporal good, like riches or pleasure, more than

the order of reason and the divine law, or the

charity of God, it is willing consequently to suffer

damage and detriment in spiritual goods for the

securing of good that is temporal. But evil is
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nothing else than privation of good. Thus it is that

a man knowingly wills a spiritual evil to gain a

temporal good. Hence he is said to sin of deliberate

malice, or on purpose, as knowingly choosing evil.

2. Evil cannot be intended in itself as such, but

it may be intended for the avoiding of evil or the

gaining of good elsewhere. In such a case the agent
would fain choose the good, which he intends in itself,

without suffering the loss of another good ;
as the

libertine would wish to enjoy his pleasure without

offence of God : but with the alternatives before

him he chooses to incur the displeasure of God by

sinning rather than go without his gratification.

ARTICLE II. Does every one who sins by habit, sin

of deliberate malice ?

R. It is not the same thing to sin with a

habit and to sin by habit. For the use of a habit

is not necessary, but is under the control of the

will of him who has it. Hence also a habit is

defined to be &quot;

something that you use when you
will.&quot; And therefore, as it may happen that one

having a vicious habit may break out into an act of

virtue, because reason is not totally spoilt by the

evil habit, but some part of it remains entire : so it

may also happen that some one having a vicious

habit may act by passion, or by ignorance, instead

of by the habit. But whenever one does use a

vicious habit, he must necessarily sin of deliberate

malice : because to every man having a habit that

procedure is of itself acceptable, which befits him

according to his proper habit, becoming thus to him
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as it were connatural, because custom is a second

nature. But what befits a man according to a vicious

habit, excludes spiritual good. Hence it follows that

the man chooses spiritual evil to gain the good that

befits him according to his habit
;
and this is to sin

by deliberate malice. Hence it is manifest that

whoever sins by habit, sins of deliberate malice. 1

vj 3. In sins committed of deliberate malice, the

sinner rejoices after committing them, according to

the text :

&quot; Who are glad when they have done evil,

and rejoice in most wicked things.&quot;
1 As for any

sorrow after sinning felt by persons who sin by habit,

that generally arises not because sin displeases them

in itself, but because of some unpleasant consequence
that they incur by committing it.

ARTICLE IV. 7s sin committed of deliberate malice

more grievous than sin committed from passion ?

K. The sin that is of deliberate malice is more

grievous than the sin that is of passion, for three

reasons. First, because, since sin has place princi

pally in the will, the more proper and peculiar to

the will the sin is, the graver is the sin, other things

being equal. Now when sin is committed of deli

berate malice, the movement of sin is more proper
to the will than when it is committed out of passion,

seeing that in the former case the will moves of itself

towards evil, whereas in the latter it is impelled
1 By habit, i.e. OH principle. He who sins by habit, has got in

him a vie-:, which of course works all the opposite effects to virtue.

Multitudes dwell in the border-land between virtue and vice. See

above, q. 58. art. 3. 2. (Trl )

2 Prov. ii. 14.
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to sin by a sort of extrinsic cause. Hence sin is

aggravated by the mere fact of its being of malice ;

and the more vehement the malice, the greater the

aggravation : whereas when sin is of passion, it

is diminished the more, the more vehement the

passion has been. Secondly, because the passion
which inclines the will to sin quickly passes away,
and so the man speedily returns to his good purposes,

repenting of his sin : but the habit whereby a man
sins of malice is a permanent quality : and therefore

he who sins of malice goes on longer in sin. Thirdly,

because he who sins of malice is badly disposed in

respect of the very end he has in view, which is the

guiding principle in matters of conduct
; and so his

defect is more dangerous than the defect of him

who sins by passion, as the will of this latter tends

to a good end, though his purpose is interrupted by

passion for a season. The worst defect is a defect

of principle.

3. It is one thing to choose to sin and another

thing to sin by choice. He who sins by passion,

chooses indeed to sin, but not by choice ; because

choice is not in him the prime origin of the sin, but

he is induced by passion to choose that which,

passion apart, he would not choose.



QUESTION LXXXIV.

OF ONE SIN BEING THE CAUSE OF ANOTHER SIN. 1

ARTICLE IV. Arc the seven capital vices fitly so

called ?

R. Those vices are called capital, out of which

other vices spring, especially in the way of final

causation. Now the personal predilection of the

individual sinner for some one end of pursuit above

all others, and his falling in that pursuit into many
sins, is a thing that cannot be treated scientifically,

because the particular dispositions of particular

individuals are infinite. But if we look at the

natural mutual relations of various ends of pursuit,

and the origin of vice from vice according to those

natural relations, there we have something that does

admit of scientific investigation. In this respect

then those vices are called capital, the ends and

objects whereof have certain primary ways of moving
the appetite ; and the capital vices are distinguished

according to the distinction of these ways.
Now the appetite is either moved directly and

ordinarily, to pursue good and shun evil ; or

indirectly and occasionally, to pursue some evil for

1 The intervening questions deal with original sin and other

theological matters. (Trl.)
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good annexed, or to shun some good for evil

annexed. Again, the good of man is threefold. -

First, there is the good of the soul, which has the

quality of being desirable for the mere thought of

it, as excellence of praise or honour
;
and this good

vainglory inordinately pursues. There is another

good which belongs to the body, either to the

preservation of the individual, as meat and drink,

and this good gluttony inordinately pursues ;
or to

the preservation of the species, as the intercourse

of the sexes, and to this luxury is directed. A third

good is external, namely, riches, and to this covet-

ousness tends.

Or to look at the matter in another light the

special power of good to move desire comes from

its partaking somewhat of the proper attributes of

happiness, which all men naturally desire. Now
the first element of happiness is perfection : for

happiness is perfect good, to which belongs excel

lence or brilliancy ;
and that is what pride or

vainglory craves. The second element is sufficiency,

which covetonsncss craves in the riches that promise
it. The third element is delight, without which

happiness cannot be
; and this gluttony and lust seek

after.

But the avoidance of good on account of evil

annexed to it happens in two ways. Either it

happens in respect of the agent s own good : and

then sloth appears, which grows sad over spiritual

good on account of the bodily labour attached to it ;

or this avoidance happens over the good of another :

and if this be without any active rising up against
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that good, the movement belongs to cnry, which

grows sad over another s good as being a hindrance

to one s own pre-eminence ;
or it is along with an

active rising up to take vengeance, and in that case

it is anger.

QUESTION LXXXVI.

OF THE STAIN OE SIX.

ARTICLE I. -Docs sin cause any stain on the soul ?

R. A stain- properly so called is spoken of in

material things, when some lustrous body loses its

lustre by contact with another body, as in the case

of clothes, gold and silver, and the like. This is

the image that must be kept to when we speak of a

stain in spiritual things. Now the soul of man has

a twofold lustre, one from the shining of the natural

light of reason, whereby it is guided in its acts
;
the

other from the shining of the divine light of wisdom
and grace, whereby man is farther perfected unto

good and seemly action. Now there is a sort of

contact of the soul, when it clings to any objects by
love. But when it sins, it clings to objects in despite

of the light of reason and of the divine law. It is

just this loss of lustre, arising from such a contact,

that is called metaphorically a stain on the soul.

ARTICLE II. Docs the stain remain upon the soul

after the act of sin ?

R. The stain of sin remains on the soul even
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when the act of sin passes. The reason is, because

this stain signifies a certain lack of lustre, con

sequent upon a departure from reason or from

the divine law. Wherefore, so long as the man
remains out and away from this light, the stain of

sin remains on him
;

but when he returns to the

light of reason and the light divine, which return is

the work of grace, then the stain ceases. But the

mere cessation of the act of sin, whereby the man

departed from the light of reason and of the divine

law, does not involve his immediate return to the

state in which he had been, but some movement of

the will contrary to the first movement is required :

just as when one has moved away to a distance from

another, he does not become near him again the

instant the movement ceases, but has to come back

by a contrary movement. 1

1 The utilitarian sees no stain in sin. See Crete s Plato, ii. p. 108,

where this notion of a stain is distinctly repudiated. See too Ethics

and Natural Law, pp. 186, 187. (Trl.)



QUESTION LXXXVII.

OF LIABILITY TO PUNISHMENT.

ARTICLE I. Is liability to punishment an effect of

sin ?

R. The rule passes from the domain of physical

nature to human affairs, that what rises up against

anything, suffers loss from the same. For \ve see

in physics that of two contraries the one acts more

violently when the other supervenes.
1 Hence in

men this is found in accordance with natural incli

nation, that every one tries to put down the man
that rises up against him. But since sin is an

inordinate act, it is manifest that whoever sins

acts against some order, and consequently must

be put down and degraded from that order, which

degradation is punishment. Hence man may be

punished with a threefold punishment, according to

the three orders to which the human will is subject.

Human nature is subject in the first place to the

order of its own reason
; secondly, to the order of

human government, spiritual or temporal, political

or domestic
; thirdly, to the general order of divine

1 St. Thomas s illustration here is from Aristotle, that &quot;water

freezes more after it has been warmed.&quot; We might perhaps quote
Newton s law, that &quot; action and reaction are equal.&quot; (Trl.)
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government. Each of these orders is upset by sin,

in that the sinner acts against reason and against
human law and against divine law. Hence he incurs

a triple penalty : one from himself, which is remorse

of conscience
;
another from man, and a third from

God. 1

3. On Augustine s words,
&quot;

Every inordinate

mind is its own punishment,&quot; it is to be said that

this punishment, consisting in an inordinate mind,
is due to sin, as sin is a perversion of the order of

reason. But the sinner becomes liable to another

punishment by his perversion of the order of

divine or human law.

4. It is said :

&quot;

Tribulation and anguish upon

every soul of man that worketh evil.&quot;-

ARTICLE III. Docs any sin make a man liable to

everlasting punishment ?

R. Sin incurs liability to punishment by this,

that it is the subversion of some order. Now, while

the cause remains, the effect remains
;

hence so

long as the subversion of order remains, the liability

to punishment must remain. But order is subverted

sometimes reparably, sometimes irreparably. For

in all cases a defect that means the withdrawal of

a principle is irreparable ; but if only the principle

is safe, by virtue thereof other defects may be

repaired. Thus, if the principle of sight is lost, the

restoration of sight cannot take place but by the

power of God alone
;
whereas if the principle of

sight is kept, and some hindrances to vision occur,

1 Ethics and Natural Lau.
, pp. 171, n. 4, seq.

- Romans ii. 9.
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they may be set to rights by nature or by art. Now
in every order there is some principle whereby one

becomes partaker of that order. And therefore if

by sin the principle of order be destroyed, whereby
the human will is subject to God, an inordinateness

will ensue of itself irreparable, though it can be

repaired by the power of God. Now the principle

of this order is the last end, whereunto man clings

by charity. And therefore whatsoever sins turn

men away from God by taking away charity, do

of themselves bring on liability to everlasting punish
ment.

vj i. In no court is it required that the punish
ment should be adapted to the fault in point of

duration. For though adultery or murder is com
mitted in a moment, it is not on that account

punished with the penalty of a moment, but some

times with perpetual imprisonment or exile, some
times also with death : in which latter case we
must consider, not the time taken in executing the

offender, but the fact that he is cut off for all time

to come from the fellowship of the living, and so

has represented in him after a fashion the eternity
of punishment inflicted by God.

2. Even the penalty that is inflicted according
to human laws is not always medicinal to him that

is punished, but to others, as when a robber is hung,
not for his own amendment, but according to the

text :

&quot; The wicked man being scourged, the fool

shall be wiser.&quot;
1 So then also the everlasting

punishments of the reprobate, inflicted by God, are

1 Prov. xix. 25.
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medicinal to those who upon consideration of these

punishments abstain from sins, according to the

text :

&quot; Thou hast given a warning to them that

fear thee, that they may flee from before the bow,
that thy beloved may be delivered.&quot;

1

ARTICLE IV. Is the punishment due to sin infinite

in amount ?

R. There are two elements in sin : one is the

turning away from the good that perishes not ; and

that element is infinite : hence in this respect sin is

infinite. The other is the inordinate turning to the

good that perishes ; and in this respect sin is finite,

both because the good that perishes is itself finite,

and because the act of turning to it is finite, for the

acts of a creature cannot be infinite. On the part

of the turning away then there answers to sin the

pain of loss, which also is infinite : for it is the loss

of the infinite good of God. But on the part of the

inordinate turning to there answers to it the pain of

sense, which is finite.

ARTICLE VI. Does the liability to punishment
remain after the sin ?

R. In sin there are two things to consider, the

culpable act and the stain ensuing. It is plain that

on the cessation of the act of sin liability to punish
ment remains. For an act of sin makes a man
liable as a transgressor of the order of divine justice,

to which order he returns not otherwise than by
a certain penal compensation, which brings him

1 Psalm lix. 6.
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back to the equilibrium of justice; so that he who
has indulged his own will beyond due bounds,

acting against the commandment of God, suffers

according to the order of divine justice, either

spontaneously or reluctantly, something contrary to

what he would wish. And the same is observed

also in injuries done to men. Hence it is clear that

when the act of sin or of injury done is at an end,

the debt of punishment still remains. But if we

speak of the taking away of sin as to the stain

of it, evidently the stain of sin cannot be taken

away from the soul except by the soul being united

to God ;
as it was in separation from Him that the

soul incurred that loss of its own lustre, which is

the meaning of a stain. Now the soul is united to

God by the will. Hence the stain of sin cannot

be taken out of man, unless the will of man

accepts the order of divine justice, by either

spontaneously taking upon itself punishment in

compensation for the past fault, or patiently

bearing the punishment inflicted by God ; for in

both ways punishment bears the character of satis

faction. Now the fact of being satisfactory takes

off something of the nature of punishment. For

it is of the nature of punishment to be against

the will. But satisfactory punishment, although,

absolutely considered, it is against the will, yet
is not actually against it as things actually stand ;

wherefore the punishment here is absolutely volun

tary, but involuntary in a restricted sense. 1 We must

say then that after the removal of the stain of

1 Cf. above, q. 6. art. 6. (Trl.)

R VOL. I.
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sin, there may remain a liability, not to punishment

absolutely, but to punishment inasmuch as it is

satisfactory.

2. Punishment absolutely so called is not due

to the virtuous : still there may be due to them

punishment in its satisfactory aspect ; for this is

also a point of virtue to make satisfaction for

offences to God or to man.

ARTICLE VII. Is all punishment for some fault ?

R, Satisfactory punishment is in some sort

voluntary. And because those who differ in their

deserts may be one in will by the union of love, it

sometimes happens that one who has not sinned

bears voluntarily the punishment of another in

his stead ;
as we see that sometimes one man

takes upon himself another man s debt. But if

we speak of punishment absolutely so called, as

bearing the proper character of punishment, then

punishment always has reference to the sufferer s

own fault, sometimes his actual sin, and sometimes

original sin. Primarily the punishment of original

sin is that human nature is left to itself, deprived of

the aid of original justice : consequently upon this

come all the penalties that befall men from the

defect and shortcoming of nature.

It is to be noted, however, that sometimes a

thing wears the look of a penal infliction, and yet

has not the absolute character of punishment. For

punishment is a species of evil, that is, of privation

of good. Now a man may suffer loss in a less good,
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to have increase in a greater ; for instance, loss of

money to gain health of body, or loss of both for

salvation of his soul and the glory of God. The
loss in that case is not absolutely an evil to the

man, but only an evil in a restricted sense. Hence
it has not the absolute character of punishment, but

of medicine ; for physicians also give bitter potions
for the recovery of health. And because these sort

of evils are not properly punishments, they are not

reducible to any fault as their cause, except inas

much as the mere necessity of the administration

to human nature of medicinal inflictions arises from

the corruption of nature, which is the punishment
of original sin : for in the state of innocence it

would not have been necessary to lead any one to

advance in virtue by exercises that could be

described as inflictions. Hence whatever there is

of the character of a penal infliction here, is

reducible to original sin as its cause.

2. Temporal and material goods are indeed

some good to man, but they are petty goods ; the

grand goods of man are spiritual. It is part of

divine justice, therefore, to give spiritual goods to

virtuous people ; and of temporal goods or evils,

so much as serves the purpose of virtue. For as

Dionysius says :

&quot;

It is the care of divine justice not

to soften the fortitude of heroes by gifts of material

things.&quot; But with other men this very bestowal of

temporal goods turns to their spiritual evil : hence

the conclusion drawn,
&quot; Therefore pride hath held

them fast.&quot;
l

1 Psalm Ixxii. 6.
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ARTICLE VIII. Is any one punished for another s

sin ?

R. Loss of material goods, or even detriment to-

the body itself, is a manner of medicinal infliction

ordained to the salvation of the soul. Hence there

is nothing to hinder one being punished with such

penalties for the sin of another either by God or

man, as children for parents, and subjects for their

lords and masters, in so far as they are in a manner
the chattels of the same

;

x

yet so that if the son or

subject be a partaker in the fault of his principal,

this manner of penal deprivation bears the character

of punishment for both parties ; but if he is not a

partaker in the fault, it bears the character of

punishment as regards him for whom the other is

punished, but as regards him who is punished, the

character of medicine only.

1 Filius est res parentis was a maxim of the Roman law. On the

doctrine of this and the preceding article, cf. II-II. q. 108. art. 4.

(Trl.)



QUESTION LXXXVIII.

OF VENIAL AND MORTAL SIN.

ARTICLE I. Is it proper to divide sin into venial

and mortal ?

R. The principle of spiritual life is reference to

the last end. If this reference is set aside, the

defect cannot be made good by any intrinsic

principle, but only by the power of God
;

and

therefore such sins are called mortal, as being

irreparable. But those sins are reparable, the

inordinateness of which is in regard of means to

the end, while the due order of reference to the

end is preserved ;
and such are called -venial sins.

Mortal sin then and venial sin are opposed to one

another, as being the one reparable and the other

irreparable. This irreparability must be understood

as regards all principles of action within the culprit,

but not in regard of the power of God, which can

repair the ravages of any disease, corporal or

spiritual.

i. The perfect character of sin attaches to

mortal sin only. Venial sin is called sin as bearing
the character of sin in an imperfect degree, and as

being related to mortal sin, in the same way that an
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accident is called a being in relation to substance,

as possessing an imperfect character of being. For

venial sin is not in the teeth of the law, since he who
sins venially does not do what the law [substantially]

forbids, nor omit to do that to which the law

[substantially] binds him by precept to do
;
but his

action is wide of the law, since he does not observe

the measure of reason which the law intends.

2. The precept of the Apostle,
&quot; Whether

you eat or drink, or whatever else you do, do all

to the glory of God,&quot;
1

is affirmative : hence it

does not bind us to be discharging it every moment.

Hence it is not against this precept, if a man
fails actually to refer all that he does to the glory

of God. It is sufficient then for one habitually to

refer himself and all his ongoings to the glory
of God, to escape sinning mortally every time that

he does not actually refer an action to the glory of

God.~ But venial sin does not exclude an habitual

reference of human conduct to the glory of God,
but only an actual reference ; because it does

not exclude charity which directs a man to God

habitually.

3. He who sins venially, adheres to a temporal

good, not by way of fruition, since he does not set

up his rest therein, but by way of use, referring to

God not actually but habitually.

1 i Cor. x. 31.
- The mere omission of the actual reference of the action to God

is no sin at all, not even a venial sin. But as such actual reference

is a bar for the moment to venial sin, so venial sin may find an entry
where such reference is omitted. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE II. Do mortal sin and venial differ in

kind ?

R. It being by charity that man is adapted to

his last end, when the will is carried to that which

of itself is repugnant to charity, that sin is mortal

in point of its object, and hence is mortal of its

kind
;
whether it be against the love of God, as

blasphemy, perjury, and the like, or against the love

of our neighbour, as murder and adultery : hence

such sins are mortal of their kind. But sometimes

in sinning the will is carried to that which contains

in itself a certain inordinateness, but yet is not

contrary to the love of God and our neighbour, as

in the case of an idle word or excess of laughter ;

and such sins are venial of their kind. But because

moral acts take a colour of good or evil, not only
from their object, but also from the dispositions of

the agent, it happens occasionally that what is a

venial sin of its kind so far as its object goes,

becomes mortal on the part of the agent : it may
be because he directs it to something which is

mortal of its kind, as when one puts out an idle

word as a step towards the commission of adultery.

In like manner on the part of the agent it may
happen that a sin which is mortal of its kind

becomes venial on account of the imperfection of

the act, it being not fully deliberate. 1

1 Mortal sin and venial sin, as such, do not differ in kind (I-II.

q. 72. art. 5.) ; but some kinds of sin are mortal, objectively con

sidered, and some kinds are objectively venial. In other words, the

difference of mortal and venial is not itself a specific difference, but

it follows upon specific differences, though it may also be found

where there is no specific difference. So St. Thomas says himself

in the above art. 5. 2. (in the Latin). (Trl.)



QUESTION XC.

OF LAWS. 1

ARTICLE I. Is law a function of reason ?

R. A law is a rule and measure of acts, whereby
one is induced to act or is restrained from action.

Now the rule and measure of human acts is reason :

it being the part of reason to direct to the end,

which is the first principle of conduct. Hence a

law must be some function of reason.

ARTICLE II. 7s law always directed to the general

good ?

R. As reason is the principle of human acts,

so in reason itself there is something which acts

as a principle or mainspring in regard of all the

rest
;
and upon this something law must mainly

and chiefly bear. Now in matters of conduct,

which are the domain of practical reason, the

prime mainspring is the last end in view; and

that is happiness. Hence law must especially

regard the order that is to be followed in the

attainment of happiness.

Again, seeing that every part is referred to the

whole as the imperfect to the perfect, and one man

1 For the definition of law, see Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 126

128. (Trl.)
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is a part of a perfect community, it needs must be

that law peculiarly regards the order that is to be

followed in view of the general happiness.

Since the name of law denotes something bearing

upon the general good; every other precept pre

scribing a particular work lacks the character of

law, except inasmuch as it is referred to the general

good of the community.

ARTICLE III. //as the reason of any and every

man the power of making laws ?

K. Law properly regards first and foremost the

order that is to be taken towards the general good.
Now to order anything towards the general good

belongs either to the whole people, or to some one

who is the vicegerent of the whole people. And
therefore the framing of a law either belongs to the

whole people, or belongs to a public personage who
has care of the whole people : because in all other

things also the ordering of means to the end belongs
to him to whom the end belongs as his special

concern.

i. To the text, &quot;These are a law to them

selves,&quot;
1

it is to be said that a law is in a person,
not only as in one regulating, but also by partici

pation as in one regulated. In this latter way every
man is a law to himself, inasmuch as he participates

in the direction given by one who regulates him.

Hence it is added in the same text :

&quot; Who show
the work of the law written in their hearts.&quot;

2. A private person cannot induce another to

1 Romans ii. 14.
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virtue efficaciously : for he can only admonish
;
but

if his admonition is not received, he has no coercive

power, which the law must have, if it is to induce

people to virtue efficaciously. This coercive power
is held by the multitude, or by a public personage,
to whom it belongs to inflict penalties ; and there

fore it is for the holder of this power alone to make
laws.

3. As the individual is part of the household,

so the household is part of the State ; and the State

is a perfect community. And therefore, as the

good of one individual is not the last end, but is

directed to the general good, so also the good of

one single household is directed to the good of one

single State, which is a perfect community. Hence
he who governs a family, may make regulations or

standing orders, not however such as to have the

character of law.

ARTICLE IV. Is promulgation of the essence of
law ?

R. A law is imposed on others by way of a rule

and measure. Now a rule and measure is imposed

by its application to the subjects ruled and measured.

Hence, for a law to have the binding force which is

proper to a law, it must be applied to the men who
are to be regulated by it. Such application is made

by the law being brought under their notice by

promulgation. Hence promulgation is necessary
for the law to have force.

And thus from the four preceding articles may
be gathered the definition of a law, which is nothing
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else than an ordinance of reason for the general good,

emanating from him who has the care of the community,
and promulgated.

QUESTION XCI.

OF THE VARIETY OF LAWS.

ARTICLE I. 7s there any Eternal Law ?

R. A law is nothing else than the dictate of

practical reason in the sovereign who governs a

perfect community. Now it is manifest, supposing
that the world is ruled by Divine Providence, that

the whole community of the universe is governed

by Divine Reason. And therefore the plan of

government of things, as it is in God the Sovereign
of the universe, bears the character of a law. And
because the Divine Reason conceives nothing accord

ing to time, but has an eternal concept, therefore it

is that this manner of law must be called eternal.

i. To the objection that there was no subject

from eternity on whom a law could be imposed,
it is to be said that the things that are not in

themselves exist with God, as being known and

pre-ordained by Him, according to the text :

&quot; Who calleth those things that arc not, as those

that are.&quot;
1

ARTICLE II. 7s there in us any natural law ?

7v. Law being a rule and measure, may be in a

1 Romans iv. 17.
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thing in two ways : in one way as in one ruling and

measuring, in another way as in one that is ruled

and measured. Hence, since all things subject to

Divine Providence are ruled and measured by the

Eternal Law, it is manifest that they all participate

to some extent in the Eternal Law, inasmuch by the

stamp of that law upon them they have their inclina

tions to their several acts and ends. But among
the rest the rational creature is subject to Divine

Providence in a more excellent way, being itself a

partaker in Providence, providing for itself and

others. Hence there is in it a participation of the

Eternal Law, whereby it has a natural inclination to

a due act and end : such participation in the Eternal

Law in the rational creature is called the natural law.

Hence when the Psalmist had said: 1
&quot;Offer up

the sacrifice of justice,&quot; as if in answer to some

inquiry what the works of justice are, he adds :

&quot;

Many say, Who showeth us good things ?
&quot;

Answering this question, he says :

&quot; The light of

Thy countenance, O Lord, is signed upon us,&quot;

signifying that the light of natural reason, whereby
we discern what is good and what evil, which is the

effect of the natural law, is nothing else than an

impression of the divine light upon us. Hence it

is clear that the natural law is nothing else than

a participation of the Eternal Law in the rational

creature.2

3. Even irrational animals share in the Eternal

Law in their own way, as also does the rational

creature. But because the rational creature shares

1 Psalm iv. 6.
2 Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 133, 134. (Trl.)
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in it intellectually and rationally, therefore the parti

cipation of the Eternal Law in the rational creature

is properly called a law ; for law is a function of

reason : but in the irrational creature it is not

shared rationally ;
hence it cannot be called a law

except by a similitude.

ARTICLE IV. Was it necessary that there should

be any divine lam ?
l

R. Besides the natural law and human law it

was necessary for the guidance of human life to

have a divine law. And this for four reasons :

First, because it is by law that man is guided to

the performance of proper acts in view of his last

end. And if indeed man were ordained to an end

that did not exceed the measure of the natural

faculties of man, there would be no need of man s

having any guidance on the part of reason beyond
that of the natural law, and human law which is

derived from it. But because man is ordained to

an end of eternal blessedness, which exceeds the

measure of the natural human faculties, therefore

it was necessary that, over and above natural law

and human law, he should be further guided to his

end by a law given from God. Secondly, because

of the uncertainty of human judgment, especially

on contingent and particular matters, whence it is

that different men come to form different judgments
on human acts ; whence also different and contrary

1 What St. Thomas calls the divine law, is the Eternal Law as

known by revelation and as applied to the state of the Christian.

(Trl.)
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laws arise. In order then that man might know
without a doubt what to do and what to avoid, it

\vas necessary for him to be guided in his acts by a

law given from God, which can be relied upon for

certain not to err. Thirdly, because man can make
a law only upon matters of which he can be a judge.
Now the judgment of man cannot pass upon interior

acts, which are hidden, but only upon exterior

movements which appear : and yet for the per
fection of virtue rectitude in both sorts of acts is

necessary. And therefore human law could not

sufficiently restrain and direct interior acts : but

to this end it was necessary for a divine law to

supervene. Fourthly, because human law cannot

punish or prevent all evil doings ;
for in the wish

to take away all evils many good things would be

taken away, and the profit of the public good would

be impeded, which is necessary for the preservation

of society. In order then that no evil might go
unforbidden and unpunished, the supervening of

the divine law was necessary, whereby all sins

are prohibited. And these four causes are touched

upon in the Psalm, where it is said :

&quot; The law of

the Lord is unspotted,&quot;
1

allowing no turpitude

of sin: &quot;converting souls,&quot; because it directs not

only exterior but also interior acts : &quot;the testimony
of the Lord is faithful,&quot; for the certain knowledge
of truth and right: &quot;giving wisdom to little ones,&quot;

in that it directs man to an end supernatural and

divine.

i. By the natural law the Eternal Law is

1 Psalm xviii. 8.
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sufficiently shared in according to the measure of

the capacity of human nature. But to his super
natural last end man needs to be directed in some

higher way. And therefore there is given by God
an additional law, which is a higher participation of

the Eternal Law.

QUESTION XCII.

OF THE EFFECTS OF LAW.

ARTICLE I. Is it an effect of lan&amp;lt; to make men

good ?

R. If the intention of the lawgiver is fixed upon
true good, which is public good regulated according
to divine justice, it follows that the working of the

law is towards making men good absolutely. But

if the lawgiver s intention is carried to that which

is not absolutely good, but is expedient or pleasurable

to himself, even in opposition to divine justice, then

the law does not make men good absolutely, but

only in a restricted sense : good, that is, for the

purposes of such a government. In this way good
is found even in what is to be styled properly bad :

as one is called a good robber, because he operates
in a manner calculated to gain his end. 1

i. Virtue is twofold, acquired and infused.

Habituation contributes to both, but in different

ways. It causes acquired virtue : it disposes to

1 It follows that where the mass of the citizens are not good,

democracy makes an unhappy government. So of course does

oligarchy also, where the ruling few are unprincipled men. (Trl.)
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infused virtue
; and where infused virtue exists, it

preserves it and advances it. Hence the Philo

sopher says that
&quot;

legislators make people good by

habituating them.&quot;

3. The goodness of every part is estimated in

reference to the whole to which it belongs. Hence

Augustine says :

&quot;

Unseemly is every part that befits

not the whole.&quot; Since, then, every man is a part

of the State, it is impossible for any man to be

good, unless his behaviour is well calculated to

serve the common good : nor can the whole be in

a good condition, unless it is made up of parts well

adapted to it. Hence it is impossible for the

common weal to flourish unless the citizens are

virtuous, at least they who exercise the sovereignty.

But it is enough for the good of the community,
that the others be virtuous to the extent of obeying
the commands of those in power. And therefore

the Philosopher says :

&quot; The virtue of a sovereign
and of a good man is the same : but the virtue of

any common citizen and of a good man is not the

same.&quot;

4. A tyrannical law, not being according to

reason, is not, absolutely speaking, a law, but rather

a perversion of law ; and yet inasmuch as it has

something of a law about it, it intends that the

citizens should be good : its aim being to make
them obedient, or good for the purposes of such a

government.
1

1 This applies not to monarchical governments only. The Social

Democracy may be, and likely enough will be, the fruitful mother
of many such tyrannical laws. (Trl.)
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5. It is a saying of the Philosopher, that

&quot;the wish of every legislator is to make men good.&quot;

ARTICLE II.

4. To Augustine s words,
&quot; Of servile fear,

which is the fear of punishment, though one do

good, yet he does not do it well,&quot; it is to be said

that from becoming accustomed to avoid evil and

fulfil what is good through fear of punishment, a

man is sometimes led on to do the same with

delight and of his own will ; and in this way the

law even by punishment leads men on to goodness.

VOL. I.



QUESTION XCIII.

OF THE ETERNAL LAW.

ARTICLE I. Is the Eternal Law the Sovereign

Plan existing in the mind of God P
1

R. As with every artificer there pre-exists the

plan of the things that are set up by art, so in every

governor there must pre-exist a plan of the order

of the things that are to be done by those who are

subject to his government. And as the plan of

things to be done by art is called a pattern or

exemplar, so the plan of him who governs subjects

has the character of a law, if the other conditions

are observed, which we have said to be essential to

a law. Now God by His wisdom is the Creator of

all things, and stands to them as the artificer to the

products of his art. He is also the governor and

controller of all the acts and movements that are

found in any creature. And as the plan of divine

wisdom has the character of an exemplar, pattern,

or idea, inasmuch as by it all things are created, so

the plan of divine wisdom moving all things to their

due end has the character of a law. And thus the

Eternal Law is nothing else than the plan of divine

wisdom, as director of all acts and movements.

1 Understand the plan of government, not of creation. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE II. 7s the Eternal Law known to all ?

R. A thing may be known either in itself, or

in its effects, wherein some likeness of the thing
itself is found : as one not seeing the sun in its

substance knows it in its refulgence. Thus then

the Eternal Law none can know as it is in itself,

except God alone, and the Blessed who see God in

His essence : but every rational creature knows the

law in some reflection or refulgence of it, greater

or less. For every knowledge of truth is some

sort of refulgence and participation of the Eternal

Law, which is the unchangeable truth. Now all

men do know the truth to a certain extent, at

least to the extent of the common principles of

the natural law. For the rest, some men partake
more and some less, in the knowledge of truth ;

and thus they also know the Eternal Law more

or less.

ARTICLE III. 7s every law derived from the

Eternal Law ?

R. The plan of what is to be done in the State

is derived from the King, by his precept issued to

inferior administrators. Also in things of art the

plan of what has to be done by art is derived from

the architect or designer to the inferior artificers and

handicraftsmen. Since therefore the Eternal Law
is the plan of government in the mind of the Supreme
Governor, all the plans of government in the minds

of inferior governors must be derived from the

Eternal Law. But these plans of inferior governors
are all other laws besides the Eternal. Therefore
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all laws, exactly to the extent to which they partake

of right reason, are derived from the Eternal

Law.
2. A human law bears the character of law so

far as it is in conformity with right reason
;
and in

that point of view it is manifestly derived from the

Eternal Law. But inasmuch as any human law

recedes from reason, it is called a wicked law
; and

to that extent it bears not the character of law, but

rather of an act of violence. And yet in so far as

something of the likeness of law is retained even

in this wicked law, on account of the order of power
in him who made the law, in this respect it is still

derived from the Eternal Law : for all power is of

the Lord God, as is said. 1

3. Augustine says :

&quot; The law which is written

for the guidance of a people, rightly permits many
things which are punished by Divine Providence.&quot;

Human law is said to permit some things, not as

approving of them, but as being unable to rectify

them. Many things are set straight by divine law,

which cannot be set straight by human law : for

more comes under the action of a higher cause than

under that of a lower. Hence this very abstinence

of human law from meddling with what it cannot

rectify, springs from the order of the Eternal Law.

It would be otherwise if the human law approved
of what the Eternal Law reprobates. Hence we
have not got the conclusion that human law is not

derived from the Eternal Law, but only that it

cannot perfectly come up to it.

1 Romans xiii. i.
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ARTICLE IV. Are things necessary and eternal

subject to the Eternal Law ?

R. The Eternal Law is the system of divine

government. Whatever things, therefore, are subject

to divine government, are subject also to the Eternal

Law : but as for what is not subject to divine govern

ment, neither is it subject to the Eternal Law. For

those things are subject to human government
which can be done by men : but what appertains

to the nature of man is not subject to human

government, as that man should have a soul, or a

hand, or feet. Thus then all that is in the things

created by God, be it contingent or be it necessary,

is subject to the Eternal Law: but what belongs to

the Divine Nature or Essence is not subject to the

Eternal Law, but is really the Eternal Law itself.

ARTICLE V. Are natural contingent things subject

to the Eternal Law P
1

R. We must speak in one way of the law of man,
and in another way of the Eternal Law, which is

the law of God. For the law of man does not

extend except to rational creatures subject to man.

The reason is, because law has the direction of acts

which are proper to the subjects of some govern
ment : hence, strictly speaking, none imposes a

law upon his own acts. Now whatever is done

touching the use of irrational things subject to man,
is done by the act of man himself moving such

things. And therefore man cannot impose a law

1 That is contingent, which is but might not have been. Contingent
is opposed to necessary. (Trl.)
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upon irrrational things, however much they be

subject to him: 1 but on rational beings subject

to him he can impose a law, inasmuch as by his

precept or proclamation he impresses on their minds

a rule, which is a principle of action. Now as man

by his proclamation impresses an inward principle

of action upon the man that is subject to him, so

God impresses upon all nature principles of proper
action ;

and therefore in this way God is said to

give His precept to all nature, according to the

saying of the Psalmist :

&quot; He hath set a precept,

and it shall not pass away.&quot;
2 And this reasoning

shows how all the movements and actions of all

nature are subject to the Eternal Law. Hence in

some way irrational creatures are subject to the

Eternal Law, as being set in motion by Divine

Providence ; but not by any understanding of the

divine precept, as rational creatures are.

2. Irrational creatures are not partakers in

human reason, nor do they obey it : but they are

partakers in divine reason in the way of obedience :

for the power of divine reason extends to more

objects than the power of human reason. And as

the members of the human body move at the

command of reason, and yet are not partakers

of reason, so are irrational creatures moved by

God, and yet are not on that account rational.

1
&quot;Man in his operation can only apply or withdraw natural

bodies; nature, internally, performs the rest.&quot; Bacon, Novum

Organon, Aphorism 4. Cf. Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 129 132..

(Trl.)
- Psalm cxlviii. 6.
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ARTICLE VI. Arc all things human subject to the

Eternal Law ?

R. There are two ways in which a being is

subject to the Eternal Law. The one is a partici

pation of it by way of knowledge ; the other by way
of an interior motive principle ; and it is in this

second way that irrational creatures are subject to

the Eternal Law. But because the rational creature,

along with what it has in common with all creatures,

has also something proper to itself inasmuch as it

is rational, it is therefore subject to the Eternal

Law in both ways : because on the one hand it has

some notion of the Eternal Law
;
and on the other

hand there is in every rational creature some natural

inclination to a line of conduct in harmony \vith the

Eternal Law: for &quot;we are born to have virtues,&quot;

as is said in the Ethics [of Aristotle] . But both

ways are imperfect and more or less destroyed in

the wicked
;

in whom the natural inclination to

virtue is corrupted by vicious habits, and again, the

natural knowledge of good in them is darkened by

passions and habits of sin. But in the good both

ways are found in greater perfection : because in

them, over and above the natural knowledge of

good, there is superadded the knowledge that comes
of faith and wisdom

; and over and above the natural

inclination to good, there is superadded in them the

inward motive of grace and virtue. Thus then the

good are perfectly subject to the Eternal Law, as

ever acting according to it : while the wicked are

subject to the Eternal Law but imperfectly as to

their actions, seeing that their knowledge of good is
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imperfect, and imperfect their inclination to it. But

what is wanting on the side of action is made up on

the side of suffering, in that they suffer what the

Eternal Law dictates concerning them to that exact

extent to which they fail to do what is in accordance

with that Law.

2. The wisdom of the flesh cannot be subject

to the law of God l so far as action goes, because it

inclines to actions contrary to the divine law : still

it is subject to the law of God for the matter of

suffering, because it deserves to suffer punishment

according to the law of divine justice. Nevertheless

in no man is the wisdom of the flesh so predomi
nant as to spoil the whole good of his nature

;
and

therefore there remains in man some inclination

to comply with the enactments of the Eternal Law.

1 Romans viii. 7.



QUESTION XCIV.

OF THE NATURAL LAW.

ARTICLE II. Does the natural law contain several

precepts or one only ?

R. A certain order is found in the things that

fall under human apprehension. What first falls

under apprehension is being, the idea of which is

included in all things whatsoever any one appre
hends. And therefore the first principle requiring

no proof is this, that there is no affirming and denying

of the same thing at the same time ; a principle which

is founded on the notion of being and not-being ; and

upon this principle all the rest are founded. As

being is the first thing that falls under apprehension

absolutely, so good is the first thing that falls under

the apprehension of the practical reason. For every

agent acts for an end, which end has a character

of goodness. And therefore the first principle of

practical reason is one founded on the nature of

good, good being that which all things seek after.

This then is the first precept of law, that good is to

be done and gone after, and evil is to be avoided. All

the other precepts of the natural law are founded

upon this : so that all those things belong to the
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precepts of the law of nature as things to be done,
or avoided, which practical reason naturally appre
hends and recognizes as human goods [or evils] .

But because good has the character of an end of

action, and evil the contrary character, hence all

those things to which a man has a natural inclination

are apprehended by reason as good, and conse

quently as things to be gone after, and followed out

in act; and their contraries are apprehended as evils

to be avoided. According then to the order of

natural inclinations is the order of the precepts
of the law of nature. First of all there is in man
an inclination to that natural good which he shares

along with all substances, inasmuch as every substance

seeks the preservation of its own being, according
to its nature. In virtue of this inclination there

belongs to the natural law the taking of those

means whereby the life of man is preserved, and

things contrary thereto are kept off. Secondly,
there is in man an inclination to things more

specially belonging to him, in virtue of the nature

which he shares with other animals. In this respect
those things are said to be of the natural law, which

nature has taught to all animals, as the intercourse

of the sexes, the education of offspring, and the like.

In a third way there is in man an inclination to

good according to the rational nature which is proper
to him

;
as man has a natural inclination to know

the truth about God, and to live in society. In this

respect there belong to the natural law such natural

inclinations as to avoid ignorance, to shun offending
other men, and the like.
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ARTICLE III. Are all acts of virtue prescribed by
the law of nature ?

R. To the law of nature belongs everything to

which man is inclined according to his nature. Now
every being is naturally inclined to an activity befit

ting itself according to its form. Hence as the proper

form of man is his rational soul, there is a natural

inclination in every man to act according to reason ;

that is, to act according to virtue. Hence from this

point of view all acts of virtue are according to

nature : for every one s own reason naturally dictates

to him to act virtuously.

But if we speak of virtuous acts in detail, not all

virtuous acts are prescribed by natural law : for

many things are virtuously done, to which nature

at first does not incline, but rational inquiry has

found them conducive to human happiness.
1

ARTICLE V. Can the law of nature be changed ?

R. A change in the natural law may be under

stood in two ways. One way is the way of addition ;

and in that way there is nothing to hinder the natural

law being changed : for many enactments useful to

human life have been added over and above the

natural law, as well by the divine law as by human
laws. Another conceivable way in which the natural

law might be changed is the way of subtraction, that

1 This nature does not prescribe exactly the conduct of a

virtuous bankrupt, in what order and proportion he shall pay his

various creditors. This and many like points nature rules only in

the gross: they need to be further determined by positive law,

which therefore is indispensable to humanity. See below, q. 95.

art. 2.; and II-II. q. Si. art. 2. 3. and q. 85. art. i. i. (Trl.)
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something should cease to be of the natural law that

was of it before. Understanding change in this sense,

the natural law is absolutely immutable in its first

principles : but as to secondary precepts, which are

certain detailed conclusions closely related to the

first principles, the natural law is not so changed as

that its dictate is not right in most cases steadily to

abide by : it may, however, be changed in some

particular case, and in rare instances, through some

special causes impeding the observance of these

secondary precepts, as has been said above.1

3. There are two ways in which a thing may
be said to be of natural law, in one way because

nature inclines thereto, as to the axiom that wrong
must not be done to another: in another way because

nature does not induce the contrary as we might

say that for man to be naked is of natural law,

because nature has not given him clothes, but art

has invented that addition. Hence Isidore s saying:

&quot;A common possession of all things and one liberty

is of natural law :

&quot; because slavery and the separa
tion of properties were not induced by nature, but

by the reason of men for the utility of human life ;

1 The passage referred to is (art. preced.) as follows :

&quot; With all

men it is right and meet to act reasonably. From this principle

the proper conclusion follows, that deposits are to be restored. And
such indeed is the right thing to do in most cases : but it may
happen in a particular case that it would be harmful, and conse

quently unreasonable, if deposits were restored : for instance, if the

owner asked them back to assail his country therewith.&quot; See, how

ever, Suarez, De Legibus, 1. ii. c. 13. nn. 5 -8 ; and Ethics and Natural

Law, pp. 147 152, sect. Hi., with Appendix, pp. 371 373. Also II-II.

q. 88. art. 10. 2.; q. 89. art. 9. i. (Trl.)
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and so also in this the law of nature has not been

changed except by addition. 1

ARTICLE VI. Can the natural law be abolished

from the heart of man ?

R. Belonging to the natural law are, first,

certain most general precepts, which are known to

all : secondly, secondary precepts of a more special

nature, being conclusions following upon primary

principles. As to those general precepts, the natural

law can in no way be blotted out from the human
heart in the abstract : still it is blotted out in its

application to a particular question of practice,

inasmuch as reason is hindered from applying the

abstract principle to a particular case by concupi
scence or some other passion.

2 But as to the other,

the secondary precepts, the natural law may be

blotted out of the hearts of men by evil persuasions,

or by vicious customs and corrupt habits, as among
some men the note of sin was not attached to

robbery, or even to unnatural vice, as the Apostle

says.
3

1 See Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 280, 281, n. 4 : the explanation
is important : also p. 360, n. 3. St. Thomas has a similar passage,
II-II. q. 66. art. 2. i. (Trl.)

3 See above, q. 77. art. 2. (Trl.)
3 Romans i. Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 144 147. (Trl.)



QUESTION XCV.

OF HUMAN LAW.

ARTICLE I. Was there any use in laws being

enacted by men ?

R. Man has a certain innate aptitude for virtue,

but the perfection of virtue must accrue to him by

discipline and training : as we see that he is aided

&quot;by industry in his necessities, notably in food and

clothing. Nature has given him the beginnings of

the satisfaction of his wants in these respects, in

giving him reason and a pair of hands ; but not

complete satisfaction, as to other animals, to whom
she has given in sufficiency clothing and food. For

the purposes of this training and discipline it is not

easy to find a man who suffices for himself: because

the perfection of virtue principally consists in with

drawing man from undue pleasures, to which all

men are prone, and especially the young, with

whom discipline goes further. And therefore one

man must receive from another this training and dis

cipline whereby virtue is arrived at. Now for those

young people who are prone to acts of virtue by a

good natural disposition, or by custom, or rather by
the gift of Heaven, the paternal discipline suffices,

which is by admonitions. But because of wanton
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and saucy spirits, prone to vice, who cannot easily

be moved by words, it was found necessary to

provide means of restraining them from evil by
force and fear, that so at least they might desist

from evil-doing, allow others to live in quiet, and

themselves at length be brought by habituation of

this sort to do willingly what formerly they accom

plished out of fear, and thus might become virtuous.

This discipline, coercive by fear of punishment, is

the discipline of the laws.

2. The Philosopher says :

&quot;

It is better for all

things to be regulated by law than to be left to the

judges discretion;&quot; and that for three reasons.

First, because it is easier to find a few wrise men

capable of framing right laws, than to find the many
who would be requisite to judge rightly of parti

cular cases. Secondly, because the framers of laws

consider long beforehand what is to be enacted :

but judgments are framed on particular facts from

cases that have arisen on a sudden. Now it is

easier to see what is right from the consideration

of many instances than from one only. Thirdly,

because lawgivers judge in the general and writh an

eye to futurity: but men sitting in judgment judge
of the present, which they regard with love or

hate or other passion ;
and thus their judgment is

warped.

ARTICLE II. 7s every law framed by man derived

Jrom the natural law ?

R. Every law framed by man bears the character

of a law exactly to that extent to which it is derived
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from the law of nature. But if on any point it is in

conflict with the law of nature, it at once ceases to

be a law : it is a mere perversion of law. But there

are two modes of derivation from the law of nature.

Some enactments are derived by way of conclusion

from the common principles of the law of nature ;

as the prohibition of killing may be derived from

the prohibition of doing harm to any man. Other

enactments are derived by way of determination of

what was in the vague : for instance, the law of

nature has it that he who does wrong should be

punished ; but that he should be punished with this

or that punishment, is a determination of the law

of nature. Both sort of enactments are found in

human law. But the former are not mere legal

enactments, but have some force also of natural

law. The latter sort have force of human law

only.



QUESTION XCVI.

OF THE AUTHORITY OF HUMAN LAW.

ARTICLE II. Does it belong to human law to repress

all vices ?

R. A law is laid down as a rule or measure of

human acts. Now a measure ought to be homo

geneous with the thing measured. Hence laws also

must be imposed upon men according to their con

dition. As Isidore says :

&quot; A law ought to be

possible both according to nature and according to

the custom of the country.&quot; Now the power or

faculty of action proceeds from interior habit or

disposition. The same thing is not possible to him
who has no habit of virtue, that is possible to a

virtuous man
; as the same thing is not possible to

a boy and to a grown man
; and therefore the same

law is not laid down for children as for adults.

Many things are allowed to children, that in adults

are visited with legal punishment or with blame
;

and in like manner many things must be allowed to

men not perfect in virtue, which would be intolerable

in virtuous men. But a human law is laid down for

a multitude, the majority of whom consists of men
not perfect in virtue. And therefore not all the vices

from which the virtuous abstain are prohibited by
human law, but only those graver excesses from

T VOL. I.
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which it is possible for the majority of the multitude

to abstain, and especially those excesses which are

to the hurt of other men, without the prohibition of

which human society could not be maintained, as

murder, theft, and the like. 1

2. Human law aims at leading men on to

virtue, not suddenly, but step by step ; and therefore

it does not impose upon a multitude of imperfect
men the practice of those who are already virtuous,

to abstain from all things evil. Otherwise these

imperfect persons, unable to bear such precepts,

would break out into evils still worse, as is said :

&quot; He that violently bloweth his nose, bringeth out

blood;&quot;
2 and again we read that if &quot;new wine,&quot;

that is, precepts of a perfect life, is
&quot;

put into old

bottles,&quot; that is, into imperfect men, &quot;the bottles

break, and the wine runneth out,&quot;
3 that is, the

precepts are contemned, and the men out of

contempt rush into worse evils.

ARTICLE III. Does human law enjoin acts of all

virtues ?

R. There is no virtue, the acts of which the law

may not enjoin. Nevertheless, human law does not

enjoin all acts of all virtues, but only those acts

which are referable to the general good, whether

immediately or mediately.
i. Human law prohibits some acts of every

vice, and also enjoins some acts of every virtue.

1 The further perfection of man is not the concern of the State,

but of the Church. Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 355 357. (Trl.)
- Prov. xxx. 33.

3 St. Matt. ix. 17.
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ARTICLE IV. Is the obligation imposed on man by

human law binding in the court of conscience P
1

R. Laws enacted by men are either just or

unjust. If they are just, they have a binding force

in the court of conscience from the Eternal Law,
whence they are derived. Laws are said to be just

in respect of the end, when they are ordained to the

general good ; in respect of the author, when the

law does not exceed the competence of the legislator;

and in respect of the form, when burdens are laid

upon subjects in proportionate equality in order to

the general good. For as one man is a part of a

multitude, all that every man is and has belongs to

the multitude,
2 as all that every part is, is of the

whole : hence also nature inflicts loss on the part

to save the whole. Under this consideration, the

laws that impose these burdens according to pro

portion are just, and binding in the court of

conscience, and are legal laws.

Laws are unjust in two ways: in one way by

being contrary to human good either in respect of

the end, as when one in authority imposes on his

subjects burdensome laws, that have no bearing on

the general good, but make rather for the gratifica

tion of his own cupidity or vainglory : or in respect

of the author, as when one makes a law beyond the

scope of the power committed to him
;
or in respect

of the form, as when burdens are laid unevenly on

the multitude, though the end of the imposition is

the public good. Such proceedings are rather acts

1 Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 360, 361, n. 4. (Trl.)
2
Compare however I-II. q. 21. art. 4. 3. (Trl.)
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of violence than laws : because, as Augustine says :

&quot; A law that is not just, goes for no law at all.&quot;

Hence such laws are not binding in the court of

conscience, except perhaps for the avoiding of

scandal or turmoil, for which cause a man ought
to abate something of his right, according to the

text :

&quot;

If a man will take away thy coat, let go thy
cloak also unto him

;
and whosoever will force thee

one mile, go with him other two/ 1 In another way
laws may be unjust by being in conflict with the

good that is of God, like the laws of tyrants inducing
to idolatry ;

or to anything else that is against the

divine law
;
and such laws it is nowise lawful to

observe, because, as is said :

&quot; We ought to obey
God rather than men.&quot;-

ARTICLE V. Are all subject to the law ?

R. There are two essential elements in law; one

that it is a rule of human actions
;
another that it is

fraught with coercive power. In two ways then a

man may be subject to law : in one way as the regu

lated to the regulator ; and in this way all who are

subject to authority are subject to the law which

authority frames. It may happen in two ways that

one is not subject to an authority : in one way by

being altogether free from subjection to him
;
hence

persons of one city or kingdom are not subject to the

laws of the sovereign of another city or kingdom :

in another way by being under the direction of a

higher law : for instance, the subject of a proconsul
should be ruled by his command, but not on those

1 St. Matt. v. 40, 41.
&quot;

Acts v. 29.
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points on which the subject has a dispensation from

the emperor. In another way one is said to be

subject to a law as the coerced to the cocrcer ; and in

this way virtuous and just men are not subject to

the law, but only bad men. For what is constrained

and violent is contrary to the will : but the will of

the good is in harmony with the law, from which

the will of the wicked is at discord ; and therefore

in this respect good men are not under the law, but

only bad men.

2. The law of the Holy Ghost 1
is superior to

all law laid down by man
;
and therefore spiritual

men, inasmuch as they are led by the law of the

Holy Ghost, are not subject to the law in particulars

that disagree with the guidance of the Holy Ghost.

But this very provision is part of the guidance of

the Holy Ghost, that spiritual men should be subject

to human laws, according to the text: &quot;Be ye

subject to every human creature for God s sake.&quot;-

3. The sovereign is said to be &quot;

released from

the laws
&quot;

as regards their coercive force : for no

one properly is coerced by himself; and the law has

no coercive force except from the authority of the

sovereign. Thus then the sovereign is said to be
&quot; released from the law,&quot; because none can pass

judgment of condemnation upon him if he acts

against the law. But as regards the directive force

of the law, the sovereign is subject to the law by
his own will, as the Emperors Theodosius and

Valentinian wrote to the Prefect Volusian :

&quot;

It

is a saying worthy of the majesty of the ruler, for

1 Romans viii. 14.
-

i St. Peter ii. 13. Cf. II-II. q. 104. art. 6. (Trl.)
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the Emperor to profess himself bound by the laws.&quot;

They also are reproached by the Lord, who &quot;

say
and do not,&quot; and who &quot; bind heavy burdens and lay
them on men s shoulders, but with a finger of their

own they will not move them.&quot;
1

Hence, in the

judgment of God, the sovereign is not released from

the law as regards its directive force, but ought

voluntarily, and not of constraint, to fulfil the law.

The sovereign is also above the law, inasmuch as, if

expedient, he can change the law, and dispense in

it according to place and season.

ARTICLE VI. 7s any deviation from the letter of the

law permissible to one who is under the law ?

R. Every law is ordained to the common welfare

of men, and has so far the essence and force of law ;

and failing this, it has no binding power. Hence
the Lawyer says :

&quot; No reason of law, or bounty of

equity, allows us to take the wholesome measures

that are enacted for the welfare of men, and by a

harsh interpretation draw them over to the side of

severity to the grievance of the subject.&quot; Now it

happens many times that a point of observance is

profitable to the common welfare generally, but in

some cases is decidedly hurtful. Since then the

legislator cannot have all individual cases in his

view, he puts forward a law on the basis of the

circumstances that generally occur, his aim being

the public utility. Hence if a case arises in which

the observance of such a law would be hurtful to

the public welfare, it is not to be observed. But this

1 St. Matt, xxiii. 3, 4.
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caution is to be taken note of, that if the observance

of the law to the letter involves no sudden danger
that has to be met at once, it does not belong to

every one at pleasure to interpret and decide what

is useful and what is harmful to the State, but this

interpretation is reserved to the men in power,
who have authority for such cases to dispense
from the laws. But if the danger is sudden, and

brooks not the delay of having recourse to higher

powers, the mere necessity carries a dispensation

with it, because necessity is not amenable to law. 1

QUESTION XCVII.

OF CHANGE OF LAWS.

ARTICLE I. Ought human law ever to be changed
at all ?

R. Human law is a dictate of reason for the direc

tion of human acts. Thus two manner of causes

may appear for a proper alteration of human law:

one on the part of reason, another on the part of

the people whose acts are regulated by the law. On
the part of reason we have this cause, that it seems

natural to human reason to travel by degrees from

imperfection to perfection. Hence we see in specu
lative science that the imperfect teaching of early

philosophers has given place to the more perfect

teaching of a later age. So also in matters of

1 See further, II-II. q. 120. (Trl.)
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practice : the first who applied their minds to dis

cover something useful for the commonwealth, were

not able to take everything into consideration
; and

accordingly their institutions were defective on

many points, which points later ages have altered,

and set up other institutions, which it is hoped may
prove less defective in view of the public welfare.

On the part of the people whose acts are regu
lated by law, a law may be changed for the

changed condition of the people, as their expediency
varies with their condition. Augustine furnishes an

example.
&quot;

If the people,&quot; he says,
&quot; are observant

of moderation and of principle, and carefully watch

over the common interest, it is right to enact a

law allowing such a people to appoint their own

magistrates and carry on the government. If in

course of time the same people become gradually

corrupt, sell their votes, and place atrocious criminals

in office, the power of conferring offices of State is

rightly taken away from the people, and returns to

the discretion of a few good men.&quot;

ARTICLE II. Ought hitman law always to be

changed when anything better occurs ?

R. The alteration of a human law is right exactly

so far as the alteration is conducive to the public

interest. But the mere change of itself is in some
measure prejudicial to that interest, because custom

goes a long way towards getting the laws observed,

so much so that enactments running counter to

common custom, though light in themselves, seem

burdensome. Hence, when the law is changed, the
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binding power of the law is diminished, inasmuch

as a custom is set aside. And therefore human law

never ought to be changed, unless the gain to the

public advantage on the other side be enough to

balance the loss on this head.

i. Rules of art have force by reason only ;
and

therefore the old arrangement is to be altered for

every improvement that occurs. But laws gather

greatest \veight by custom, and therefore they ought
not lightly to be changed.

1

ARTICLE III. Can custom obtain the force of law ?

R. Every law emanates from the reason and will

of the lawgiver : divine and natural law from the

reasonable will of God
;
human law from the will

of man regulated by reason. Now the reason

and will of man concerning things to be done may
be manifested in deed no less than in word : for a

man is always supposed to choose that as good
which he carries into effect in act. But clearly the

law may be both altered and expounded by the

word of man, manifesting the inward motion and

concept of human reason. Hence also by repeatedly

multiplied acts, which make a custom, the lawr may
be altered and expounded, and also something be

established that shall have the force of law
;
inas

much as the multiplication of exterior acts is a most

effectual declaration of the inward motion of the

will and concept of the reason
;

for when a thing is

1 Another reason would be, that the value of a new improvement
in art or manufactures is at once tested commercially : the value of

a new law is not. (Trl.)
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done many times over, it seems to come of the

deliberate judgment of the reason. And in this way
custom at once has the force of law, and abolishes

law, and is the interpreter of the laws.

2. Human laws break down in some cases.

Hence it is possible to act against the law, in a

case where the law breaks down, without the act

being therefore evil. When cases like this multiply on

account of some change in the circumstances of the

people, then the law is declared by custom to be no

longer useful, as it might be declared by the express

promulgation of a law to the contrary. But if the

same reason still remains for which the law was

first useful, then it is not the custom that should

prevail against the law, but the law against the

custom ;
unless perchance the law should be

adjudged useless on this mere ground, that it is

not possible according to the custom of the country,

which possibility was one of the conditions of the

law. For it is difficult to set aside the custom of

the multitude.

3. The people amongst whom a custom is

introduced may be of two conditions. If they are

a free people that can make a law for themselves,

the consent of the whole people goes for more in

favour of the observance indicated by the custom

than does the authority of the prince, who has no

power of framing a law, except inasmuch as he

personates the people. Hence, though individuals

cannot make a law, the whole people can make
one. But if the people have not the unrestricted

power of making a law for themselves, or setting
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aside a law enacted by higher authority, still the

custom prevailing in such a people has the force of

law, in so far as it is tolerated by them to whom it

belongs to impose a law upon the people : for this

tolerance of theirs is taken as an approval of the

practice which the custom has brought in.
1

ARTICLE IV. Can the rulers of the people dispense

from human laws ?

R. A dispensation properly means a measuring out

to individuals of something held in common. Hence
the ruler of a household is called a dispenser, inas

much as he allots to every one of the household in

due weight and measure both duties and the neces

saries of life. So then in every community one is

said to dispense, in that he ordains how some common

precept is to be fulfilled by individuals. But it

happens sometimes that a precept which is to the

advantage of the community generally, is not adapted
to a particular person or to a particular case, either

because it would hinder some greater good, or would

even bring on some evil. Now it would be dangerous
to leave this issue to be settled by individual judg

ments, except perchance for an evident and sudden

emergency. And therefore he who has the ruling

of a community has the power of dispensing from

the human law that rests on his authority, so that

he can give leave for the precept of the law not to

be observed by certain persons, or in certain cases,

1 Therefore, according to St. Thomas (cf. q. 90. art. 3.),

sovereignty either may or may not rest with the people. He is

opposed at once to intolerant monarchism, and to the &quot; inalienable

sovereignty of the people,&quot; as taught by Rousseau. Cf. Ethics and

Natural Law, pp. 330, 339, 340. (Trl.)
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when the law fails in its application to them. But

if without this reason he gives leave of his mere will

and pleasure, he will be unfaithful in his dispensa

tion, or even imprudent : unfaithful, if he has not

an eye to the common good ; imprudent, if he is

ignorant of the principle on which dispensations

should be granted. Wherefore our Lord says :

&quot; Who (thinkest thou) is the faithful and wise

steward, whom his lord setteth over his family?&quot;
1

i. When any one is dispensed from the

observance of the general law, it ought not to be

to the prejudice of the general good, but to the

advancement of the same.

2. It is not a respecting of persons if equal
measure is not kept with persons who are unequal.
Hence when the condition of any person reasonably

requires that some special regard should be had for

him, it is not a respecting of persons if a special

favour is done him.

3. So far as the natural law contains general

precepts that never fail, it does not admit of dis

pensation. But in its other precepts, that follow as

conclusions from the general precepts, a dispensation
is sometimes given by man, as that a loan should

not be paid back to a traitor, or something of that

sort. But in the precepts of the divine law, which

are from God, none can dispense but God, or the man
whom God may empower for that special purpose.

2

1 St. Luke xii. 42.
&quot; The &quot;divine law&quot; is the Christian law (I-II. q. 91. art. 4.),

and so far as dispensation is possible, the positive part of that law.

For the alleged dispensations in the natural law, see above, q. 24.

art. 5. note. (Trl.)



QUESTION C.

OF THE MORAL PRECEPTS OF THE OLD LAW.

ARTICLE II. Do the moral precepts of the Old Law

prescribe all acts of virtue ?

R. Since the precepts of law are ordained to

the common good, these precepts must be different

according to the different kinds of communities that

they are given to. Now the kind of community for

which human law is meant is different from that for

which divine law is meant. Human law is meant
for the civil community of man with man. Now
men are put in mutual relation by outward acts, or

dealings with one another. These dealings are

matter of justice, which is the proper guiding

principle of a human community. And therefore

human law proposes no precepts except of acts of

justice ;
or if it does enjoin acts of other virtues,

that is only inasmuch as they assume the character

of justice. But the community to which the divine

law refers is that of men with God, either in the

present or in the future life. And therefore the

divine law proposes precepts of all those things

whereby men are duly led on to hold communion
with God. But this is done by acts of all the
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virtues. And therefore the divine law proposes

precepts of the acts of all virtues, yet so that some

things, without which the order of virtue, which is

the order of reason, cannot be observed, fall under

an obligation of precept ;
while other things, which

belong to the well-being of perfect virtue, fall under

an admonition of counsel.

ARTICLE V. 7s the decalogue a suitable enumera

tion of precepts ?

R. As the precepts of human law adapt man
to a human community, so the precepts of divine

law adapt him to a community or commonwealth
of men under God. Now two things are requisite for

any person to dwell to advantage in a community:
the first is that he should behave well to the head

of the community ; the second is that he should

behave well to the rest, his associates and partners
in the community. There must then in the divine

law be enacted, first, some precepts directing a man
in his behaviour towards God ; and after that, other

precepts directing a man in his behaviour towards

other men his neighbours, living with him under

God. Now to the sovereign of the community
man owes three things : first, fidelity ; secondly,

reverence ; thirdly, service. Fidelity to his Lord

consists in this, that he should not pay sovereign

honours to any other; and this is the idea of the

first commandment, when it is said, Thou shalt not

have strange gods. Reverence to his Lord requires

that he should do no injurious act towards Him ;

and such is the import of the second commandment,
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which is, Thou shall not take the name of the Lord

thy God in vain. Service is due to the Lord in

recompense for the benefits which His subjects

receive from Him
;
and to this belongs the third

commandment, of the sanctification of the Sabbath

in memory of the creation of the world. To his

neighbours a man has to behave well both in

particular and in general. In particular towards

those to whom he is indebted, to pay them the

debt ;
and in this light is to be taken the command

ment of honouring parents. In general towards

all men, to hurt none, whether in deed, word, or

desire. A neighbour is hurt in deed, sometimes in

his own person as to the continuance of that person ;

and this hurt is prohibited by the utterance, Thou

shalt not kill : sometimes in a person allied to him

as to the propagation of offspring; and this hurt is

prohibited when it is said, Thou shalt not commit

adultery : sometimes again in his possessions, which

are directed both to the good of his own person
and to that of persons allied to him

;
and in respect

of these it is said, Thou shalt not steal. Hurt in

word is prohibited when it is said, Thou shalt not

bear false witness against thy neighbour. Hurt in

desire is prohibited when it is said, Thou shalt not

covet.

ARTICLE VIII. Do the commandments of the

decalogue admit of dispensation ?

R. A dispensation from precepts ought then

to be given when there occurs some particular

case in which, if the letter of the law were observed,
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the intention of the legislator would be defeated.

Now the intention of every legislator is directed

first and foremost to the general good ; secondly
to the order of justice and virtue whereby the

general good is preserved and attained. If there

fore any precepts be given which contain precisely

the preservation of the general good, or precisely

the order of justice and virtue, such precepts contain

the intention of the legislator, and therefore admit

of no dispensation. But if, subordinate to these

precepts, other precepts were given determining

special modes of procedure, in such precepts a

dispensation would be possible, since from the

omission of these precepts in certain cases no

prejudice would ensue to the primary precepts,

which contain the intention of the legislator. For

instance, if it were enacted in any city for the

preservation of the common weal, that out of every
ward some persons should keep watch as sentries

in a siege, some might be dispensed from this in

view of a greater utility.

Now the commandments of the decalogue contain

precisely the intention of the lawgiver, who is God.

For the commandments of the first table, which

refer to God, contain precisely the order that leads

to the general and final good, God ;
while the

precepts of the second table contain the order of

justice to be observed amongst men, that nothing
undue be done to any man, and that to every man

may be rendered his due. And therefore the

precepts of the decalogue are altogether beyond

dispensation.
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3. The killing of a man is prohibited in the

decalogue in so far as it bears the character of an

undue act: for thus understood, the commandment
contains the essential idea of justice. Human law

cannot allow as lawful the killing of a man unduly.
But there is nothing undue in the killing of male

factors or enemies of the commonwealth. Hence
such killing is not the murder that is forbidden by
the decalogue. Therefore also when any one has

that which was his own taken away from him, if it

was due that he should lose it, that is not the theft

or robbery forbidden in the decalogue.
1 And there

fore when the children of Israel by God s command
took the spoils of the Egyptians, that was not

theft, because what they took was due to them

by the sentence of God. In like manner when
Abraham consented to slay his son, he did not

consent to murder, because it was due for that son

to be slain by the command of God, who is Lord

of life and death ; for He it is who inflicts the

punishment of death on all men, just and unjust,

for the sin of their first parent ;
and if a man by

divine authority shall be the executor of this

sentence, he shall be no murderer, no more than

God is. And in like manner also Osee, taking to

himself a wife of fornications, or an adulterous

woman, committed neither adultery nor fornication,

because he took her to himself by the command
of God, who is the author of the institution of

1 A further consideration, not noticed here, but insisted on

(II-II. q. 64. art. 3.), is whether the taking away of life or property
is due, not merely in itself, but as an act coming from you. (Trl.)

U VOL. I.
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marriage.
1 Thus then the commandments of the

decalogue, for the essence of justice that they

contain, are unchangeable in themselves
; but for

the way that they are determined by application
to particular acts as that this or that should be

murder, theft, or adultery, or not that is a thing

changeable, sometimes by divine authority alone,

in points which are of purely divine institution,

as marriage, and the like
;

sometimes also by
human authority in matters committed to human

jurisdiction; for herein men hold the place of God,
but not for all purposes.

ARTICLE IX. Docs the mode of virtue fall under

the precept of the law ?
2

R. That falls properly under the precept of the

law, for which the penalty of the law is inflicted.

Now the penalty of the law is inflicted only for

what the legislator is competent to judge of: for

law punishes in pursuance of a judicial sentence.

Now man, the legislator of human law, can judge

only of overt acts,
&quot;

for man seeth those things that

appear.&quot;
3

It is for God alone, the legislator of the

1 Cf. II-II. q. 104. art. 4. 2. These difficulties cannot be fairly

dealt with by any one who is unacquainted with the difference

between a dispensation, strictly so called, and a change in the matter

of the law; and between God s power of dominion, and His power of

jurisdiction. See Suarez, De Legibus, 1. ii. c. 15 ; Ethics and Natural

Law, pp. 128, 129, n. 2. (Trl.)
- The mode of virtue is, &quot;first, if the agent have knowledge of

what he is doing : secondly, if he do it by choice, and by choice for

the proper motives of the virtue ; thirdly, if he do it steadily and

resolutely.&quot; Aristotle, Ethics, II. iv. 3. (Trl.)
3

i Kings xvi. 7.
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divine law, to judge of the interior motions of wills,

&quot;God searcher of hearts and reins.&quot;
1

Thereupon
it is to be said that the mode of virtue is in some

sort regarded both by human and divine law
;

in

some sort again by divine law, but not by human
law ; and lastly in some sort neither by human law

nor divine law.

The first point of the mode of virtue, that the

agent should have knowledge of what he is doing,

comes under the judgment of both divine and

human law : for in both courts the question of

ignorance is gone into for infliction of penalty or

admission of excuse. The second point, that the

agent should act by choice, and by choice for the

proper motives of the virtue, is regarded by the divine

law only, for human law does not punish the mere

wish to murder. 2 The third point, that the agent
should act steadily and resolutely, which steadiness

properly belongs to the habit of virtue, and means

action proceeding from a rooted habit, this point

falls under the precept of neither law
;
for neither

by man nor by God is he punished as an offender

who pays due honour to his parents, albeit he has

not the habit of filial piety.

4. If the mode of virtue fell under precept, it

would follow that he who had not the habit of virtue

would deserve punishment, whatever he did, as not

fulfilling the mode, which is impossible without the

habit.

1 Psalm vii. 10.

- Human law does not punish the absence of a virtuous inten

tion, where the exterior conduct is correct ;
nor the presence of a

vicious intention, that does not proceed to any overt act. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE XL 7s it well to specify other moral

precepts of the law, besides the decalogue ?

R. The judicial and ceremonial precepts of the

law 1 have force only by positive institution; prior

to that, it might not appear to matter whether the

thing in question were done one way or another.

Moral precepts have validity from the mere dictate

of natural reason, even if they were nowhere

enacted in the law. Of these there are three

grades. Some are of the widest generality, and
so plain as to need no publishing, as the com
mandments of the love of God and our neighbour ;

over these no man s rational judgment can err.

Some precepts go more into detail : any ordinary
man can at once see the reason of them ; and yet

because in some exceptional cases human judgment

happens to go astray on them, precepts like these

require publishing : such are the precepts of the

decalogue. Some precepts there are again, the

reason of which is not so manifest to every one,

but only to the wise
;
and these are moral precepts

superadded to the decalogue ; they were taught by
God to the people through Moses and Aaron. But

because the truths that are manifest are principles

leading to the knowledge of others not manifest,

these other moral precepts superadded to the

decalogue are reducible to the decalogue as corol

laries thereto.-

1 The judicial and ceremonial precepts of the Old Law regulated

by positive enactment civil procedure and divine worship res

pectively. (Trl.)
2 The remainder of the Prima Secundz is scriptural and theo

logical. (Trl.)
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QUESTION I.

OF FAITH. 1

ARTICLE I. Is the object of faith the Sovereign
Truth ?

R. The object of any cognitive habit has two

elements ; namely, that which is materially known,
which we may call the material object; and that by
which the knowledge comes, which is the formal
reason of the knowledge of the object. Thus in the

science of geometry, the conclusions are things

materially known ; but the demonstrations by which

the conclusions are known, are the formal reason

1 The theological virtues are so bound up with St. Thomas s

moral system, that it is impossible wholly to omit his treatment of

them. It has been difficult at times to make the distinction, but in

the main those Articles are omitted which concern the theologian

rather than the moralist. (Trl.)
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of the knowledge. Thus then in faith, if we con

sider the formal reason of the knowing of the object,

it is nothing else than the Sovereign Truth
;
for the

faith of which we speak does not assent to anything
on any other ground than this, that it is revealed

by God. Hence faith rests upon the mere truth of

God as the means by which it is established and

brought home to the mind. But if we consider

materially the things to which faith assents, they
are not only God Himself, but many other things

also, which however do not fall under the assent of

faith except so far as they bear some reference to

God.

ARTICLE IV. Can the object of faith be anything

that is seen ?

R. Faith imports the assent of the intellect to

that which is believed. Now the intellect assents

to a thing in two ways : in one way because it is

moved thereto by the object itself, which is either

known by itself, as in the case of first principles,

whereof there is intuition, or is known through some

thing else, as in the case of conclusions, whereof

there is science.
1 In another way the intellect

assents to a thing, not because it is sufficiently

moved by its own proper object as intellect, but by
a choice voluntarily inclining to one side rather than

to another. If this be done with doubt and dread

of the contrary, it will be opinion; but if it be done

with full assurance,
2
unaccompanied by any such

1 I-II. q. 57. art. 2. (Trl.)

St. Paul s
-rr\Tfjpo&amp;lt;pop

a rriffTfOfS, Hebrews x. 22. (Trl.)
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dread, it will be faith. But those things are said to

be seen, which by themselves move our intellect or

sense to a knowledge of them. Hence it is manifest

that neither faith nor opinion can be of things that

are seen whether by sense or by intellect.

i. On the words,
&quot; Because thou hast seen

me, Thomas, thou hast believed,&quot;
1

it is to be said

that Thomas saw one thing and believed another :

he saw a Man, and believing he confessed Him to

be God.

QUESTION II.

OF THE ACT OF FAITH.

ARTICLE I. Is it to believe to think with assent ?

R. By thinking in the more proper sense of the

word we mean an intellectual study, attended with

inquiry, prior to arriving at a perfect understanding by

certitude of vision ; or, a movement of the mind deliber

ating, and not yet made perfect by a full vision of the

truth. If thinking be taken in this sense, we thereby

come to understand the whole rationale of the act of

believing. For of the acts belonging to the intellect

some have a firm assent without such thinking ; as

when a man reflects on what he knows or understands.

Again, some acts of the intellect involve thinking

without firm assent, whether without inclining to

either side, as in doubt; or inclining rather to one

side, but on slight indication, as in surmise; or

1 St. John xx. 29.
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adhering to one side, but with dread of the other,

as in opinion. But the act of believing means a

firm assent to one side ; and in that respect
he who believes is like the man who knows and

understands; and yet his knowledge is not made

perfect by manifest vision
;
and to this extent he is

like the other man who doubts, surmises, and opines.

Thus it is proper to the believer to think with

assent. And thus the act of believing is marked

off from all other acts of the intellect about truth

or falsehood.

3. To the objection that belief is an act of the

understanding, its object being truth ; but assent,

like consent, seems to be an act, not of understand

ing, but of will it is to be said that the intellect of

the believer is not finally determined by reason, but

by the will ; and therefore assent here is taken for an

act of the intellect as determined by the will.

ARTICLE III. Is it necessary to salvation to believe

anything above natural reason ?

R. The final happiness of man consists in a

supernatural vision of God. To this vision man
cannot arrive except by way of going to school to

God as his Teacher, according to that saying:
&quot;

Every one that hath heard of the Father and hath

learned, cometh to me.&quot;
1 Of this schooling a man

gets the benefit, not all at once, but in successive

stages, according to the capacity of his nature. But

every such learner must believe in order to arrive at

1 St. John vi. 45.
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perfect knowledge : as the Philosopher says,
&quot; The

learner must believe.&quot; Hence, for man to arrive

at the vision of perfect happiness, it is a previous

requisite that he should believe God, as a scholar

believes the master who teaches him.

ARTICLE IV. 7s it necessary to receive on faith

things that can be proved by natural reason ?

R. It is necessary for man to receive by the

way of faith, not only truths that are above reason,

but also those that can be known by reason, and

this on three grounds. First, that man may arrive

more quickly to the knowledge of divine truth. For

the science to which it belongs to prove the existence

of God and other truths concerning Him, is the last

of all sciences proposed to man to study, many other

sciences being preliminary to it ; and thus it were

only when much of life was already past that man
would arrive at the knowledge of God. Secondly,

that the knowledge of God may be more common.

For many cannot advance in the study of science,

either on account of the dulness of their intellect,

or otherwise through the occupations and neces

sities of this temporal life, or again through slothful-

ness to learn. These people would be altogether

robbed of the knowledge of God, were not the things

of God proposed to them by the way of faith.

Thirdly, for certainty s sake. For human reason is

very much to seek in the things of God, as is shown

by the errors and mutual contradictions of philo

sophers. In order then that a knowledge of God,
certain and beyond doubt, might obtain amongst
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men, it was proper that divine truths should be

delivered to them by the way of faith, as utterances

of God, who cannot lie.

ARTICLE IX. Is faith meritorious?

R. Our acts are meritorious, inasmuch as they

proceed from free-will, moved by the grace of God.

Hence every human act that is under the control

of free-will may be meritorious, if it is referred to

God. Now to believe is an act of the intellect,

assenting to divine truth by command of the will,

moved by God s grace ;
and thus is under the

control of free-will in reference to God. Hence the

act of faith may be meritorious.

3. To the objection that he who pays the

assent of faith, either has a sufficient motive to

induce him to believe, or he has not : if he has, it

cannot be meritorious in him to believe, because he

is no longer free not to believe : if he has not, his

belief is a piece of light-mindedness, according to

the text :

&quot; He that is hasty to give credit is light

of heart;
(1 and so it seems it is not meritorious

the answer is that the believer has sufficient induce

ment to believe, that inducement being the authority
of divine teaching confirmed by miracles, and what

is more, the interior impulse of God inviting him :

hence he does not believe lightly. Yet he has not

sufficient inducement to know, and therefore the

character of merit is not taken away.

1 Ecclus. xix. 4.
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ARTICLE X. Does reason, leading up to conclusions

that are of faith, lessen the merit of faith ?

R. Human reasoning alleged in support of the

articles of faith may be something antecedent to

the will of the believer, in this sense, that but for

the said human reasoning he would have either no

will at all, or not a prompt will, to believe. At that

rate human reasoning diminishes the merit of faith
;

as also passion antecedent to election in moral virtues

diminishes the merit of the virtuous act. For as a

man ought to exercise the acts of the moral virtues

on the judgment of reason, not on the impulse of

passion, so he ought to believe articles of faith, not

on the strength of human reasoning, but on the

authority of God. Again, human reasoning may be

consequent upon the will of the believer. For when
a man has a prompt will to believe, he loves the

truth believed, and thinks it over, and embraces any

arguments that he can find in its favour ;
and in

this respect human reasoning does not exclude the

merit of faith, but is a sign of greater merit. So

also in the moral virtues, a passion consequent is a

sign of greater promptitude of will.
1

i. When Gregory says, &quot;That faith has no

merit, to which human reasoning lends experience,&quot;

he speaks of the case of a man having no mind to

believe articles of faith except for the reason alleged

in evidence of them. But when a man has a will

to believe articles of faith on the sole authority of

God, the merit of his faith is not taken away or

diminished, even though he has a demonstrative

1 For passion antecedent and consequent, see I-II. q. 77. art. 6. (Trl.)
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reason for some of those articles, for instance, for

the existence of God.

3. What makes against the faith, either as a

consideration in the mind of the believer, or in the

way of exterior persecution, augments the merit of

faith, so far forth as it reveals a will more prompt
and firm in the faith. Therefore also the martyrs
had greater merit of faith, not receding from the

faith for persecutions ;
and likewise men of learning

have greater merit of faith, not receding from the

faith for the reasons of philosophers or heretics

alleged against it.

QUESTION III.

OF THE EXTERIOR ACT OF FAITH.

ARTICLE II. 7s confession of faith necessary to

salvation ?

R. The Apostle says: &quot;With the heart we
believe unto justice ;

but with the mouth confession

is made unto salvation.&quot;
1

The things that are necessary to salvation fall

under the precepts of the divine law. But confessing

the faith, being something affirmative, can only fall

under an affirmative precept. Now affirmative

precepts do not bind us to be always acting on

them, though they bind us always ; but they bind

us to action according to time and place and other

due circumstances, which are the necessary condi-

1 Romans x. 10.
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tions of a human act that it may be an act of virtue.

Thus then confessing the faith always and in every

place is not necessary to salvation, but in a certain

time and place, namely, when by the omission of

such confession due honour would be withdrawn

from God, or profit from our neighbour, as in the

case when one, asked about the faith, holds his

peace, and thereby it comes to be believed either

that he has not the faith, or that the faith is not

true, or others by such silence are turned away from

the faith. In cases like these, confession of faith is

necessary to salvation.

i. The end and aim of faith, as of other

virtues, ought to be subordinate to the end of

charity, which is the love of God and our neighbour.
And therefore, when the honour of God or our

neighbour s profit requires it, a man ought not to

rest satisfied with being united by faith to the divine

truth, but he ought to make outward confession of

the same.

2. In a case of necessity, where the faith is in

danger, any one and every one is bound to publish

his faith to others, either for the instruction or

encouragement of others of the faithful, or for

quelling the arrogance of unbelievers
;
but at other

times the instruction of men in the faith does not

belong to all the faithful.

3. If from open confession of the faith there

ensues excitement among unbelievers, without any
benefit to the faith or the faithful, it is not com
mendable publicly to confess the faith in such a

case. Hence our Lord says :

&quot; Give not that which
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is holy to dogs ;
neither cast ye your pearls before

swine, lest perhaps turning upon you they tear

you.&quot;

1 But if there be hope of some benefit to the

faith, or under stress of necessity, a man ought

publicly to confess his faith. Hence it is said that

when the disciples said to our Lord that the

Pharisees, when they heard this word, \vere

scandalized, our Lord answered :

&quot; Let them alone,&quot;

that is, leave them in their excitement; &quot;they are

blind, and leaders of the blind.&quot;
2

QUESTION IV.

OF THE VIRTUE OF FAITH.

ARTICLE VIII. Is faith more certain than science?

R. Considering certitude in respect of its motive,

that position is said to be the more certain which

has the more certain motive. Thus considered,

faith is more certain than science ; because faith

rests on divine truth, science on human reasoning.

In another way certitude may be considered with

respect to the subject who is certain. In this way
that is said to be more certain which the human
intellect more fully grasps. At this rate, seeing that

articles of faith are above human understanding, but

not articles of science, faith from this point of view

is the less certain. Hence, absolutely speaking, faith

is the more certain of the two
;
but science is the

1 St. Matt. vii. 6. 2 St. Matt. xv. 12.
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more certain in a restricted sense, that is, in reference

to us.

2. Other things being equal, sight is more
certain than hearing ; but if the person from whom
a thing is heard is a much better authority than

the eyesight of the witness, under that condition

hearing is more certain than sight. Thus a man
of little knowledge is more certainly assured of what

he hears from a man of science, than he is of what

seems to him according to his own reasoning. Much
more is man more certain of wrhat he hears from

God, who cannot be deceived, than of what he sees

by his own reasoning, which may be deceived.

QUESTION V.

OF PERSONS HAVING FAITH.

ARTICLE III. Is it possible for him who disbelieves

one article offaith, to have faith, uninformed by charity,

in the other articles ?

R. In a heretic who disbelieves one article of

faith, no faith remains, either informed or unin

formed. The reason is, because the specific nature

of every habit depends upon the precise character

of object that it is conversant with ;
when that is

taken away, the specific nature of the habit cannot

remain. Now the precise or formal object of faith

is the Sovereign Truth, as manifested in Holy

Scripture and the teaching of the Church, which

v VOL. i.
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proceeds from the Sovereign Truth. Hence who
ever does not adhere to and hold for an infallible

and divine rule the teaching of the Church, which

proceeds from the Sovereign Truth manifested in

Holy Scripture, such a one has not the habit of

faith, but holds the articles of faith by some other

means than by faith ; just as in the case of a man

holding a conclusion without knowing the demon
stration that leads to it, it is manifest that he has

no scientific knowledge on that point, but opinion

only. But it is clear that he who adheres to the

Church s teaching as to an infallible rule, assents

to all points of that teaching ; otherwise, if with

regard to what the Church teaches, he holds such

points as he likes, and points that he dislikes he

refuses to hold, he can no longer be said to adhere

to the Church s teaching as to an infallible rule,

but he adheres to his own will. And so it is

manifest that a heretic who pertinaciously disbelieves

one article of faith, is not prepared to follow the

Church s teaching in the matter of the other

articles : for if he is not pertinacious in his disbelief,

he is in that case no heretic, but only a man in

error.

i. The other articles of faith on which the

heretic does not err, he does not hold in the same

way as the faithful by simply adhering to the

Sovereign Truth, for which adhesion man needs

the aid of a habit of faith, but he holds the articles

of faith by his own private will and judgment.
2. Faith adheres to all the articles of faith

for one motive, namely, for the sake of the Sovereign
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Truth proposed to us in Scripture, according to the

teaching and sound understanding of the Church.

And therefore he who relinquishes this motive, is

altogether devoid of faith.

QUESTION VI.

OF THE CAUSE OF FAITH.

ARTICLE I. Is faith infused into man by God?
R. There are two requisites for faith. One is

the proposing of articles to be believed, which is

requisite for man to believe anything explicitly.

The other requisite is the assent of the believer to

the articles proposed. As to the first of these

requisites, faith must necessarily be of God. For

articles of faith transcend human reason, and enter

not into the knowledge of man except by the reve

lation of God. But while to some they are

revealed immediately by God, as to the Apostles
and Prophets, they are proposed to others by God

sending preachers of the faith. As to the second

requisite, namely, the assent of man to the articles

of faith, two manner of causes may be noted. One
cause would be an exterior inducement, in the

shape of some miracle seen, or persuasion of some

man urging you to faith. Neither of these is a

sufficient cause ; for of those who see one and the

same miracle, and hear the same preaching, some

believe and some do not. And therefore we must
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assign another cause, an interior cause, moving a

man interiorly to assent to articles of faith. This

cause the Pelagians laid down to be merely the

free-will of man. But that is false : for since man s

assent to articles of faith raises him to a nature

above his own, this assent must be an him by a

supernatural principle moving him within, which is

God. And therefore in regard of the assent, which

is the principal act of faith, faith is of God interiorly

moving us by His grace.

QUESTION X.

OF UNBELIEF IN GENERAL.

ARTICLE I. 7s unbelief a sin ?

R. Unbelief may be understood in two ways :

in one way as a mere negation, so that a man is

called an unbeliever simply from not having the

faith. In another way unbelief may be understood

as signifying contrary opposition to the faith,

whereby one stands out against the hearing of

the faith, or even despises faith ;
and in this the

proper and perfect essence of unbelief consists ;

and thus understood, unbelief is a sin. But if it

is taken for a pure negation, as in those who have

heard nothing of the faith, it has not the character

of a sin, but rather of a penalty, inasmuch as such

ignorance of divine things is a consequence of the

sin of our first parent. Unbelievers of this class
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are damned for other sins that cannot be forgiven
without faith, but they are not damned for the sin

of unbelief. 1

ARTICLE II. Is the intellect the subject in which

unbelief resides ?

A . Sin is said to be in that power which is the

principle of the act of sin. Now we find two such

principles : one primary and general, that commands
all acts of sin

; and this principle is the will, because

all sin is voluntary. The other principle of the act

of sin is the proper and proximate principle that

elicits the act. Thus the concupiscible faculty is

the principle of gluttony and luxury ; and accord

ingly gluttony and luxury are said to be in the

concupiscible faculty. But dissent, which is the

proper act of unbelief, is an act of the intellect, as

also is assent, an act of the intellect moved by the

will. And therefore unbelief, like faith, is in the

intellect as its proximate subject, but in the will as

its prime mover. And in this way all sin is said

to be in the will. 2

2. The cause of unbelief is in the will, but

unbelief itself is in the intellect.

1 The hardest thing in the condition of men who have not the

true faith, is the difficulty of getting any grievous sin forgiven them.

Still there may be, nay, there must be, channels of divine mercy
open to all men of good-will. (Trl.)

- All sin is commanded by the will, but elicited by the power of

which it is immediately the act. The sin is at once in the eliciting

and in the commanding power. (See I-II. q. 6. art. 4.) Thus all sin

is in the will, but not in the will only. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE III. 7s unbelief the greatest of sins ?

R. Every sin formally consists in a turning away
from God. Hence a sin is the more grievous, the

more a man is thereby separated from God. Now
it is by unbelief that a man is furthest removed

from God, not having a true knowledge of God.

Hence the sin of unbelief is greater than all sins

of moral perversity. But the case is otherwise

when there is question of sins opposed to the other

theological virtues.

3. An unbeliever is more grievously punished
for the sin of unbelief than another sinner for any
other sin, considering the kind of the sin : but for

another sin, say adultery, committed by a believer

and by an unbeliever, other things being equal, the

believer sins more grievously than the unbeliever,

as well on account of the knowledge of the truth

of faith, as also on account of the sacraments of

faith which he has received, and which he dishonours

by sinning.

ARTICLE VII. Ought we publicly to dispute with

unbelievers ?

R. In disputing of the faith there are two things

to consider : one on the part of the disputant, the

other on the part of the hearers. On the part of

the disputant we must consider his intention. For

if he disputes as doubting of the faith, and not

premising the truth of the faith for a certainty, but

intending to make a trial by argument, unquestion

ably he sins, as one doubtful of the faith and un

believing. But if one disputes of the faith to confute
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errors, or even for practice sake, it is a praise

worthy proceeding. On the part of the hearers we
have to consider whether they who hear the dis

putation are instructed and firm in the faith, or

are simple people, easy to unsettle. In presence
of the wise and firm in faith, there is no danger
in disputing of the faith. But with regard to

simple folk a distinction must be made. Either

these people are assailed by unbelievers striving

to destroy the faith in them, or they are not at all

troubled in the matter, as in lands where there

are no unbelievers. In the first case it is necessary

publicly to dispute about the faith, provided there

be found persons fit and proper for the purpose,
and able to refute error : since by this means simple

people will be confirmed in the faith, and the power
of deceiving will be taken away from unbelievers

;

and besides, the silence of those who should with

stand the misrepresentation of the truth of faith,

would of itself be a confirmation of the error. But

in the second case it is dangerous publicly to dispute

of faith before simple people, whose faith is all

the firmer from their never having heard anything
different from what they believe. And therefore

it is not expedient for them to hear the words of

unbelievers disputing against the faith.
1

1 St. Thomas evidently regarded revealed truth as a gift of

God, necessary for salvation a. deposit that we have a duty to

keep, a treasure that we are in danger of being robbed of, a trust

which it is a sin to betray rather than as matter for an intellectual

game, which all can play at and exercise their critical faculty upon
with advantage. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE VIII. Are unbelievers to be brought to

the faith by compulsion ?

R. Of unbelievers, some there are who have

never received the faith, as Gentiles and Jews.
Such persons are on no account to be brought to

the faith by compulsion, that they themselves should

become believers, because believing is of the will
;

they are however, if possible, to be compelled by
the faithful not to stand in the way of the faith

by blasphemies or evil persuasions, or open persecu
tions. And for this reason the faithful of Christ

often make war on unbelievers, not to force them

to believe, because, even though they had beaten

them and got them prisoners, they would still leave

them their choice whether they would believe or

no, but for the purpose of compelling them not to

put hindrances in the way of the faith of Christ.

Other unbelievers there are who have at one time

received the faith, and profess it, as heretics,
1 and

all manner of apostates. Such persons are to be

compelled even by corporal means to fulfil what

they have promised, and hold what they have once

received.

3. As to take a vow is voluntary, but to pay
the vow is of necessity ;

so to receive the faith is

a voluntary act, but it is of necessity to hold it,

once received. And therefore heretics are to be

compelled to hold the faith.

1 The heretics whom the mediaeval writers had in view, were

the heretics of their own time, i.e., apostate Catholics. The
Protestant of our day falls under St. Thomas s first class of un

believers. (Trl.)
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ARTICLE XL Arc the rites of unbelievers to be

tolerated ?

R. Human government is derived from divine

government, and ought to imitate it. But God,

almighty and supremely good as He is, nevertheless

permits sundry evils to happen in the universe that

He might prevent ; lest if they were taken away,

greater good might be taken away, or even still

greater evils ensue. So then also they who preside

over human government, do right in tolerating

sundry evils lest sundry good things be hindered,

or even worse evils be incurred, as Augustine says :

&quot;Take away prostitutes from human society, and

you disorder the world with lustful intrigues.&quot; So

then, though unbelievers sin over their rites, they

may be tolerated, either for some good that comes

of them, or for some evil that is avoided thereby.

ARTICLE XII. Arc the children of Jews and other

unbelievers to be baptized against the will of their

parents ?

K. The greatest authority attaches to the custom

of the Church, which is always to be followed in

all things ; since even the teaching of the Catholic

doctors has its authority from the Church. Hence
we must rather stand by the authority of the

Church than by the authority of either Augustine
or Jerome or any doctor whatever. Now it has

never been the usage of the Church to have children

of Jews baptized against the will of their parents ;

though there have been in past times many powerful
Catholic princes, with whom bishops of great
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holiness have been on intimate terms, who would

on no account have failed to obtain their sanction

for this practice, had it been consonant with reason.

The ground of the rejection of the practice is two

fold. One ground is the danger to faith. For

if the children received Baptism, not yet having the

use of reason, afterwards when they came of age

they might easily be induced by their parents to

abandon that which they had received in ignorance.

Another ground is this, that the practice is opposed
to natural justice : for the son naturally belongs
to his father. Indeed at first he is not distinct in

body from his parents, so long as he is contained

in his mother s womb. Afterwards when he leaves

the womb, before he has the use of reason, he is

contained under his parents care as in a sort of

spiritual womb. For so long as a child has not

the use of reason, he differs not from an irrational

animal : hence as an ox or a horse is another s to

use when he will, according to the civil law, as an

instrument of his own, so it is a provision of the

natural law that the son should be under the care

of his father before he has the use of reason.

Hence it would be against natural justice for a child

to be withdrawn from his parents care before he

has the use of reason, or for any arrangement to

be made about him against the will of his parents.

But after he begins to have the use of reason, he

begins to be his own at last, and can provide for

himself in things of divine or natural law ; and then

he is to be induced to the faith not by compulsion,
but by persuasion ; and he may even consent to
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the faith against the will of his parents, and be

baptized, but not before he has the use of reason.

4. Man is referred to God by reason, whereby
he is able to know God. Hence before the use of

reason the child is in the order of nature referred

to God by the reason of his parents, to whose care

he is naturally subject ;
and it is according as they

arrange, that the things of God are to be done upon
him.

QUESTION XL

OF HERESY.

ARTICLE I. Is heresy a species of unbelief ?

R. The name heresy signifies choice or election.

Now election is of means to the end, the end being

presupposed. In matters of belief the principal

truth bears the character of the last end, and the

secondary truths the character of means to the end.

And because whoever believes, assents to some one s

word, the principal object, and what we may call

the scope and aim in every inclination to believe,

is the person whose word is acquiesced in : the

tenets held in consequence of that acquiescence are

secondary things. So then whoever rightly holds

the Christian faith, acquiesces by his will in the

word of Christ, in the things which truly belong

to Christ s doctrine. Therefore there are two

possible ways of deviation from the straight path of

Christian faith. One way is by refusal to take the
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word of Christ. Whoever takes this way, has an

evil will with regard to the very scope and aim of

faith. Such is the species of unbelief found in

Pagans and Jews. Another way is that of intending

indeed to take the word of Christ, but at the same

time failing in the election of articles whereon to take

that word
;

because you elect not those articles

which are truly taught by Christ, but those which

your own mind suggests to you. And therefore

heresy is a species of unbelief, belonging to those

who profess the faith of Christ, but pervert His

doctrines.

ARTICLE III. Are heretics to be tolerated? 1

R. With regard to heretics two elements are to

1 A question to ask in the nineteenth century ! The changes
of the last six hundred years may be reduced to three heads.

1. The formation of heretical bodies of long standing, the

individual members of which, never having professed the Catholic

faith, and being ignorant of it, and from infancy prejudiced against

it, cannot without distinction be called heretics.

2. The fallen estate of the Church as a political power.

3. The irritation set up in modern minds at the sight of men

punished for opinions, whether political or religious : a fact that

the Church would have to reckon with, even if she had might on

her side, and consider whether it would be prudent in her nowadays
to visit heresy with all the ancient penalties. For the Church s

punishments are medicinal
;
and the same medicine does not suit

every age and constitution of society. The Church, however, still

insists on her right to punish by corporal inflictions. Pius IX.

condemned this proposition (Syllabus 24) :

&quot; The Church has no

authority to use force.&quot;

It is useful in this matter to observe that canonists draw a

distinction between tolerated and non-tolerated heretics; and among
the latter they again distinguish those condemned personally with

concurrence of the civil law, and those condemned personally by
merely ecclesiastical censures. (Trl.)
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be considered, one element on their side, and the

other on the part of the Church. On their side

is the sin whereby they have deserved, not only to

be separated from the Church by excommunication,
but also to be banished from the world by death.

For it is a much heavier offence to corrupt the faith,

whereby the life of the soul is sustained, than to

tamper with the coinage, which is an aid to temporal
life. Hence if coiners or other malefactors are

at once handed over by secular princes to a just

death, much more may heretics, immediately they
are convicted of heresy, be not only excommunicated,
but also justly done to die. But on the part of the

Church is mercy in view of the conversion of them

that err
;
and therefore she does not condemn at

once, but &quot;

after the first and second admonition,&quot;

as the Apostle teaches. 1 After that, however, if

the man is still found pertinacious, the Church

having no hope of his conversion, provides for the

safety of others, cutting him off from the Church

by the sentence of excommunication ; and further

she leaves him to the secular tribunal to be exter

minated from the world by death. 2

1 Titus iii. 10.

2 Read again Article VIII., with the note (Trl )



QUESTION XII.

OF APOSTASY.

ARTICLE II.

R. It does not belong to the Church to punish
unbelief in those who have never received the faith ;

according to the saying of the Apostle:
1

&quot;What

have I to do to judge them that are without ?
&quot; But

the infidelity of them who have received the faith is

amenable to her sentence and punishment.

QUESTION XIII.

OF THE SIN OF BLASPHEMY.

ARTICLE I. 7s blasphemy the opposite of confession

of the faith ?

R. The name of blasphemy implies some dis

paragement of the goodness of God. If this is

done in the heart only, it is blasphemy of the heart,

but if it come out in speech, it is blasphemy of the

mouth. And thus blasphemy is the opposite of

confession of the faith.

2. As God is praised in His saints, by praise

of the works that He accomplishes in His saints, so

1 i Cor. v. 12.
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also blasphemy against the saints redounds conse

quently upon God.

ARTICLE II. Is blasphemy always a mortal sin ?

R. That is a mortal sin by which man is sepa
rated from the first principle of spiritual life, which

is the charity of God. Hence whatever acts are

inconsistent with charity are mortal sins of their

kind. Now blasphemy of its kind is opposed to

divine charity, because it is a disparagement of

divine goodness, which is the object of charity :

and therefore blasphemy is a mortal sin of its

kind. 1

3. Blasphemy may fall from the lips by

surprise without deliberation in two ways. Either

it is that the person does not notice that what he

says is a blasphemy, as may happen in a movement
of sudden passion, when a man breaks out into any
words that he happens to fancy, without considera

tion of their meaning : and then it is a venial sin,

and does not properly come under the idea of

blasphemy ;
or it may be that he does consider the

meaning of his words, and notices that what he says

is blasphemous : and then he is not excused from

mortal sin, any more than the man is excused who
in a sudden fit of anger kills the person sitting next

to him.

ARTICLE III.

i. If murder and blasphemy are compared
in respect of the objects sinned against, clearly

1 For the meaning of this phrase see I-II. q. 88. art. 2. (Trl.)
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blasphemy, as being an offence directly against God,

outweighs murder, which is an offence against our

neighbour. But if they are compared in respect of

the harm done, then murder has the preponderance :

for murder hurts our neighbour more than blas

phemy hurts God. But because our estimation of

the gravity of a fault must go more by the intention

of a perverse will than by the effect wrought, there

fore, seeing that the blasphemer intends to wound
the honour of God, he sins, absolutely speaking,
more grievously than the murderer. 1

ARTICLE IV. Do the damned blaspheme ?

R. Part of the essence of blasphemy is detesta

tion of the divine goodness. Now they who are

in hell retain their perverse will, averse to the

justice of God, in this that they love the things for

which they are punished, and would wish to practise

them if they could, and hate the punishments that

are inflicted on them for such sins. They do,

however, also grieve for the sins they have com

mitted, not that they hate the sins themselves, but

because they are punished for them. Such detes

tation then of the divine justice is in them an

inward blasphemy of the heart. And it is credible

that in the resurrection there will be in them vocal

blasphemy also, as in the saints there will be vocal

praise of God.

1 A man may be accounted to have gone all lengths in wicked

ness, when he sets himself wilfully and with full resolution to

blaspheme. (Trl.)



QUESTION XVII.

OF HOPE.

ARTICLE I. Is hope a virtue ?

R. According to the Philosopher, &quot;The virtue of

any given being is that which makes the subject

good, and renders his work good.&quot; Wherever

therefore we find any good human act, there must

be some corresponding human virtue. But the

measure of human acts is twofold : one proximate
and homogeneous, namely reason

;
the other

supreme and transcendent, namely God ;
and

therefore every human act that attains to reason

or to God Himself is good. But the act of hope,
of which we now speak, attains to God. For the

object of hope is good in the future, difficult, but

possible to be had. Now a thing is possible to us

in two ways, in one way through ourselves, in

another way through others. Inasmuch then as we

hope for a thing as possible to us through the divine

assistance, our hope attains to God Himself on

whose aid it rests. And therefore hope is clearly a

virtue, since it makes a man s act good, and attains

to the true rule.

i. The hope of which we now speak is not a

passion, but a habit of the mind.

w VOL. i.
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ARTICLE II. Is the proper object of hope eternal

happiness ?

R. The hope of which we now speak attains to

God, resting upon His aid to gain the good thing

hoped for. But an effect must be proportionate to

its cause
; and therefore the good that we properly

and principally should hope for from God is infinite

good, which is in proportion to the power of God

aiding us. Such a good is life everlasting, which

consists in the enjoyment of God Himself. For we
must not hope anything of Him less than He is

Himself; since His goodness, whereby He imparts

good things to His creature, is not less than His

essence.

2. Whatever other good things there are, we

ought not to ask them of God except in order to

everlasting happiness.

ARTICLE V. Is hope a theological virtue ?

R. Hope has the character of a virtue from its

attaining to the supreme rule of human acts, attain

ing it both as that rule is the first efficient cause,

inasmuch as it rests on the aid thereof, and also as

that rule is the last final cause, inasmuch as it looks

for happiness in the enjoyment of the same. Thus

evidently God is the principal object of hope, con

sidered as a virtue. Since therefore the essence of

a theological virtue consists in having God for its

object, it is plain that hope is a theological virtue.

2. No one can rely too much on the divine

assistance.
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ARTICLE VI. 7s hope a distinct virtue front the

other theological virtues ?

K. A virtue is said to be theological from having
God for the object to which it clings. Now we may
cling to another either for his own sake or because

by him we come to something else. Charity then

makes a man cling to God for His own sake ; but

faith and hope make a man cling to God as to a

principle and source whence other things accrue to

us. For of God there accrues to us both the know

ledge of truth and the gaining of perfect goodness.
Faith then makes a man cling to God inasmuch as

He is the principle whence we know the truth : for

we believe those things to be true which are told us

by God
;
while hope makes us cling to God, as He

is in our regard the principle and source of perfect

goodness, inasmuch as by hope we rely on the

divine assistance to obtain eternal happiness.
1

3. Hope makes us tend to God as to a final

good to be obtained, and as to an efficacious aid to

succour us : but charity properly makes man tend

to God, uniting his affection to God, so that man

may no longer live for himself, but for God.

1 It comes to this, that faith seeks truth of God, and hope
happiness in God

;
while charity seeks God Himself. (Trl.)



QUESTION XVIII.

OF THE SUBJECT OF HOPE.

ARTICLE I. Is the will the subject of hope ?

R. Habits are known by their acts. But the act

of hope is a movement of the appetitive faculty,

since its object is good. Appetite in man is twofold,

sensitive and intellectual. But the act of the virtue

of hope cannot belong to the sensitive appetite :

because the good that is the principal object of this

virtue is not any sensible good, but divine good.
And therefore the superior appetite, which is called

the will, is the subject of hope.

3. The movement of hope and the movement
of charity are connected one with another, and

therefore there is nothing to hinder both movements

together belonging to one power.

ARTICLE IV. Is the hope of wen still in this life

fraught with certitude ?

R. Certitude is found in a thing in two ways, by
essence and by participation. Essentially it is found

in the knowing faculty; by participation, in every

thing that is moved by the knowing faculty infallibly

to its end. In this latter way hope tends with
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certainty to its end, as partaking of certainty from

faith, which is in the knowing faculty.

i. Hope rests principally on the divine omni

potence and mercy, of which omnipotence and

mercy every one is certain who has faith.

3. The fact of some persons, who had hope,

failing to attain to happiness, arises from defect of

their free-will placing the obstacle of sin, not from

any defect of the divine power or mercy, which is

that on which hope relies.

QUESTION XIX.

OF THE GIFT OF FEAR.

ARTICLE I. Can God be feared?
R. Fear may have a double object : one object

is the evil itself that the man shrinks from, the

other is the object from whence the evil may come.

In the first way God, who is goodness itself, cannot

be an object of fear
;
but He may be an object of

fear in the second way, inasmuch as evil may
threaten us from Him, or in relation to Him. From
Him we may be threatened with the evil of punish

ment, which is not evil absolutely, but in a restricted

sense, while absolutely it is good. For since good
is so called in reference to the end and aim of being,

while evil implies a privation of this reference, that

is evil absolutely which excludes reference to the

last end : and such is the evil of sin. But the evil
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of punishment is evil indeed as being the privation

of some particular good : at the same time it is

good absolutely, inasmuch as it is in keeping with

the last end. In relation to God again there may
come upon us the evil of fault, if we are separated
from Him : and in this way God may and ought to

be feared.

ARTICLE II. Is that a good division of fear into

filial, initial, servile, and mundane ?

R. We are dealing with fear now inasmuch as by
it we are in any way either turned to God or turned

away from Him. Sometimes man for the evil that

he fears withdraws from God ;
and this is called

hitman or mundane fear. Sometimes again man for

the evil that he fears turns to God and cleaves to

Him. The evil in this latter case is twofold, the

evil of punishment and the evil of fault. If then

one turns to God and cleaves to Him for fear of

punishment, it will be servile fear; but if for fear

of fault, it will be filial fear, for it is proper to sons

to fear offending their father. But if it is for fear

of both, it is initial fear, which is a mean between

the two.

ARTICLE IV.

i. The saying of Augustine,
&quot; He who does a

thing through fear, though what he does be good,
still does not do well,&quot; is to be understood of him

who does a thing out of servile fear, inasmuch as it

is servile, that is, in such a way as not to love

justice, but only to fear punishment.
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ARTICLE VI. Can servile fear abide with charity ?

K. Servile fear is caused by love of self, because

it is fear of punishment or loss of one s own good.

Hence servile fear can stand with charity on the

same terms as love of self does
;

for it is on the

same principle that man desires his own good and

fears to be deprived of it. Now love of self may
stand to charity in three different relations. In one

way it is contrary to charity, when it comes to this,

that a man places his last end in the love of his own

good. In another way it is included in charity,

when it means that a man loves himself in God and

for God. In a third way it is distinct from charity

but not contrary to it, as when a man loves himself

with an eye to his own good, yet so as not to place

his last end in this good of his own
;

in the same

way that for our neighbour we may have some

special love besides the love of charity that is

founded in God, loving our neighbour on the ground
of suitableness of temper, blood relationship, or

some other human condition, which nevertheless

is referable to charity. Thus then also fear of

punishment is in one way included in charity : for

to be separated from God is a punishment, and that

which charity most of all shrinks from : hence this

is a point of chaste fear. In another way it is

contrary to charity, when, flying from punishment
as contrary to his natural good, a man takes that

punishment for the chiefest of evils, and the

contrary of the good that he loves as his last end ;

and at this rate the fear of punishment does not go
with charity. In another way the fear of punish-
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ment is distinct indeed in substance from chaste

fear, because the man fears the penal evil, not on

account of the separation from God, but because

it is hurtful to his own good ; and yet his last end

is not set in that good, nor consequently is that evil

dreaded as the chiefest of evils
;
and such fear of

punishment can go with charity. But the fear

of punishment is then only said to be servile

when punishment is feared as the chiefest of

evils.
1 And therefore fear as servile abides not

with charity; but the substance of servile fear can

abide with charity, as the love of self can so abide.

ARTICLE X. Does fear grow less as charity grows

greater ?

R. There is a filial fear whereby one fears offence

to one s father or separation from him, and a servile

fear whereby one fears punishment. Filial fear

must necessarily increase with the increase of

charity, as the effect with the increase of the cause,

for the more we love another, the more we fear to

offend him or to be separated from him. But servile

fear in respect of its servility is altogether taken

away by the advent of charity. The fear of punish
ment remains however in substance ; and this fear

1 What St. Thomas here calls servile fear, is marked by modern

writers as servilely servile fear. Otherwise St. Thomas s doctrine in

substance quite accords with the last words of St. Ignatius s Spiritual

Exercises :
&quot; Not only is filial fear a thing pious and most holy, but

even servile fear, where a man does not attain to anything better

and more useful, is a great help to lift his head above mortal sin ;

and when he has come out of that, he easily arrives to filial fear,

which is wholly acceptable and pleasing to God our Lord, because

it goes along with divine love.&quot; (Trl.)
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is diminished by the increase of charity, especially as

to the active exercise of such fear, because the more
we love God, the less we fear punishment, first,

because we attend less to our own good, which is

defeated by punishment; secondly, because adhering
more firmly to God we have more confidence of

reward, and thereby less fear of punishment.

QUESTION XX.

OF DESPAIR.

ARTICLE I. Is despair a sin ?

R. What affirmation or negation is in the intellect,

that courting or avoidance is in the appetite ;
and

what is in the intellect true or false, is in the appetite

good or bad. And therefore every movement of

appetite formed upon a true understanding is in

itself good; and every movement of appetite formed

upon a false understanding is in itself evil and

sinful. Now the true estimate of the understanding

regarding God is this, that men s salvation comes

of God, and that pardon is given to sinners : whilst

it is a false opinion that He denies pardon to

a penitent sinner, or does not convert sinners to

Himself by justifying grace. And therefore the

movement of despair, which is formed upon a false

estimate of God, is vicious and sinful.

i. In every mortal sin there is some turning

away from the good that perishes not, and some
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turning to the good that perishes ; but the manner
of this is different in different sins. The sins

opposed to the theological virtues, as hatred of God,

despair, and unbelief, primarily consist in the turning

away from the good that perishes not ; the reason

being that the theological virtues have God for their

object : but consequently they imply a turning to the

good that perishes, inasmuch as the soul abandoning
God must consequently of necessity turn to other

things. Other sins primarily consist in a turning to

the good that perishes, and consequently in a turning

away from the good that perishes not. For the

fornicator does not intend to fall away from God,
but to enjoy the delight of his flesh, upon which

enjoyment his falling away from God ensues.

3. The damned are not in a state to hope,

on account of the impossibility of their return to

happiness ;
and therefore their not hoping is not

imputed to them as a fault, but is part of their

damnation, as though in this world a man were

not to hope for that which he was never born to

enjoy.

ARTICLE II. Can there be despair without unbelief?

R. Unbelief belongs to the intellect, despair to

the appetitive faculty. The intellect deals with

universals, but the appetitive faculty is conversant

with particular things. Now one who looks at a

thing rightly in the general, may be wrong in the

movement of his appetite owing to the warping of

his judgment in a particular instance ;
as he who

commits fornication has a warped judgment in a
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particular instance, choosing fornication as a good

thing for himself here and now, while he still keeps
his universal judgment right according to faith, that

fornication is a mortal sin. In like manner, while

keeping in the general a right judgment of faith,

that there is forgiveness of sins in the Church, one

may still suffer a movement of despair, to the effect

that for himself in this state there is no hope of

pardon, his judgment being warped in this particular

instance. And thus there may be despair without

unbelief, as also there may be other mortal sins. 1

ARTICLE III. Is despair the greatest of sins ?

R. The sins that are opposed to the theological

virtues, are of their kind more grievous than other

sins. For whereas the theological virtues have God
for their object, the sins opposed to them imply

directly and primarily a turning away from God.

Now in every mortal sin the principal root of evil

and grievousness of the act comes from this, that it

is a turning away from God : for if there could be

a turning to the good that perishes, without a

turning away from God, though that would be an

inordinate proceeding, yet it would not be a mortal

sin.
2 And therefore that which of its own ordinary

nature in the first place involves a turning away
from God, is the most grievous sin of all mortal

sins.

1 Cf. I-II. q. Ixxvii. art. 2. (Trl.)
- That is to say, if sin were no more than philosophical sin, we

should never have mortal sin, I-II. q. 71. art. 6. 5. ; Ethics and

Natural Law, pp. 119, 125; and no eternal punishment, I-II. q. 87.

art. 4. (Trl.)
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Now the opposites of the theological virtues are

unbelief, despair, and hatred of God. Of these,

hatred and unbelief in themselves, that is, in their

own specific nature, prove on comparison to be more

grievous than despair. For unbelief comes of a

man not believing the truth of God ; hatred of God
comes of man s will being contrary to the divine

goodness ; but despair comes of man not hoping
that he has any share in the goodness of God.

Evidently therefore unbelief and hatred of God are

against God as He is in Himself; but despair is

against Him, in so far as we are sharers in His

goodness. Hence of itself it is a greater sin not

to believe God s truth, or to hate God, than not to

hope to obtain glory of Him.
But if we make the comparison of despair with

the other two sins so far as they affect ourselves, in

that light despair is the more dangerous ; because,

as it is by hope that we are held back from evil-doing

and led on to goodness, so the taking away of hope

plunges men headlong into vice, and disgusts them
with the labour of doing good. Hence Isidore says:
&quot;A guilty deed is the death of the soul; but to

despair is to go down to hell.&quot;



QUESTION XXI.

OF PRESUMPTION.

ARTICLE I. Docs presumption rely on God or on

the presumptuous man s own strength ?

R. Presumption seems to imply a certain im

moderation in hope. The object of hope is good,

difficult, but possible. Now a thing is possible to

man in one way by his own strength ;
in another

way, only by the power of God. There may be

presumption by immoderation in respect of both

these hopes. Regarding the hope whereby a man
confides in his own strength, presumption is found

in a man striving for a good as possible to him, when
it exceeds his ability. Such presumption is opposed
to the virtue of magnanimity, which holds the golden
mean in this sort of hope. As regards the hope

whereby a man clings to the divine power, there

may be presumption by immoderation in this, that

a man aims at a thing as possible by the power and

mercy of God, which is not possible, as when a man

hopes to obtain pardon without repentance, or glory

without merits.

ARTICLE II. Is presumption a sin ?

Every movement of appetite proceeding upon a

false understanding is in itself evil and sinful. But
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presumption is a movement of appetite, involving
as it does a certain inordinate hope. Moreover, it

proceeds upon a false understanding, as also does

despair : for it is false on the one hand that God
does not pardon them that repent, or does not turn

sinners to repentance ; and false on the other that

He grants forgiveness to such as persist in sin, or

bestows heavenly glory on them that abandon good
works

; that being the notion upon which the move
ment of presumption is formed. And therefore

presumption is a sin, but a less sin than despair ;

because it is more proper to God to have mercy and

to spare than to punish, on account of His infinite

goodness : for the former course, that of mercy,
befits God in respect of Himself, but the latter

course of punishment befits Him in view of our

sins.

3. To sin with a purpose of continuing in the

sin under hope of pardon, is the part of presumption ;

and this does not diminish, but increases the sin.

But to sin in hope of pardon to be obtained some

time, with a purpose of abstaining from the sin and

repenting of it, that is not the part of presumption:
on the contrary, it diminishes the sin, because the

man seems thereby to have his will lest bent upon

sinning.



QUESTION XXIII.

OF CHARITY IX ITSELF.

ARTICLE I. Is charity a friendship ?

R. Not every love has the character of friend

ship, but only that love which is attended with

good-will. But if we do not wish any good to the

objects that we love, but rather wish ourselves the

good that is in them, in the way that we are said to

love wine, or a horse, or anything of that nature,

that is not the love of friendship, but of desire.
1 But

neither is good-will sufficient for the being of friend

ship, but there is required a mutual affection, because

a friend is a friend to a friend. This mutual good
will is founded on something shared in common.
Now there is a something that man shares with

God, inasmuch as God makes us partakers of His

happiness. Of which partnership it is said :

&quot; God
is faithful, by whom you are called to the fellow

ship of His Son.
&quot;

Upon this partnership, then,

some friendship must be founded
;
and the friend

ship that is founded thereon is charity. Hence it

is manifest that charity is a friendship of man with

God.

i. There is a twofold life of man : one exterior,

lived in our sensible and bodily nature ; and in this

1 Cf. I-II. q. 26. art. 4. (Trl.)
-

i Cor. i. 9.
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we have no communion or converse with God and

the Angels. Another life is spiritual, lived in the

mind
; and according thereto we have converse with

God and the Angels ; imperfectly in our present

state, but the intercourse will be made perfect in

our heavenly country.

ARTICLE IV. Is charity a special virtue ?

R. The divine goodness possesses a special

character of goodness, as being the object of

happiness ;
and therefore the love of charity, which

is the love of this goodness, is a special love, and

charity is a special virtue.

2. The virtue or art to which the final end

appertains, commands the virtues or arts to which

other secondary ends belong, as the art of war
commands the art of horsemanship. And therefore,

because charity has for its object the ultimate end

of human life, namely, eternal happiness, it extends

to the acts of the whole of human life by way of

command, not as immediately eliciting all acts of all

virtues. 1

ARTICLE V. Is charity the most excellent of virtues?

R. The standard of human acts is twofold,

namely, human reason and God ; but God is the

first standard, by which even human reason is to

be regulated. And therefore the theological virtues,

which consist in attaining that first standard seeing
that their object is God are more excellent than

1 For the technical sense of eliciting and commanding see above.

II-II. q. 10. art. 2. (Trl.)
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the moral or intellectual virtues, which consist in

attaining to human reason. Therefore, even among
theological virtues themselves, that one must be

preferable which attains more to God. Now that

which has being of itself, is always greater than that

which derives its being through another. Faith

then and hope attain to God, inasmuch as the

knowledge of truth, or the obtaining of good, comes
to us of Him : but charity attains to God Himself,

to rest in Him, not that anything may accrue to us

of Him. And therefore charity is more excellent

than faith or hope, and consequently than all other

virtues : as also prudence, which attains to reason

in itself, is more excellent than the other moral

virtues, which attain to reason inasmuch as the

mean is fixed by reason for human acts or passions.

ARTICLE VII. Can there be any true virtue without

charity ?

R. Virtue aims at good. Now the chief good
is the end in view : for the means to the end are not

called good except in order to the end. As the end

is twofold, one ultimate and one proximate end, so

there is also a twofold good, one ultimate and

general good, and another good proximate and

particular. The ultimate and principal good of

man is the enjoyment of God, according to the

text :

&quot;

It is good for me to adhere to my God ;

&quot; l

and to this end man is adapted by charity. The

secondary and particular good of man is again
1 Psalm Ixxii. 28.

X VOL. I.
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twofold. There is one variety of it that is truly

good, and capable, so far as it goes, of subordination

to the principal good, or last end. The other variety

is apparent and not true good, not true, because it

leads away from final good.
It is clear then that true virtue, absolutely so

called, is that which aims at the principal good of

man: as the Philosopher also says that
&quot;

virtue is

a disposition of the perfect to the best.&quot; And in

that way no true virtue can be without charity.

But if we consider virtue in reference to some

particular end, we may then allow of something in

the absence of charity being called virtue, inasmuch

as it aims at some particular good. But if that

particular good be not true good, but only apparent,
then also the virtue that aims at that good will not

be true virtue, but a false appearance of virtue.

Thus the prudence of the covetous is not true

prudence, which devises various ways and means
of making money; and the same of the justice of

the covetous, which scorns to touch others posses
sions for fear of losing heavily thereby; and the

same of the temperance of the covetous, by which

they abstain from luxury as being an expensive

taste; and the same of the fortitude of the covetous,

with which, as Horace says,
&quot;

they cross the sea,

over the rocks and through the fire, to escape

poverty.&quot; But if the particular good that is sought
be true good, as the preservation of the State, or

something of that sort, the virtue that seeks it will

be true virtue, but imperfect, unless it be referred to

the formal and perfect good.
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i. In a man without charity two sorts of acts

are possible. One act is in keeping with his lack of

charity, when he does something in view of that

which is precisely the reason why charity is wanting
to him ; and such an act is always evil : as Augustine

says that the act of an unbeliever, inasmuch as he is

an unbeliever, is always a sin, even though he clothe

the naked, or do anything of that nature, directing

it to the purpose of his unbelief. There is another

act possible in a man devoid of charity, not in point

of the lack of charity in him, but in point of some
other gift of God that he has, be that gift faith, or

hope, or again some natural goodness : for that is

not taken away by sin. Thus without charity there

may be an act good of its kind, yet not perfectly

good, because the due reference to the last end is

wanting.



QUESTION XXIV.

OF THE SUBJECT OF CHARITY.

ARTICLE I. Is the will the subject of charity ?

R. Appetite being twofold, sensitive and intel

lectual the latter called the will the object of both

the one and the other is good, but in different ways.
The object of the sensitive appetite is good appre
hended by sense. The object of the intellectual

appetite is good according to the universal idea of

good, apprehended by the intellect. But the object
of charity is not any sensible good, but the divine

good, which is known by the intellect alone. And
therefore the subject of charity is not the sensible

appetite, but the intellectual appetite, that is, the

will.

ARTICLE XII. Is charity lost by one act of mortal

sin ?

R. One contrary is taken away by another

contrary supervening. Now every act of mortal

sin is contrary to charity in its essence, which con

sists in the love of God above all things, and man s

total subjection of himself to God, referring all that

he has unto Him. It is therefore of the essence of

chanty that man should so love God, as to be willing
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to submit to Him in all things, and in all things
follow the rule of His commandments. Now if

charity were an acquired habit depending on the

natural goodness of its possessor, there would be

nothing to necessitate its instant abolition by one

contrary act ; for an act is not directly contrary to

a habit, but to an act. The continuance of a habit

in its possessor does not require the continuance of

the corresponding act : hence an acquired habit is

not at once banished by the supervening of a

contrary act. But charity, being an infused habit,

depends on the action of God infusing it, which is

like that of the sun illuminating the air. And
therefore as light would cease at once in the air

by any obstacle put to the illuminating action of

the sun, so also charity ceases to be in the soul,

the moment any obstacle is put to the influx of it

from God. But clearly, by every mortal sin contrary
to the commandments of God, an obstacle is placed
to the infusion aforesaid, because man chooses sin

in preference to the divine friendship, a requisite of

which friendship is that we follow the will of God ;

and consequently by one act of mortal sin the habit

of charity is immediately lost.
1

1 Cf. MI. q. 71. art. 4. (Trl.)



QUESTION XXV.

OF THE OBJECT OF CHARITY.

ARTICLE III. Are even irrational creatures to be

loved in charity ?

R. Charity is a friendship. Now the love of

friendship works in two ways : in one way towards

the friend for whom friendship is entertained ; and

in another way towards the good that we desire our

friend to have. In the first way then no irrational

creature can be loved in charity ;
and that for three

reasons. First, because friendship is entertained

for him to whom we wish good ; but we cannot

properly wish good to an irrational creature, because

it does not belong to such a creature properly to

have good, but only to the rational creature, which

is competent to use the good that it has, disposing
of it by free-will. Secondly, because all friendship

rests upon some life lived in common ; but irrational

creatures cannot share in human life, which is

according to reason : here there can be no friend

ship with irrational creatures except perhaps meta

phorically. The third reason is peculiar to charity :

because charity rests on the sharing of eternal

happiness, of which the irrational creature is not

capable. Still irrational creatures can be loved in
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charity as good things that we desire for others,

inasmuch as in charity we wish them to be pre

served for the honour of God and the benefit of

men ; and thus also God loves them in charity.

ARTICLE IV. Ought a man to love himself in

charity ?

R. Charity being a friendship, we may speak of

charity in two ways : in one way under the general

aspect of friendship ; and in this light we must say

that friendship properly is not entertained towards

one s own self, but something greater than friend

ship : because friendship imports union, but every

being has with itself unity, which goes beyond UHMK

with another. Hence as unity is the principle of

union, so the love wherewith one loves oneself is

the form and root of friendship : for our friendship

for others consists in bearing them that regard

which we bear ourselves. So there is no science of

first principles, but something greater than science,

namely, intuition, or insight.
1 In another way we

may speak of charity in its proper character and

essence, as it is a friendship of man with God

primarily, and secondarily with the creatures that

are of God ; among which the man himself counts

who has the charity. In this way, among other

things that he loves in charity as belonging to God,
he also loves himself in charity.

ARTICLE V. Ought a man to love his own body in

charity ?

K. Our body may be considered either in its

1 As explained, l-II. q. 57. art. 2. (Trl.)
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nature, or in the corruption, culpable and penal,

that attaches to it. The nature of our body is not

created by any Evil Principle, as the Manichean

fable has it. but is of God. Hence it is in our

power to use it for the service of God, according
to the text :

&quot; Present your members as instruments

of justice unto God.&quot;
1 And therefore in the love

of charity with which we love God, we ought to

love our body also : but the culpable infection and

penal corruption that is in our body, we ought not

to love, but rather to yearn and strive hard with a

desire of charity for its removal.

2. Though our body cannot enjoy God to

know Him and love Him, still we can arrive at the

perfect enjoyment of God by the works that we do

with the aid of the body. Hence there redounds

upon the body from the enjoyment of the soul a

certain happiness
&quot; the vigour of sound health and

incorruption,&quot; as Augustine says. And therefore

since the body is in some way our partner in happi

ness, it is apt to be loved with the love of charity.

ARTICLE VI. Are sinners to be loved in charity ?

R. In sinners two things may be considered,

their nature and their fault. In the nature that

they have from God they are capable of happiness,
on the sharing of which charity is founded ;

and

therefore in their nature they are to be loved in

charity. But their fault is contrary to God, and is

an obstacle to happiness. Hence for the fault

whereby they are opposed to God, all sinners are

1 Romans vi. 13.
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to be hated, even father and mother and kinsmen,
as the text has it.

1 For we ought in sinners to hate

their being sinners, and love their being men,

capable of happiness : and this is to love them

truly in charity for God s sake.

2. As the Philosopher says, the benefits of

friendship are not to be withdrawn from friends

when they do wrong, so long as there is hope of

their cure
;

but erring friends are to be helped
to the recovery of virtue much more than they
should be to the recovery of money, if they had

lost it, as virtue is more akin to friendship than

money. But when they fall into the extremity of

malice and become incurable, then the intimacy
of friendship is no longer to be afforded them. And
therefore sinners of this sort, of whom injury to

others is more to be expected than their own

amendment, are put to death by the bidding of

law divine and human. Yet even this the judge

does, not out of hatred for them, but out of the love

of charity, whereby the public good is preferred to

the life of an individual. 2 And even in that case

the judicial infliction of death is a benefit to the

sinner, serving to the expiation of his fault, if he is

converted ; to the termination of his fault, if he is

not converted.

4. We love sinners in charity, not that we
should wish what they wish, or rejoice at what

1 St. Luke xiv. 26.

There is a limit to this principle, which is, that so long as the

individual does not degrade himself by his own crime, his life is

sacred. See II-II. q. 64. art. 2. 3. (Trl.)
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they rejoice in, but to make them wish what we

wish, and rejoice in what is matter of joy to us.

Hence it is said :

&quot;

They shall be turned to thee,

and thou shalt not be turned to them.&quot;
1

ARTICLE VII. Do sinners love themselves ?

R. It is common to all men to love that which

each one takes himself to be. Not all men, however,
take themselves to be that which they really are.

For the prime element in man is his rational mind :

while his sentient and bodily nature is of secondary

importance. The former is termed by the Apostle,

&quot;the inward man,&quot; the latter &quot;the outward man.&quot;
2

Now good men take for the prime element in them

their rational nature, or inward man : herein they
take themselves to be what they really are. But

the wicked take for the prime element in themselves

their sentient and bodily nature, that is, their out

ward man. Hence, not knowing themselves aright,

they do not truly love themselves, but they love that

which they take themselves for. But the good, truly

knowing themselves, truly love themselves.

ARTICLE VIII. Is the love of enemies a necessary

point of charity ?

R. The love of enemies may be looked at in

three ways. In one way, as though enemies were

to be loved for being enemies : that were a wrong-
headed proceeding and repugnant to charity, because

it would be loving what was evil in another. In

another way the love of enemies may be taken as

1
Jerem. xv. 19.

- 2 Cor. iv. 16.
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fastening upon the nature that is in them, but only
in the general. Thus understood, the love of

enemies is a necessary point of charity, to the

effect that a man loving God and his neighbour
should not exclude his enemies from the general

compass of his love of his neighbour. In a third

way love of enemies may be looked at as something
that is made a special point of, as though one should

be moved with a special affection of love towards

an enemy ; and this is not a necessary point of

charity, absolutely speaking, because neither is it

a necessary point of charity to have a particular

affection for any and every given individual, seeing

that such universal particularisation is impossible.

It is, however, a necessary point of charity, so far

as preparedness of mind goes, that a man should

have his mind made up to show love to his enemy
even as an individual, should necessity occur. 1 But

apart from instant necessity, a man s doing an act

of love to his enemy for the sake of God, belongs
to the perfection of charity. For the more a man
loves God, the more love also he shows for his

neighbour, and allows no enmity to stand in his

way: just as if one had much love for another, he

would love also that man s children for love of him,

though they were enemies to himself.

2. To the objection that charity does not take

away nature, and that naturally every being, even

an irrational agent, hates its own contrary, it is to

1 Not your necessity of course, but your enemy s necessity and

need of your help. On the whole of this practical matter cf. Ethics

and Natural Laic, pp. 241 243. (Trl.)
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be said that enemies are contrary to us inasmuch

as they are enemies : hence we ought to hate that

point in them : for the fact that they are our

enemies ought to displease us. But they are not

contrary to us inasmuch as they are men, capable
of happiness ; and in that respect we are bound to

love them.

ARTICLE IX. Is it of necessity for salvation to

render signs and offices of love to an enemy ?

R. Inward love for an enemy in general is of

absolute necessity of precept ; but as for any special

affection, that is not absolutely required except in

preparedness of mind, as above explained. So we
must say of the external rendering of any office and

sign of love. There are some signs or services of

love that are rendered to our neighbours in general,

as when one prays for all the faithful, or for a whole

people, or confers some benefit upon an entire

community ;
and such services or signs of love it

is of necessity of precept to render even to enemies.

The omission of them would be a piece of vindic

tive spite, against which the text runs :

&quot; Seek

not revenge, nor be mindful of the injury of thy
citizens.&quot;

1 Other services or signs of love there

are, which are rendered to certain individuals in

particular. It is not of necessity for salvation to

render these to enemies, except in point of pre

paredness of mind, so that the said enemies should

be aided in the hour of need, according to the text :

&quot;

If thy enemy be hungry, give him to eat ;
if he

1 Levit. xix. 18.
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thirst give him to drink.&quot;
1 But the rendering

of such services to enemies not in the hour of need,

belongs to the perfection of charity, whereby a man
not only carefully avoids being overcome by evil

a point of necessary duty but also wishes to

overcome evil by good, which is a point of per
fection : that is to say, he is not only careful not to

be drawn into hatred for the injury done him, but

makes it his further aim by his benefits to draw his

enemy to love him.

QUESTION XXVI.

OF THE ORDER TO BE OBSERVED IN CHARITY.

ARTICLE I. Is there any order in charity ?

R. Priority and posteriority are in relation to

some principle. But order involves some sort of

priority and posteriority. Hence wherever there

is a principle, there must also be order. Now the

love of charity tends to God as to the principle of

happiness, in the common sharing of which the

friendship of charity is founded. And therefore in

the objects that are loved in charity there must be

some order in relation to the first principle of this

love, which is God.

ARTICLE III. Is a man bound in charity to love

God more than himself?

R. We receive from God a twofold good, the

good of nature and the good of grace. On the

1 Prov. xxv. 21.
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participation of natural goods allowed us by God
is founded the natural love, whereby man in the

wholeness and integrity of his nature loves God
above all things and more than himself: because

every part naturally loves the common good of the

whole more than its own particular good. This is

apparent in the social virtues, whereby citizens

sometimes suffer damage to their own properties

and persons, for the sake of the common good.
Much more is this the case in the friendship of

charity, which is founded upon the participation of

the gift of grace. And therefore a man is bound

in charity to love God, who is the common good
of all, more than himself: because happiness is in

God, as in the common fount and origin of all things

capable of happiness.

3. The wish to enjoy God belongs to the love

wherewith God is loved by the love of desire. But

we love God more by the love of friendship than by
the love of desire, because the goodness of God is

greater in itself than the goodness that we have for

our portion by enjoying Him.

ARTICLE IV. Is a man bound in charity to love

himself more than his neighbour ?

R. There are two things in man, his spiritual

nature and his bodily nature. A man is said to

love himself, when he loves his spiritual nature.

And in this way a man ought to love himself, after

God, more than any other person. For God is

loved as the principle of goodness, on which the

love of charity is founded ; man loves himself in
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charity inasmuch as he is a partaker in the goodness
aforesaid : while his neighbour is loved on the score

of partnership in that good. Hence as unity is

better than union, so the partaking of a man s own
self in the divine goodness is a better ground for

love than the fact of another s association with self

in this partaking. And therefore a man is bound
in charity to love himself more than his neighbour.
A sign of this is, that a man ought not to take upon
himself any evil of sin to deliver his neighbour from

sin.

i. The quantity of the love of charity depends
not only on the object, which is God, but also on

the subject loving, which is the man himself who
has the charity. And therefore, though a neighbour
better than self is nearer to God, still because he is

not so near to him who has the charity as himself

is to himself, it does not follow that any one ought
to love his neighbour more than himself.

2. A man ought to suffer corporal loss for his

friend
;
and in so doing he loves himself the more

on his spiritual and mental side, inasmuch as what

he does is a point of the perfection of virtue, which

is a good of the mind. 1

ARTICLE V. Ought a man to love his neighbour

more than his own body ?

R. Partnership in the full participation of happi

ness, which is the reason for loving our neighbour,

1
Evidently from this article, St. Thomas is no altruist (see

Ethics and Natural Law, pp. 180182), nor yet a selfish individualist,

as Articles III. and V. show. (Trl.)
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is a greater reason for love than partnership in

happiness by way of redundance and overflow,

which is the reason for loving our own body.
1 And

therefore we ought to love our neighbour, as to the

salvation of his soul, more than our own body.
2. Our body is nearer our soul than our

neighbour is, in respect of the constitution of our

own nature ; but as regards participation in happi

ness, greater is the companionship of our neigh
bour s soul with our soul than even that of our own

body.

3. The care of his own body is urgent on

every man ; but the care of his neighbour s salvation

is not urgent on every man, except it be in a case

of necessity. And therefore it is not a necessary

point of charity for a man to expose his own person
for the salvation of his neighbour, except in the

case in which he is officially bound to provide for

his salvation. But that one should spontaneously
offer himself to this, belongs to the perfection of

charity.

ARTICLE VI. Is one neighbour to be loved more

than another ?

R. There have been two opinions on this point.

Some have said that all neighbours are to be loved

in charity equally as far as affection goes, but not

in exterior effect. They allow of gradations of love

in the matter of outward acts of kindness, which

they say we ought to do rather for those nearest to

us than for strangers ; but as for inward affection,

1 See above, q. 25. art. 5. 2. (Trl.)
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that they say we ought to bestow equally on all,

even on enemies. But this is an irrational thing
to say. For the affection of charity, which is an

inclination of grace, goes not less according to

order than natural appetite, which is an inclination

of nature, seeing that both the one and the other

inclination proceeds from the divine wisdom. We
see in natural things that natural inclination is

proportionate to the act or movement which is

proper to the nature of each. Therefore also the

inclination of grace, which is the affection of charity,

must be proportioned to what has to be done

externally : so that we should have a more intense

affection of charity for those who are the more

proper objects of our active beneficence. Therefore

we must say that even in affection we ought to love

one of our neighbours more than another. And
the reason is, because, seeing that the principle of

love is God and the subject loving, there must

necessarily be greater affection of love according as

there is greater nearness to one or other of these

two principles.

i. To the objection taken from Augustine s

words,
&quot;

All men are to be equally loved : but

seeing that you cannot do good to all, their interest

is to be especially consulted whose lot is more

closely bound up with your own, according as place

and time and other circumstances give opportunity,&quot;

it is to be said that love may be unequal in two

ways : in one way in respect of the good that we

wish to a friend
; and so far as this goes, we should

love all men equally in charity : because we are to

Y VOL. i.
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wish for all generically the same good, namely,
eternal happiness. In another way love is said to

be greater for the act of love being more intense : at

that rate we ought not to love all men equally.

Or to put it otherwise, there are two ways in

which love for different persons may be unequal.
One way would be by loving some and not loving

others. Now in actual beneficence we must observe

this inequality, because we cannot do good to all
;

but as regards good wishes, such inequality should

not be. The other way consists in loving some
more than others. Augustine then does not intend

to exclude this latter inequality, but only the former,

as is clear from what he says about doing good.

ARTICLE VII. Ought we to love persons of superior

goodness more than other persons with whom we have

more intimate relations ?

R. Every act must be proportioned both to the

object and to the agent. From the object it has its

species : from the strength of the agent it has the

measure of its intensity. Now the object of the love

of charity is God : the agent loving is man. Diversity

therefore in the love of charity must consist, so far as

species goes, in loving different neighbours differently

according to the several ways in which they stand

to God
; wishing, that is, greater good to him who

is nearer to God. For though the good of eternal

happiness, which charity wishes to all, is one in

itself, still there are various degrees of participation

in that happiness. And this is a point of charity,

to wish the justice of God to have place, according
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to which persons of superior goodness have a more

perfect participation of happiness. And this touches

the species of love : for the species of love are

various according to the various goods that we wish

to the persons whom we love. But the intensity

of love is determined in reference to the man
himself who loves ; and in this respect a man loves

more dearly those who are nearer to him
; and the

good which his love wishes them, is wished with

more intense affection than the greater good which

he wishes to better persons.

Again, the goodness of virtue which sets some

men near God, admits of increase and diminution :

and therefore I may wish in charity that the person
with whom I have a closer tie may be better than

the stranger, and so be capable of arriving at a

higher degree of happiness.

Another way in which we have more love of

charity for those with whom we are more intimate,

is that we have more varieties of love for them.

For in regard of those with whom we have no such

close connection, we have only the friendship of

charity, but in regard of those with whom we are

closely connected, we have sundry other friendships

according to the manner of their connection with

us. But since the good whereon every other

virtuous friendship rests is finally directed to the

good which is the basis of charity, it follows that

charity commands the act of every other friendship,

as the art which deals with the end proposed
.commands the art which deals with the means

thereto. And thus affection for another as a
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kinsman, or a fellow-countryman, or on any other

lawful ground that is referable to the end of charity,

can be commanded by charity. Thus by charity, as

well eliciting as commanding, we love in more ways
those who are more closely connected with us. 1

i. We are not bidden 2 to hate in our relations

the fact of their being our relations, but this only,

that they hinder us from God : and in this they are

not relations, but enemies.

2. Charity makes a man conformable to God
in such proportion as that the man is affected to his

own as God to His own. For there are some things

that we can will in charity, because they befit us,

which however God does not will, because it does

not befit Him to will them.

3. Charity in eliciting the act of love regards

not only the object loved, but also the subject

loving : whence it comes to pass that where the

object is nearer, the love is greater.

ARTICLE VIII. Ought ho to be better loved, who is

nearer in blood ?

R. The intensity of love is in proportion to the

nearness of the person loved to the person loving.

And therefore love is to be measured out to different

persons differently according to different ties that

bring them near. That is to say, each is to be

loved above the rest in the matter of the particular

tie of friendship that we have with him. Now
1 An act is said to be elicited by the power or habit of which it

is an act ; commanded by some higher habit or power. See above,

II-II. q. 10. art. 2. (Trl.)
* St. Luke xiv. 26.
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friendship among kinsmen rests on the tie of natural

origin ; friendship among fellow-countrymen depends
on a civil tie

;
and friendship between fellow-soldiers

on a military tie. And therefore in what touches

nature we ought to love kinsmen above the rest : in

points of civil society we ought to love fellow-

countrymen above the rest, and in matters of war,

fellow-soldiers above the rest. If, however, we com

pare one tie with another, it is clear that the natural

tie of origin is prior and more unchangeable ;
while

other ties are things that supervene and may be

changed. And therefore friendship between kinsmen

is more stable
; but other friendships may prevail

over it in the proper matter of each friendship.

ARTICLE XIII. Docs the order of charity still hold

in heaven ?

R. Even in our heavenly country it will hold

good that one will love another with whom he has

a special tie, in more ways than he loves the rest :

for virtuous motives of love will not cease to have

influence on the soul of the Blessed. Still to all

these reasons that reason of love is there incom

parably preferred, which is derived from nearness to

God.

3. God will be to every one in heaven his

whole reason for loving anything, because God is

the whole good of man. For on the impossible

supposition that God were not the good of man,
man would have no reason for loving Him. And

therefore in the order of love, after God, man ought
most of all to love himself.



QUESTION XXVII.

OF THE PRINCIPAL ACT OF CHARITY, WHICH IS LOVE.

ARTICLE II. 7s love, as an act of charity, the same

as sympathy ?

R. Love even in the intellectual appetite differs

from sympathy : for it involves a union of affection

between the person loving and the person loved,

the former counting the latter as in a manner united

to himself, or belonging to himself, and being affected

towards him accordingly. But sympathy is a simple
act of the will by which we wish well to another,

not presupposing the aforesaid union of affection

with him. Thus then in love, as an act of charity,

sympathy is included ; but love adds in the union

of affection besides. And therefore the Philosopher

says that &quot;

sympathy is the beginning of friend

ship.&quot;

ARTICLE VI. Are any bounds to be set to our love

of God ?

R. The more the rule is attained to, the better ;

and therefore the more God is loved, the better the

love. 1

1 Cf. MI. q. 64. art. 4. (Trl.)
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3. That affection is to be measured by reason,

the object whereof is subject to the judgment of

reason. But God, the object of divine love, trans

cends the judgment of reason
;
and therefore is not

measured by reason, but transcends reason. Nor
is the case alike of the interior act of charity and

of exterior acts. For the interior act of charity has

the character of a final end, because the ultimate

good of man consists in the adherence of his soul

to God, according to the text :

&quot;

It is good for me
to adhere to my God.&quot;

1 But exterior acts are means

to the end ; and therefore are to be adjusted at

once to the measure of charity and to that of

reason.

ARTICLI-: VII. 7s it more meritorious to lore an

enemy than to lore a friend ?

R. The reason for loving our neighbour in

charity is God. When then we ask which is better

or more meritorious, to love a friend or an enemy,
these loves may be compared from two points of

view : in one way considering the neighbour who is

loved, and in another way considering the reason

for loving. In the former way, love borne to a

friend ranks above love borne to an enemy: because

a friend is at once a better man and more allied to

you, and therefore affords more suitable matter for

love. Hence also the opposite act is worse : for it

is worse to hate a friend than an enemy. But in

the latter way love borne to an enemy ranks first,

for two reasons. First of all, because there may be

1 Psalm Ixxii. 28.
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another reason than God for the loving of a friend ;

but of the loving of an enemy God alone is the

reason. Secondly, because supposing that both the

one and the other is loved for God s sake, that love

of God is shown to be stronger which extends the

affections to more remote objects, to wit, even to

the loving of enemies ; as the force of a fire is

shown to be all the stronger, the more remote the

objects to which it extends its heat. But as the

same fire acts more strongly on nearer than on

more remote objects, so also charity loves more

ardently persons closely conjoined than others more

remote
;
and in this respect love borne to friends,

taken in itself, is a warmer and better love than

love borne to enemies.

ARTICLE VIII. 7s it more meritorious to love your

neighbour than to love God ?

R. This comparison may be instituted in two

ways : in one way considering each love separately,

and then doubtless the love of God is the more

meritorious. The comparison may be put in another

way, taking the love of God to mean the love of

Him only, and the love of your neighbour the love

of that neighbour for God. Thus considered, the

love of your neighbour includes the love of God ;

while the love of God does not include the love of

your neighbour. Hence it will be a comparison of

the perfect love of God, that extends even to your

neighbour, with a love of God insufficient and

imperfect ;
because &quot;

this commandment we have

from God, that he who loveth God love also his
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brother.&quot;
1 And in this sense the love of your

neighbour takes precedence.

3. Goodness makes more towards virtue and

merit than difficulty. Hence it need not be that the

more difficult is always the more meritorious thing
to do, but that only which is in such a way the

more difficult as to be also the better.

QUESTION XXVIII.

OF JOY.

ARTICLE II. Does the spiritual joy, that is caused

by charity, admit of any admixture of sorrow ?

R. There is caused by charity a twofold joy in

God. One joy is principal, the proper effect of

charity, whereby we rejoice in the divine goodness
considered in itself. This joy of charity admits of

no intermingling of sorrow
;

as neither does the

good that is its object admit of any admixture of

evil. There is another joy of charity, whereby one

rejoices in the divine goodness as shared in by us.

This participation may be hindered by something

coming in the way. And therefore in this respect

the joy of charity may suffer an admixture of

sadness, the soul being sad at what is opposed to

the participation of the divine goodness, either in

ourselves, or in the neighbours whom we love as

ourselves.

1 i St. John iv. 21.
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ARTICLE III. Can the spiritual joy, that is caused

by charity, be filled in us ?
l

R. Joy stands to desire as rest to motion. Now
rest is full, when there is nothing left of motion.

Hence joy is then full, when nothing more remains

to be desired. But so long as we are in this world,

the motion of desire ceases not in us, because there

is still room for us to approach nearer to God by

grace. But on arriving at perfect happiness, nothing
will remain to be desired : because there will be

there the full enjoyment of God, in which enjoyment
man will obtain whatever he desired even in the

matter of other good things, according to the text :

&quot;Who satisfieth thy desire with good things.&quot;
2 And

so there desire rests, not only that wherewith we
desire God, but there will also be rest from all

other desires. Hence the joy of the Blessed is

perfectly full, full even to overflowing, because

they shall obtain more than they have had

capacity to desire. For &quot; neither hath it entered

into the heart of man, what things God hath

prepared for them that love Him.&quot;
3 And this

is what is said :

&quot; Good measure and running
over shall they give into your bosom.&quot;

4
Since,

however, no creature is capable of having a joy in

God, that is worthy of Him, this full and perfect

joy is not received and contained in man, but

rather man enters into it, according to the text :

&quot; Enter into the joy of thy Lord.&quot;
5

1 Cf. St. John xv. ii.

2 Psalm cii. 5.
3 i Cor. ii. 9.

4 St. Luke vi. 38.
5 St. Matt. xxv. 21.
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2. On arriving at happiness, every one will

attain the term prefixed for him according to divine

predestination, and there will be no point left

beyond that to tend to : although in that terminal

state one arrives to a greater nearness to God,
another to a less. And therefore every one s joy
will be full on the part of him that rejoices, because

every one s desire will be fully set at rest : yet shall

the joy of one be greater than that of another

because of a fuller participation in the divine

happiness.

QUESTION XXIX.

OF PEACE.

ARTICLE III. Is peace the proper effect of chanty ?

R. A double union is of the essence of peace.

One union is by subordination of the individual s

own desires all to one object : the other is by union

of one individual s desire with that of another indi

vidual. Charity effects both these unions. It effects

the first union by making us love God with all our

hearts, so as to refer all we have to Him
;
and thus

all our desires tend to one object. It effects the

second union by making us love our neighbour as

ourselves, with the result that a man wishes to fulfil

his neighbour s will as his own.

2. To the objection, that a thing is not an

effect of charity, when the contrary of it can stand

with charity but disagreement, the contrary of
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peace, can stand with charity, as we see that

Jerome and Augustine disagreed in some matters

of opinion, and Paul and Barnabas it is to be said

that harmony of opinions is not a point of friend

ship, but harmony in the practical interests of life,

especially those of great importance ; for disagree

ment over small matters counts for no disagreement
at all. And therefore there is nothing to prevent

persons, who have charity, from disagreeing in

matters of opinion. Nor is this inconsistent with

peace : because opinions belong to the intellect,

which is prior to desire : now it is union of desires

that makes peace. In like manner also, so long
as there is concord in main interests, disagreement
on some little matters is not against charity: for

such disagreement arises from diversity of opinions,

one party reckoning the matter that they disagree

about to be a point of that interest upon which they
are agreed, while the other considers that it is not.

Accordingly, such disagreement about minutice and

matters of opinion, though inconsistent with that

perfect peace, in which truth will be fully known
and every desire satisfied, still is not inconsistent

with such imperfect peace as is possible on our way
to that goal.



QUESTION XXXI.

OF DOING GOOD TO OTHERS.

ARTICLE III. Should we do good rather to tJiose

who are more nearly connected with us ?
1

R. Grace and virtue imitate the order of nature,

which is instituted by Divine Wisdom. Now the

order of nature is that every natural agent should

diffuse its action sooner and more abundantly on

the objects that are nearer to itself. And therefore

we must be more prone to do good to the persons
that are nearer to us. The nearness of one man to

another is specified according to the various rela

tions of intercourse of man with man, as kinsmen,

fellow-countrymen, fellow-believers. And various

good offices are to be paid in various ways accord

ing to various connections. To every one kindness

is to be shown by preference in the matter wherein

he is connected with us. Such is the general rule,

but it admits of variation for variety of places and

times and businesses. For in a certain case we

should rather help a stranger, say, in extreme neces

sity, than even a parent not in such necessity.

3. A debt or due is of two sorts. One sort

there is, which is not to be reckoned among the

1 See above, II-II. q. 26. art. 6. (Trl.)
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goods of him who owes it, but among the goods of

him to whom it is owing : for instance, if one have

money or other chattels of another, whether taken

by theft, or lent, or deposited for safe keeping. In

respect to this, a man ought to pay back the debt

or due sooner than benefit his connections there

from. Another debt or due there is, which is

reckoned among the goods of him who owes it,

not among the goods of him to whom it is owing :

for instance, if something is due, not by necessity of

justice, but according to a certain moral equity,

such as arises from benefits gratuitously received.

Now no benefactor s benefaction is so great as that

of parents ; and therefore in the return of benefits

parents claims are to be preferred to all others,

unless there be a preponderant claim of necessity

on another side, or other modifying consideration,

such as general advantage of Church or State.



QUESTION XXXII.

OF ALMSGIVING.

ARTICLE I. Is almsgiving an act of charity ?

R. Exterior acts are referred to that virtue to

Avhich their motive belongs. Now the motive of

almsgiving is to succour one in need. Hence some
define almsgiving :

&quot; A work whereby something is

.given to one in need, out of compassion, for the

sake of God :

&quot; which motive belongs to mercy.
Hence almsgiving is properly an act of mercy.
And this appears from the name : for in Greek

eleemosyna is derived from mercy.
1 And because

mercy is an effect of charity, it follows that alms

giving is an act of charity through the medium of

mercy.

$ i. To the objection, that an act of charity

cannot be without charity, but almsgiving can be

without charity, according to the text :

&quot;

If I should

distribute all my goods to feed the poor, and have

not charity, it profiteth me nothing,&quot;- it is to be

said that a thing is said to be an act of charity in

two ways : in one way, materially, as it is an act of

1
^AfTj/uoo-vj T?, whence our word alms, from ^A6&amp;lt;V, to be merciful,

which appears in Kyrie cleison. (Trl.)
2

i Cor. xiii. 3.
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justice to do just things ;
and such an act of virtue

may be without virtue : for many who have not the

habit of justice do just things from natural reason,

or from fear, or from the hope of gain. In another

way a thing is said to be an act of virtue formally ,

as it is an act of justice to do just things in the way
that the just man does them, that is to say, with

readiness and delight ;
and in this way an act of

virtue is not without virtue. Thus then to give alms

materially may be without charity ; but formally to

give alms, that is, for God, with delight and readi

ness, and in every way as it ought to be done, is

not without charity.
1

ARTICLE V. 7s it of precept to give alms ?

R. Since the love of our neighbour is of precept,

all those things must fall under precept without

which the love of our neighbour cannot be main

tained. Now it is a point of love of our neighbour,
not only to wish him good, but also to do him good,

according to the text :

&quot; Let us love not in word,
nor in tongue, but in deed and in truth.

2 But to

will and to work a person s good, it is requisite that

we should succour his need, which is done by alms

giving ;
and therefore almsgiving is of precept. But

because precepts are given of acts of virtue, alms

giving must fall under precept inasmuch as it is an

act necessary to virtue, or in other words, required

by right reason. In point of which, something is

1 See above, on the mode of virtue, I-II. q. 100. art. 9.; also Ethics.

and Natural Law, pp. 184, 185 (2). (Trl.)
-

i St. John iii. 18.
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to be considered on the side of the giver, and

something on the side of him to whom the alms

is to be given. On the side of the giver we must

observe that what is distributed in alms should be

his superfluity. And I say superfluity, not merely in

respect of the man himself, or above what is neces

sary for that individual, but also in respect of others,

the care of whom is incumbent on him. In this

respect we are to understand the phrase necessary to

the person, taking person as implying dignity.
1

Every
one must first provide for himself, and for those

the care of whom is incumbent on him
; and after

wards, out of the residue, he should relieve the

needs of others. On the part of the receiver it is

requisite that he should be in need ; otherwise there

would be no reason why alms should be given him..

But since it is impossible for one man to relieve all

who are in need, therefore it is not every need that

binds under precept, but that which must be relieved,

or the sufferer will perish. In that case Ambrose s

saying has place :

&quot; Feed him that is dying of

hunger : if thou hast not fed him, thou hast slain

him.&quot;
1 Thus then it is of precept to give alms out

of your superfluity, and to give alms to him who is

in extreme need : otherwise almsgiving is matter of

counsel, as there are counsels of every better good.

2. The temporal goods that heaven bestows

on a man are his as to the ownership, but as to the

1 Thus persona, &quot;parson,&quot;
means a beneficed clergyman. The

parson s necessities outrun those of the single individual. (Trl.)
1 By a violation of charity, but not of justice. Ethics and Natural

Lau; p. 281. (Trl.)

Z VOL. I.
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use they ought not to be his exclusively, but also

should benefit others, who can be maintained out

of them, from what is superfluous to the owner.

Wherefore Basil says :

&quot;

It is the bread of the

hungry that you withhold : the naked man s coat

that you keep in store : the shoe of the barefoot

that is mouldering in your house : the money of the

needy that you have buried in the earth.&quot;

3. There is a time at which one sins mortally
in omitting to give alms : on the part of the receiver,

when there is an apparent, evident, and urgent need,

and no appearance of any one at hand to relieve it :

on the part of the giver, when he has superfluities,

which are not necessary to him in his present state,

according to a probable estimate. Nor need he

consider all the cases that may happen in the

future : for this would be to think of the future,

which our Lord forbids. 1 But the measures of

superfluous and necessary should be determined

according to what may be expected in all likeli

hood and occurs for the most part.

ARTICLE VI. 7s a man bound to give alms out of

his store of necessaries ?

R. The word necessary is used in two ways :

one way it means that without which a thing cannot

be. Out of what is so necessary alms ought not to

be given at all ; for instance, in the case of one in

such stress of need as only to have just enough for

the sustenance of himself and his children : for to

give alms out of what is so necessary is to take your
1 St. Matt. vi. 34.
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own and your children s life. This I say except in

the conjuncture where by taking from yourself you
gave to some great personage who was the mainstay
of Church or State. For the deliverance of such

a person it would be praiseworthy to expose your
self and your kin to the danger of death : since the

common good is to be preferred to private good.
In another way that is said to be necessary, without

which life cannot be conveniently lived according
to the condition and state of your own person and
of other persons, the care of whom is incumbent

on you. The limit of this necessity is not a hard

and fast line : but you may add a good deal without

being able to pronounce that it goes beyond what is

thus necessary : and you may subtract a good deal,

and yet enough retain to enable you to live suitably

to your state. To give alms then out of this store

is good, and falls not under precept, but under

counsel. It would be an inordinate thing, however,
for one to deprive himself of so much of his own

goods to give to others, as not to be able on the

rest to pass his life suitably to his state and to

the calls of business. For no one ought to live

unsuitably. But from this rule there are three

exceptions. The first is when one changes his

state, say, by entering religion : for then in giving

away all he has for Christ he does a work of

perfection, and transfers himself to another state.

Secondly, when the deprivation, though of things

necessary for a suitable estate of life, yet can easily

be made up, so that no very great inconvenience

follows. Thirdly, on the concurrence of extreme
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need in some private person, or again some great

need in the commonwealth : for in such cases it

is praiseworthy in you to drop what might seem to

belong to the becoming ornament of your state in

order to relieve a greater need.

ARTICLE VII. May alms be given out of ill-gotten

goods ?

R. There are three sorts of ill-gotten goods.
There is one sort that is due to him from whom it

was gotten, and cannot be retained by him who has

gotten it, as in cases of robbery and theft and

usury. Out of such goods alms cannot be given,

since the man is bound to restitution of them.

There is another sort which the party who has

gotten it cannot keep, and yet it is not due to him

of whom he has gotten it : because against justice

he received it, and against justice the other gave
it ; as in the case of simony, in which both giver

and receiver act against the justice of the divine

law. Hence restitution should not be made to the

giver, but the amount should be distributed in alms.

And the same in like cases, in which both giving

and receiving are against the law. There is a third

sort of ill-gotten gains, where the getting itself is

not unlawful, but the source of the getting is un

lawful, as appears in the case of what a woman gets

by following the trade of a prostitute. This is

properly called filthy lucre; for in following that

trade the woman acts filthily and against the law

of God : but in taking her hire, she acts not unjustly,

nor against the law. Hence this manner of ill-
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gotten gain may be retained, and alms given out

of it.

2. As regards money won at play, something
seems to be unlawful by divine law, namely, that

a man should win from those who are incapable of

alienating their property, as are infants [in the legal

sense] and lunatics, and such like
;
and that a man

should draw another to play from covetousness of

winning of him
;
and that he should win of him by

playing unfairly ;
and in these cases he is bound to

restitution, and thus cannot give alms out of that

money. There seems to be something further

unlawful by positive civil law,
1 which prohibits that

sort of gain altogether. But because the civil law

does not bind all, but only those who are subject

to those laws, and moreover may be abrogated by

disuse, therefore among the people that are bound

by such laws winners at play, as a rule, are bound

to restitution, unless a custom to the contrary

happens to prevail, or unless it was the loser who
invited the other to play, in which case that other

is not bound to restitution, because the loser de

serves not to receive it. On the other hand, he

cannot lawfully keep his winnings, while the law

against him remains in force ; hence he ought in

that case to give them away in alms.

ARTICLE IX. Arc alms to be given by preference

to our nearest of kin ?

R. Augustine says :

&quot;

They who are nearer akin

to us are assigned us as it were by lot, that we
1 Roman Law. (Trl.)
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should make more provision for them.&quot; Still in

this matter a measure of discernment must be

applied, according to different degrees of kindred

and of holiness and of usefulness. For to a much
holier person in greater need, and to one more
useful towards the common good, alms should

rather be given than to a person nearer akin,

especially if the kindred is not very close ;
if no

special care of that person rests upon us
; and if

he is in no great need.

QUESTION XXXIII.

OF FRATERNAL CORRECTION.

ARTICLE I, Is fraternal correction an act of

charity ?

R. Sin may be looked at in one way as hurtful

to him who sins : in another way as tending to the

hurt of others, who take harm from the sin, or

scandal, and also as being to the prejudice of the

public good, the due course and order whereof is

troubled by the sin of an&amp;gt; individual. There is then

a twofold correction of an offender : one that applies

a remedy to the sin: inasmuch as that is the evil

of the sinner himself, and this is properly fraternal

correction, which is directed to the amendment of

the offender. Fraternal correction is an act of

charity, because by it we remove the evil of our

brother, namely, sin, the removal whereof belongs
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more to charity than even the removal of exterior

loss or bodily hurt, inasmuch as the contrary good
of virtue is more allied to charity than the good of

the body or of exterior things. Hence fraternal

correction is an act of charity, more so than the

cure of bodily infirmity, or the relief of exterior

distress. But there is another correction that applies

a remedy to the sin of an offender, inasmuch as that

makes towards the evil estate of others, and par

ticularly towards the prejudice of the public good ;

and such correction is an act of justice ; it being the

property of that virtue to maintain the right order

of justice in one man towards another.

ARTICLE II. Is fraternal correction matter of

precept ?

R. As the negative precepts of the law forbid

acts of sin, so the affirmative precepts induce to

acts of virtue. Now acts of sin are evil in them

selves, and can in no way become good, nor at any
time or place, because of themselves they are con

joined to an evil end ; and therefore the negative

precepts bind always and for always. But acts of

virtue ought not to be done anyhow, but with

observance of due circumstances requisite to the

act being virtuous, so that it be done where it ought,

and when it ought, and as it ought. In these cir

cumstances of a virtuous act, regard must be had

specially to the end in view. Now fraternal cor

rection is directed to the amendment of our brother,

and therefore it falls under precept inasmuch as it
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is necessary to this end, but not so that an erring

brother should be corrected in every place, or at

every time.

4. That which is due to a definite and fixed

person, whether it be a corporal or a spiritual good,
we must pay him, not waiting for him to come in

our way, but taking proper trouble to seek him out.

Hence as he who owes money to a creditor ought
to look for him, when it is time to pay him his due ;

so he who has special care of any one ought to seek

him to correct him of sin. But as for those good
services that are not due to any definite individual,

but to all our neighbours in common, be they

corporal or spiritual good offices, we need not seek

for persons to render them to, but it is enough that

we render them to those who come in our way.
And therefore Augustine says :

&quot; The Lord ad

monishes us not to pass over one another s sins,

nor yet to go looking for something to rebuke ; but

when we do see something, to give correction.&quot;

Otherwise we should become spies on the lives of

other people, contrary to what is said in Prov. xxiv.

15 :

&quot; Seek not after wickedness in the house of the

just, nor spoil his rest.&quot;

ARTICLE III. Does fraternal correction belong only

to superiors ?

R. There are two sorts of correction. One is

an act of chanty, tending to the amendment of an

erring brother by way of simple admonition ;
and

such correction belongs to every one that has charity,
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be he subject or superior. But there is another

correction that is an act of justice, with intent of

the common good, which is not only procured by

admonishing a brother, but sometimes also by

chastising him, that others in fear may cease their

offending ; and such correction belongs to superiors

alone, who are competent not only to admonish, but

also to correct by chastisement.

ARTICLE VI. Should correction be withheld for

fear of the offender becoming worse ?

R. The correction that belongs to superiors, and

is directed to the public good, and is borne out by
coercive power, should not be omitted for any

uproar made by the receiver of it. For if he will

not amend himself, he must be compelled by

penalties to cease from offending. And even though
he be incorrigible, yet the public good is hereby

secured, the order of justice is kept, and others are

deterred by the example made of one. Hence a

judge does not omit to pass sentence of condemna
tion on an offender for any fear of his uproar or of

that of his friends. But fraternal correction is a

different thing, having for its end the amendment

of the offender, and is not borne out by coercion,

but by mere admonition. And therefore where

in all likelihood it may be reckoned that the sinner

is not in a state to receive an admonition, but to

go from bad to worse, fraternal correction is to be

given up : because means must be regulated as the

nature of the end requires.
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ARTICLE VII. In fraternal correction, is it of

necessity of precept that secret admonition should precede

denunciation ?

R. If the sins are public, a remedy is to be

applied to the sinner, not merely for his personal

improvement, but also for the sake of others, under

whose notice his sin has come, that they may not

be scandalized. And therefore such sins are to be

publicly reprehended, according to the saying of the

Apostle: &quot;Them that sin reprove before all, that

the rest also may have fear;&quot;
1 which is to be

understood of public sins, as Augustine says. But

if the sins are hidden, the saying of our Lord

appears to have place :

&quot;

If thy brother shall

offend against thee.&quot;
2 For he who offends you

in public before others, does not sin against you
alone, but also against the rest of the company,
whom he shocks. But because even secret sins

may be an offence against our neighbour, there

seems to be need of yet a further distinction.

Some secret sins are to our neighbour s hurt in

body or in soul
; say, if one should secretly negotiate

the betrayal of the city to the enemy, or if a heretic

should privately turn men away from the faith.

And since he who sins secretly in this way, does

not sin against you alone, but also against others,

the right course is to proceed immediately to

denounce him, that the harm may be stopped ;

unless indeed you are firmly convinced that you can

put an immediate stop to those evils by a secret

admonition. Other sins there are that tend only
1 i Timothy v. 20. - St. Matt, xviii. 15, 16, 17.
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to the prejudice of the sinner; and then all our

effort must be to succour our sinful brother. And
as a physician of the body gives help to his patient,

if he can, without amputation of any limb
; but if he

cannot, he amputates the limb that is less necessary,

that the life of the whole may be preserved : so he

who aims at the amendment of his brother ought, if

he can, so to amend his brother s conscience as to

save his good name. For good name is useful to

the sinner, not only in his temporal, but even in his

spiritual interest : because many are withdrawn from

sin by fear of infamy ; hence when they see them

selves become infamous, they sin without check or

bridle. But because a good conscience is preferable

to a good name, our Lord has willed that at the

cost of his good name, if it cannot be otherwise, our

brother s conscience be cleared of guilt by a public

denunciation. Hence it is clearly of necessity of

precept that secret admonition should precede public

denunciation.



QUESTION XXXIV.

OF HATRED.

ARTICLE I. Is it possible for any one to hate God?
R. Hatred is a movement of the appetitive

power, which is not moved except by some object

apprehended. Now God may be apprehended by
man in two ways : in one way in Himself, as He is

seen in His Essence ; in another way by the effects

that He works : since
&quot;

the invisible things of God
are clearly seen, being understood by the things
that are made.&quot;

1 God in His Essence is Goodness

itself, which none can hate, because it is of the

nature of good to be loved : and therefore it is

impossible for any one seeing God in His Essence

to hate Him. Even of the effects that He produces,
some there are which can in no way be contrary to

the human will : because to see, to live, and to

understand, is something desirable and lovely to all;

and these are some of the effects wrought by God.

Hence God cannot be hated, inasmuch as He is

apprehended as the author of these effects. But

some effects wrought by God are repugnant to an

inordinate will, as the infliction of punishment, and

also the prohibition of sins by the divine law; and
1 Romans i. 20.
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in consideration of such effects God may be hated

by some persons, inasmuch as He is the prohibitor
of sins and the inflictor of punishments.

ARTICLE II. 7s hatred of God the greatest of sins?

R. The guilt of sin consists in a voluntary turning

away from God. In hatred of God this voluntary

turning away is involved by the ordinary and
essential nature of the act : but in other sins it is

contained only derivatively and through the medium
of something else. For as the will of itself cleaves

to what it loves, so of itself it shrinks back from

what it hates. Hence when any one hates God, his

will of itself is turned away from Him : but in other

sins, for instance, fornication, the will turns not

away from God of itself, but by reason of something
else, inasmuch as it seeks an inordinate delight,

which has annexed to it a turning away from God.

But that which is ordinarily and essentially, always

goes beyond that which is derivatively. Hence hatred

of God is of greater gravity than other sins.

2. Unbelief is not culpable except in so far as

it is voluntary. Its voluntariness arises from the

unbeliever s hatred of the truth proposed to him.

Hence manifestly the sinfulness of unbelief comes

of hatred of God, about whose truth faith is con

versant. And therefore as the cause outdoes the

effect, so hatred of God is a greater sin than unbelief.

ARTICLE III. Is all hatred of our neighbour a sin?

R. Love is due to our neighbour for what he has

of God, that is, for nature and grace : but not for
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what he has of himself and of the devil, that is, for

sin and defect of justice. And therefore it is lawful

to hate sin in our brother, and all that goes with

lack of divine justice : but the nature itself and the

grace of our brother none can hate without sin.

But our hating in our brother his fault and defect

of good is a point of love of our brother : for it is

on the same principle that we wish any one s good
and hate his evil. Hence hatred of our brother,

taken absolutely, is always sinful.

i. According to the commandment of God,

parents are to be honoured in point of nature and

tie of kindred: but they are to be &quot;hated
&quot; x inas

much as they stand in the way of our approaching
the perfection of divine justice.

2. In detractors (who are &quot;hateful to God&quot;
2
)

God hates their fault, not their nature ;
and so

without blame may we hate detractors.

1 St. Luke xiv. 26. J Romans i. 30.
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OF SLOTH.

ARTICLE I. 7s sloth a sin ?

R. Sloth is a heaviness and sadness, that so

weighs down the soul that it has no mind to do

anything. It carries with it a disgust of work. It

is a torpor of the mind neglecting to set about

good. Such sadness is always evil.
1

3. It is a point of humility that a man, from

the consideration of his own defects, should abstain

from extolling himself; but it is not a point of

humility, but rather of ingratitude in him, to

contemn the good gifts that he has from God.
From such contempt sloth follows : for we get sad

over what we count evil or cheap. A man should

therefore so extol the good of others as not to

contemn the good gifts with which himself is

endowed from Heaven : for at that rate these gifts

would be rendered to him matter of sadness.

4. Sin is always to be shunned : but the

assault of sin is sometimes to be overcome by

flight, sometimes by resistance ; by flight, when
continued thinking of the matter increases the

incentive to sin, as in lust, whence it is said :

&quot;

Fly
1 Acedia, &oj8 a (o privative and KrjSos, care) the don t care feeling.
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fornication ;

&quot; :

by resistance, when keeping on the

thought takes away the incentive to sin that arises

from laying hold of the matter but lightly. And
this latter is the case with sloth : for the more we
think of spiritual goods, the more pleasing they
become to us

;
whence there is an end of our sloth.

ARTICLE III. Is sloth a mortal sin ?

R. That sin is called mortal, which takes away
the spiritual life, which life is by charity, and by

charity we have God dwelling in us. Hence that

sin is mortal of its kind, which of its own nature is

contrary to charity. Such a sin is sloth : for the

proper effect of charity is joy in God : while sloth

is a sadness at spiritual good, inasmuch as it is

divine good. Hence sloth is a mortal sin of its

kind.

It is to be noticed however in all sins mortal of

their kind, that they are not mortal except when

they attain their full completeness. For the con

summation of sin is in the consent of reason. We
speak now of human sin, which consists in a human
act, the principle of which is reason. Hence if

there be a beginning of sin in the sensitive appetite,

and it reach not so far as the consent of reason, the

sin is venial owing to the imperfection of the act: 2

but if it reaches so far as the consent of reason, it

is a mortal sin. Thus then the movement of sloth

is sometimes in the sensual appetite only, coming
of the repugnance of the flesh to the spirit, and

then it is a venial sin. Sometimes however it

1 i Cor. vi. 18. - See note on I-II. q. 74. art. 10. (Trl.)
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reaches to the reason, and reason consents to the

avoidance and horror and detestation of the divine

good, and the flesh altogether prevails against the

spirit ; and then manifestly sloth is a mortal sin.

i. Sloth is a withdrawal of the mind, not from

any and every spiritual good, but from the divine

good to which the soul ought in bounden duty to

apply. Hence if any one is saddened at being
forced to accomplish works of virtue that he is not

bound to do, that is not the sin of sloth, but only
when one is saddened at duties that are incumbent

upon him to do for God.

QUESTION XXXVI.

OF ENVY.

ARTICLE I.

3. A man makes no effort on points in which

he is very wanting : and therefore he feels no envy
when any one excels him therein. But if he is

wanting only a little, he thinks he can master that

point, and so strives after it : hence, if his effort is

made void by the height of another s glory, he is

rendered sad. This is why the lovers of honour are

more prone to envy. The mean-spirited likewise are

envious, because they count everything great ;
and

whatever good happens to any one, they reckon that

they have been outdone in a great matter. Hence

in Job v. 2 it is said :

&quot;

Envy slayeth the little one.&quot;

AA VOL. I.
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ARTICLE II. 7s envy a sin ?

R. Envy is a sadness at another s good. Such

sadness may happen in four ways. In one way,
when you grieve at another s good inasmuch as

therein you have cause to fear for yourself, or for

other good men. Such sadness is not envy, and

may be without sin. Hence Gregory says: &quot;It

often happens, without loss of charity, that an

enemy s downfall delights us
; and without reproach

of envy, his elevation makes us sad : because by his

fall we think that some are raised up, who deserve

to be raised ; and by his advancement we fear that

many may be unjustly oppressed.&quot; In another way
we may be saddened at another s good, not because

he has the good, but because the good that he has

is wanting to us
;
and this is properly emulation. If

this emulation is about the goods of virtue, it is

praiseworthy, according to the text: &quot;Be emulous

of the better
gifts.&quot;

1 But if it is about temporal

goods, it may or may not be sinful. In a third way
a man is saddened at another s good, inasmuch as

the person to whom the good comes in is unworthy
of it. This sadness cannot arise about the goods of

virtue, which make a man just, but about riches

and such-like gifts, as may accrue both to worthy
and unwr

orthy. This sadness, according to the

Philosopher, is called righteous indignation, and is

a point of virtue. But this he says because he con

sidered the said temporal goods in themselves, as

they appear great to those who have not an eye for

1
i Cor. xii. 31. Aemnlamini, frxovrt. The Rheims version has

&quot; be jealous of.&quot; (Trl.)
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eternal goods. But according to the teaching of

faith, the increase of temporal goods in unworthy
hands is directed by the just ordinance of God
either to the correction of the enjoyers of them or

to their condemnation ; and such goods are as

nothing in comparison with the good things to

come, that are reserved for the good. And there

fore such sadness as this is forbidden in Holy

Scripture, according to the text :

&quot; Be not emulous

of evil-doers, nor envy them that work iniquity.&quot;
1

In a fourth way a man may be sad at the goods
of another inasmuch as that other surpasses him

in good things ;
and this is properly envy, and is

.always evil, because it is grief over that which is

.matter of rejoicing, namely, our neighbour s good.

1 Psalm xxx vi. i.



QUESTION XXXVII.

OF DISCORD.

ARTICLE I. Is discord a sin ?

R. Concord is caused by charity, inasmuch as

charity unites the hearts of many together to one

effect, which is principally the good of God, and

secondarily the good of our neighbour. Discord

then is a sin for being contrary to this concord.

But there are two ways in which this concord is

destroyed ordinarily and incidentally.
1 In human

acts and movements, that is said to be ordinary,

which is according to the intention of the agent.

Hence a man is at ordinary discord with his neigh

bour, when knowingly and intentionally he dissents

from the good of God and his neighbour, to which

he ought to consent ; and this is a mortal sin of its

kind on account of its contrariety to charity, though
the first motions of this discord, on account of the

imperfection of the act, are only venial sins. But

1 In St. Thomas, per se and per accidens, phrases which he con

stantly repeats, to the despair of his translator. There seems

nothing for it but to take some English word and invest it with a

technical meaning ad hoc. The word ordinary has been chosen, not

in its sense of customary, but suggested by the canonists phrase of

ordinary jurisdiction, i.e., jurisdiction which a man enjoys of his oitm

right by virtue of the office which he holds. Cf. II-II. q. 67. art. i.

(Trl.)
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that is taken to be incidental, which is beside the

intention in human acts. Hence when the intention

of both parties is fixed on a good end, making for

the honour of God and the profit of their neighbour ;

but one thinks this particular course is good, while

the other is of a contrary opinion ; the discord then

is only incidentally against the good of God or of

their neighbour. And such discord is not a sin, nor

inconsistent with charity, unless it be either attended

with error on points that are of necessity to salva

tion, or be carried on with undue obstinacy : since

the concord that charity produces is a union of

wills, not a union of opinions.
1

Hence it appears that discord is sometimes the

fault of one side only, when what one of the con

tending parties wants is good, and the other know

ingly resists that good : sometimes it is the fault of

both sides, when each refuses the good of the other,

and each loves his own self-advantage.

i. In itself, the will of one man is not the rule

of the will of another : but inasmuch as the will of

our neighbour keeps close to the will of God, it

becomes consequently a rule laid down according to

the proper rule : and disagreement with such a will

is sinful, as meaning disagreement with the divine

rule.

2. As the will of a man keeping close to God
is a right rule, from which it is sinful to disagree :

so the will of a man running counter to God is a

perverse rule, from which it is good to disagree.

Therefore to raise a discord contrary to that good
1 Above, II-II. q. 29. art. 3. 2. (Trl )
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concord which is the work of charity, is a grievous
sin : hence it is said,

&quot; Six things there are which

the Lord hateth, and the seventh His soul

detesteth;&quot;
1 and the seventh is set down, &quot;him

that soweth discord among brethren. &quot;~ But to

raise a discord to the destruction of evil concord,,

is praiseworthy ;
and this is how Paul raised a

discord among those that were of one accord in

evil, the Pharisees and Sadducees.3 So our Lord

said of Himself: &quot;I am not come to send peace,

but the sword/ 4

3. The discord between Paul and Barnabas 5

was incidental, not ordinary : for both intended good,
but the one thought one thing good, the other

another thing, which difference of view was a piece

of human shortcoming : for such a controversy
turned not on any points that are of necessity
to salvation. And yet this very divergence was
ordered of Divine Providence for the beneficial

effect that ensued thereupon.

ARTICLE II. 7s discord the daughter of vainglory ?

R. Discord means a jarring of wills, inasmuch

as the will of one party is set on one thing, and

the will of another on another. The will fixes

on its own, preferring its own interests and views

to the interests and views of others ; and when
this is done inordinately, it is a piece of pride

and vainglory. And therefore discord, whereby

every one goes after his own and withdraws his

1 Prov. vi. 16. 2 Prov. vi. 19.
1 Acts xxiii. 6.

4 St. Matt. x. 34.
5 Acts xv. 39.
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shoulders from his neighbour s good, is written

down by Gregory the Great a daughter of vain

glory.

QUESTION XL.

OF WAR.

ARTICLE I. Is it always a sin to go to war ?

R. There are three requisites for a war to be

just. The first thing is the authority of the prince

by whose command the war is to be waged. It

does not belong to a private person to start a war,

for he can prosecute his claim in the court of his

superior.
1 In like manner the mustering of the

people, that has to be done in wars, does not belong
to a private person. But since the care of the

commonwealth is entrusted to princes, to them

belongs the protection of the common weal of the

city, kingdom, or province subject to them. And
as they lawfully defend it with the material sword

against inward disturbances by punishing male

factors, so it belongs to them also to protect the

commonwealth from enemies without by the sword

of war. The second requisite is a just cause, so

that they who are assailed should deserve to be

assailed for some fault that they have committed.

1 Hence it is no justification for an enterprise of violence com

menced by private individuals in a civilized State, to call it a war

Every State is bound to suppress private war within the limits of

its own jurisdiction ; as also to take away all pretext for such war

by due redress of wrongs. (Trl.)
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Hence Augustine says: &quot;Just
wars are usually

defined as those which avenge injuries, in cases

where a nation or city has to be chastised for

having either neglected to punish the wicked doings
of its people, or neglected to restore what has been

wrongfully taken away.&quot; The third thing requisite

is a right intention of promoting good or avoiding
evil. For Augustine says :

&quot;

Eagerness to hurt,

bloodthirsty desire of revenge, an untamed and un

forgiving temper, ferocity in renewing the struggle,

lust of empire, these and the like excesses are

justly blamed in war.&quot;

i. To the objection from the text that &quot;all

that take the sword shall perish with the sword,&quot;
1

it is to be said, as Augustine says, that
&quot; he takes

the sword, who without either command or grant
of any superior or lawful authority, arms himself to

shed the blood of another.&quot; But he who uses the

sword by the authority of a prince or judge (if he is

a private person), or out of zeal for justice, and by
the authority of God (if he is a public person), does

not take the sword of himself, but uses it as com
mitted to him by another.

2. To the objection from the text,
2 &quot;

I say
to you not to resist evil,&quot; it is to be said, as

Augustine says, that such precepts are always to

be observed &quot;

in readiness of heart,&quot; so that a man
be ever ready not to resist, if there be occasion

for non-resistance. But sometimes he must take

another course in view of the common good, or

even in view of those with whom he fights. Hence
1 St. Matt. xxvi. 52.

2 St. Matt. v. 39.
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Augustine says :

&quot; He is the better for being over

come, from whom the license of wrong-doing is

snatched away : for there is no greater unhappiness
than the happiness of sinners, the nourishment of

an impunity which is only granted as a punishment,
and the strengthening of that domestic foe, an evil

will.&quot;

ARTICLE III. 7s it lawful in way to use strata

gems ?
l

R. The end of stratagems is to deceive the

enemy. Now there are two ways of deceiving in

word or deed. One way is by telling lies and

breaking promises, and no one ought to deceive the

enemy in this way ;
for

&quot; there are certain laws of

war, and agreements to be observed even among
enemies,&quot; as Ambrose says. In another way one

may be deceived by the fact that we do not open
our purpose or declare our mind to him. That we

are not always bound to do. Even in sacred doctrine

many things are to be concealed from unbelievers,

that they may not scoff at them, according to the

text: &quot;Give not what is holy to dogs.&quot;-
Much

more are our preparations to attack our enemies

to be hidden from them. Such concealment belongs

to the nature of stratagems, which it is lawful to

use in just wars. Nor are such stratagems properly

called frauds, nor are they inconsistent with justice,

nor with a well-ordered will. For it would be an

1
.St. Thomas disputes the maxim that &quot;all s fair in war.&quot; (Trl.)

2 St. Matt. vii. 6.
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inordinate will for any one to wish nothing to be

concealed from him by other people.

ARTICLE IV. 7s war lawful on feast-days P
1

R. The observance of feasts does not bar the

taking the means even to the bodily welfare of man.

Hence our Lord rebukes the Jews, saying :

&quot; Are

you angry at me because I have healed the whole

man on the sabbath-day ?
&quot;

Therefore it is that

physicians may lawfully apply remedies to men on

a feast-day. Much more is the good estate of the

commonwealth to be maintained, whereby many
murders are prevented, and countless ills both

temporal and spiritual a more important good than

the bodily well-being of a single man. And there

fore, for the defence of the commonwealth of the

faithful, just wars may lawfully be prosecuted on

feast-days, if necessity so requires : for it would be

tempting God for a man to want to keep his hands

from war under stress of such necessity. But when
the necessity ceases, war is not lawful on feast-

days.

4. And they determined in that day, saying :

Whoever shall come up against us to fight on the

sabbath-day, we will fight against him.&quot;
3

1 Lawful to make war, and much better, to make hay, on a

Sunday. (Trl.)
2 St. John vii. 23.

3 i Mach. ii. 41.



QUESTION XLI.

OF ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

ARTICLE I. Is assault and battery always sinful ?

R. As contention means a conflict, so assault

and battery means a conflict in deeds. Assault and

battery is a sort of private war between private

persons, not sanctioned by any public authority,,

but prompted by a disordered will. And therefore

an assault always involves sin. And in the party
who assails another unjustly, it is a mortal sin ;

for to do hurt to another by work of hand is not

without mortal sin. 1 But in him who defends

himself the act may be without sin, and it may be

a venial sin, and it may be a mortal sin, according
to the different motion of his mind and different

manner of defending himself. For if he defends

himself with the mere purpose of repelling the

wrong offered, and with due moderation, it is not

a sin, nor can it be properly called assault and

battery on his part. But if he defends himself

with a purpose of vengeance or hatred, or beyond
the bounds of due moderation, it is always sinful,

a venial sin when some slight motion of anger or

1 If the hurt be serious. Hurting a man in the middle ages

meant something more than putting him to slight pain. (Trl.)
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vengeance blends itself with the act, or when it does

not go much beyond the bounds of moderate defence ;

a mortal sin, when you rise up against your assailant

with mind resolved to kill him or do him grievous

hurt.

QUESTION XLII.

OF SEDITION.

ARTICLE II. Is sedition always a mortal sin ?

R. Sedition is opposed to the unity of a multi

tude, that is, of a people, city, or kingdom. The

unity to which sedition is opposed is a unity of law

and public utility. Therefore sedition is a mortal

sin of its kind, and all the more grievous inasmuch

as the public good that is assailed by sedition is

greater than private good that suffers in assault and

battery. The sin of sedition attaches primarily and

principally to those who bring about the sedition,

and they sin most grievously ; secondarily, to those

who abet them in disturbing the common weal.

But they who defend the common weal, and resist

disturbers of the public peace, are not to be called

seditious : as neither are they who defend their own

persons said to be guilty of assault.



QUESTION XLIII.

OF SCANDAL.

ARTICLE I. Is scandal aptly defined to be
&quot;any

n ord or deed, less right, that gives occasion of fall to

another&quot; ?

R. An obstacle set in the way, so that one is

likely to fall over it, is called scandalum, a stumbling-
block. So in the course of the spiritual way one is

exposed to a spiritual fall by the deed or act of

another, who by his advice or persuasion or example
draws you to commit sin ; and this is properly
called scandal. Now nothing of its own nature

exposes any one to spiritual ruin, except what

labours under some defect of correctness : for what

is perfectly right rather fortifies a man against

falling than exposes him to fall. And therefore it

is appropriately said that
&quot;

any word or deed, less

right, that gives occasion to a fall,&quot; is scandal.

2. &quot;Less right
&quot;

does not mean here what is

surpassed by something else in point of correctness,

but what labours under some lack of correctness,

either as being in itself evil, or as having the

appearance of evil. And therefore the Apostle

admonishes us :

&quot; From all appearance of evil

refrain yourselves.&quot;
1

1
i Thess. v. 22.
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3. Nothing can become to a man a sufficient

cause of sin, that is, of a spiritual fall, but his own
will. And therefore the sayings or doings of another

man can only be an imperfect cause, in some
manner inducing to a fall. And therefore we do

not say, &quot;giving cause to a
fall,&quot; but, &quot;giving

occasion,&quot; which is an imperfect cause.

4. The word or deed of another may be a

cause of sin to you in two ways, ordinarily and

incidentally. Ordinarily, when one by his evil word

or deed intends to induce you to sin
; or even though

he intends not that, his mere deed is such as of its

own nature to be an incentive to sin, as when one

commits sin in public, or what looks like sin ; and

in that case the man who does such an act, properly

gives occasion to another s fall : hence it is called

active scandal. Incidentally one man s word or deed

is an occasion of sin to another, when apart from

the intention of the doer, and apart from the quality

of the work, some evil-disposed person is led on

by such a work to sin, as when one envies the goods
of another ;

and in this case the doer of the good
and proper act gives no occasion, so far as in him

lies, but the other takes occasion to sin. And there

fore this is passive scandal without the active : for so

far as in him lies, he who does right gives no

occasion to the fall which the other suffers. Some
times then there is at once active scandal in the one

party, and passive in the other, as when one man
sins at the inducement of another : sometimes there

is active scandal without passive, as when one by
word or deed tries to induce another to sin, and
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that other does not consent : sometimes again there

is passive scandal without the active, as above ex

plained.

ARTICLE III. Is scandal a special sin ?

1\. Passive scandal cannot be a special sin :

because for one man to fall by occasion of the word
or deed of another may happen in any kind of sin

;

nor does the mere taking occasion from another s

word or deed constitute a special fashion of sinning,

seeing that it does not involve any special deformity

opposed to a special virtue. Active scandal as it

occurs incidentally, when it is beside the intention

of the agent, as when one does not intend by his

inordinate word or deed to give another any occasion

to fall, but only wants to gratify his own will, is not

a special sin : because what is incidental does not

constitute a species. But active scandal as it occurs

ordinarily, when one intends by his inordinate word
or deed to draw another to sin, derives the character

of a special sin from the intention of a special end :

for the end in view fixes the species in moral matters.

Hence as theft is a special sin, or murder, on

account of the special hurt intended to our neigh

bour, so also is scandal a special sin for the special

hurt intended ; and it is opposed to fraternal correc

tion, in which the removal of a special hurt is

intended.

ARTICLE V. Can passive scandal befall even perfect

men ?

K. Passive scandal supposes a certain unsettling
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and divorce from good in the soul of him who suffers

the scandal. Now none is unsettled who clings

firmly to an immoveable object. But perfect men

cling to God alone, whose goodness is unchangeable :

for though they cling to their superiors, they do not

cling to them except inasmuch as they cling to

Christ. Hence, however much they see others mis

behaving in word or deed, they budge not from

their rectitude, according to the Psalm :

&quot;

They
that trust in the Lord shall be as Mount Sion : he

shall not be moved for ever that dwelleth in

Jerusalem.&quot;
1

3. Perfect men do fall at times into some
venial sins by the infirmity of the flesh ;

but they
are not scandalized in the proper sense of the word

scandal, by the sayings or doings of others.

ARTICLE VI. 7s active scandal to be found in

perfect men ?

R. It is the property of the perfect to do what

they do according to the rule of reason, as the

text has it :

&quot; Let all things be done decently and

according to order.&quot;
2 And this caution they par

ticularly follow in matters where there is danger of

their not only themselves offending, but also giving
offence to others. And if in their public words or

deeds anything is wanting of this moderation, that

defect comes of human weakness, in respect of which

they fall short of perfection, yet not so far short

either as to imply any great departure from the

order of reason, but only a small and slight de-

1 Psalm cxxiv. i. 2 i Cor. xiv. 40.
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parture, not great enough for any reasonable being
thence to take occasion of sin.

3. The venial sins of the perfect consist for

the most part in sudden impulses, which being
hidden cannot give scandal.

ARTICLE VII. Are spiritual goods to be abandoned

for fear of scandal ?

R. Scandal being twofold, active and passive,
there can be no question here of active scandal : for

as active scandal is
&quot;

any word or deed less
right,&quot;

nothing must be done with active scandal. But the

question has place, if it be understood of passive
scandal. We must consider then what is to be

abandoned for fear lest another take scandal. A
distinction must be drawn in the matter of spiritual

goods. Some of these are of necessity to salvation ;

and they cannot be let go without mortal sin. But

clearly no man ought to commit mortal sin to hinder

another man s sin : because in the order of charity

a man ought to love his own spiritual welfare more

than that of another. And therefore points that are

of necessity to salvation, are not to be dropped for

the avoiding of scandal. But with regard to those

spiritual goods that are not of necessity to salvation,

it seems a distinction must be drawn. For the

scandal that arises from them sometimes proceeds
from malice : that is in the case when some persons

wish to hinder such spiritual goods by setting

scandals afoot ;
and this is the scandal of the

Pharisees, who were scandalized at the teaching of

our Lord ;
which scandal, the Lord teaches, is to

BB VOL. I.
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be despised.
1 But sometimes scandal proceeds

from infirmity or ignorance ; and such is the scandal

of little ones; for which sake spiritual goods are

either to be concealed, or at times deferred, until

such time as by means of an explanation an end

can be put to scandal of this sort. But if the

scandal continues after the explanation, it then

seems to come of malice, and so affords no motive

for abandoning such spiritual works.

i. To the objection taken from the words of

Augustine, that
&quot; where danger of schism is appre

hended, we must desist from the punishment of

sins,&quot; it is to be said that the infliction of punish
ment is not desirable for its own sake : but punish
ments are inflicted as medicines for the prevention
of sins, and therefore have the quality of justice in

so far as they are checks upon sin. But supposing
there is a clear case of sins being multiplied and

made greater by the infliction of punishment, then

the infliction of punishment will not fall under

justice. Of such a case Augustine speaks, namely,
when danger of schism threatens to ensue upon an

excommunication : for then it is no point of the

truth of justice to pronounce the excommunication.

5. Some have said that venial sin is to be

committed for the avoidance of scandal. But that

involves a contradiction
;
for if it is the right thing

to do, it is no longer evil nor sinful ;
for sin cannot

be a due object of choice. Sometimes however the

presence of some circumstance makes that not a

venial sin, which would be a venial sin were that

1 St. Matt. xv. 114.
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circumstance away. Thus a jesting word is a venial

sin when uttered to no useful purpose ; but if there

is a reasonable cause for its utterance, it is no

longer an idle word nor sinful.

ARTICLE VIII. Are temporal goods to be given np

for fear of scandal ?

6. Against [an unqualified affirmative] stands

the fact that Blessed Thomas of Canterbury
demanded the restoration of the goods of the

Church, to the scandal of the King.
1

1 This reference of St. Thomas Aquinas to St. Thomas of Canter

bury cannot be omitted from an English translation. The general

answer about temporal goods here is analogous to that returned

about spiritual goods in the Article preceding. (Trl.)



QUESTION XLIV.

OF THE PRECEPTS OF CHARITY.

[St. Matt. xxii. 3640.]

ARTICLE I. Ought any precept to be given about

charity ?

R. A thing falls under precept inasmuch as it

has the character of being something due. Now a

thing is due in two ways, for its own sake and for

the sake of something else. What is due for its

own sake in every undertaking is the end in view ;

for that has the character of something good in

itself. What is due for the sake of something else

is the means to the end. Now the end of spiritual

life is the union of man with God by charity : to

this end all the other elements of spiritual life are

directed as means. Hence the Apostle says :

&quot; The
end of the commandment is charity from a pure

heart, and a good conscience, and an unfeigned
faith.&quot;

1 For all the virtues, the acts of which are

matter of precept, are directed either to the purify

ing of the heart from the rolling vapours of passion,
2

or to the keeping of a good conscience, as the virtues

that deal with outward acts,
3 or to the keeping of a

1 i Timothy i. 5.
2 Fortitude and temperance. (Trl.)

3
Justice and the parts thereof. (Trl.)
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right faith, as the virtues that concern the worship
of God. And these three classes of virtues are

requisite for loving God. For an impure heart is

withdrawn from the love of God by the passion
that inclines it to earthly things. Again, a bad con

science makes us have a horror of the divine justice

for fear of punishment : while a feigned faith draws

the affection to that which is feigned about God,
and separates it from the truth of God. But in

every department that which is for its own sake and

in its own ordinary right, takes precedence of that

which is for the sake of something else : and therefore

the greatest commandment is that of charity.
1

2. The obligation of a commandment is not

opposed to liberty except in him whose mind is

averse to what is commanded, as appears in those

who keep the commandments from fear alone. But

the precept of charity cannot be fulfilled except of

one s own will, and therefore is not out of keeping
with liberty.

3. All the commandments of the decalogue
are directed to the love of God and of our neighbour ;

and therefore the precepts of charity needed not to

be enumerated among the commandments of the

decalogue, but are included in them all.

ARTICLE II. ]\ as it needful to gii e two precepts of

charity ?

K. Precepts in a law are like the propositions

in speculative sciences, where the conclusions are

virtually contained in the first principles. Hence

i St. Matt. xxii.

BB* VOL. I.
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whoever perfectly knows the principles in the whole

of their virtual extension, can have no need of the

conclusions being severally proposed to him. But

because not all who know the principles are com

petent to consider all that is virtually contained in

those principles, for their sakes in the sciences con

clusions must be drawn out of the principles. But

in matters of practice, in which the precepts of law

are our guide, the end in view stands for a principle.

And the love of God is the end to which the love

of our neighbour is directed. And therefore precepts
must be given, not only of the love of God, but also

of the love of our neighbour, for the benefit of less

capable minds, that do not easily observe how the

one of these precepts is contained in the other.

ARTICLE IV. Is that insertion proper in the precept,

that God should be loved
&quot;

with our whole heart
&quot;

?

R. An act falls under precept inasmuch as it is

an act of virtue. Now it is requisite to an act of

virtue, that it should be not only incident on due

matter, but also be clothed in due circumstances,

rendering it proportionate to the matter. But God
is to be loved as the last end, to which everything
is to be referred. And therefore entireness was to

be specified in laying down the precept of the love

of God.

2. There are two ways of loving God with

our whole heart. One way is in act, so that the

whole heart and desire of man should ever be

actually going out towards God ;
and that is the

perfection that obtains in our heavenly home.
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Another way is that the whole heart of man should

go out towards God habitually, in such fashion that

the man s heart admits nothing contrary to the love

of God. This is the perfection proper on the way
to heaven. Nor is it defeated by venial sin

; because

that does not take away the habit of charity, as it

does not tend to an opposite object, but only hinders

the exercise of charity.
1

3. The perfection of charity at which the

evangelical counsels aim, lies half-way between the

two degrees of perfection above mentioned. It

consists in man withdrawing, so far as is possible,

even from lawful temporal things, that occupy the

mind and hinder the actual movement of the heart

to God.

ARTICLE VI. Can the precept of the love of God be

fulfilled in this world ?

R. A precept may be fulfilled perfectly or im

perfectly. A precept is perfectly fulfilled, when the

end intended by the author of the precept is attained.

A precept is fulfilled, but imperfectly, when though
the end of the author of the precept is not attained,

still there is no swerving from the line of direction

to that end. Thus if a general orders his soldiers

to fight, that soldier fulfils the precept perfectly,

who fights and overcomes the enemy, according to

the intention of his commander. He also fulfils it,

though imperfectly, whose fighting does not lead to

victory, provided that he does nothing that is a

downright breach of military discipline. Now God

Cf. MI. q. 88. art. i. i. (Trl.)
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intends by this precept that man should be entirely

united to Him, which will be accomplished in our

heavenly home, when God shall be &quot;all in all.&quot;
1

And therefore it is in our heavenly home that this

precept shall be fully and perfectly fulfilled ; and yet
in this world of passage one man fulfils it more

perfectly than another, the nearer he approaches to

the likeness of the perfection that is in heaven.

ARTICLE VII. Is the precept of the love of our

neighbour fitly and properly given?
R. This precept is laid down properly; for it

touches at once upon the reason and on the measure

of love. The reason of love is touched upon in the

mention of our neighbour : for on this account we

ought to love others in charity, because they are

nigh unto us, as well in respect of the natural image
of God as of capacity for heavenly glory. Nor does

it matter whether he be called our neighbour, or our

brother,
2 or our friend,

3 because by all these names

the same connection is denoted. The measure of

love is indicated when it is said as thyself : which is

not to be understood as though you were to love

your neighbour equally with yourself, but like your

self, and that in three ways. First, in respect of the

end, that you should love your neighbour for God,
as he ought to love himself for God, that thus

your love of your neighbour may be a holy love.

Secondly, in respect of the regulation of the love,

that you should not condescend to your neighbour
in any evil thing, but only in good things, as a man

1 i Cor. xv. 28. - i St. John iv. 21. 3 Levit. xix. 18.
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ought to satisfy his own will only in good things,

that thus your love of your neighbour may be a just

love. Thirdly, in respect of the reason of the love,

that you should not love your neighbour for the

sake of any profit or enjoyment, but for the reason

that you wish your neighbour s good as he wishes

his own good, that thus your love of your neigh
bour may be a true love. For when one loves his

neighbour for his own profit or enjoyment, he does

not truly love his neighbour, but himself.

QUESTION XLVI.

OF STUPIDITY.

ARTICLE II. Is stupidity a sin ?

R. Stupidity implies a dulness of perception in

judging, particularly about the Highest Cause, the

Last End and Sovereign Good. This may come of

natural incapacity, and that is not a sin. Or it may
come of man burying his mind so deep in earthly

things as to render his perceptions unfit to grasp
the things of God, according to the text: &quot;The

sensual man perceiveth not these things that are of

the Spirit of God ;

&quot; : and such stupidity is a sin.

2. Though no one wishes to be stupid, still

people do wish for what leads to stupidity, by with

drawing their thoughts from things spiritual and
1

i Cor. ii. 14.
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burying them in things of earth. So it is also with

other sins : for the lustful man wants the pleasure,

to which the sin is attached, though he does not

absolutely wish for the sin ; for he would like to-

enjoy the pleasure without the sin.
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